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Abstract 
Maintenance is the phase of the software lifecycle that comprises any modification after the 
delivery of an application. Modifications during this phase include correcting faults, improving 
internal attributes, as well as adapting the application to different environments. As application 
knowledge and architectural integrity degrade over time, so does the facility with which changes 
to the application are introduced. Thus, eliminating source code that presents characteristics that 
hamper maintenance becomes necessary if the application is to evolve. We group these 
characteristics under the term Source Code Issues. Even though there is support for detecting 
Source Code Issues, the extent of their harmfulness for maintenance remains unknown.   
One of the most studied Source Code Issue is cloning. Clones are duplicated code, usually 
created as programmers copy, paste, and customize existing source code. However, there is no 
agreement on the harmfulness of clones. 
This thesis proposes and follows a novel methodology to assess the effect of clones on the 
changeability of methods. Changeability is the ease with which a source code entity is modified. 
It is assessed through metrics calculated from the history of changes of the methods. The impact 
of clones on the changeability of methods is measured by comparing the metrics of methods that 
contain clones to those that do not. Source code characteristics are then tested to establish 
whether they are endemic of methods whose changeability decay increase when cloned.  
We analyzed five Java open source applications and found that cloning indeed affects the 
changeability of methods; and that, in general, cloned methods have a poorer changeability than 
methods not cloned. To be more precise, we found that methods that are cloned a fraction of 
their lifetime, (which represent roughly half of the clones), have significant changeability decay, 
whereas methods that were cloned their whole lifetime had a similar changeability to methods 
that were never cloned.  From these findings, we conclude that if maintenance tasks focus on 
tackling clones indiscriminately, half of the resources will be wasted on eliminating harmless 
clones. We also found that most of the changes in cloned methods occur in their cloned 
fragments. This confirms that the increase of changeability decay on cloned methods is due to 
their cloned fragments. We found that, although some characteristics are correlated with 
changeability decay, none of them could distinguish cloned methods with high changeability 
decay on their own. A combination of clone and method characteristics is necessary in order to 
 iv 
identify harmful clones. 
In addition to findings on the harmfulness of cloning, this thesis contributes a methodology that 
can be applied to assess the harmfulness of other Source Code Issues.   
The contributions of this thesis are twofold. First, the findings answer the question about the 
harmfulness of clones on changeability by showing that cloned methods are more likely to 
change, and that some cloned methods have significantly higher changeability decay when 
cloned. Furthermore, it offers a characterization of such harmful clones. Second, the 
methodology provides a guide to analyze the effect of Source Code Characteristics in 
changeability; and therefore, can be adapted for other Source Code Issues. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Software applications are critical resources for organizations. Therefore, the longer an 
application supports the needs of the organization, the more successful it is. However, unless 
specific actions are taken to improve the longevity of an application, an increase in the difficulty 
of keeping it fulfilling user's requirements is inevitable. There are two explanations for this 
phenomenon: over time, knowledge of the application gets lost, and the application becomes 
over-complex. One alternative suggested to tackle these issues is to keep a design intuitive and 
self documented, so that it remains easy to understand, and, therefore, easy to change. 
Nevertheless, it is not clear to what extent the positive effects of a good design also apply to 
source code. 
This chapter explains the need for understanding the effect of source code characteristics on 
maintenance, introduces the research questions that motivate this work, presents the proposed 
approach to assess the effect of such source code characteristics on maintenance, and finally, 
summarizes the rest of this thesis. 
1.1 Motivation: structure and maintenance 
This section makes a case for the importance of knowing which source code characteristics 
affect longevity of an application. This section defines maintenance, its importance, the 
difficulties of maintaining an application, and how some of these difficulties can be dealt by 
using an appropriate structure for the application. Finally, this section argues that not only the 
design, but also the source code may help to facilitate maintenance. 
This thesis uses the terms software maintenance and software evolution in the same way as 
[Bennett '00]. Software maintenance is the phase of the software lifecycle when the system is 
modified after its first delivery [Bennett '00]. The attributes of an application that bear on the 
effort needed to make modifications is called maintainability [Sanders '95]. Software evolution 
is the first sub-phase of maintenance, in which the application undergoes major changes like the 
addition of new functionality or adaptation to new environments [Bennett '00]. In order to refer 
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to the life of the application (called evolution by Lehman and Belady [Lehman '85])  we will use 
the term software history. Finally, to refer to the way in which a property changes over time we 
call it the evolution of the property.  
1.1.1 On the importance of software maintenance 
Software systems are expected to have a long life due to their cost. Successful applications 
fulfill user's requirements. In order to keep fulfilling the requirements of its users, the 
application requires modifications to fix bugs, to implement requirements that were not 
foreseen, to enhance functionality for a changing environment, or to implement requirements 
that ripened with the use of the system [Lehman '85].  
Software maintenance is the longest and most expensive stage of the software lifecycle; 
therefore, software maintenance is a critical stage. Besides, the better an application is evolved; 
that is, the better major changes are integrated to keep the design intuitive and self-documented, 
the longer its maintenance phase will be. In consequence, software evolution is a critical phase 
of software maintenance. In fact, some studies have found that more than half of professional 
programmers' time [Lientz '81; Singer '98] is consumed on maintenance tasks. Furthermore, 
more than 40% of maintenance effort is spent on enhancements and extensions [Lientz '81] , 
that is, on the  evolution phase . 
Therefore, if concrete properties that reduce or increase maintenance in the long term are 
identified, the costs of software development can be significantly reduced. Besides, such 
properties could provide insights in the research of software quality.  
1.1.2 Difficulties of achieving long term maintenance 
The difficulty of performing maintenance tasks increases with the age of application, and with 
the amount of maintenance tasks performed on the application. This section discusses the 
relation between the age of an application, and the difficulty to perform changes on it. 
1.1.2.1 Key elements to achieve long term maintenance 
The evolution phase is facilitated when there is software architecture integrity and software 
team knowledge, as “they allow the team to make substantial changes without damaging the 
architectural integrity” [Bennett '00]. A less coherent architecture requires more extensive 
knowledge in order to evolve it, and a lack of knowledge results in a faster deterioration of the 
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architecture [Bennett '00]. However, neither the integrity of the architecture nor the knowledge 
about the system remains as the system evolves.  
1.1.2.2 Difficulties of maintaining the system’s knowledge 
The loss of system’s knowledge is difficult to avoid for two reasons: first because 
documentation is inaccurate, and second because the knowledge of programmers about the 
application is not kept.  
From early studies, documentation has been found to be one of the top maintenance problems 
[Lientz '81]. Inadequate documentation affects maintenance. Basili and Perricone [Basili '84] 
found that misunderstanding of a module’s specifications or requirements, and mistaken 
assumptions constituted the main factors on provoking defects when modifying existing code.  
The recording of design rationale is a complex task. Therefore, documentation tends to have 
several issues:, it is poorly organized [Parnas '94], imprecise [Parnas '94], incomplete [Parnas 
'94], it has uneven coverage and in some cases it is incoherent. Even if the documentation is 
used, usually it is not trusted [Singer '98], so it is likely that the only or most reliable source of 
information about an application is its source code.  
Besides, as time passes, programmers leave the project taking with them the domain and system 
knowledge they have acquired. When maintainers do not know the original design they might 
have difficulties of agreeing on the system's components and their relations, or grasping how the 
whole application works [Parnas '94]. The lack of knowledge may be more frequent on 
organizations that have separate developer and maintenance teams, or that have a high turnover 
in the maintenance team. 
1.1.2.3 Difficulties of maintaining the architecture integrity  
The loss of architecture integrity seem to be an inevitably result of maintenance. Such loss of 
architecture integrity makes future maintenance more difficult. Evolving an application requires 
introducing changes without introducing defects. Nevertheless, accidental defects might be 
introduced every time the application is changed. Therefore, the cost of a change can grow 
exponentially with respect to the system's age [Lehman '85]. Besides, if changes do not comply 
with the original design contracts, the design degrades [Parnas '94]. An eroded design implies 
that neither original programmers nor maintainers have enough knowledge about the system as 
a whole [Parnas '94]. Therefore, the system becomes expensive to update because “changes take 
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longer and are more likely to introduce new bugs” [Parnas '94]. Given that these events are 
directly related with the applications’ age, it is said that the software is aging1 whenever the 
application becomes incapable to accommodate changing needs[Parnas '94], i.e. when it can 
only accommodate minor changes. There is some empirical evidence that supports theory of 
degradation in the architecture. For instance, changes lose locality over time, this may indicate 
that the modularization degrades, as it is not hiding changes behind abstractions [Eick '01]. 
Furthermore, the degree of connectivity inside and across software components, and inside and 
across abstraction layers also increases over time [Bianchi '01]. Moreover, the minimal path of 
objects needed to traverse to access a second object increases over time [Burd '99].  
Keeping the architecture integrity over time is known as anti -regressive work  [Lehman '85]. 
The goal of anti-regressive work is to keep the design intuitive and self documented, so that it 
remains easy to understand and therefore easy to change. Anti-regressive work is to software as 
waste collection, recycling, pest control, research in alternative energy sources, etc. is to cities. 
[Lehman '85]. This means that, anti-regressive work avoids degradation but it does not add, 
adapt or enhance functionality. It does not improve the perception of the final user, but it 
improves the perception of the developer in charge of the application i.e. it improves the 
maintainability [Lehman '85]. In that sense, although anti-regressive work is not an urgent task, 
it is very important because anti-regressive work affects the ease of introducing changes and, as 
a result, the life expectancy of the application. Therefore, it is necessary to allocate time for 
anti-regressive work, and use that time efficiently.  
Summarizing, software maintenance is the longest and most expensive stage in the software 
lifecycle. Software maintenance requires changes in the application to keep supporting users’ 
needs. However, achieving those changes in the long term is difficult because the original 
developers may not work anymore in the application, and because the introduction of changes 
increases the complexity of the application’s structure making the introduction of future changes 
difficult. In order to facilitate future changes, it is necessary to do anti-regressive work to keep 
the complexity stable, and the design understandable. The following section discusses in more 
                                                     
1
 Software aging has been used in two ways: (i) Systems incapable of meeting recent needs of its users, due to structural 
degradation. Such structural degradation is usually due to modifications that did not comply with the original design [Parnas '94]. 
(ii)Systems that run for long enough that some performance problems emerge (e.g. due to inaccessible memory because of lost 
pointers) until the system halts and needs to be re-started [Grottke '06]. 
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detail the relation between the structure of the application and its maintainability. 
1.1.3 A good design facilitates maintenance 
A good design reflects the domain concepts and provides abstractions to separate the concerns 
among those concepts. Such characteristics are highly desirable for maintenance tasks because 
bugs are introduced by lack of awareness of the parts involved in executing a requirement 
[Coleman '94], and because maintenance time is spent on understanding the application to 
decide which parts to change [Singer '98].  
Most models proposed to measure maintainability take into account the quality of the 
application’s structure. Figure 1-1 shows several models proposed to assess maintenance; all 
references to the structure quality are shown in italics. Notice that all models identify structural 
properties as key elements of maintenance.  
In fact, there are empirical indicators to believe that software structure affects software quality. 
For instance, several studies have found that structural metrics are good indicators of software 
defects [Basili '96; Ferneley '99; Subramanyam '03]. Furthermore, other studies have found that 
structural metrics are highly correlated with maintenance effort [Coleman '94; Harrison '98; 
Fioravanti '01; Bandi '03; Dagpinar '03]. 
A software application has several levels of granularity: architecture, design, and source code. 
Therefore, the structure of software may facilitate software maintenance. Nevertheless, it is 
unclear whether all levels of granularity of software structure improve software maintenance or 
if different levels of granularity have different impacts. In particular, it is not clear if the source 
code must satisfy any requirements to achieve a maintainable application. 
In consequence, software maintenance is an important problem, which can be partially tackled 
with an appropriate structure of an application. In order to keep the application maintainable for 
longer, it is necessary to perform anti-regressive work. However, it is not clear if anti-regressive 
work should be limited to high structural levels or if it should also cover the source code.  The 
next section aims to detail this gap by rephrasing it as research questions. 
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Figure 1-1. Conceptual Models of Software Quality. Factors that affect maintainability. (Factors related to the 
application’s structure are in italics). 
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thesis tackles is:  
Do source code characteristics affect the maintenance of an application? 
A metaphor can illustrate this question. In civil engineering, not only the design of a building 
must be sound but also the materials with which it is built: using low quality concrete can also 
compromise the lifetime of the building. However, in software engineering it is not clear if the 
quality of the source code can compromise the evolution of an application, and if so, which 
source code characteristics have the worse impact, and therefore, should be an anti-regressive 
work priority.   
Assuming that software structure impacts software maintenance, minor issues on the 
implementation may also have consequences on the application’s sustainability and longevity. 
However optimizing the time used for anti-regressive work is a challenging task because it is 
not clear which source characteristics are harmful and to what extent.  
We will use the term Source Code Issues (SCI )  to refer to source code characteristics that 
have been pointed out as unhealthy implementation practices. Source Code Issues include: 
clones (replicated code), god methods (too many responsibilities in a method), god classes 
(classes that represent more than one abstraction), feature envy (methods that use more fields of 
other classes than the filed of its own class), etc. Source Code Issues occur at different levels of 
abstraction. Different types of Source Code Entities (SCE) enclose different SCIs, for instance, 
god classes occur only in classes, while feature envy occurs only in methods. There are already 
several approaches to detect SCI, however very little is known about the effect of SCI on the 
maintainability of the application.  
In order to analyze these questions, we investigated the effect of clones on the changeability of 
methods. Therefore, the research question was refined to: 
Is being cloned harmful for the changeability of methods? 
This investigation has led us to propose a methodology to analyze the effect of Source Code 
Issues on the changeability of the Source Code Entities that hosts them.  
1.3 Proposed approach 
This section motivates and presents a methodology based on empirical observations to analyze 
the effect of source code issues in maintainability.  
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1.3.1 Need for a methodology to validate quality frameworks 
Quali ty frameworks  are theoretic constructions that aim to assess properties of software 
applications. One of the disadvantages of quality frameworks is that the quality of the 
application has a different meaning depending on the stakeholder [Kitchenham '96]. For 
instance; in terms or software evolution, quality is related to the ease of the application to 
accommodate major changes; but in terms of the software product, quality is related to the 
number of faults.  
Most quality frameworks attempt to assess the quality of an application based on its internal 
characteristics. However, this approach has one important disadvantage: several characteristics 
contradict each other, for instance, high cohesion and low coupling. Therefore, it is not possible 
to optimize an application’s structure to achieve an optimal value in all its internal 
characteristics. However, it is possible to balance the values among conflicting characteristics. 
Nevertheless, quality frameworks do not give much insight about how to achieve such balance. 
In consequence, achieving a high quality application becomes a problem of balancing 
characteristics without knowing their weight on the quality goal.  
Another issue about quality frameworks is that they are theoretical constructions without 
empirical validation to support their claims. As a result, there is a plethora of quality 
frameworks proposing similar characteristics with no standard vocabulary, proposing different 
ways to achieve the same quality goal (see for instance the different decompositions of 
maintainability above on Figure 1-1). Besides, the lack of evaluation makes quality frameworks 
incomplete, and probably, inconsistent with real life projects [Moody '05].  
Summarizing, quality frameworks explain how to achieve quality attributes but only up to 
design level. They do not state how to achieve a quality attribute at implementation level  
[Marinescu '02]. There is no agreement on how implementation heuristics would achieve a 
quality attribute at design level. Although there are recent quality-models that propose 
implementation heuristics to achieve a quality attribute  [Marinescu '02][Moha '08], different 
quality-models give different (and in some cases contradictory) heuristics to achieve the same 
quality attribute [Marinescu '02][Moha '08]. These divergences in quality-models that integrate 
source code heuristics could be solved by analyzing the effect of not using the heuristics on 
certain quality attributes of the application. 
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1.3.2 Proposed methodology  
Practitioners are not aware of quality frameworks [Moody '05]. In fact, there is not even a de-
facto standard quality framework [Moody '05]. Although most practitioners maintain 
applications at source code level [Singer '98], it is not known to what extent a source code 
characteristic that is believed to be harmful affects the maintainability of an application.  
We think that it is possible to find facts about the nature of programs from the common results 
from diverse applications. Therefore, we propose to perform a set of analyses, on several 
applications, to assess the impact of the SCI. Finding similar results regardless of the 
applications analyzed, is more likely to be due to the analyzed characteristic than due to random 
similarities among the applications.  Moreover, the greater the number of applications analyzed 
the smaller the effects of particular characteristics of each application are. 
In summary, quality frameworks lack of validation that could be given by empirical methods. 
We propose an empirically based methodology to assess the effect of source code characteristics 
that are considered harmful in the maintenance of the application. Our methodology is aimed at 
researchers in software engineering that want to analyze the effect of a source code 
characteristic on the changeability of the final application. In particular, when there are reasons 
to believe that the source code characteristic is harmful. However, it is not necessary to apply 
the whole methodology for each source code characteristic to analyze. Given that each step 
tackles different research questions, some steps can be avoided because their questions may 
have been answered by previous work. 
In order to evaluate the methodology proposed, we analyze the effect of cloned code (SCI) in 
methods (SCE). Clones are duplicated code, and they are believed to be harmful because they 
may require duplicated maintenance.  
1.3.3 Contributions 
This thesis presents a methodology to assess the effect of a Source Code Issue on the ease of 
changing the Source Code Entity that has it. However, the contribution of thesis is not limited to 
the methodology, but also to the findings obtained by applying it to clones at the level of 
methods. We confirm that several of the hypotheses about the harmfulness of clones. Firstly, 
cloned methods change more than code that is not cloned, and that these extra-changes occur 
inside of the cloned fragments. Secondly, that cloned methods have a higher changeability than 
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methods without clones. Thirdly, that cloned methods with highest changeability decay are 
those that are sometimes cloned, possibly due to inconsistent changes.  
We have also shown that the nature of the method is critical for identifying methods with high 
changeability. This is also true for cloned methods, as method characteristics were found as 
better discriminator of the changeability of cloned methods than clone characteristics. 
Finally, we have found that contrary to previous findings, cloning is persistent. Methods cloned, 
tend to remain cloned all their lifetime. 
1.4 Structure of this thesis 
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 stresses on the importance of 
performing empirical analyses to identify which SCI should have priority when performing anti-
regressive work. Chapter 3 presents the state of the art in the analysis of clones: their 
definitions, algorithms to detect them, claimed causes and consequences, empirical results on 
the causes and consequences of cloning, and open questions in the area. 
Chapter 4 explains the steps of the methodology. The methodology is divided into context 
phases, and analysis phases. Context phases are the ones that create the background needed to 
be able to answer the research questions, but analysis phases are those that explain how to 
answer the research questions. Chapters 5 to 7 explain the context phases, and show the results 
of applying those phases to the analysis of clones. Chapters 8 to 10 explain the analysis phases, 
and show the results obtained analyzing clones at the level of methods in five open source 
applications. Chapter 11 presents the conclusions of this work from two perspectives: from the 
utility of the methodology, and from the usefulness of findings about clones. Chapter 11 also 
discusses ways in which this work can be extended. A figure explaining the contents of this 
thesis is shown below (Figure 1-2). 
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Figure 1-2. Thesis structure 
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Chapter 2.  Background for the methodology 
It is important for practitioners to be able to recognize and prioritize source code characteristics 
that may reduce the ease to change the application.  This chapter extends the definition of 
Source Code Issues (SCI), and argues that the impact of source code issues in source code 
quality is unknown. The chapter also presents models that integrate source code issues to assess 
source code quality, and explains how such models would benefit from analyzing the historical 
impact of source code issues. Finally, the chapter explains why changeability is a suitable proxy 
to assess maintainability effort, and justifies the analysis of software history to obtain 
changeability indicators.  
This chapter is composed of two sections. The first section motivates this work. The second 
section justifies methodological choices. 
2.1 Source code issues 
Source Code Issues are source code characteristics that have been pointed out as unhealthy by 
the Object Oriented Programming (OOP) community. These source code characteristics have 
received several names like source code flaws, bad smells, anti-patterns, code smells, etc. We 
think that the methodology proposed can be used for all of them. Therefore, we decided to 
propose an umbrella term for these source code characteristics. In order to keep the negative 
connotation with which they were originally named, we decided to call them Source Code 
Issues (SCI). Note that a more neutral term like source code characteristics could be confusing.  
Common causes of source code issues are misuse of inheritance, missing inheritance, misplaced 
operations, violation of encapsulation, class abuse [Bär '99]. There are valid reasons to claim the 
harmfulness of SCIs. However, there is little empirical evidence to support such claims because 
most research in this area has focused on the definition and detection of source code issues.  
This section summarizes previous work on source code issues. It provides a summary of the 
types of source code issues, the claimed effects of source code issues in maintainability, and the 
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importance of prioritizing the handling of source code issues that increase maintainability effort 
in the long term. This section also presents and compares previous analyses on the impact of 
source code issues. 
2.1.1 Classification of source code issues  
Given the large variety of source code characteristics that can be considered harmful, we 
proposed a classification of source code issues (SCIs), depicted in Figure 2-1. There are two 
types of SCIs the primitives and the complex. Primitive source code issues are those that can be 
identified at a low level of granularity but their harmfulness cannot be directly linked to higher 
abstractions in the structure of the application. Complex source-code issues are those that can be 
directly linked with a problem at a higher level of abstraction than source code. Complex SCIs 
are usually defined in terms of primitive SCIs, because they accumulate evidence from several 
source code characteristics and link it with a design problem. In theory, complex SCIs are easier 
to correct because, by being explicitly related to design, they say why they might be harmful. In 
contrast, primitive SCIs might be conscientious design decisions, and therefore, they are 
identified just as refactoring opportunities.  
 
Figure 2-1. Classification proposed for source code issues. 
There are two types of primitive SCIs: bad smells, and other low granularity SCIs. Bad smells 
are a set of characteristics in source code entities that experienced programmers found to be a 
sub-optimal implementation.  
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Table 2-1. Bad smells. 
Name Definition. [References to detection strategies] 
Comments When comments do not explain the purpose of the code but the code itself. 
Long method When methods are over sized, they may have multiple responsibilities. [Kataoka 
'01; Marinescu '01] 
Long parameter list When methods have many parameters, instead of having a few objects that 
encapsulate the data needed. [Kataoka '01; Marinescu '01].  
Cloned code When the same code fragment is in more than one place. [Baker '95; Mayrand '96; Baxter '98; Mens '03] 
Message chains When a method navigates through the structure of the application. 
Switch statements 
When switch statements operate on objects of the same type that call similar 
methods depending on attributes, i.e. they indicate lack of inheritance and 
polymorphism. ([Emden '02]) 
Feature envy When a method uses more methods and fields of another class than of its own 
class. [Simon '01; Munro '05] 
Speculative 
generality 
When a method or a class contains several special cases and unused code that 
attempts to handle future needs. [Simon '01; Mens '03] 
Data clumps When there are sets of data frequently found together as class members or in 
method signatures. [Simon '01] 
Temporary field When a class uses its fields only in certain occasions, this may happen because a 
single class is used to represent several abstractions. [Simon '01; Munro '05] 
Primitive obsession When sets of primitive types are used instead of small objects for dealing with 
small tasks. This may result in duplicated code, or in scattered concerns. 
Large class 
When a class has too much code, it might be that the class is doing too much or 
that there is duplication. [Marinescu '01; Simon '01; Tahvildari '03; Crespo '05; 
Munro '05; Walter '05] 
Data class 
When a class does not contain functionality, only fields, getters and setters. This 
could mean that the set of attributes does not describe an abstraction or that the 
functionality of the class is somewhere else.[Marinescu '01] 
Lazy class When a class does not have enough functionality to justify the maintenance of a 
separate abstraction. [Simon '01; Crespo '05; Munro '05] 
Middle man When a class delegates most of its functionality to another class. 
Refused bequest 
When a subclass does not overwrite the methods inherited from its super-class. In 
this case it might be better if the subclass and the super-class become siblings that 
inherit from a new class that represents its commonalities.[Mens '03] 
Divergent change When one a class is frequently changed in different ways for different reasons. Classes with divergent change might be doing many things. [Moha '06a]  
Shotgun surgery When changes affect many classes. [Girba '04b; Xing '04; Moha '06a] 
Parallel inheritance 
hierarchies 
Whenever a change to one hierarchy of classes requires the same change to 
another hierarchy of classes. [Girba '04b; Xing '04] 
Alternative classes 
with diff. interfaces 
When methods of different classes do the same thing but have different 
signatures.  
Incomplete library 
class When a library misses some methods required or has lots of extra behavior. 
 
There are three types of complex SCIs: violations of design heuristics, design flaws, and anti-
patterns. The violat ions of  design heur ist ics  [Ciupke '99] occur when the implementation 
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does not comply with implementation heuristics made to conform to design principles [Johnson 
'88; Meyer '92; Lakos '96; Riel '96; Martin '00]. Not complying with these heuristics indicates 
source code that may cause problems to the design. Design f laws  [Marinescu '01] are source 
code characteristics that may affect maintainability factors. Design flaws include the 
composition of several bad smells, the violation of some Object Oriented principles and the lack 
of use of certain design patterns (like bridge, strategy, singleton, façade, etc.). Another term 
used for complex source-code issues is anti-patterns. An anti -pattern  [Coad '91] is a solution 
for a problem known for being inappropriate. An example of anti-pattern is called spaghetti 
code, and it is meant for source code that is complex and tangled. Spaghetti code does not use 
control flow constructs (if, for, while) which makes it more difficult to understand.  
2.1.1.1 Bad smells 
A bad smell is a set of source code characteristics that indicate an area susceptible of 
improvement or that could benefit from refactoring2 [Fowler '99]. For, each bad smell there is at 
least one sequence of refactorings to eliminate it. According to those who coined the term, bad 
smells are just useful indicators, but by no means rules, because finding a bad smell does not 
necessarily indicate that there is an issue; therefore the restructuring decision should depend on 
the developer. Bad smells may cause the following effects: increase the need to be changed, 
make the code more difficult to understand, provoke bugs, require similar changes in different 
parts, and excessive / eliminable code. Note that some effects promote other effects, for instance 
excessive code makes code more difficult to understand.  Below, in There are two types of 
primitive SCIs: bad smells, and other low granularity SCIs. Bad smells are a set of 
characteristics in source code entities that experienced programmers found to be a sub-optimal 
implementation.  
 
Table 2-1, there is the list of the bad smells proposed by Fowler.  
                                                     
2
 A refactoring is a source code-to-source code transformation. Given that refactorings do not alter the algorithm of the program, 
just its structure, they are usually automatic. 
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2.1.1.2 Other SCIs of low granularity 
There are authors that propose primitive SCIs other than bad smells, such as: low cohesion, 
multiple interfaces, procedural names, no polymorphism, no inheritance, no parameters, use of 
global variables, controller methods, and controller classes [Moha '08].  
2.1.1.3 Violation of design heuristics 
Design principles are key concepts to achieve a good design. A good design is modular, which 
means that it is made of autonomous elements connected by a coherent, simple structure [Meyer 
'92]. Achieving a good design is key for maintenance because it 'balances trade-offs to minimize 
the total cost of the system over its entire lifetime' [Coad '91]. In other words, design principles 
indicate the structural properties required to consider a design good. Design principles include 
generic principles and principles that depend on the programming paradigm. Examples of 
generic principles include generic principles like modularity [Meyer '92], information hiding 
[Parnas '72; Parnas '79], and separation of concerns [Dijkstra '82]. Examples of principles in 
Object Oriented Programming include the Liskov substitution principle [Liskov '87], the law of 
Demeter [Lieberherr '88], and Robert Martin’s design principles: open extension-closed 
modification, dependency inversion, interface segregation, reuse/release equivalency, common 
reuse, common closure, acyclic dependencies, stable dependencies, and stable abstractions 
[Martin '96a; Martin '96b; Martin '96c; Martin '00].  
Design heuristics are implementation procedures to increase the probability of complying with 
design principles. Given that design heuristics are defined at source code level, their violation 
may indicate the disobedience of design principles. Therefore, violating design heuristics may 
pose a threat to maintainability. 
2.1.1.4 Design flaws 
Three models relate source code characteristics to maintainability issues. Marinescu’s model 
that merges the information of design flaws and source code maintainability through metrics 
[Marinescu '04b]. One side of the model decomposes each design flaw into primitive SCIs, and 
each SCI into a set of structural metrics. The other side of the model decomposes 
maintainability into maintainability factors, and maintainability factors into metrics. Tracing 
which SCI affects which maintainability factors is done through the structural metrics, which 
are the common factor in both sides of the model. 
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Tahlvidari and Kontogianis [Tahvildari '02] propose a maintainability soft goal-graph that 
indicates how certain high level source code transformations would improve or worsen 
maintainability factors of an application. The soft goal-graph would show which transformation 
maximizes the maintainability, where the maintainability is assessed using structural metrics i.e. 
a reduction on the values of the metrics indicates the presence of a source code issue. 
Table 2-2. Design flaws. 
Name Definition [References to detection strategies] 
God 
Method 
God methods centralize the functionality of a class, and it is characterized by an excessive 
size and complexity [Marinescu '02] 
God Class 
God-Classes centralize the functionality of an entire subsystem. A god class uses the data 
from other classes, and delegates only minor details to a set of trivial classes. [Marinescu 
'02] 
God 
Package 
A god-package is a package large and non-cohesive that has a large number of clients that 
use it excessively. [Marinescu '02] 
Misplaced 
Class 
A misplaced class occurs when a class needs more classes of other packages than classes 
of its own package. [Marinescu '02] 
Wide 
Subsystem 
Interface 
It occurs when the interface of a package is very wide so there package and its clients 
become tightly coupled. [Marinescu '02] 
Lack of 
Bridge 
It occurs when inheritance is used instead of using a bridge pattern, which derives in an 
inflexible solution because the abstract super-class and the concrete sub-classes are 
statically linked. [Marinescu '02] 
Lack of 
Strategy 
It occurs when solving a problem may require a family of interchangeable algorithms. 
However, instead of using the strategy pattern, the algorithms are implemented in a single 
class or in a hierarchy of classes where the sub-classes override the implementation of the 
super-class. [Marinescu '02] 
Centralized 
control 
It is a violation of even distribution of data and behavior among the classes. It is necessary 
to find feature envy to consider that there is centralized control. [Trifu '05] 
Inheritance 
for usage 
It is a violation of using inheritance only for specializing the behavior of the super-class. It 
is necessary to find refused bequest to consider that there is inheritance for usage. [Trifu 
'05] 
Schizophre
nic class 
It is a violation of one class represents only one abstraction. It is necessary for the class to 
be large and complex (god class) to consider it schizophrenic. [Trifu '05] 
Explicit 
state checks 
It is a violation of one class represents only one abstraction. It is necessary to find god 
classes with temporary fields to consider it explicit state checks. [Trifu '05] 
 
Design flaws, defined in [Marinescu '04b], are used [Trifu '05] in a metaphor to reason about 
source code quality: design flaws are symptoms of source code illnesses, and a source code 
illness is a violation of Object Oriented Design Principles. For instance, abusive 
conceptualization is an illness that occurs when the ‘one class = one abstraction’ principle is 
broken. There are three types of illnesses related with three areas of the object-oriented 
paradigm: definition of concepts, distribution of intelligence among the concepts, and 
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distribution of intelligence among inheritance hierarchies. In order to diagnose an illness, it is 
necessary for some symptoms to be present, while other symptoms may not occur even if the 
source code entity suffers the illness, i.e. some design defects are mandatory to consider that a 
source code entity has violated a design guideline. The three types of illnesses (violations of 
basic design principles) are defined by ten types of symptoms (design flaws). By making 
explicit the illnesses that generate violations of design guidelines, the author creates a higher 
abstraction of structural problems, which also points out possible ways of ‘treating’ the illness. 
2.1.1.5 Anti-patterns 
Moha and Guéhéneuc propose a quality framework oriented to the categorization and 
identification of problems as anti-patterns which also offer a higher level of abstraction to 
reason about structural issues in source code [Moha '06b]. Each anti-pattern is decomposed at 
several layers of abstraction into primitive source code issues, and each source code issue is 
divided in the properties that characterize it. For instance, spaghetti code is characterized by the 
following source code issues: procedural names, long methods, methods without parameters, 
global variables, no inheritance and no polymorphism. 
Table 2-3. Anti-patterns as defined in [Brown '98]. 
Name Definition [References to detection strategies]  
Blob 
It occurs when too many functions are concentrated in a single part of the design, 
usually a class. A blob is a large class that centralizes most of the processing done by a 
program. The blob declares many fields and methods with a low cohesion among one 
another. [Moha '08] 
Spaghetti code 
It occurs when there is lack of structure in a system due to misuse of language 
abstractions. In the case of OO code, it occurs in applications that do not use 
inheritance, polymorphism, or other reuse abstractions offered by the paradigm. 
Spaghetti code is characterized, in OO applications, by few classes with large methods 
that are called once in the application, low interaction among objects, and methods 
without parameters that rely on global variables. [Moha '08] 
Functional 
decomposition 
It occurs when methods are converted into classes, so the functionality is implemented 
by a main method that calls many helper methods. It is characterized by complex code, 
inexistent class hierarchy, and classes that offer just one functionality. [Moha '08] 
Swiss army 
knife 
It occurs when a class offers a high number of services to address many different 
needs. Although may functionalities are offered, only few of them are used in the 
application. [Moha '08] 
Poltergeist 
Poltergeists are objects whose purpose is to pass information to another object. They 
are characterized for having a short live, having no state, and being used to perform 
initializations or to invoke methods other classes. [Moha '08] 
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2.1.2 Assessing the impact of source code issues 
This section shows the lack of work in this area, and discusses why the evidence so far is not 
useful yet to support the software development process. 
The impact of source code issues has been analyzed in four ways: 
- the extension of the source code issue (what percentage of the application is affected) 
- the persistence of the source code issue (how long is the lifetime of the source code issue) 
- their relationship with changes 
- and their relationship with bugs.  
Analyzing the extension of the source code issue in the application can be done in several ways. 
By reporting the size of the application (in terms of modules, files or functions) and the number 
of modules, files or functions affected by the source code issue [Lague '97]. By checking which 
percentage of the application is affected by the source code issue [Ducasse '99]. By checking if 
the percentage of the application affected by the source code issue is localized in certain 
modules, files or functions [Chou '01; Antoniol '02]. 
The persistence of the source code issue in the application refers to the average lifetime of the 
source code issue in the application. It is analyzed because several researchers think that volatile 
source code issues, i.e. those that are eliminated soon after they are inserted in the application, 
are harmless because they did not have time to make any difference in the application.  There 
are several ways to measure persistence. Chou et al. measured the average number of days and 
years that the SCI is to the application [Chou '01]. Ratiu et al. measured the percentage of the 
source code entity’s lifetime  during which the source code issue is located [Ratiu '04]. 
Antioniol et al. and Lague et al. measured the percentage of application affected by the source 
code issue over time [Lague '97; Antoniol '02]. Chou et al. also checked if the age of the source 
code is related with the amount of source code issues that it has [Chou '01].  
Source code issues are believed to increase the number of changes and the number of bugs. 
Therefore, several of the studies about the impact of SCIs aim to find correlations between them 
and number of changes, or number of bugs. However, it is important to remember that lack of 
changes does not necessarily means that the source code issue is harmless: it could happen that 
the code with the source code issue is so complex that no developer dares to touch that code. 
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This phenomenon is called code viscosity [Martin '00].  
Regarding the relation between source code issues and changes there are two kinds of 
experiments: those that aim to show that SCEs change more if they have the SCI, and those that 
aim to show that SCEs having related SCIs tend to co-change i.e. change at the same time. To 
show that SCEs with a SCI change more than other SCEs, authors have used as proxy of 
changes the number of releases of the file [Monden '02], and the number and frequency of 
changes that the entity has undergone [Ratiu '04]. Showing that the SCI increases the co-
changes is done for SCIs that relate SCEs, for example, clones or feature envy.  The relation 
between SCIs and co-changes has been studied by trying to correlate files that share the same 
SCI with files that co-change [Geiger '06], and trying to measure if the SCEs that have related 
SCIs are changed in the same way at the same time [Lague '97; Kim '05; Krinke '08] (or at a 
close time interval [Aversano '07]). 
Finally, regarding the relation between source code issues and bugs, researchers have tried to 
correlate the size of the source code issue with the number of bugs [Fenton '00; Monden '02], 
and to show that some bugs are originated from inappropriate handling of SCIs [Li '06; 
Aversano '07]. 
These approaches cannot be used to recommend what to do with a Source Code Issue. For 
instance, we do not know if, in general, clones make methods more difficult to maintain or not. 
It is necessary to have an approach that takes into account several definitions of harmfulness, 
and that weighs these definitions to be able to compare different SCIs, and finally that provides 
ways to predict which characteristics make a SCI more difficult to maintain.  
2.1.3 Automatic elimination of source code issues 
Designing code flexible to changes is a difficult task. “Although there is no 'best' structure for a 
solution to a given problem, there are definitely better and worse structures—the distinction is 
typically made largely as a matter of intuition combined with experience [Darcy '05]”. A 
flexible design structure is usually achieved through refinement after several incremental 
iterations because diverse possible modularizations of a program may be conflictive, but only 
one can be chosen. That one must support most of the foreseen changes [Griswold '93].  
Moore’s tool [Moore '96] was the first approach to eliminate source code issues automatically 
by extracting shared expressions from methods into a new hierarchy. 
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Recently, the interest for correcting and improving automatically source code structure has 
grown again [Keeffe '04; Trifu '04; Seng '05]. Tahvildari and Kontogianis propose to analyze 
the overall effect of introducing high-level refactorings (using patterns) in maintainability 
factors. The refactoring chosen depends on the cost of introducing it and the benefit on 
maintainability factors [Tahvildari '02; Tahvildari '04]. Keeffe and Cinneide [Keeffe '04] 
propose a set of metrics to express design heuristics. The improvement is achieved by 
repeatedly applying a random refactoring to the design, and maximizing the quality of the 
obtained design, calculated as the weighted sum of metrics. Seng et al. [Seng '05] use genetic 
algorithms to evaluate the best structural arrangement using metrics they propose themselves to 
measure the overall compliance of the architecture with design heuristics. Although correction 
techniques look very promising, it has been shown [Moore '96] that automatic transformations 
can have a negative impact on software comprehension given that they undermine the mapping 
between problem domain concepts and software entities.  
2.2  Measuring maintainability 
This section motivates the use of historical analysis of software to assess changeability as a 
proxy for maintainability. The first part of the section introduces maintainability terminology, 
and explains why changeability can be used to assess maintainability. Then the section shows 
two approaches to measure maintainability and changeability: by analyzing the structure of the 
application or by analyzing the changes the application has undergone. Finally, this section 
argues that historical analysis of software is an appropriate method to assess changeability and 
maintainability.  
2.2.1 Maintainability terminology 
Maintenance is any activity performed on a system after the first delivery of the application 
[Bennett '00]. Maintenance can be divided into several stages: evolution, servicing, phase-out, 
and close-down [Bennett '00]. Evolution is the stage in software lifecycle in which the system is 
subject to fault correction and to adaptation to new user requirements or to a new environment. 
Evolution is a term also used for describing the dynamics of software history [Lehman '85]. 
Servicing is when only minor changes are possible, phase-out when no changes are performed 
[Bennett '00] and close-down is when the system is not used anymore [Bennett '00]. These 
phases of maintenance are depicted in Figure 2-2.  
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Figure 2-2 Phases of maintenance. 
 
Traditionally, software maintenance tasks have been classified in four categories depending on 
their goal: adaptive, corrective, perfective, and preventive (see Table 2-4). Adaptive  
maintenance  keeps a computer program usable in a changed or changing environment [Lientz 
'81; IEEE '99]. Correct ive maintenance  corrects discovered faults [Lientz '81; IEEE '99]. 
Perfect ive maintenance  improves the performance, maintainability, or other attributes of a 
computer program [Lientz '81; IEEE '99]. Prevent ive maintenance  detects and corrects 
latent faults before they become faults [IEEE '99].  
Table 2-4. Classification of types of maintenance tasks according to (ISO/IEC 14764) 
 Correction Enhancement 
Proactive Preventive Perfective 
Reactive Corrective Adaptive 
 
While maintenance is a phase of an application’s lifecycle, maintainability is a property of the 
application that permits a longer evolution period (i.e. it can accommodate significant changes 
retarding the servicing phase). Maintainabi l i t y is the capability of the software product to be 
modified. Modifications may include corrections, improvements or adaptation of the software to 
changes in environment, and in requirements and functional specifications [ISO '01].  
2.2.2 Changeability as a proxy to assess maintainability 
Maintainability has not only been regarded as a property of the application, but also as the ease 
to perform a phase of the application’s lifecycle (maintenance). Definitions of maintainability 
like the "effort required to locate and fix an error in an operational program" [Gaffney '81], or 
"the ease with which an application or component can be maintained between major releases" 
[Firesmith '03], show that maintainability has been also used in the sense of effort measurement.  
close- 
down 
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According to the framework for software quality ‘Software Product Quality Requirements and 
Evaluation’ (SQuaRE - ISO 25000) [ISO '01], maintainability is achieved through the following 
factors: analyzability, changeability, stability, testability, and maintainability compliance. 
Analysabi l i t y is the capability of the software product to be diagnosed for deficiencies or 
causes of failures in the software, or for the parts to be modified to be identified [ISO '01]. 
Changeabi l i t y is the capability of the software product to enable a specified modification to 
be implemented [ISO '01]. Stabi l i t y is the capability of the software product to avoid 
unexpected effects from modifications of the software [ISO '01]. Testabi l i t y is the capability 
of the software product to enable modified software to be validated [ISO '01]. Maintainabi l i t y 
compliance  is the capability of the software product to adhere to standards or conventions 
related to maintainability [ISO '01]. 
Changeability has also been defined as the “attributes of software that bear on the effort needed 
for modification, fault removal or for environmental change” [Sanders '95]. Notice that 
changeability and maintainability have very similar definitions. Changeability would be a 
pertinent proxy of maintainability because changeability is the characteristic that allows 
performing changes with a low effort. However, changeability does not represent all the 
characteristics that an application should have to be maintainable. That means that changeability 
is necessary but not sufficient to assess maintainability. Therefore, if the presence of SCIs is 
correlated with changeability, one can conclude that the SCI affects maintainability. However, if 
there is no correlation between the SCI and changeability, it does not mean that the SCI does not 
affect maintainability. 
2.2.3 Structural assessment of maintainability 
Most of the early work on maintainability assessment is based on the application’s structure. 
Source code maintainability is divided into factors that may impact it, such factors are evaluated 
using questionnaires and measures by all those involved in the development, and finally the 
results of the questionnaires are merged into statistical models that weigh the impact of each 
factor [Peercy '81]. Although the method uses measures, they are not recommended as absolute 
command but as guides to identify possible causes of maintainability problems [Peercy '81]. 
There are two problems with this approach: first the evaluations are subjective, and second there 
is a high variability between evaluators [Bennett '93].  
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Thanks to the observation that maintenance on code that is difficult to understand is non-trivial, 
and that the difficulty in understanding it could be a consequence of the code’s complexity, 
some approaches focused on calculating the complexity of the code. Complexity metrics like 
Halstead’s [Halstead '77] and McCabe’s complexity measures [McCabe '76]) were proposed to 
quantify the difficulty experienced by the maintainer. Later, the assessment of maintainability 
was extended to aspects other than program comprehension, so metrics based on static analysis 
of the source code to predict maintenance costs were proposed [Oman '92; Welker '95]. From 
these metrics, the maintainabi l i t y index  is the one more widely accepted because it can be 
measured along the process with simple tools. The maintainability index is defined as a 
polynomial formula of the number of operands and operators, the number of branches, the 
number of lines of code, and optionally the percentage of comments, all of them at module level 
[Welker '95]. The maintainability index is considered useful to track code quality, to find areas 
that could reduce lifecycle costs, to find modules of high risk to modify, and to compare in-
house applications vs. third party’s applications [Coleman '94]. However, this approach has two 
problems:  first it is inconclusive on predicting the maintainability of a system, and second it 
cannot be used as universal measurement because it can only signal trends of the software to be 
better or worse in terms of maintainability [Bennett '93].  
Nevertheless, not all structural approaches to assess the maintainability of code are based on 
traditional source code metrics. Assuming that a complex call structure implies a more difficult 
maintenance, Burd and Munro [Burd '99] propose a measurement based on the complexity of 
call relations, defined as the number of structural paths for getting from one function to another. 
If the number of functions that can be called just by one path increases, then the maintenance is 
considered simpler (inversely when the number of nodes decreases). They measured how the 
complexity of the call-structure changed from release to release, and validated their predictions 
on easier/worse maintenance by interviewing maintainers. In addition, the complexity of call 
relations of a release was compared with the proportion of types of change (adaptive, perfective, 
corrective or preventative) in that release. The comparison indicated that the more preventative 
maintenance there is in the release, the more functions were called only by one path. The 
authors concluded that the measurement proposed seems to reflect some characteristics of code 
maintainability. Bianchi et al. [Bianchi '01] also propose a measurement based on the degree of 
disorder among its components, that they call entropy. Entropy measures maintainability 
because it assesses the amount of time required to track all the components involved in a 
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change. The authors found that entropy increases over time among all the sub products of 
software. 
2.2.4 Historical assessment of maintainability 
Another approach for measuring maintainability is by quantifying the effort required for 
implementing the changes. In the strict sense, it is not a maintainability assessment given that 
historical analysis cannot always measure other factors that affect maintainability such as 
analyzability or testability. However, as mentioned before, maintainability has been regarded 
also as the effort required to implement changes. A more accurate label for this approach would 
be ‘changeability assessment’.  
Assessing the effort of performing a change from the history of an application is difficult 
because not only the implementation of the change should be taken into account but also all the 
activities related to the change. Besides, related activities of different changes may overlap 
[Graves '98]. For instance, a developer may be identifying which places require modification for 
one change, while ensuring that another change does not affect functionality that was working. 
Graves and Mockus [Graves '98] measure changeability based on the assumption that worse 
code requires more effort to be modified. They used several predictors of effort and then tried to 
fit the predictors to a curve. They found that the best predictors were the size of the change, the 
type of change, and the date where the change was done, but neither the developer nor the time 
interval that took to implement the change were found as accurate predictors. They found that 
each year the difficulty of implementing changes increases by 20%, and that those changes that 
fix faults require 80% more effort than those that do additions of new functionality. 
Eick et al. [Eick '01] attempted to measure whether code became more difficult to change over 
time. They defined changeabi l i t y decay if the time needed for changing the code increases, 
or the quality of the code decreases. They tested several predictors of changeability decay such 
as the number of files changed, the size of the files modified, the number of lines added and 
deleted, the time interval that took to perform the change, the number of developers involved on 
implementing the change, and the number of lines of code changed. In this case, neither the 
sizes of the files changed nor the number of developers predicted changeability decay. 
Nevertheless, they also found evidence of changeability decay over time: the modularity 
decreases, the span of changes increases, new changes introduce bugs, and time and change 
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span are correlated with changeability decay. They conclude that changeability decay is a 
consequence of changes rather than a consequence of complexity. 
Van Belle [Belle '04] defines the effort of modifying a source code element as the impact of 
modifying such element multiplied by its likelihood of changing it. The likelihood is the 
probability of a source code element being involved in a change. The impact is the expected 
change size, if a source code element changes. Here a change is the set of modifications in one 
day, and the change size is the number of source code elements changed.  The impact and 
likelihood of change of diverse code entities (interfaces, classes, etc.) were measured to quantify 
the usefulness of encapsulation. The results [Belle '04] show that change on abstract code 
entities (such as interfaces) is infrequent but affects many other entities; while change on 
concrete code entities (like method bodies) is frequent and has a very low impact on other code 
entities. 
Arisholm and Sjoberg [Arisholm '00] compare structural metrics vs. metrics of the complexity 
of the change to assess changeability decay. They found that metrics of the complexity of the 
change capture better changeability decay, but that neither structural metrics nor change 
complexity metrics reflected several aspects of changeability decay. Hassan and Holt [Hassan 
'04] also found that historical co-change is better predictor of change propagation than structural 
dependencies. Finally, Girba et al. [Girba '04a] found that historical co-change, weighted by 
how recent changes between two source code entities are, can be used to predict future changes. 
Nevertheless, this approach does not take into account the fact that source code entities are 
renamed and moved over time. 
Summing up, there are two ways to measure maintainability: using structural properties of the 
application, and characterizing previous change on source code entities. The first approach 
assumes that the complexity of the source code entity influences the difficulty of maintaining 
that source code entity. The second approach assumes that change characteristics describe the 
difficulty of implementing previous changes and that the effort is related with the source code 
entity changed. Although the historical approach has more assumptions, it is more direct to 
assess effort. Moreover, empirical studies that compare structural and historical approaches 
have found that historical approaches are better predictors of changes and their required effort.   
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2.3 Analysis of software history 
Software history is empirical evidence that can be extracted from configuration management 
systems. Among the information that can be extracted from configuration management systems 
there is the history of changes, the items affected, the rationale about change decisions, 
authoring information, etc. Historical information about software has served to characterize how 
applications evolve. Examples of this usage of historical information are: software aging 
[Bianchi '01] [Eick '01], the  reconstruction of the evolution process [Demeyer '00; Zou '03], 
and evolution laws [Lehman '97]. Furthermore, historical information about software has also 
served to support future changes of the application. For instance, the identification of  stable and 
unstable areas in code [Girba '05], the identification of dependencies across the code 
[Zimmermann '03; Zou '03; Girba '04b], and the extraction of information to predict future 
changes [Girba '04a; Hassan '04]. Nevertheless, little attention has been given to a deep 
understanding of the impact of source code characteristics on evolution.  
This section explains in detail, how historical analysis is currently done, the type of findings that 
historical analysis has achieved, and that metrics proposed for historical analysis can be used as 
changeability indicators. This section is divided into four parts. The first part explains how 
software history is traditionally obtained from code versioning repositories. The second part 
presents the studies that try to understand the dynamics of software evolution. The third part 
shows how software history can be used to identify source code issues. Finally, the fourth part 
shows how software history can be used to propose improvements of the source code. 
2.3.1 Software history extraction 
Although a configuration management system can be used to know which changes were done 
together, which files, methods, classes were part of the application at a given moment, or which 
files, methods, classes were changed, why, when, by whom, this information is not explicitly 
stored. It is necessary to process the information stored in configuration management systems in 
order to get the history of changes of an application. A System Configurat ion Management  
(SCM) application stores several versions of the same file. Developers usually work on their 
local copies of the source code and periodically upload changes to different files to the server 
that has the SCM. The SCM applications automatically save and merge the deltas between the 
uploaded version and the version in the server.  
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Knowing which changes were done together (a commit transaction) is useful to identify 
logical changes [Gall '98], e.g. the source code entities that are related in achieving a 
requirement. However, some SCM applications do not store the information about commit 
transactions, making necessary to reconstruct them. Two similar approaches were proposed to 
recover commit transactions [German '04; Zimmermann '04], both of them focusing on a 
popular SCM application called CVS. Although CVS does not store which sets of files were 
uploaded to the repository in the same transaction, it saves all the information separately for 
each file: author, message, and timestamp of the end of the upload. The changes that were done 
in the same commit transaction would have the same author and message, and similar 
timestamps. Changes are ordered from the earliest to the latest in terms of timestamp. Most of 
the changes that are close to each other would have the same author and message indicating that 
they are likely to belong to the same commit transaction. However, in some cases, changes 
would seem intertwined. In order to recognize if the changes that seem intertwined are part of a 
large commit transaction, or if they are a single small commit transaction, it is necessary to 
group changes by time intervals.  The difference between the two approaches proposed relies on 
how to establish the threshold among timestamps to consider changes within the same commit 
transaction. In other words, the issue is to decide when the commit transaction finishes. 
Zimmerman and Weissgerber [Zimmermann '04] propose time windows: fixed or sliding. A 
fixed window is a pre-set time interval; it assumes that an upload operation will take, at most, a 
fixed amount of time.  A sliding window does not assume any interval of time, a change belongs 
to the commit transaction if it happened at most three minutes after the timestamp of the last 
change that was identified as part of the commit transaction [Zimmermann '04]. German’s 
approach is to define a minimum interval between timestamps (45 secs) and a maximum 
interval for the whole commit transaction (600 secs) [German '04]. 
2.3.1.1 Identification of methods 
Identifying the methods of the application implies recognizing the structure of source code 
entities that compose an application until the level of methods, as Figure 2-3 shows. This means 
that it is necessary to store which class each method belongs to, which file each class belongs to, 
and to which module each file belongs.   
The identification of the structure of SCEs that compose an application can be done either by 
syntactic analysis [Aho '74] or by lexical analysis [Murphy '96]. Syntactic analysis provides a 
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very accurate idea of the SCEs and their relations because it builds an instance of the 
programming language grammar using source code files; this means that it verifies the 
correctness of the source code. An alternative to syntactic analysis is analyzing intermediate 
code (like bytecode) instead of source code. Lexical analysis identifies special tokens to locate 
the SCEs in a file, without checking that the source code file indeed complies with syntax rules. 
Lexical analysis provides information of the packages that compose the application, the source 
code files of each package, the name of the classes of each source code file, the signature of the 
methods of each class, and the name of the variables of each class.  
 
Figure 2-3. Example of the structure of SCEs required for this adaptation of the methodology. The level of the 
SCE is indicated by its indentation.   
There are several considerations for selecting which approach should be used to gather the data 
for the methodology. First, the tool used should be fast so the results of gathering the data for a 
large amount of the logical changes can be obtained in a reasonable period. Second, it is 
desirable that the approach used take as input the data stored inside the SCM repository without 
additional processing. Third, the approach chosen should be reliable over changes that the 
applications to analyze may undergo over a large period.  
Based on these considerations, there are several reasons for which syntactic analysis is not an 
advantageous option to identify the structure of SCEs. First, syntactic analysis requires source 
code files that are syntactically correct, which is not the case for all snapshots stored at SCM 
repositories. This means that whenever files are syntactically incorrect, the structure of SCEs 
obtained is incomplete or incorrect. Second, syntactic analysis depends on the grammar of the 
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programming language, and the grammar of the programming language may evolve. For 
instance, the grammar of Java has changed twice in the last 10 years (in the period from 1999 to 
2009) [Gosling '96; Gosling '00; Gosling '05]. Having a new grammar in the programming 
language imposes new versions of the syntactic analysis tool, and additional processing to 
recognize the version of the programming language grammar in which the source code is 
written. Third, syntactic analysis based on intermediate code would require additional 
processing to compile the source code entities stored in the SCM repository. This process may 
not be always successful because SCM repositories do not check the correctness of the source 
code files stored. Besides, this option is only available if all the applications to be analyzed are 
written in a compiled programming language, which is a programming language that requires a 
virtual machine to be interpret and execute the intermediate code generated when the source 
code is compiled e.g. Java. 
Conversely lexical analysis suits well the detection of the structure of SCEs because it only 
requires the source code files, is faster than syntactic analysis, and its does not depend on the 
correctness of source code files. 
In conclusion, finding which source code entities compose the application is usually done by a 
lexical analysis of the source files [German '04; Zimmermann '04], because it is the approach 
that presents the best time performance. Given that historical analysis requires iterating for each 
commit transaction, operations that take the shortest amount of time are preferred. 
However, identifying the commit transactions and the source code entities changed in those 
commit transactions is not enough to gather an accurate history of the application. The 
identification of changes in source code entities may be inexact because it is based on the name 
and location of the source code entity, which may change over time: for example, methods are 
moved to different files, and they can acquire or loose parameters as they evolve. Being able to 
identify source code entities over time regardless of changes in their name or location is called 
origin analys is . The next subsection explains the main approaches proposed to achieve origin 
analysis. 
→ Tracking of methods across snapshots 
Methods may be renamed or moved along their lifetime; therefore, tracking methods across 
snapshots is an important step of the data collection phase to obtain accurate data for the 
adaptation of the methodology at the level of methods. Detecting if two methods of different 
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snapshots are the same method is called origin analysis. In order to detect the origin of a method 
(i.e. its version on a previous snapshot), one should compare their identifiers. To compare 
the identifiers of two methods, one should define the identifier of the method, and the function 
to compare identifiers.  
Table 2-5. Approaches to perform origin analysis. 
Approach Identifier Comparison/Similarity function 
Name Length of longest common substring, over length of the 
method name plus length of the candidate name 
Declaration Lexical similarity between: names of the parameters, types of the parameters, and both (names and types of the parameters). 
Set of structural 
metrics 
Euclidean distance of 5 metrics[Godfrey '02] 
Predefined intervals for each metric. For each interval, the 
metric has a similarity value (0, 0.1, or 0.2, being 0 the least 
similar). The values of the metrics are added to give a number 
between zero and one.  
Mixed 
[Godfrey '02; 
Godfrey '05]  
Sets of callees and 
callers  
Overlap of the relations. Intersection of callers & callees 
related to the candidate and the method; divided by the no. of 
callers & callees related to the candidate, plus no. of callers & 
callees related to the method 
Clones 
[Rysselberghe 
'03] 
Clone detection by 
lines of code Visual comparison 
Name Pairs of letters shared, over total pairs of letters Names & 
Relations 
[Xing '05] Relations 
No. of times that candidate and method have a relation with a 
third method the same amount of times, over No. of third 
methods that are related with the method and the candidate 
Keywords 
[Antoniol '04] 
Vector of words that 
discriminate a class 
from other classes. 
The similarity is the cosine of the angle between the 
corresponding vectors. If the similarity is over a threshold, the 
class replaced the candidate.  
Metrics 
[Demeyer '00] Structural metrics 
The difference of metrics of the class or method, and the 
candidate is positive, negative, or zero. Only size and 
inheritance metrics are taken into account. Depending on the 
increase or decrease in certain inheritance and size metrics it 
can identify merge, split, and move scenarios. 
 
Several proposals for fingerprinting methods exist: the name of the method [Xing '05], the lines 
that compose the method [Rysselberghe '03], set of names of variables that discriminate a 
method from others [Antoniol '04], etc. Note that some proposals can use the same identifier but 
they can compare the similarity of those identifiers differently. Furthermore, some origin 
analysis algorithms use several definitions of identifier to increase their accuracy. To clarify the 
approaches proposed so far, Table 2-5 indicates for each algorithm the identifier and similarity 
function used.  
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Once the possibilities for origin analysis have been reviewed, it is important to weigh the 
advantages and disadvantages of each approach. It is important to keep in mind that origin 
analysis must be done for each logical change that has methods that seem eliminated. This 
means that each code identifier must be obtained for all methods that seem new, and all origin 
candidates for those methods (i.e. all methods that seem deleted). These constraints imply that 
the approaches proposed for origin analysis are not ideal for the methodology; their issues are 
discussed in detail below. 
The mixed approach [Godfrey '02; Godfrey '05] has high accuracy, but it might be very costly in 
terms of time because of its need to calculate several identifiers. Besides, this approach requires 
obtaining identifiers that are costly in terms of processing time and in terms of memory, like the 
identification by called and caller methods. The clones approach [Rysselberghe '03] cannot be 
used for automatic analysis, and therefore it is useless for the methodology. Furthermore, any 
approach based on clone detection would require a fine calibration on the level of dissimilarity 
tolerated. Besides, the algorithm should be able to distinguish the origin from a candidate that 
has a similar fragment of code (i.e. a clone). The name and relations approach [Xing '05] has 
the same problem of the mixed approach [Godfrey '02], that is the cost of calculating for each 
one of the methods analyzed, the methods it calls and the methods that call it. The main problem 
of the keywords and metrics approaches [Demeyer '00; Antoniol '04], is that they are not 
designed to find the origin of methods. The keywords approach [Antoniol '04] requires finding 
all the words/identifiers in all methods in order to find the words that discriminate one method 
from the others. The fact of expanding the analysis from the set of methods deleted and created 
in a logical change to all methods alive before and after the logical change, make of the origin 
detection by keywords [Antoniol '04] inadequate for the methodology. Finally, the metrics 
approach [Demeyer '00] can identify methods that were moved to other classes but not which 
methods, or that a method was merged from other methods but cannot identify whenever a 
method just changed its name, or when some parameters were added.  
In summary, the existing approaches take too long to be calculated which make them unsuitable 
for applications with large histories. 
2.3.1.2 Identification of changes 
Reconstructing the history of changes of an application does not only include identifying the 
commit transactions, but also identifying first which source code entities were part of the 
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application, and then which ones were modified at each commit transaction. Finding which 
SCEs changed is done by comparing consecutive commit transactions, and finding the changes 
between them. To compare two commit transactions it is necessary to follow five steps. First, 
downloading the files changed on the initial commit transaction. Second, finding the SCEs 
defined in the files that compose the initial commit transaction. Third, downloading the files 
changed on the consecutive commit transaction. Fourth, finding the SCEs defined in the files for 
the consecutive commit transaction. Fifth, finding the differences between the source code 
entities of the initial and the consecutive commit transaction. The comparison can be used to 
obtain the set of SCE added (those that are just in the latest commit transaction), the set of SCEs 
removed (those that are only in the earliest commit transaction), and the set of SCEs changed. 
To identify the set of entities changed, it is necessary to check if the differences between both 
versions of each file correspond to the lines of any of the source code entities that are in both 
commit transactions. This approach to find the source code entities changed from one 
transaction to the next assumes that all the changes are stored in the same history line. However, 
that is not usually the case. When it is necessary to keep a stable version of the code, the history 
of the application is divided: the main history line (trunk) may have several branches. Changes 
to the same files may happen in branches and in the trunk at the same time. Therefore, to be able 
to identify correctly the changes on a file it is necessary to analyze the commit transactions of 
each branch separately, or analyzing only the trunk. 
2.3.2 Analyzing software history as a phenomenon 
This section presents some of the studies that aim to discover the rules that govern the evolution 
of software applications. The first work in this regard was done by Lehman and Belady 
[Lehman '85]. They proposed to make measurements of an application along its development 
process (per release and per day). Among the aspects they measured are: number of developers, 
number of modules, number of instructions per module, number of modules touched (i.e. 
changed), number of new instructions per module, etc. Their purpose was to describe the 
dynamics of the evolution of an application. They found that software continuously changes and 
that although the application grows in size, its complexity also grows. These observations were 
interpreted in a theory of software evolution that defined three types of systems, depending on 
their likelihood to require changes, and proposed a set of laws of evolution. The evolution laws 
say that applications need change to keep fulfilling user requirements, but that those changes 
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increase the application’s complexity, and unless anti-regressive work is done, the complexity 
of the application will impose a limit on its ability to accommodate future change  [Lehman 
'85]. The work of Lehman and Belady is based on the analysis of a single application. 
Therefore, the laws of evolution cannot be considered universal or proven. Several recent 
experiments on Open Source Systems (OSS) have shown that the law that indicates that 
software growth is linear does not apply to all applications [Godfrey '00; Capiluppi '04a; 
Capiluppi '04b]. With OSS it became possible to further explore Lehman and Belady’s findings. 
The replication of their experiments has shown that, as expected, their findings are not 
universal. In particular, that growth trends change depending on the way in which the analyzed 
property is measured, and that some applications present different growth patterns. For example, 
the measurements chosen may change the growth trends [Capiluppi '04b], the granularity of the 
measurement also changes the trends of growth [Gall '97]. Therefore, depending on the case 
study and the metrics used there are different evolution patterns [Godfrey '00; Capiluppi '04a]. 
However, other works seem to confirm other Lehman’s findings. For instance Capiluppi et al. 
found evidence of anti-regressive work (reducing the depth of the structure of modules) on 
Open Source Systems [Capiluppi '04a]. However, it has not been tested yet that the changes that 
reduce the complexity of an application make its evolution easier.  
Another set of works has tried to fit the evolution of size and relations in software to a power 
law distribution. Power law distributions are characterized by having a long tail. An example of 
a power law distribution is the Pareto distribution (e.g. 20% of the population controls 80% of 
the wealth). The systems that fit power law distributions usually are tolerant to failure  [Belle 
'04]. Van Belle proposed to check if the modularity of an application made it tolerant to 
changes. He found that the distribution of changes over time is close to a power law distribution 
[Belle '04]. However, it is not clear to what extent the tolerance to changes is indeed due to the 
modularity of the application. Herraiz et al. [Herraiz '07] found that several metrics of size and 
complexity followed a double Pareto distribution (i.e. a Pareto tail but a log-normal distribution 
body), and used the distribution to successfully predict software growth. Similarly, Wu proposes 
to view software evolution as a Punctuated Equilibrium, i.e. long periods of small changes 
interrupted occasionally by bursts of large changes [Wu '06]. In other words, software evolution 
is characterized by a power law distribution of the change size, measured as commit 
transactions and as structural changes. Finally, Myers [Myers '03] models software as directed 
graphs that are related by inheritance and aggregation in classes, and calls in methods. These in-
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degree and out-degree distributions exhibit rough power-law scales. The long tails imply broad 
spectrums of reuse (in-degree) and complexity (out-degree). There are just few components 
with large in and out degree, i.e. with a high internal complexity and high responsibility. Most 
of the components are simple and highly reused (small out-degree and large in-degree), and few 
components are complex and used in few specific contexts (large out-degree, and small in-
degree). He found that the classes that evolve most quickly tend not to interact directly with 
each other, i.e. they evolve separately. Moreover, he found that evolution rates are related to the 
collaboration graph, e.g. complex components evolved quicker than highly reused components. 
2.3.3 Finding source code issues using software history  
The analysis of source code history to assess the quality of applications started with the analysis 
of change coupling of a large and old telecommunication switching system [Gall '98]. Logical 
dependencies were found by identifying co-changes  i.e. source code entities that are changed 
at the same time, by the same person and with the same description message. Co-changes 
evidence relations among source code entities: those relations include call dependencies shown 
in the design but also hidden relations. The authors proposed to refactor hidden relations so that 
the application conforms to the design.  
Livshits and Zimmermann [Livshits '05] mine source code history to find frequent call patterns, 
i.e. methods that are usually called inside the same method. The violations to these call patterns 
permits the identification of possible logical errors like closing a stream without opening it.  
Two studies use co-changes to identify some of the bad smells proposed by Fowler: Shotgun 
Surgery and Parallel Inheritance Hierarchies (see Table 2-1).  Xing and Stroulia [Xing '04] 
identify changes at a fine grain by finding the differences between the XMI representations of 
two versions of an application. The co-change of these structural changes was analyzed using 
support3 and confidence4 thresholds [Xing '04]. Girba et al. [Girba '04b] also find these bad 
smells by tracking changes of structural metrics. They propose to find shotgun surgeries by 
finding classes that increased in number of statements, but kept the same number of methods 
                                                     
3
 Support is the minimum number of commit transactions that modified a set of source code entities [Xing '04]. 
4
 Confidence is the minimum ratio between the support of the pair of source code entities analyzed and the support of just one of 
the source code entities [Xing '04]. 
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from one commit transaction to the next. They identify parallel inheritance hierarchies by 
locating classes whose number of children increases from one commit transaction to the next. 
Besides, they can track other structural co-changes that may indicate inappropriate abstractions 
like parallel increase of complexity, bugs, or semantics [Girba '04b]. 
The analysis of patterns of changes across source code entities can reflect source code issues, as 
well as logical faults in the source code. 
2.3.4 Software history as a suggestion resource 
Mockus and Weiss used history measurements, such as the number of modules touched, the 
number of developers involved, or the number of changes for developing a method, for 
predicting the risk of software changes [Mockus '00].  
Bieman et al. [Bieman '03] identify change-prone classes and their co-change relations, and 
tried to see if the change behavior of classes is related with classes’ characteristics like 
structural metrics and design patterns. They found that classes that implement design patterns 
are more change prone than those that do not implement design patterns, and that change prone 
classes tend to be larger. 
Ying et al. [Ying '04] use association rule mining to recommend to the developer files that may 
need to be changed during modification tasks. The interestingness of their recommendations is 
ranked using structural relations. A recommendation is ranked as obvious, neutral or surprising 
depending on the structural relations between the files. Obvious recommendations occur when 
the modified method refers to one or more classes defined in the other file: the reference 
includes accessing or writing to fields, calling methods, and creating or casting objects of such 
classes. Neutral recommendations occur when the unmodified methods refer the other file, or 
when the two files have weak relations such as being in the same directory, or one file 
implements the interface defined by the other. Surprising recommendations are those that are 
not supported by any kind of structural reference.  
Zimmerman et al. [Zimmermann '03] proposes a similar recommendation system at method 
level by mining co-changes (methods that changed in the same commit transaction), but these 
recommendations are not ranked. 
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2.4 Summary 
Tackling source code issues can be identified as anti-regressive work because correcting them 
would not add functionality but improve the internal state of the application. Anti-regressive 
work is believed to improve the ease of changing the application. Given that anti-regressive 
work does not add functionality, the resources allocated to it are usually very limited. Therefore, 
it is important to maximize the impact of anti-regressive tasks. 
There are two problems about the current knowledge of source code issues: firstly, there is no 
evidence to indicate that the proposed complex SCIs indeed exist in applications; secondly, the 
impact of source code issues (complex or primitive) is unknown. 
An ideal way to deal with source code quality would be a conceptual framework that relates 
concepts like the traditional design principles to the design heuristics as well as the relation 
between design heuristics and source code characteristics, like complex source code issues do. 
However, the complex source code issues previously presented (anti-patterns and design flaws) 
have three main issues: they are incomplete, subjective and the concepts they provide may be 
insufficient to characterize real-world problems. Firstly, the approaches mentioned just cover a 
small fraction of the primitive source code issues and violations of source code heuristics 
proposed in the literature. Secondly, the rationale to compose several SCIs is debatable: 
different researchers have derived different models from similar sets of inelegances. Finally, 
although concepts like anti-patterns offer a higher level of abstraction, they may impose 
restrictions on what can be modeled, neglecting alternative ways in which real code problems 
are presented; but also, they may leave behind other forms of inelegant code.  
Most of the work on SCIs has focused on their detection [Baker '95; Mayrand '96; Baxter '98; 
Ciupke '99; Kataoka '01; Marinescu '01; Simon '01; Emden '02; Marinescu '02; Tahvildari '02; 
Mens '03; Girba '04b; Marinescu '04a; Marinescu '04b; Trifu '04; Xing '04; Crespo '05; Munro 
'05; Trifu '05; Moha '06a; Moha '06b; Moha '08], rather than on their impact on the 
maintainability of the application [Lague '97; Ducasse '99; Fenton '00; Chou '01; Antoniol '02; 
Ratiu '04; Kim '05; Geiger '06; Li '06; Aversano '07; Krinke '07; Krinke '08]. Although all the 
experiments that analyze the impact of source code issues are based on software history 
analysis, there is no integrated methodology to analyze the impact of source code issues. The 
results on the impact of diverse SCIs are not comparable, because different studies analyze 
different aspects, or analyze the same aspect in a different way. Moreover, the analyses of the 
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impact of SCIs have been based on undocumented assumptions such as SCIs that are volatile or 
stable are harmless. Finally, some analyses on the impact of SCIs use inaccurate process to 
gather the data about the history of the application. The history gathering has been inaccurate in 
two ways: first, the identity of SCIs is not guaranteed e.g., when analyses do not make origin 
analysis; and second, periods are neglected ignoring intermediate changes e.g., when studies just 
consider releases.  
In this thesis, we propose a methodology to analyze the impact of source code issues in 
changeability in order to prioritize their handling. Changeability was chosen because it is a core 
factor of maintainability. Maintainability was chosen because among all the quality attributes 
that a software application should have, maintainability is the one that will permit the 
application to survive for longer, i.e. to be a successful survivor of changes in the users’ needs.  
We decided to measure changeability using software history analysis because software history 
has been shown to be a better predictor of maintainability and changes than software structure. 
Software history analysis has several issues: it requires tracking historical and structural 
information, changes may not reflect effort, and changes cannot be isolated from other changes. 
Nevertheless, it has several advantages.  Software history analysis does not assume that 
changeability depends only on structural properties. Other source properties like consistency of 
the language used or the quality of the documentation may also affect changeability. Moreover, 
software history analysis is more accurate to assess effort than other methods because it is not 
vulnerable to subjectivity or memory like questionnaires; additionally, the information required 
is widely available and can be processed automatically. Finally, software history analysis could 
give relevant information to propose complex SCIs that would be objective (with relations that 
indeed exist), and would characterize real-world problems. 
Given that the analysis of source code history has shown that it is possible to find facts about 
the nature of programs from the analysis of several instances [Myers '03; Belle '04; Wu '06; 
Herraiz '07], we assume that applications are not unique and that very different applications 
have commonalities. Such commonalities are more likely to be caused by the characteristic 
analyzed than by random similarities among the applications.  
Finally, we argued that origin analysis could be improved with a lighter algorithm. 
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Chapter 3. State of the art on clone analysis 
This chapter explains why cloning was selected as case study to test the methodology proposed.  
Cloning is one of the source code issues whose impact has been analyzed the most [Monden '02; 
Kim '05; Geiger '06; Aversano '07; Krinke '07; Krinke '08], in comparison with other SCIs 
[Fenton '00; Chou '01; Ratiu '04; Boogerd '08]. The high amount of studies analyzing the impact 
of clones might be due to the large amount and variety of tools to detect cloned code  [Johnson 
'93; Baker '95; Davey '95; Kontogiannis '96; Mayrand '96; Baxter '98; Ducasse '99; Krinke '01; 
Marcus '01; Kamiya '02; Lucca '02; Komondoor '03; Calefato '04; Cordy '04; Wahler '04; 
Ducasse '06; Koschke '06; Li '06; Liu '06; Evans '07; Merlo '07; Roy '08; Smith '09], in 
comparison with tools to detect other SCIs [Ciupke '99; Kataoka '01; Marinescu '01; Simon '01; 
Emden '02; Marinescu '02; Tahvildari '02; Mens '03; Girba '04b; Marinescu '04a; Marinescu 
'04b; Trifu '04; Xing '04; Crespo '05; Munro '05; Trifu '05; Moha '06a; Moha '06b; Moha '08]. 
However, there is no certainty about the effect of clones [Koschke '07], maybe because most of 
the research on clones has focused on just one of the several claimed effects [Kim '05; Geiger 
'06; Aversano '07; Krinke '07], namely inconsistent changes. A wider approach of the effect of 
clones would produce a more comprehensive result.  
Cloning is an appropriate case study to assess the usefulness of the methodology for several 
reasons. First, there is a lot of infrastructure available to gather data automatically about clones. 
Second, there is a need for a wider approach for the cloning issue. Third, there is no consensus 
about the effect of clones. 
This chapter summarizes the technical issues that one must consider when applying the 
methodology to a particular SCI; that is, defining the SCI, identifying the types of SCI, 
detecting instances of the SCI, and tracking such instances across commit transactions. The goal 
of the chapter is to motivate the technical decisions to apply the methodology to clones. 
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3.1 Definitions 
There are several definitions for clones. However, general definitions are fuzzy. Terms like near 
duplication [Baker '95], near miss [Baxter '98], very similar [Lague '97], indistinguishable 
[Antoniol '02], minor [Burd '02], substantially [Baker '95], significant [Basit '05a], mutant 
[Mayrand '96], etc. are common without a detailed description of what the authors mean by 
them.  
Definitions independent of the detection algorithm define clones as the result of copying and 
modifying the copied code [Baker '95; Mayrand '96], or as redundant code [Ducasse '99]. 
However, not all cloned code comes from copy & paste [Baxter '98]. Moreover, naming cloned 
fragments as redundant code may imply the obligation of eliminating cloned fragments. 
However, there are some studies that suggest that some clones cannot be removed [Mayrand 
'96; Balazinska '00; Kim '04; Kim '05], and other studies that indicate that removing some 
clones may reduce the stability, testability or understandability of the application [Cordy '03; 
Kapser '06a].  
The ambiguity on the definition of clones has been reduced with automatic tools to detect them. 
Most of the tools identify cloned fragments by describing a minimum level of similarity and a 
maximum level of dissimilarity. In [Baker '95] two fragments are cloned if the maximal section 
in which they are similar is larger than a threshold of 15 lines of code. They are similar if a 
global substitution of names of variables and of constants of one fragment produces the other, 
and the fragments differ on comments and white spaces [Baker '95]. For Baker a fragment is 
cloned if there is another fragment of six lines of code in the same level of nesting ignoring 
layout and comments [Baker '07]. Balint et al. identify two fragments as cloned if they have at 
least seven lines of code with identical chunks that can be interrupted by different chunks, every 
identical chunk should be at least three lines long, and every different chunk must have at most 
two lines of code [Balint '06]. Kontogiannis et al. define four scenarios for which two fragments 
are cloned: identical except for blank characters, identical structure (i.e. identical except for data 
types or variable identifiers), identical structure except for modified statements or expressions, 
or identical structure interrupted by added, missing or changed statements or expressions 
[Kontogiannis '97]. Bakota identifies two fragments as cloned if they have the same AST 
(Abstract Syntax Tree) node types in the same order [Bakota '07].  
Therefore, most of clone definitions are dependent of the detection algorithm used, and the level 
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of similarity is usually omitted by providing customizable thresholds for the similarity levels. In 
fact, there is no agreement on the level of similarity that two fragments should have to consider 
them cloned; the disagreement among experts has been as high as 60% of the set of detected 
clones [Walenstein '04].  
Clones create relations among the source code entities that share a similar same code fragment. 
Note that this relation is not transitive. For instance, if the method A shares a clone with the 
method B, and the method B shares a clone with the method C; it does not mean that the method 
A shares a clone with the method C. Notice that the fragment that A and B share may be 
different from the fragment that share B and C.  
All the source code entities that share the same clone form a clone family. For instance, consider 
that in the previous example there is a fourth method D that shares the same fragment shared by 
the methods A and B. In this example, there would be two clone families, the one formed by the 
methods A, B, and D; and the one formed by the methods B and C. 
3.2 Identification of clones 
Before applying clone detection, it is recommended to clean the code by removing comments, 
and by standardizing the style of syntax, indentation, and whitespaces; this process reveals the 
essentials of code fragments.  
Given that clones are defined as fragments of code that are similar to other fragments, it is 
common that the clone detection process is done in two phases, the first one to find pairs of 
similar fragments, and the second one to find the groups formed by the sets of pairs that are 
similar among themselves. Therefore, clone detection depends on two aspects: the 
representation of fragments of code, and the comparison function that indicates the similarly 
between those fragments. The quality of clone detection techniques depends on the accuracy of 
the code representation as a hash function, and on the relation between performance and 
precision that the comparison algorithms give. A summary with the most common techniques 
are shown from Table 3-1 to Table 3-5. 
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3.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of each code representation 
A code representation is good if different fragments of code have a low chance of being 
transformed into the same code representation.   
The quality of a code representation for detecting clones also depends on factors like the 
awareness of syntactic units, and of their semantics (e.g. the types used, the methods called, or 
the variables referred). Given that some code representations do not consider the syntactic units 
analyzed and their semantics, their accuracy depend on the normalization of raw code before 
converting it. This normalization aims to clean the code by eliminating comments; standardizing 
the style, layout, line breaks, whitespaces, and indentation; changing literals to wild cards; 
eliminating irrelevant tokens; and translating identifiers to special tokens that are uniquely 
numbered to mark the reference of a particular identifier. This last step is necessary to locate 
fragments that have renamed identifiers. 
Text f ingerprints  are lightweight code representations because they do not require knowledge 
of the syntax of the programming language (see examples in Table 3-1). Text fingerprints 
permit taking into account the semantics of the code that is revealed by the names of variables, 
types, and methods. However, they depend greatly of the quality of the code normalization to 
dismiss irrelevant differences such as layout, whitespaces, name of variables, comments, etc. 
Depending on the granularity level chosen to represent the code, the comparison algorithm can 
be more or less tolerant to differences in the cloned fragments. For instance, if the fingerprints 
compared represent lines of code, a single variable renamed could be identified as a difference. 
Finally, string representations cannot identify syntactic unit boundaries e.g. the beginning and 
end of declarations. Therefore, text fingerprints may produce meaningless clones. 
Meaningless clones are partial blocks of code that are not semantically related e.g. a method 
return followed by a method declaration, or the end of a conditional followed by the beginning 
of a loop. 
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Table 3-1. Approaches to detect clones using text fingerprints. 
Code representation  Comparison/Similarity function (tool) 
Normalized sub-strings of a 
code fragment. 
Exact matching on fingerprints of LOCs. [Johnson '93] 
Levensthein distance on strings of characters. Each character 
represents an HTML or ASP tag in the file.[Lucca '02] 
Euclidean distance on vectors with the frequency of each HTML 
or ASP tag in the file [Lucca '02] 
Equality on LOCs allowing gaps (Duploc) [Ducasse '06] 
Identifiers and comments Latent Semantic Analysis [Marcus '01] 
N-grams (normalized set of 
N statements) Frequent sets [Smith '09] 
 
Tokens are groups of characters that form an atomic element in a string. Some token 
representations can be found in Table 3-2. Given that tokens are a type of string representation, 
they share some of its disadvantages, like the dependency on the normalization of code, the 
unawareness of syntactic units. However, they are more resilient to different formatting. Given 
that they handle small strings, they can also tolerate minor differences.   
Table 3-2 Approaches to detect clones using tokens. 
Code representation  Comparison/Similarity function (tool) 
Functors. A functor is a sequence of tokens 
without identifiers or literals 
Suffix tree matching (Dup) [Baker '95; Baker 
'07]  
Normalized functors. Suffix tree matching (CCFinder) [Kamiya '02] 
Sequences of the statements in a block. Each 
statement is the hash of the tokens that 
statement. 
Frequent set depending on the maximum gap 
allowed (CP-Miner) [Li '06] 
 
Syntax f ingerprints  permit a higher precision than string or token representations because 
they exploit the syntax of the programming language so that the comparison algorithms are 
aware of syntactic units, e.g. Table 3-3. This means that syntax representations do not find 
meaningless clones. The tolerance to differences in syntax representations depends on the 
capacity of the algorithm to match syntactic units of different granularity. However, note that 
syntax representations that depend on a complete parsing may not be very useful for analyzing 
source code repositories, as they would not give any answer whenever the source code stored 
does not compile. This means that syntax representations are likely to find clones with structural 
similarity, but their results are not ideal concerning textual similarities. Besides, representing 
code depending on the syntax of the programming language requires identifying and supporting 
different versions of the grammar of the programming language.  
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Table 3-3. Approaches to detect clones using syntax fingerprints. 
Code representation  Comparison/Similarity function (tool) 
Abstract Syntax Trees 
(AST)   
Sub-tree matching. Nodes compared are chosen with a hash 
function. (CloneDr) [Baxter '98] 
Frequent set of statements. AST as XML. [Wahler '04] 
Serialized ASTs Suffix tree of tokens represented by the AST node. AST in pre-
order. [Koschke '06] 
Island grammars i.e. 
fragments of the grammar. Text line comparison [Cordy '04; Roy '08] 
Structural Abstractions Tree matching, where a node can be matched to a sub-tree. AST 
as XML. (Asta) [Evans '07] 
 
Metr ics f ingerprints  are useful for lightweight and simple comparisons but this does not 
necessarily mean that representing code with metrics increases the performance because the 
calculation of the metric may be very complex. Table 3-4 has examples of metrics 
representations of clones. The accuracy of metrics depends on the characteristics of the code 
that are taken into account for representing the code. Similarly, the balance between structural 
and semantic similarity and the tolerance to differences depend on the metrics used.  
Table 3-4. Approaches to detect clones using metrics fingerprints. 
Code representation  Comparison/Similarity function (tool) 
Indentation metrics Clustering of functions using neural networks where the 
similarity distance is the Euclidean distance [Davey '95] 
Size metrics Visual inspection, metrics on functions with similar names [Calefato '04]  
Structural & Control flow 
metrics  
Clustering of functions using k-distance algorithm where k is a 
vector of thresholds for the set of metrics. Metrics per blocks. 
(CLAN) [Merlo '07] 
Three types of similarity values: equal (all metrics are equal), 
similar (at least one metric differs below a threshold), different 
(at least one metric differs above the threshold). Types of metrics 
(name, layout, expressions, control) used as levels of comparison. 
Metrics per function [Mayrand '96]. 
Structural, control flow, i/o, 
keywords metrics per 
statement 
Markov model guides the statements to insert or delete to align 
two fragments, with a minimal cost. This minimal cost is the 
similarity between the fragments. The best match is calculated 
using Viterbi's algorithm. [Kontogiannis '96] 
 
Dependencies f ingerpr ints  are useful for identifying clones in which the order of the 
statements may have been changed without changing their semantics, like in plagiarism 
analysis. An example of dependencies fingerprints can be found in Table 3-5. Dependencies 
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representations are costly to calculate, but their accuracy is high for semantic similarity. 
However, they may miss clones whose similarity is mostly structural. 
Table 3-5. Approaches to detect clones using dependencies fingerprints. 
Code representation  Comparison/Similarity function (tool) 
Program Dependency 
Graphs (PDG), 
dependencies for control 
and data 
K-length match (Duplix) [Krinke '01] 
Isomorphic sub-graphs with backwards slicing [Komondoor '03] 
Isomorphic sub-graph matching [Liu '06] 
 
Mixed f ingerprints  allow overcoming the disadvantages of some approaches with the 
advantages of others. This means that mixed approaches are likely to have better precision than 
any other detection mechanism by itself. However, they are resource consuming, and therefore 
should not be used for analyzing clones over snapshots.    
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Table 3-6. Explanation of the approaches used to compare different representations of code. 
Comparison 
approach Explanation 
Exact match It is an algorithm to assess if two strings are the same or not 
Levenshtein 
distance It counts the edits necessary to make a fragment equal to other fragment 
Euclidean 
distance 
It is the mathematical length of the line that connects two points in an n-
plane space 
Lines equality, 
with gaps 
It is similar to the exact matching but one has to decide on the maximum size 
of allowed differences that still permits detecting clones 
Suffix trees 
They are trees used to represent strings as tokens and their location in the 
string. Each branch of suffix tree has the common prefixes of its sub-trees, 
these common parts are the clones. 
Intervals of 
metrics 
They indicate the values that a metric can have to consider two fragments 
similar. 
Markov models 
It is a model in which future states are reached though a probabilistic process 
depending of the present state. The Markov model in [Kontogiannis '96] 
guides the matching process of two fragments. Fragments are begin-end 
blocks of statements represented as a set of metrics. The authors do not 
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the approach. 
Frequent sets It finds small sets of tokens that indicate cloned code. 
Latent Semantic 
Analysis 
It finds the words that discriminate one file from the rest of files; the files 
that have a similar set of discriminators are placed in the same cluster. To 
find the discriminators, each file is represented with the identifiers and the 
words inside comments. Common words in the whole dataset are eliminated 
from the analysis. 
K-distance 
clustering 
It finds the groups of points in a space that are separated at most by a 
distance k, it requires a way to calculate the distance between fragments 
Sub-tree 
matching 
It finds the largest sub-trees of almost exact similarity. The algorithm in 
[Baxter '98] starts by reducing the number of sub-trees to compare using a 
hash function, i.e. it clusters the sub-trees in groups that are likely to be 
similar. The hash function ignore small sub-trees to permit differences in the 
code fragments such as renaming parameters, or gaps of added/deleted 
statements. The similarity between two sub-trees is twice the shared nodes 
over the number of nodes in both sub-trees compared. 
K-length graph 
matching 
It finds paths of a limited length (k) that have a bijective relation between the 
two PDGs. The path is constructed by evaluating every possible vertex that 
complies with the restrictions of the bijective relation, until it reaches the 
length required or there are no more vertices that comply with the restrictions 
of the bijective relation. [Krinke '01] 
Isomorphic sub-
graphs 
It finds similar sub-graphs in two PDGs. The algorithm starts with the set of 
nodes that match, to construct the isomorphic sub-graphs. The sub-graphs are 
constructed by finding the backward and forward slices of the initial nodes. 
The aim of this approach is to extract the clone by reorganizing the gaps 
respecting data and control constraints. 
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Table 3-7. Comparison of the approaches used to compare different representations of code. 
Comparison 
approach Performance Dissimilarity allowed 
Pros-Contras (finds 
meaningless clones?) 
Exact match High. None None. (Yes) 
Levenshtein 
distance 
Computationally 
expensive O(n2) n = 
size of the fragments 
Small gaps: renaming & 
editions 
Does not permit to weight 
differently different 
changes (Yes) 
Euclidean 
distance 
Inexpensive to 
calculate Any type gap 
Does not consider order, 
so produces false 
positives (Yes) 
Lines equality, 
with gaps High Any type gap 
It is difficult to decide the 
maximum size of the gaps 
allowed (Yes) 
Suffix trees 
High: finds the 
longest common 
substring in linear 
time 
Gaps introduced by 
replacing tokens by 
wildcards. Some permit 
parameterized gaps. 
None. (Yes) 
Intervals of 
metrics High Any type gap 
Permits to weight the 
metrics. But increasing 
the similarity thresholds 
increases the false 
positives (No) 
Frequent sets Low Any type gap 
Does not consider order, 
so produces false 
positives (No) 
Latent Semantic 
Analysis Low 
Any type gap 
Does not recognize 
structural similarities 
It depends on the quality 
and consistency of the 
names. (No) 
K-distance 
clustering High 
Any type gap 
 
It is difficult to decide the 
minimum distance(k). 
Depends on the quality of 
the code representation 
used and on the distance 
algorithm. (Yes) 
Sub-tree 
matching Low Small gaps 
Depends on the order of 
the statements. (No) 
K-length graph 
matching 
Low. Quadratic 
complexity. Runs in 
inverse logarithmic 
time. 
Any type gap. Finds 
clones with re-ordered 
statements. 
It is difficult to decide an 
appropriate k. (No) 
Isomorphic sub-
graphs 
Medium. Runs in 
polynomial time. 
Any type gap. Finds 
clones with re-ordered 
statements. 
None (No) 
3.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of each comparison approach 
Table 3-6 explains each of the approaches used to compare the code representations.  Moreover,   
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Table 3-7 evaluates each comparison algorithm in terms of time and memory performance, 
tolerance for different levels of similarity, and facility of use. The comparison shows that the 
tolerance of dissimilarity is inverse to the performance, and that the success of many 
comparison algorithms depends on the quality of the code representation. 
3.2.3 Comparison of the most popular clone detection tools 
Deciding between recall5 and precision6, may depend on the applications to analyze, because 
clone detection tools may have different recall and precision depending on the programming 
language analyzed [Baker '07]. Given that there is no consensus on what a false positive means 
in the cloning community [Walenstein '04; Kapser '07], we prefer a high recall over a high 
precision. A rich set of clone candidates (i.e. high recall and a large variety of clones) permits to 
eliminate those clones, that depending to the study, should be considered false positives.   
Both speed and RAM are important for applying the methodology. RAM usage is important 
because it is likely that when the clone detection algorithm is called there is already a large 
amount of information on RAM memory maintaining information about the application and its 
changes. Speed is important because it is necessary to find the clones for all logical changes 
analyzed, therefore the performance of the application would have a great effect on the time 
required to collect the data. 
A comparison of the most popular tools on detecting clones is presented on Table 3-8. The table 
summarizes the results of the study done by Bellon et al. to evaluate several aspects of clone 
detection tools. Given the aspects analyzed, the study [Bellon '07] is appropriate to evaluate 
technical advantages of the tools for applying the methodology. As the table shows, CCFinder is 
the tool that offers the most advantages. However, given that it is a token-based detection tool, 
its precision is low and it tends to find meaningless clones. 
                                                     
5
 Recall is the amount of clones found by the detection tool that are correct, over the total number of clones in the application 
analyzed. 
6
 Precision is the amount of clones found by the detection tool that are correct, over the total number of clones found by the 
detection tool. 
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Table 3-8. Comparison of the main clone detection tools [Bellon '07]. A check means that the tool is better in 
that characteristic, in comparison to the other tools. 
Tool Recall Precision Richness of output7 Speed RAM Total 
 
Dup [Baker '07]      3 
CCFinder [Kamiya '02]      4 
Duploc [Ducasse '06]      3 
CloneDr [Baxter '98]      1 
CLAN [Merlo '07]      3 
3.3 Classifications of clones 
We have found that there are four ways to classify clones: according to characteristics of the 
cloned fragment (that we call characteristics C1), according to characteristics of the relation 
between the cloned fragment and the method (that we call characteristics C2), and according to 
characteristics of the clone family (that we call characteristics C3). The characteristics of the 
clone family can be are shared by all fragments in the family (that we call characteristics C3.1) 
or not (that we call characteristics C3.2). Each type of clone classification presents a set of 
characteristics that exemplify it.  
The rest of the section explains for each type of classification, the characteristics used in 
empirical studies, the ways used to calculate the characteristic, and the empirical results 
obtained (summarized on Figure 5-8). 
3.3.1 Classification of clones by attributes of the clone fragment (C1) 
The only characteristic of the clone fragment that has been used to classify clones is the 
lifetime. 
Lifetime: The lifetime of a cloned fragment is volatile if it is deleted within eight commit 
transactions or less of its creation, otherwise it is persistent [Kim '05]. An empirical study on 
two projects showed that most of the clones were volatile, and that persistent clones were 
difficult to refactor [Kim '05].  
3.3.2 Classification of clones by relation between the clone and the method 
                                                     
7
 Types of clones that the application is capable of detecting (see Table 3-9). The higher the amount of types of clones, the richer 
the output is. 
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(C2) 
Only two characteristic defined by the relation between cloned fragment and the source code 
entity that holds it has been used to classify clones: the age of the method and the percentage of 
the method affected with clones.  
Age: Monden et al. showed that the older the code is the lower its percentage of clones: 18% of 
young code (less than 4K days) was cloned, 13% of middle-aged code (between 4K and 8K 
days) was cloned, and 11% of old code (more than 8K days) was cloned [Monden '02]. 
Percentage affected: Several authors have measured the percentage of the application affected 
by cloning [Baxter '98; Ducasse '99; Antoniol '02; Kamiya '02; Monden '02; Ueda '02; Kapser 
'04; Al-Ekram '05; Basit '05a; Geiger '06; Li '06]. They have found that cloning in an application 
is usually below 25% of the source code entities analyzed [Mayrand '96; Ducasse '99; Monden 
'02; Li '06]. They also found that the percentage of cloning varies across different subsystems of 
an application [Baxter '98; Antoniol '02; Li '06]. They could not find any relation between the 
percentage cloned and the number of co-changes of clone-related files [Geiger '06], and neither 
any regularity among the percentage cloned in applications of the same domain [Al-Ekram '05], 
except for operating systems [Antoniol '02]. 
3.3.3 Classification of clones by relations shared among cloned fragments of 
the same family (C3.1) 
Given that clones are defined in terms of the relations among cloned fragments, there are several 
characteristics shared by cloned fragments of the same family that have been used to classify 
clones: similarity, scope, size of the fragment, size of the family, intention, distance, percentage 
of literals, and number of tokens eliminated in case the clone family is refactored.  
Similarity levels: The levels of similarity among cloned fragments of the same families are 
summarized in Table 3-9. All authors found that the lower is the level of similarity; the higher is 
the number of cloned fragments in the family. For instance, Baker found that parameterized 
clones inside a file are more common than exact clones [Baker '95]. Balazinska et al. found that 
the majority of clone families have several differences (i.e. more than 50) [Balazinska '00]. 
Maryland et al. classified the number of clone relations found per type of clone, and they found 
that as similarity decreases the number of clone relations increase [Mayrand '96]. Marcus and 
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Maletic showed that the semantic similarity decreases as the number of files involved in the 
clone family increases [Marcus '01]. Li et al. depicted the percentage of lines cloned versus the 
minimum threshold for clones, and they found that the lower the minimum size of the clone is, 
the higher percentage of code cloned [Li '06]. 
Table 3-9.Levels of similarity in clones of the same family 
Level of 
similarity 
Synonyms I 
[Davey '95] 
Synonyms II 
[Baker '95], 
[Baxter 
'98],[Kamiya '02] 
Synonyms III 
[Mayrand '96]  
Synonyms IV 
[Balazinska '00] 
Exact Type I Exact 
Same name, 
layout, 
expressions, and 
control flow 
Same names, 
types, and context 
Renames, small 
addition/deletions Type II 
Parameterized, 
Gapped 
Distinct name, 
similar layout 
Distinct names, 
same types, and 
context 
Larger editions Type III Gapped,  Near-Miss 
Different layout,  Distinct names, 
and types, and 
same context 
Same behavior, 
regardless of the 
structure 
Type IV Wide miss clones 
Different 
expressions, and 
control flow 
Distinct names, 
same types, and 
context 
 
Scope: In general, the results concerning scope defined by a clone relation are contradictory. All 
authors have found that the common categories on the scope of clone relations are inside 
functions, and inside blocks [Kapser '03; Kapser '04; Kim '04; Li '06]. In [Kapser '03] the 
authors showed that most of the clones are blocks of code across different functions (40%), the 
second most common is Function-to-Function clones (35%). In [Kapser '04] the most common 
scope for clone relations is Function-to-Function (99%), and from the categories inside this 
scope, the most common scopes are Function (47%-48%) and Blocks (25%-42%). Li et al. 
report two categories for the scope of clones: by functions and by blocks. They found that the 
percentage of cloned fragments at function level was between 11% and 19%; while the 
percentage of cloned fragments at block level was between 3% and 9% [Li '06]. However, it is 
not clear what scope had the rest of cloned fragments. 
Intention: Kapser and Godfrey [Kapser '06a; Kapser '08] propose to classify clones by the 
intention of developers when cloning. Forking occurs when the developer does not want to 
change a part of the application, but wants to enlarge the environment in which it can be used. 
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Templating occurs when clones are caused by common functionality or common programming 
style, such as API usage, boilerplate solutions, idioms, and parameterized clones. Customizing 
occurs when the clone requires changes depending on the environment where it is pasted; they 
are considered good-clones because the clone might be easier to understand than an abstraction. 
Finally, exact match clones usually implement crosscutting concerns and control flow checks. 
The ways to calculate the intention for creating the clone family, and the empirical results 
obtained are summarized in Table 3-10. Notice that the results may not be exact because the 
empirical results were obtained by manual inspection of a subset of the clones of the 
applications found with CCFinder. The subset of clones analyzed were obtained randomly. 
Table 3-10. Types of clones by intention of the developer when creating the clone family [Kapser '06a; Kapser 
'08]. 
How to calculate it Typical Atypical 
Forking, Templating, Customize, Exact Match  Templating Forking 
Forking types: Hardware, Platform, or 
Experimental variation Platform variation Hardware variation 
Templating types: Boiler-plating, API, 
Idioms, Parameterized   Parameterized Idioms 
Customize types: Replicate and 
Specialize, Bug Workarounds 
Replicate and 
Specialize Bug Workarounds 
 
Exact Match types: Cross-cutting, 
Verbatim snippets Verbatim snippets Cross-cutting 
 
Size of the fragment: Several researchers have found that the amount of clones found is 
inversely related to the minimum threshold to consider a fragment a clone. For instance, several 
authors found that the larger the clone size the lower its number of occurrences, i.e. typical 
clones are small [Baxter '98; Balazinska '00; Burd '02; Li '06; Baker '07]. Others found that the 
typical values of size per fragment are close to the minimum threshold [Basit '05b; Kapser '08]. 
Probably, the typical cloned fragment size varies because of the way in which the size is 
calculated. For instance, the minimum threshold to consider a fragment cloned varies 
significantly among studies 30 LOCs [Baker '07], between 15 and 23 LOCs [Burd '02], between 
3 and 16 [Li '06], and below 30 LOCs. Nevertheless, other differences among different studies 
such as the programming language, the domain of the application, or the clone detection tool 
may also explain the lack of convergent results.  
Size of the family: Several researchers have found that the frequency of classes of a given size 
is inversely related to the size of the classes. That means that most of the clone families are 
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small [Johnson '94; Mayrand '96; Marcus '01; Kapser '06b; Li '06].    
Distance: Studies also coincide in pointing out that cloning occurs in areas of code that are 
close to each other, either in terms of the hierarchy of directories [Kapser '03; Kapser '04; 
Kapser '06b] or in terms of the hierarchy of classes [Golomingi '01; Jarzabek '06]. The 
categories most common were inside the same file, of inside the same directory directories 
[Kapser '03; Kapser '04; Kapser '06b], or inside the same class or inside sibling classes 
[Golomingi '01]. The most uncommon category was across different directories [Kapser '03; 
Kapser '04; Kapser '06b], and cloning in different class hierarchies or cloning with an ancestor 
[Golomingi '01].    
Wildcard tokens: Empirical studies also signal the importance of expressing gaps in clones. 
Many of them indicate the increase of clones detected thanks to wildcard areas. For instance, Li 
et al. found that the number of identifiers renamed in most similar fragments on each clone 
family was either zero renames  or more than 5 identifiers renamed [Li '06]. In fact, between 
59% and 76% of cloned fragments require renaming of identifiers. Other authors have found 
that constants affect less than 50% of the clone relations in the application (between 25% and 
36% [Ducasse '06], and between 40% and 50% [Kamiya '02]). However there is no consensus 
about function names: while some authors consider that they should be wildcards [Ducasse '06], 
others indicate that differences in the name of functions called affect the semantics of the clone 
and therefore if used as wildcards increase the false positives [Kapser '08]. 
3.3.4 Classification of clones by relations not shared among cloned fragments 
of the same family (T3.2) 
Although cloned families share several characteristics that can help to understand the nature of 
cloning, the characteristics that differentiate cloned fragments of the same family may help to 
analyze its behavior in comparison with other fragments in the family. The characteristics not 
shared among members of a clone family that have been used to classify clones are similarity to 
the clone, and the method call similarity.  
 Similarity to clone: Kapser and Godfrey propose to measure the similarity in cloned fragments 
located in logical structures to eliminate false positives [Kapser '06b]. They count the 
percentage of lines of code in which the cloned fragments differ, and eliminated those in which 
the difference is above 50%. Using this heuristic, they eliminated from 3% to 37% of the clone 
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relations found. Jiang et al. [Jiang '07] define three inconsistencies among cloned fragments of 
the same family: different type of tokens, different conditions in the cloned fragment, and 
different number of unique identifiers. All types of inconsistencies found were less than 6% of 
the clone families.  
Method call similarity: Finally, Kapser and Godfrey propose to measure the similarity in 
method calls to eliminate false positives [Kapser '06b]. Using this heuristic, they eliminated 
from 8% to 52% of the clones found by CCFinder. 
3.4 Analysis of clone history 
Once the clones have been detected, it is necessary to track them over different snapshots. Clone 
tracking over time has been done at the level of clone families. The literature [Kim '05; 
Aversano '07] describe the changes that can occur to a clone family in a logical change. There 
are six possible cases (depicted in Figure 3-1):  
- Same: None of the fragments that compose the clone family change nor does the composition 
of the clone family.  
- Add: The clone family has new cloned fragments. 
- Subtract: The clone family looses cloned fragments. 
- Shift: Cloned fragments in the family change but remain similar to their previous version. 
- Consistent change: All the fragments in the clone family change in the same way, at the same 
logical change.  
- Inconsistent change: There are fragments that do not change in the same way, at the same 
time: 
- Late propagation: If the fragment reverts to consistency in a later logical change.  
- Independent evolution: If the fragment changes in a different way. 
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Figure 3-1. Evolution of clone families. Each element corresponds to a cloned fragment of the family, and can 
be identified by the number inside. Changes in the shape indicate changes in the fragment. Similar shapes 
correspond to similarity of the fragments. 
In order to track fragments across logical changes it is necessary to compare the text and 
location of the fragments. There are three cases to decide if one fragment is the new version of 
another fragment: if their location and their text are exact; if their location is exact and their text 
is very similar; and if their text is exact and their location is very similar. This approach requires 
storing the text and location of all fragments, which may result in performance problems due to 
the size of the search space. Besides, storing just the fragments and their changes may not be 
sufficient to track clone families because whenever there is an inconsistent change or a shift, the 
fragment may stop sharing the commonalities of the clone family. Nevertheless, storing just the 
snippet shared by the family, and the location of the cloned fragments would not be enough to 
track all changes shown in Figure 3-1. From the logical change in which a family has fragments 
with inconsistent changes, those fragments stop belonging to the family, and therefore it would 
be impossible to differentiate how many of those inconsistent changes are late propagations, and 
how many independent evolutions. Differentiating between late propagations and independent 
evolutions is a key issue when analyzing clones because they indicate to what extent the lack of 
clone management causes bugs (which are fixed by late propagations). 
Furthermore, the subtraction of fragments from its clone family may happen by chance in two 
cases. If changes in a cloned fragment result in the fragment not being sufficiently similar to the 
rest of the fragments in the family, it would be identified as deleted. If the method that has the 
cloned fragment is deleted, the fragment would be identified as an element removed from the 
cloned family. If the removal of cloned fragments occurs in a clone family with only two 
fragments, the clone family would be identified as deleted. This means that with the current 
approach for tracking clones over time not all cloned fragments or clone families removed mean 
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a refactoring of the code cloned.  
Some of these observations coincide with the issues identified in the literature for tracking 
clones over time [Smith '09]. First, it is possible that the current model of the evolution of clone 
classes over time (shown in Figure 3-1) is incomplete; and therefore, it could benefit from 
empirical studies on the evolution of clone families. Second, there is a need for detecting and 
tracking cloned fragments that were not consistently changed (i.e. do not belong anymore to 
their initial clone family). Third, there is no definition for the accuracy of clone tracking. 
Fourth, there is no technique to distinguish automatically late propagations from independent 
evolutions. 
Other authors identify some patterns of evolution of clone families as clone smells [Bakota '07]. 
The patterns proposed are: vanished clone instances (subtract), occurring clone instances (add), 
moving clone instance (independent evolution), migrating clone instance (late propagation) 
[Bakota '07]. For each pattern there is an alternative to detect it [Bakota '07]. However, the 
results had a high amount of false positives, mostly because of irrelevant clones, compilation 
issues, and defective evolution mapping. When analyzing only the results without false 
positives, the authors found that the patterns proposed indicate modification in the cloned 
fragments that increase the differences with the clone family. In other words, the patterns 
proposed indicate late propagations, cloned fragments deleted, inconsistent changes, bugs due to 
inconsistent changes, and cloned fragments introduced due to bug fixes. It is not clear which 
model for tracking clones produces more intuitive results the one based on clone families [Kim 
'05; Aversano '07] or the one based on cloned fragments [Bakota '07]. 
3.5 Summary 
There is no consensus about the definition of clones. Although clones are meant for duplicated 
code that requires duplicated maintenance, it is not clear how to recognize if a fragment is the 
duplicate of another fragment. Most authors distinguish clones using a minimum similarity 
threshold. Nevertheless, some authors claim that it is also necessary to establish a maximum 
threshold of dissimilarities allowed. In any case, there are no standard thresholds.  
The automatic identification of clones depends on two factors: the way in which source code is 
represented, and the way in which the similarity is calculated. The clone detection algorithm 
tends to weight more than the code representation on the precision of the output. For instance, 
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algorithms based on Abstract Syntax Trees originate a minimum amount of false positives. 
When the code representation takes into account the semantics of the source code syntax it can 
help to avoid meaningless clones i.e. those clones that do not represent a fragment of 
functionality, for instance the return of a method followed by the declaration of a new method. 
Nevertheless, the representations that provide the best precision rates, are also those that have a 
low recall, leaving aside from the analysis many potential clones. In that sense, the code 
representations that provide the richest variety of potential clones are those that are closer to the 
original source code. 
In any case, the overall success of a clone detection algorithm depends on how well the code 
similarity algorithm complements the code representation weaknesses and vice-versa.  For 
instance, although text representations tend to produce false positives they can be reduced 
significantly if the similarity algorithm parameterizes literals and names of variables, dismisses 
the code style, and takes into account the boundaries of source code entities. These strategies 
make of CCFinder one of the favorite tools for clone detection. It does not only offer a good 
performance thanks mostly to suffix trees, but also, thanks to the strategies to reduce false 
positives it can locate a high variety of clones. 
The identification of clones is not enough in order to analyze their history. It is necessary to 
track cloned fragments and clones families over time. In particular, for cloned fragments having 
inconsistent changes or an independent evolution from their family. This is because any 
inconsistent change or independent evolution is a potential late propagation. 
The next chapter introduces the methodology to analyze the impact of SCIs in SCEs.  
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Chapter 4. SuspiSCIUS methodology  
 
“How often have I said to you that when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, 
however improbable, must be the truth?”  
Sherlock Holmes in  The Adventure of the Blanched Soldier of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
 
Tackling source code issues is part of the anti-regressive work done to keep the complexity of 
the application manageable. It is important to be able to prioritize the impact of diverse source 
code issues on the ease of change of the source code entities where they occur. However, as the 
Background for the methodology points out (see Chapter 2), current knowledge of the impact of 
Source Code Issues (SCIs) is fragmented and difficult to compare. Such fragmentation obscures 
the effect of SCIs on changeability.  
Analyzing the effect of source code issues in the source code entities where they occur requires 
a structured and systematic research strategy. Having a common approach for source code 
issues would allow to compare their impact, and therefore to prioritize it. A methodology is a 
systematic manner to accomplish tasks using a set of techniques and a set of rules to apply such 
techniques [Nance '88]. Methodologies guide the definition of objectives, the organization of 
tasks, the techniques to achieve those tasks, and prescribe rules to decide which techniques lead 
to the objectives fixed for the tasks [Nance '88]. A methodology for evaluating the impact of 
source code issues on source code entities is needed in order to provide in-depth understanding 
of said impact and to compare the impact of diverse source code issues. 
Intermediate versions of this methodology have been published in [Lozano '06; Lozano '07b; 
Lozano '08a]. However, this version should be considered as the definitive one.  
This chapter explains our methodology, called suspiSCIUS, and the rationale for  
its phases.  
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4.1 The suspiSCIUS methodology 
This methodology assesses the impact of a SCI on changeability of the Source Code Entity 
(SCE) where it is placed. The results of applying our methodology to different SCIs provide 
comparable indicators of their impact, and therefore act as priority indicator for their treatment. 
The methodology is called suspiSCIUS  for two reasons: first, because suspiSCIUS  is a 
mnemonic name for Source Code Issue Under Study (SCIUS) ; and second because the 
methodology is based on elimination of hypotheses, which is similar to finding who is guilty of 
a crime by eliminating suspects. 
The methodology is defined in an abstract manner, that is, in terms of SCI, SCIUS, SCE, etc. 
Defining the methodology in abstract permits the researcher to customize it depending on the 
SCI of interest, and to the granularity of SCE in which the SCI occurs. The advantage of having 
the same methodology for diverse SCIs is that the results are comparable. To achieve that, the 
methodology requires adaptations for certain phases.  
 
Figure 4-1. Levels of abstraction of the methodology concepts  
Figure 4-1 shows a possible adaptation of our methodology for each of the concepts used at 
each level of abstraction of the methodology. The methodology level defines structural elements 
of the methodology, e.g. SCIUS, and SCE. The adaptation of the methodology instantiates the 
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concepts of the methodology, e.g. to clones (the SCIUS) inside methods (the SCE). The 
application of the methodology instance provides the actual subjects to investigate, e.g. the 
cloned fragment inside method m1(), and the clone fragment inside method m2() form a clone.  
4.2 Concepts of the methodology 
The concepts on which the methodology relies stem from the relations between SCEs, SCIUS, 
and changes. The purpose of the methodology is to assess the effect of SCIUS on the 
changeability of an application, but more specifically, on the SCEs where the SCIUS are 
located. Given that changeability is the ease to inject changes in an application, a key concept of 
the methodology is the changes that an application undergoes over its lifetime. 
 
Figure 4-2. Relevant information to apply the methodology. 
Concepts used in the methodology are shown in Figure 4-2. The gray vertical layers in the 
figure represent the status of the application at certain moments in time on the history of the 
application, a.k.a. snapshots. Logical changes generate snapshots. The moments in time in 
which a logical change is introduced in the application are called history points. In the figure, 
the circles inside the snapshots are the parts that compose the application at that history point, 
a.k.a. SCEs. The notes besides each SCE are the values of the characteristics of that entity at 
that moment in time. The SCIs are characteristics particularly interesting for the methodology. 
In the example there are two SCIs tracked. Each type of SCI has a different icon; one of them is 
a black triangle and the other a red cross. Each SCI has as well its own characteristics. The 
time 
history points 
snapshots 
 
logical change 
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characteristics of the SCI depicted with a triangle are in a smaller note in yellow, and the 
characteristics of the SCIs depicted with a cross are in a smaller note in pink.  
The key concepts of the methodology are shown in Table 4-1. These basic concepts are used 
across all the phases of the methodology, in particular, to define other concepts. The rest of this 
section gives a detailed definition of each one of these basic concepts. Appendix A presents 
formulas that structure the concepts explained in this section. These concepts are used in 
chapters 6, 9 and 10 to explain other concepts of the methodology. 
Table 4-1. Key concepts in the methodology 
Key concept Related key concepts 
history of an application logical change 
snapshot 
SCE 
characteristics of the SCE 
changes of the SCE  
SCIUS in the SCE 
other SCIs in the SCE 
SCIUS characteristics of the SCIUS 
changes of the SCIUS 
Other SCIs changes of the SCI 
 
Source Code Enti t ies (SCE)  are the building units of an application. Most of the analysis 
and results that the methodology produce are at the level of SCEs. Each SCE is composed of 
one or several SCEs of the same or of lower granularity. For example, in Java, packages are 
composed of other packages or classes, classes being of a lower level of granularity than 
packages. Depending on the SCIUS, the pertinent granularity of the SCEs to be analyzed may 
vary. For instance, for analyzing god classes it is enough to have information of the properties at 
class level, while for analyzing god methods it is necessary to have information of the properties 
at method level.  
Level  is the granularity of a SCE. Levels can be tokens, lines of code, methods, classes, files, 
modules, etc.  
Snapshot  is the set of entities that compose the application after a commit transaction. A 
snapshot describes the status of the application, in terms of the entities that compose it at a 
moment in time. 
History of  an appl icat ion:  is sequence of snapshots ordered chronologically by commit 
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transaction. 
Logical  change  is a synonym for commit transactions. As explained before a commit 
transaction is a set of physical changes done with the same purpose, at the same time by a single 
developer (see section 2.3.1). A logical change contains the set of entities that changed from one 
snapshot to the next snapshot in the history of the application. We use the term changes to refer 
to logical changes, and a logical change is composed of several physical changes in diverse 
entities of the application. 
Index  is an integer that indicates the chronological order of a commit transaction. This means 
that the index is the point in history in which a logical change occurs 
Characteris t ic  is a property of an entity at a moment in time. A particular entity has several 
attributes at a given moment in time. The attributes of a source code entity may include its 
name, size, if it has a SCI or not, if it was modified or not, etc.  
HasSCIUS  is a characteristic of the SCE that says if the SCE has the SCIUS or not at a moment 
in time.  
Having defined the basic concepts of the methodology, we can proceed to explain the phases 
that compose the methodology. 
4.3 Context and analysis phases 
This methodology helps to find precise information about the impact that the SCIUS may have. 
Impact is considered in two ways: the impact on the changeability of the SCE where it is placed, 
and the impact on the changeability of the application.  
Given that it is desirable to compare the impact of diverse SCIs to prioritize maintenance tasks, 
the methodology is generic enough to be applied on diverse SCIUS or SCEs. Moreover, the 
methodology can take into account results from empirical studies reported in the literature, 
either to exclude parts of the analysis to avoid redundancy or to include such results in the 
considerations taken for the set-up and the analysis. Therefore, both technical and analytic 
considerations regarding SCEs or SCIUS are customizable items in the methodology.   
The methodology is composed by a sequence of two kinds of phases. The context phases aim to 
provide structured information that explains the hypotheses or that supports arguments when 
examining results of the analysis phases. The analysis phases aim to refute hypotheses using the 
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information gathered in the context phases. Context phases are derived from common data 
requirements of different analysis phases. Therefore, which context phases are required depends 
on the analysis phases that interest the user of the methodology. The methodology can be 
tailored by extracting only the context information required for each phase, as Figure 4-3 shows.  
 
 
Figure 4-3. Context phases (in rectangles), and analysis phases (in circles). Depending on the analysis phase to 
execute, some data is not required to be gathered (in gray). 
 
The phases of the methodology work as layers, as Figure 4-4 shows. The outer phases provide 
general results. The methodology should be applied from outer to inner layers, by refining the 
knowledge about the impact of the SCIUS. Context phases are shown as square layers, while 
analysis phases are shown as circular layers. The names of all phases describe the goal of the 
phase: context phases are named with verbs and nouns, while analysis phases are named with 
nouns related to the SCIUS. 
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Figure 4-4. Methodology phases. In bold there are the outcomes, in italics are the steps of analysis phases.  
To complete an analysis phase (circles) it is necessary to do four steps. Each step indicates the 
type of tasks to perform at the beginning, development, analysis, and close-up of the phase. The 
first step is called state the hypotheses: it aims to predict the results using information from 
related work or from previous phases. The second step is called obtain data: its purpose is to 
process raw data into information that can be related to the hypotheses. The third step is called 
obtain results, which uses statistical and graphical tests to study the veracity of the hypotheses. 
Finally, the fourth step is called evaluate results because it summarizes for which hypotheses 
there is rejecting evidence, and for which hypotheses there is supporting evidence. The outcome 
of this last step can be used to feed the first step of the following phase.   
The research questions tackled by each analysis phase are described below. Phases are identified 
by their name in bold and italics. For each phase, there is the set of questions that it aims to 
answer. Given that there are phases whose research questions are too broad to tackle at once, the 
phases have been divided into more manageable research objectives. Each part of a phase is 
called a sub-phase and it is indicated with an arrow (). 
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 Definition of the SCIUS 
- What does it mean to have the SCIUS? 
- What types of SCIUS exist? 
 Causes and consequences 
- Why do programmers introduce the SCIUS? 
- Why is the SCIUS considered harmful? 
 
 Describe applications to be analyzed 
- Which application characteristics may explain commonalities or differences in the results? 
 
Gather data 
- How to obtain reliable data to evaluate the effect of SCI on the changeability of the SCEs 
where they occur? 
- How to identify the logical changes of an application? 
- How to identify the SCEs that compose the application at any moment in time? 
- How to track the SCEs that compose the application over time? 
- How to identify the SCIUS that affect the SCEs of the application at any moment in time? 
- How to track the SCIUS at the SCEs that compose the application over time? 
- How to identify which SCEs and which SCIUS changed at each logical change? 
- How to characterize SCEs and SCIUS over time? 
 
Nature of the SCIUS 
- What characterizes a typical exemplar of the SCIUS? 
- What do instances of the SCIUS have in common?  
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Evolution of the SCIUS 
- Does effect of the SCIUS on the application increase over time? 
 Extension 
- How much of the application is affected by the SCIUS? 
- How does the presence of the SCIUS in the application change over time? 
- How much of the SCEs is affected by the SCIUS? 
- How does the presence of the SCIUS in the SCEs change over time? 
Persistence 
- How much of the SCE’s lifetime is affected by the SCIUS? 
- How does the amount of SCEs lifetime affected by the SCIUS change over time? 
Stability 
- How many of the changes of a SCE occur when it is affected by the SCIUS? 
- How does the amount of changes that a SCE may have when it is affected by the SCIUS 
change over time? 
- How many of the changes of a SCE occur within the SCIUS? 
- How does the amount of changes that a SCE has inside the SCIUS change over time? 
 
Effect of the SCIUS on changeability 
- In which cases is the SCIUS harmful for the changeability the application? 
 Measurement of changeability  
- How to assess the effect of the SCIUS in the changeability of the SCE where it is located? 
 Comparison of changeability  
- Does the presence of the SCI have any impact on the changeability of the application?  
- Is the impact positive or negative? 
- What is the extension of such impact?  
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 Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
- Which characteristics of the SCE may mislead the effect of the SCIUS on the changeability of 
the SCE where it is located? 
- Which characteristics of the SCIUS may increase its effect on the changeability of the SCE 
where it is located? 
- Which combinations of characteristics of the SCIUS and of the SCEs may increase the effect 
of the SCIUS on the changeability of the SCE where it is located? 
 Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements 
- What characterizes those SCIUS that severely affect the changeability of the SCE?  
- What characterizes those SCIUS that do not affect at all the changeability of the SCE? 
4.4 Summary  
This chapter presented an overview of the methodology. The methodology is based on abstract 
concepts, which work as extension points to make the methodology applicable to diverse SCIs 
at different SCEs.  The chapter explained basic concepts of the methodology and the research 
questions it can tackle.  
The following chapter explains the context phases of the methodology. The description of each 
phase will describe its motivation, deliverables, steps required to produce the deliverables, and 
adaptation required for the SCE, and the SCIUS chosen. 
Handling source code issues is part of the anti-regressive work that allows controlling the 
complexity of an application and therefore permits the application to evolve for longer. The 
methodology proposed is motivated by the need for a standard way of measurement for the 
impact of SCIs, to prioritize their treatment. The methodology is based on two assumptions: 
first, that it is possible to find facts about the nature of source code changeability from the 
analysis of several applications; and second, that changes of SCEs without the SCIUS represent 
typical changes of the SCE. The methodology is based on the generation of hypotheses, and 
their progressive elimination by analysis of the information collected. 
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This chapter describes the first phase of the methodology. The goal of this phase is to establish 
current knowledge about the SCIUS. It is recommended to perform this phase before the 
following phases, to establish  the research questions that have been already tackled, especially, 
to establish precisely the gaps in the knowledge about the SCIUS. Apart from giving hints on 
which phases of the methodology should be applied, this phase would contribute to establish 
definitions of key concepts, generate hypotheses, and predict results.  
 
Figure 5-1. Description of the phase “Description of the SCIUS” 
5.1 Phase description 
This section presents the steps required to perform this phase. As Figure 5-1 shows, this phase is 
composed of two sub-phases: the definition of the SCIUS, and the description of its causes and 
consequences. Each of the sub-phases is explained in the sub-sections below. 
Description of the SCIUS 
Definition 
 
Causes & 
Consequences 
Methodology 
 
Methodology 
Context phases 
Description of the SCIUS 
Description of the 
applications to analyze 
Analysis phases 
 
Evolution of the SCIUS 
Nature of the SCIUS 
Data collection 
Effect of the SCIUS in 
changeability 
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5.1.1 Definition of the SCIUS 
Figure 5-2 shows the steps required to complete this sub-phase, i.e. stating alternative 
definitions, and describing the types of SCIUS.  
 
Figure 5-2. Definition of the sub-phase “Definition of the SCIUS” of the phase “Description of the SCIUS” 
Deliverable: The goal of this sub-phase is to obtain a unique definition of the SCIUS to use all 
through the application of the methodology. This definition will be used to identify the instances 
of the SCIUS when applying the methodology.  
Rationale: It is strongly recommended to establish a definition for the SCIUS that applies to the 
rest of the methodology, because defining terms serves as a framework of conventions for 
comparability, it makes the assumptions explicit, it says how to count the data and how to 
categorize it. The accuracy of the definitions helps to interpret the results, and to assess their 
generalizability.  
Procedure: State the definitions of the SCIUS that will be used using the concepts introduced 
in Section 4.2 (i.e. in terms of SCEs and properties of those SCEs). Give an example of that 
definition. Identify the type of source code issue: if it can be attached only to a single source 
code entity it is entity-type; on the contrary, if it defines relations across different source code 
entities it is relational-type. In case the SCIUS defines relations among other instances of the 
SCIUS or among SCEs, state the SCEs related, their associations, and the roles of each SCE. 
5.1.1.1 Nature of the SCIUS 
The SCIUS have several characteristics. Characteristics can depend on the SCIUS, on the SCE 
where the SCIUS is placed, and on the relation between the SCIUS and the SCE where the 
SCIUS is placed. Typical values for each characteristic can help to describe the average instance 
of the SCIUS. In contrast, atypical values for each characteristic can help to describe unusual 
instances of the SCIUS. 
Description of the SCIUS 
Definition of the SCIUS 
Definition 
Causes &  
Consequences  
 
Types of SCIUS 
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Deliverable: The typical and atypical values per category, based on previous empirical results. 
See example in Figure 5-3. 
 
Figure 5-3. The nature of the SCIUS, can be described by the typical values of each one of its characteristics. 
Example of the nature of a fictitious SCIUS.  
Rationale: The purpose of this step is to describe the majority of exemplars of the SCIUS. 
Knowing the typical and atypical values for characteristics of the SCIUS may help to identify 
those SCIUS that should be tackled with priority (because of their high harmfulness). Moreover, 
some characteristics may reveal a-priori information on the harmfulness of the SCIUS. For 
instance, suppose that the lifetime of the SCE affected by the SCIUS is mostly volatile, 
therefore, it is likely that in general the SCIUS does not have a long term impact on the 
application.  
Procedure: Mention the categories for which there are no empirical results. For the 
characteristics that have empirical results, consider a value typical when the percentage of 
SCIUS that have that value is greater than the percentage that would correspond to that category 
if the SCIUS would be equally divided among categories. For instance, if there are three 
categories for size, a value could be considered typical if it characterizes more than 33% of the 
SCIUS, and an atypical if it characterizes less than 33% of the SCIUS. 
 
Size Typical (40)  Atypical (>100) 
  SCIUS characteristic 
Complexity Typical (simple)  Atypical (complex) 
   
Location Typical(method) Atypical (class) 
  
characteristic  of relation SCIUS-
SCE Lifetime 
affected 
Typical (volatile) 
Atypical (persistent) 
   
Shared Scope Typical (1-3) Atypical(>10) 
   
SCIUS    
type by 
characteristic  of 
relation SCIUS- 
SCIUS Not shared Role Typical (copy) Atypical (seed) 
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5.1.2 Causes and Consequences of the SCIUS 
Given that the goal of the analyses proposed in this methodology is to assess the effect of 
having the SCIUS in a SCE, it is essential to describe the alleged impact of having that SCIUS 
as well as identifying which of those supposed effects have been verified. Nevertheless, the 
examination of the literature cannot be restricted to the consequences of having the source code 
issue, but also to its possible causes in order to distinguish correlation from causality 
connections in later analyses.  
Figure 5-4 shows the steps required to complete this sub-phase. 
 
Figure 5-4. Description of the sub-phase “Causes and Consequences of the SCIUS” (in gray), from the phase 
“Description of the SCIUS”.  
5.1.2.1 Causes 
Deliverable: A list of the possible causes for introducing the SCIUS. For each item on the list, 
there should be theoretical and empirical evidence to sustain or refute it. Aside from the 
evidence, each cause should have analysis of its relation to the SCIUS, as well as the likelihood 
of the cause provoking the SCIUS, and the likelihood of alternative causes provoking the 
SCIUS. 
Rationale: The aim of this stage is to be able to find reasons for introducing the SCIUS that 
may overcome its claimed harmful effects. The causes of the SCIUS are relevant because they 
might be related to the consequences of the SCIUS. Besides, if instances of a SCIUS can be 
differentiated by their cause, their treatment can be prioritized. For instance, if performance is a 
key requirement in the applications and certain SCIUS are introduced to increase the 
performance and. 
Procedure:  Gather experimental and theoretical papers that discuss reasons for creating the 
SCIUS. For each cause, enumerate the arguments or empirical findings to sustain it or reject it. 
Discuss on the likelihood of having the SCIUS, given each cause based on the evidence 
Description of the SCIUS 
 Causes & consequences of the SCIUS 
Causes 
Definition of  
the SCIUS  Consequences 
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gathered. 
5.1.2.2 Consequences 
Deliverable: A list of the possible consequences of the SCIUS. For each item on the list, there 
should be theoretical and empirical evidence to sustain it or refute it. Aside from the evidence, 
each consequence should have brief analysis of its causality link to the SCIUS, as well as the 
likelihood of the SCIUS provoking the claimed effect, and the likelihood of alternative 
situations provoking the claimed effect. 
Rationale: Classifying the works on the effects of the SCIUS into those that have built 
theoretical arguments, and those that have collected empirical evidence making a clear 
difference between facts and speculation. The analysis of the validity and reliability would state 
the level of corroboration of all of the claimed consequences of the SCIUS. 
Procedure: Here one should collect the papers that mention the effects of the SCIUS. For each 
claimed effect, there should be a list of reasons, or empirical findings to sustain it or reject it. 
Finally, there should be a brief discussion to analyze the credibility of the claimed effect based 
on the strength of the evidence gathered. 
5.2 Phase application  
This section presents the results of applying the phase of the methodology explained in the 
previous section, i.e. the description of clones. The application of the phase is divided in two 
steps: the definition of clones, and the analysis of causes and consequences of clones. The 
definition and description of clones takes a significant portion of the section, because almost 
every paper that presents empirical results on cloning presents an ad-hoc classification of their 
results, and therefore there is a large variety of characteristics to summarize. The analysis of 
causes and consequences of cloning provides tables that summarizing the claims that have been 
made, as well as, the evidence found to support them.  
To achieve each step, it is necessary to gather the studies that develop the topic to describe (i.e. 
definition, causes, or consequences of clones), and then cluster them according to their claims, 
procedures, or findings.  
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5.2.1 Definition of clones 
A clone relat ion  occurs when there is an identical code section except for a one-to-one 
correspondence of variables, constants, macro names, or member names [Baker '95].  
Figure 5-5 highlights the near identical fragments. These fragments are called cloned 
fragments  or clone instances . The parts that are similar between the fragments form a 
clone relation. There is a clone relation between the methods of Figure 5-5, that is between 
m1(int, int, int) and  m2(int, int, int). Clone relations form a correspondence 
between the variables: in the case of the example shown, the correspondence is a/x, b/y, and 
c/z. The clone formed by the clone relation of Figure 5-5 starts at the beginning of the 
parameters, and finishes at the keyword return. The clone does not finish at the end of the 
methods because there is no correspondence in the order of the return variables, and therefore a 
cannot be matched to y. Note that, although the layout and structure is identical, in the last 
statement the lack of correspondence makes the semantic to differ.  
 
 
Figure 5-5. Clone relation example 
Clones are a relation rather than an intrinsic characteristic of SCEs. A clone exists, if and only 
if, a similar fragment exists.  In this thesis, we refer to clone  as the common code in a clone 
relation. A clone is the longest sequential segment of code shared by at least two sections of 
code. Figure 5-6 shows the clone corresponding to the clone relation of figure 1. Note that the 
different parts are abstracted in the clone using a similar syntax to parameters using the special 
identifiers $1, $2, $3. By replacing the corresponding parts, it is possible to obtain any of the 
fragments that form the clone relation.  
public int m1(int a, int b 
, int c){ 
   if (a % 2 == 0){ 
      return a + b + c; 
   } 
   b *= 2; 
   return a + b + c * 2; 
} 
 
public int m2(int x, int y 
, int z){ 
   if (x % 2 == 0){ 
      return x + y + z; 
   } 
   z *= 2; 
   return y + z + x * 2; 
} 
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Figure 5-6. Clone corresponding to the clone relation in Figure 5-5 
A clone class  (clone family or clone cluster) is the set of code fragments that share the 
same clone. Figure 5-7 illustrates the clone family that forms the clone relation of Figure 5-5 by 
showing the method where the clone is located and the correspondence between the 
customizable parts ($1, $2, $3) of the clone and the actual methods where the fragments are 
located.  
Figure 5-7. Clone class / cluster / family formed by the fragments highlighted in Figure 5-5 
A fragment of a method is a sequence of tokens. There are two types of token: syntax tokens, 
and semantic tokens. Syntax tokens  are those that cannot be instantiated, that is, keywords 
and operators. Semantic tokens  are those that represent instances of SCEs; such as, literals, 
types, and method names. 
Two fragments are simi lar  if syntax tokens are identical, and if there is a correspondence in 
the type of their tokens. A correspondence in the type of tokens means that, for each syntax 
token in the first fragment, there is a syntax token in the second fragment; and for each semantic 
token in the first fragment, there is a semantic token in the second fragment. This means that our 
definition of similarity between fragments allows detecting clones type I8 (or exact clones), and 
clones type II (or parameterized clones). Locating clones type III (or fragmented clones) 
depends on the length of the fragment that is defined to be minimal to consider the two 
                                                     
8
 For the definition of clone types, see Table 3-9. 
              (int $1, int $2 
, int $3){ 
   if ($1 % 2 == 0){ 
      return $1 + $2 + $3; 
   } 
   $2 *= $3; 
      return 
    
m2(int, int, int) 
$1 = a 
$2 = b 
$3 = c  $1 = x 
$2 = y 
$3 = z  
m1(int, int, int) 
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fragments form a clone. If the minimal length of a clone fragment is short enough to detect 
fragments of code with some meaning, then this definition helps to find the fragments of clones 
type III. However, the clones would be detected as separate families. 
Therefore, to define cloning inside methods it is not enough to define similarity with a fragment 
of another method. It is also necessary to state the minimum level of similarity required or the 
maximum level of dissimilarity allowed. In the case of our methodology, we have defined that a 
clone occurs  whenever a method contains a fragment equal or greater than n  tokens that is 
similar to a fragment in any other method in the application.  
Establishing a minimum length for the similar fragments helps to avoid the analysis of 
meaningless clones. Note that if the length for similar fragments is unrestricted, most of the 
application would be considered cloned with fragments of one or two tokens. 
However, our definition may require further refinement to reduce false positives9.  
According to experts [Kapser '07], a sequence of tokens is a clone if: the code is idiomatic, the 
code segments are very similar, there are lots of changes but identifiers remain very similar, it 
seems code copied and pasted, it seems generated code, the context of the code segment made it 
a clone, the fragments had the same structure. A sequence of tokens is a false positive if:  it does 
not seem as copied and pasted code, there is no way to refactor it, the semantics of the code is 
meaningless, or if there many differences among fragments of the same family [Walenstein '04]. 
A fragment of tokens does not seem copied and pasted code when it is idiomatic. The semantic 
of the fragment is meaningless when it is too short. The semantic of different fragments changes 
when the types are different or when the majority of the fragment is made of literals [Walenstein 
'04]. 
Given that there is no consensus on what constitutes false positives [Walenstein '04; Kapser 
'07], our definition was adapted to include some considerations that experts use to eliminate 
false positives. A method is  c loned i f : 
- its code is not generated 
- it has a fragment of at least 30 tokens similar to another method in the application 
                                                     
9
 A fa l se posi t ive  occurs when the test to detect phenomena falsely indicates that the phenomena occur. 
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- the number of tokens that differ from the fragment in the other method, with respect to the 
number of tokens of the fragment, is less than 45% 
- the number of literals in the fragment is less than 45%  
- the number of syntax tokens in the fragment is less than 45% 
- and, the tokens in the fragment that refer to methods or types and that differ from the fragment 
in the other method is lower than 45% of the tokens in the fragment that refer to methods or 
types  
This definition describes precisely the level of similarity required among tokens to consider that 
a fragment is cloned, because there is a minimum similarity required and a maximum number of 
differences tolerated among fragments. The minimum length of a sequence of similar tokens to 
be considered a clone is 30 tokens, and the tokens should be inside a method; therefore, the 
clones obtained are considered meaningful. Thirty tokens is a typical threshold for defining a 
clone when using token approaches [Kamiya '02; Kapser '03; Kapser '04; Kapser '05; Kim '05; 
Kapser '06a; Kapser '06b]. The maximum number of differences tolerated is described by two 
requirements: the different tokens cannot be more than the 45% of the tokens, the syntax and 
literal tokens cannot be over the 45% of the tokens, and the method or type tokens cannot differ 
in more than 45% of the method or type tokens. Besides, generated methods are excluded from 
the analysis. 
The percentage of tokens that refer to methods or types that differ among the cloned fragments 
of the same family indicate a false positive because the semantics of the fragment in the method 
and of the fragment in the copy may differ significantly. For instance, if the most of the methods 
called or variable types referred are different it is likely that the supposedly cloned fragments 
have a different semantics and therefore they should not be considered clones. 
The percentage of syntax and literal tokens also indicate false positives. If the majority of the 
cloned fragment is composed by syntax tokens, it might be that it is a common language 
structure for instance an iteration over a collection. If the majority of the cloned fragment is 
composed by literals, it might be that there is no relation between the supposedly cloned 
fragments but that it is a false positive due to using similar values for the literals. 
These restrictions on the definition of a cloned fragment take into account several indicators that 
experts consider to identify a clone. From the restrictions suggested in the literature, we take 
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into account the ones that can be automatically validated, that is: 
- code fragments are very similar: because at least 55% of the tokens should be identical 
- the structure is the same: because all the syntax tokens should be identical 
- types were changed: because the percentage of tokens that refer to types, methods, and literals, 
and that differ from other fragments in the family should be below 45%  
- semantics of procedures: because the percentage of tokens that refer to types, methods, and 
literals, and that differ from other fragments in the family should be below 45% 
- main portion of the code is literals: because the percentage of tokens that refer to types, 
methods, and literals, and that differ from other fragments in the family should be below 45% 
- generated code is excluded from the detection of clones 
5.2.1.1 Nature of clones 
We have found that there are four ways to classify clones: according to characteristics of the 
cloned fragment (called classification C1 in section 3.3.1), according to characteristics of the 
relation between the cloned fragment and the method (called classification C2 in section 3.3.2), 
and according to characteristics of the cloned family (called classification C3 in section 3.3).  
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Figure 5-8. Nature of clones. 
The characteristics of the clone family can be shared by all fragments in the family (presented as 
classification C3.1 in section 3.3.3) or not (presented as classification C3.2 section 3.3.4). A set 
 
Characteristics of 
the clone fragment  
 Lifetime  
Typical (Volatile)  
Atypical (Persistent) 
  
        
  Age of SCE  
Typical(Young) 
Atypical (Old) 
  
       
 
Characteristics of 
relation           
clone-method or 
clone-SCE  
Percentage of 
the SCE 
affected  
 
Typical (Low: 5%-25% of 
the app.) 
Atypical (High: >25%) 
  
        
   
Similarity (differences 
among all fragments)  
 
Typical (Low: type 2 & 3) 
Atypical(High: type 1) 
      
 
 
  Scope  
Typical (functions & blocks) 
Atypical(greater or smaller) 
      
   Size of fragments  
Typical (≤15 LOCs) 
Atypical(≥ 30 LOCs) 
      
   Size of family  
Typical (2-3) 
Atypical(>3) 
      
   Intention  
Typical (Templates/Param.) 
Atypical(Forks/Hardware) 
      
   Distance  
Typical (Same file, or direct.) 
Atypical(Diff. directories) 
      
  
Shared 
 Wildcard tokens  
Typical (Function names, 
Identifiers) 
Atypical(Constants) 
       
   
Similarity to clone 
(difference fragment-
clone) 
 
Typical (≤ 37% of the clone 
relations are not similar) 
Atypical (>37%) 
      
Clones    
type by 
 
Characteristics  of 
the cloned family 
 
Not shared 
 Method-call similarity  
Typical ( different for ≤  52% of 
the clone relations) 
Atypical (equal for 48%) 
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of characteristics that exemplify how clones have been classified, is shown for each type of 
classification, as shown in section 3.3.  
The rest of the section explains for each type of classification, the characteristics used in 
empirical studies, the ways used to calculate the characteristics, and the empirical results 
obtained (summarized on Figure 5-8). 
Previous empirical studies have shown that most clone families contain just a pair of cloned 
fragments, and have a high level of dissimilarity. The level of dissimilarity among fragments is 
evident in different ways: the cloned fragment is small, the gaps/wildcards are many or are 
large, the cloned fragments differ to the clone family, and clone fragments call different 
methods. Moreover, most of the clones are introduced in order to be modified. This is evidenced 
by several reasons: (1) most of the clones have a high level of dissimilarity, (2) most of the 
clones are introduced with the intention of being used as parameterized templates, (3) and clone 
families are small. Finally, it is likely that clones are introduced consciously because most of the 
clones were in close-by locations, and in small SCEs. 
5.2.2 Causes and Consequences of cloning 
This section presents a summary of the arguments to explain the existence of clones and their 
consequences. It shows that few of these arguments have been tested, and that for those tested, 
there is not yet enough evidence to support them. To understand this lack of evidence there is a 
discussion on the limitations of current evidence. 
5.2.2.1 Causes 
The literature describes several causes for cloning. We have divided such causes into two types: 
the one that has the developer to introduce the clone, the cause; and the reasons behind the 
developer decision. The summary of these causes is presented in Table 5-1. ‘A:’ indicates the 
papers presenting the arguments, while ‘E:’ indicates those presenting the evidence. 
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Table 5-1.  Causes for cloning. 
Cause  
- Justifications given 
To use the cloned fragment as a template of new code.  
- Lower time in implementation  
 A: [Johnson '94; Baker '95; Cordy '03; Giesecke '07]. E: [Kim '04] 
- Lower time in regression test (just testing new or changed code) 
 A: [Johnson '94; Cordy '03]. E: [] 
- Trustworthy code  
 A: [Johnson '94; Baker '95; Baxter '98; Cordy '03]. E: [Kim '04] 
- Code difficult to understand  
 A: [Johnson '94; Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
- Productivity metrics are based on new lines of code instead of rewritten abstractions 
 A: [Baker '95]. E: [] 
- Laziness.  
 A: [Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
To overcome limitations of the available abstractions  
- Lack of abstraction mechanisms in the programming language issues (e.g. aspects) 
 A: [Johnson '94; Giesecke '07]. E: [Kim '04; Basit '05b] 
- Inappropriate abstractions in the design 
 A: [Johnson '93; Baxter '98; Ducasse '99]. E: [] 
To leave critical code untouched 
- High risk of changes  
 A: [Cordy '03; Giesecke '07]. E: [Kapser '06a] 
- Restricted change on relations to keep the architecture neat and understandable  
 A: [Cordy '03; Kapser '06a; Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
To improve performance  
- Relevant in embedded real time systems 
A: [Baker '95; Baxter '98; Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
Accidental cloning 
- Developers are not aware that they are implementing code already written 
 A: [Lague '97; Giesecke '07]. E: [Al-Ekram '05] 
- Similar style 
 A: [Baxter '98]. E: [] 
- Idioms 
 A: [Baxter '98; Giesecke '07]. E: [Kim '04] 
- Similar declarations 
 A: [Baxter '98]. E: [Kim '04] 
- Similar calculations 
 A: [Baxter '98]. E: [Kim '04] 
- API usage 
 A: []. E: [Al-Ekram '05; Li '06] 
- Crosscutting concerns 
 A: []. E: [Kim '04] 
- Similar functionality  
 A: [Baxter '98; Giesecke '07]. E: [Al-Ekram '05; Li '06] 
- Systems merged / Legacy code  
 A: [Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
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As mentioned before, there is a classification of clones by the intention of developers when 
cloning [Kapser '06a], i.e. a clone could be due to: forking, templating, customizing, and exact 
matches. Forking (i.e. leaving critical code untouched) is presented as a good type of cloning 
because it strives for stability. Some template clones (i.e. cloning by accident) are considered 
harmful because they require consistent changes along their lifetime. However, template clones 
are also considered good because they can improve the understandability of the code and they 
may be more costly to refactor than to maintain. Customizing (i.e. creating clones as templates) 
are considered good because the clone might be easier to understand than an abstraction. 
Finally, exact match clones (i.e. clones to overcome problems in the programming language) are 
considered good because of the type of validation that they introduce in the code and because 
they help to maintain the cohesion of functions.  
This approach has two weaknesses. First, the rationale used for merging the causes for cloning 
with the types of clones is not clear. Second, the description of the types of clones is not detailed 
enough to unequivocally assign a type to a cloned fragment. The classification is subjective and 
the evaluation of the harmfulness for each type of clones has no empirical validation. 
 There is little evidence for ensuring that clones, in general, are created because of the reasons 
presented in the paragraph above or in Table 5-1. An approach taken to understand the rationale 
behind cloning decisions has been reflecting on the usage that industry gives to program 
comprehension and software maintenance tools [Cordy '03]. Cordy [Cordy '03] suggests that 
cloning in financial applications occurs because the functionality is similar. Programming based 
on existing code is encouraged to use trusted code and reduce the testing. Leaving critical 
functionality untouched is also promoted to reduce the risk on real-life financial operations, and 
refactoring is considered an investment with doubtful economic benefits. However, as the 
author says, these results may only apply to financial systems; even more, they may apply only 
to those financial systems analyzed. Another approach taken is logging the programming 
process, analyzing copy-and-paste operations extracted from the log, and confronting the 
researcher’s hypotheses with the developer’s reasoning for copying and pasting [Kim '04]. This 
approach has shown that developers clone to have semantic or structural templates, that 
programmers restructure cloned code once they are aware that they have pasted the same 
functionality twice, and that developers use cloning to implement crosscutting concerns [Kim 
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'05]. A third approach has been mining clones on large applications to confirm assumptions on 
clone creation [Al-Ekram '05; Li '06]. This approach has shown that clones are indeed used for 
API usage, and to implement similar functionality [Al-Ekram '05; Li '06]. 
5.2.2.2 Consequences 
The literature describes as well several consequences of cloning. We have divided these 
consequences into two types: the characteristics that can be seen in the source code and the 
effects of those characteristics. The summary of cloning consequences is presented in Table 5-2. 
Table 5-2.  Consequences of cloning. 
Observable consequence  
- Secondary effect 
 A for Argument presented in [References]. E for evidence shown in [References] 
Hidden relations.  
- Lower understandability  
 A: [Johnson '94; Baker '95; Ducasse '99]. E: [] 
- Higher ripple effect, and therefore lower maintainability 
 A: [Johnson '94; Baker '95; Mayrand '96; Ducasse '99; Monden '02].  
 E: [Lague '97; Kim '05; Geiger '06; Aversano '07; Krinke '07] 
Larger codebase 
- Lower understandability, higher complexity 
 A: [Johnson '94; Baker '95; Mayrand '96; Ducasse '99; Fowler '99; Giesecke '07]. E: [] 
Dead code  
- Lower maintainability 
 A: [Johnson '94]. E: [] 
Logical bugs  
- Copied code is not adequately customized for the environment where it is pasted, e.g. 
incomplete renaming. 
 A: [Johnson '94]. E: [Li '06] 
- Copied code has bugs 
 A: [Johnson '93]. E: [Chou '01] 
- Copied code does not suit the requirements of the environment where it is pasted 
 A: []. E: [Chou '01] 
Degradation of design  
- There might be better abstractions for the application but they are not explored because 
cloning is a quick hack that works 
A: [Ducasse '99; Monden '02]. E: [] 
Critical, complex or working parts remain unchanged   
- Stability 
 A: []. E: [Krinke '08] 
- Understandability 
 A: [Kapser '06a]. E: [] 
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Although there are plenty of speculation about the harmful effects of cloning, very few of these 
assumptions have been actually tested, and even less have been proven. So far, we know that:  
Not all the changes to cloned fragments should be applied to the whole clone family [Lague '97; 
Krinke '07] 
Maybe therefore co-changes could not be statistically correlated to cloning relations [Geiger 
'06] 
Most of the clones disappear in less than 8 logical changes, and several of the ones that remain 
cannot be refactored [Kim '05], indicating that clones are either volatile or unavoidable. 
Most of the inconsistent changes results in late propagations in a 24 hour interval [Aversano 
'07]. 
Inconsistent renaming is a typical error when cloning, and causes bugs [Li '06] 
Clones are correlated with lack of knowledge of the application and contain bugs [Chou '01]. 
Cloned code seems more stable than code not cloned [Krinke '08]. 
5.3 Summary 
This chapter describes the first phase of the methodology, which is the definition and 
description of the SCIUS. The first section explains the steps required to define the SCIUS, 
analyze its causes and effects, and describe of its common instances. The second section shows 
the results of applying the phase to analyze clones. 
In spite of the important amount of work on clones, clones do not have standard definition. 
Therefore, we proposed a definition for clones inside methods that takes into account several of 
the recommendations from experts to recognize false positives. Although there are several 
studies that describe the clones analyzed (see section 3.3), trying to describe typical clone 
instances has not been attempted before. One of the challenges, and at the same time, 
weaknesses of integrating the results of the literature that describe clones is that there are 
different ways to measure the same characteristic.  According to our integration of typical clone 
characteristics, clones are small snippets that are pasted in few, young SCEs in order to be 
customized to the new environment. Cloned fragments tend to be volatile with respect to their 
families. The differences between a cloned fragment and the cloned snippet that represents its 
family tend to be below 37% of the size of the cloned fragment (see Figure 5-8). Most of the 
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differences between a cloned fragment and the cloned snippet that represents its family are in 
names of functions and identifiers. 
Furthermore, we have shown that even though there are many hypotheses to explain the 
existence and harmfulness of clones, there is empirical evidence for very few of them. In 
particular, there is no evidence that clones are introduced to: lower time in regression tests, 
increase understandability, increase productivity metrics, laziness, overcome problems in the 
design, follow architectural restrictions, improve real time performance, follow a particular 
style. In general, it seems that clones are introduced by accident rather than intentionally. 
Moreover, there is no evidence for many of the effects attributed to clones. For instance: 
- the relationship between hidden relations and the decrease of understandability 
- the relationship between the increase in the code-base size and the reduction of 
understandability 
- the relationship between dead code, due to clones, and lower maintainability due to that dead 
code 
- the relationship between clones and design degradation 
- the increase of understandability thanks to clones that eliminate over-complicated design 
relations on critical functionality areas.  
Therefore, the long-term effect of clones on the ease to introduce changes (as templates) is still 
uncertain. Nevertheless, it is clear that cloned code is correlated with incorrect code , as some 
studies have shown that cloned code tends to have more bugs . 
The next chapter presents the data collection phase; its steps, the challenges for collecting 
information, and the alternatives chosen for clones at method level. 
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Chapter 6. Applications to analyze 
Describing the applications to analyze is the second phase of the methodology (see Figure 6-1) , 
which is also the second context phase. 
 
Figure 6-1. Second context phase of the methodology.  
This phase does not answer directly any of the research questions, but it aims to establish the 
limitations of the findings. Identifying similarities and differences between the applications to 
analyze would describe the contexts in which the results are valid. If all the analyzed 
applications have the same value for a characteristic, it may mean that the results are valid only 
for the applications that have that value in that characteristic. For instance, suppose that the 
characteristic compared is programming language, and values for all applications to be analyzed 
are Java, the results of the applying the methodology are limited to applications developed on 
Java. On the contrary, if all the applications analyzed have different values for a characteristic, 
the results may be independent of the value of that characteristic.  
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The characteristics of the applications to analyze and the limitations they pose on the results 
should be considered when choosing the applications to analyze. Depending on the type of 
study designed, one may want to identify irrelevant characteristics or confirm results under 
certain characteristics.  
Doing this phase first has not only the advantage of supporting the purpose of the experiments, 
but also of allowing the identification of factors that could help to discard accidental similarities 
in the results. Finally, the outcomes of this phase can be reused for all the experiments done 
over the same set of applications.  
6.1 Phase description 
This section presents the steps required to perform this phase. Before starting this phase, it is 
necessary to establish the settings of the methodology, i.e. the SCIUS, the SCE, and the 
applications to analyze. 
Deliverable: The outcome of this phase is the set of similarities and differences among the case 
studies.  
Rationale: Establishing the differences and similarities of the applications to analyze provides 
possible reasons that explain similarities or differences of the behavior of the SCIUS. This 
phase aims to analyze if characteristics of the applications affect the results or not. If the case 
studies differ in a characteristic, such characteristics may be irrelevant. If the case studies have a 
particular value for a characteristic, it is important to consider the effect of that characteristic on 
the SCIUS.  
The output of this section can be used to foresee similarities and differences with respect to 
previous works. 
Procedure: In addition to those characteristics defined when adapting the methodology to the 
SCIUS and the SCE, consider some basic system characteristics such as purpose, size, age, 
programming language, number of developers, and type of licensing of the application. 
Describe each case study according to those characteristics. Group the case studies according to 
the value of their characteristics. Summarize similarities and differences among the case studies 
for the characteristics suggested.  
If possible, also describe the type of development process, as well as, major events on the 
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development of the application: change from closed source to open source, major restructurings, 
inclusion of new libraries or APIs, change of graphical interface, etc.  
Adaptation: Decide, depending on the SCIUS and the SCEs chosen, which characteristics of 
the application may or may not affect the effect of the SCIUS on the changeability of SCEs. 
Formulate the expected behavior by relating an application characteristic with a changeability 
characteristic. For instance, the number of developers may be related indirectly with 
changeability. A high percentage of reuse may increase changeability because there is less code 
to maintain and less replication. The percentage of reuse depends on the chance that a developer 
knows if the functionality he needs is already in the program, where it is, and how to use it. 
However, the chance of knowing the application enough to reuse it reduces when the amount of 
developers increases. 
6.2 Phase application  
This section presents the results of applying the phase of the methodology explained in the 
previous section. The application of the phase is divided in two parts: the adaptation of the 
phase, and the application of the phase. In the adaptation part, we present the characteristics that 
could be linked to the effect of clones on the changeability of the methods that host them. In the 
application part, we present the results of comparing such characteristics in five case studies: 
Freecol10, JEdit11, Ganttproject12, Columba13 and JBoss14. 
6.2.1 Adaptation 
Adapting this phase means deciding which characteristics of the application may or may not 
affect the effect of clones on the changeability of methods. The rest of this section explains why 
each of the suggested characteristics (purpose, size, age, programming language, number of 
                                                     
10
 CVS anonymous access: anonymous@freecol.cvs.sourceforge.net:/cvsroot/freecol 
11
 There is no CVS access available since the restructuring of the application, and its migration to SVN. The developers gave us a 
copy of their CVS repository. 
12
 CVS anonymous access: anonymous@ganttproject.cvs.sourceforge.net:/cvsroot/ganttproject 
13
 CVS anonymous access: anonymous@columba.cvs.sourceforge.net:/cvsroot/columba 
14
 CVS anonymous access: anonymous@anoncvs.forge.jboss.com:/cvsroot/jboss 
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developers, and type of licensing of the application) should be taken into account to discard 
accidental similarities in the results. 
6.2.1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the applications could indicate if certain domains are more prone to cloning than 
others. If the chosen applications have the same purpose/domain, and they have similar cloning 
behavior, it is likely that the results are not valid for applications of another domain. If 
applications have the same purpose/domain and different cloning behavior, it means that it is 
likely that the domain is not related with the cloning behavior. If the chosen applications come 
from different domains and they have a similar cloning behavior, it would mean that the cloning 
behavior is independent of those domains. If applications have a different purpose and different 
cloning behavior, it is impossible to conclude anything relating the domain and cloning. It is 
believed that applications in certain domains may be more affected by cloning than others. For 
instance, operating systems may have more clones than other applications because drivers are 
developed by copying a similar driver that already works, and customizing the copy according 
to its context. Another example is financial applications: they are developed as updates or 
enhancements of similar functionalities. This happens because products in the same financial 
institution do not vary much [Cordy '03]. In addition, copying and adapting is encouraged in 
financial applications because restructuring is a high-risk operation, and existing code is highly 
trusted due to careful and extensive tests [Cordy '03].  
6.2.1.2 Size 
The size of the application could show a relation between the size of the application and its 
amount of cloning, i.e. whether the application is unnecessarily large because of the redundant 
code that clones inject. Very large applications may have similar functionality implemented 
several times because developers are unaware of its existence. However, if small applications 
have a similar percentage of cloning to large applications, it might be that cloning occurs in that 
percentage of cases regardless of the size of the application.  
 
6.2.1.3 Age 
The age of the application could also play an important role because developers may create 
clones with unfamiliar code, in this case, very old code. Moreover, the age of the applications 
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could show if harmfulness of clones is related to the amount of time that they have being part of 
the application, and if so, whether the relation is direct or inverse. Moreover, the age of the 
application affects the amount of changeability data it offers. It is possible to consider 
applications of different ages; nevertheless, they should have a long enough history to find 
several cases of cloning and to be able to analyze changes in those clones.  
6.2.1.4 Programming language 
The programming language could have a very big effect on the analysis of clones. It is likely 
that some languages have higher quantities of particular types of clones related with abstractions 
that are not available in the language, e.g., abstractions to implement crosscutting concerns. If 
the effect of clones is related to the type of clones, the fact that the distribution of types of 
clones varies from one language to other may change completely the overall effect of clones. 
6.2.1.5 Number of developers 
The number of developers can also affect the results. It is unlikely that in small groups of 
developers, developers create clones by accident, which means that the clones are more likely to 
be consciously created. It is also unlikely that in a small group, developers are unaware of 
existing cloning. Therefore, it is unlikely that developers change a fragment of code without 
changing its clones in the same way. Hence, the number of developers in an application may 
have a strong influence of the changeability of cloned methods. 
6.2.2 Application: comparison of the applications to analyze 
In order to apply the methodology, we developed an application to gather the data, process it to 
provide intermediate results, and perform a number of automatic analyses. The tool is a proof of 
concept for the methodology that relies on third party applications for parts of the processing. 
Our application was implemented to analyze Java code on CVS repositories. CVS was chosen 
among the variety of SCM applications because it is old, and popular; hence, it is likely that 
many applications that have a long history use CVS. Java was chosen in order to facilitate the 
comparison of our results with other empirical studies of clones given that many of them 
analyze Java code [Kamiya '02; Monden '02; Kim '04; Kim '05; Kapser '06a; Li '06; Aversano 
'07; Baker '07; Krinke '07]. However, this means that our results are limited to applications 
written in Java. 
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Table 6-1. Characteristics of the applications to be analyzed. 
 
 Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss module 
 Purpose Game Text editor Planning tool Mail client J2EE app. server 
KLOC 53 98 44 92 2 Size #methods@ 3252 5277 3558 7441 179 
#months 35 58 43 52 30 Age #commits  1087 1381 2701 3108 3346 
 #committers 14 13 20 16 86 
@
 Number of methods on the last version analyzed of the application.  
As mentioned above, the tool implemented poses two restrictions on the applications to be 
analyzed: being implemented in Java, and being stored in CVS repositories available to 
anonymous users. We decided to choose applications from different domains because we 
suppose that the nature of cloning should be the same regardless of the type of functionality 
implemented. We selected the projects with varying age, size, and number of developers to 
obtain a wider view of the cloning phenomenon. FreeCol is a game in which players have to 
conquer and colonize new worlds. JEdit is a text editor for programmers that can be configured 
as an IDE through its plug-in architecture. GanttProject is a project scheduling application with 
facilities for doing Gantt charts, resource management, calendars, etc. Columba is an e-mail 
client with graphical interface and internationalization support. JBoss is a J2EE based 
application server, from which we analyzed the JBoss module. The description of these 
applications in terms of purpose, size, age, and number of developers is summarized in Table 
6-1.  
Describing the applications to analyze involves finding some characteristics that may affect 
their changeability, and deciding in which aspects they are similar, and in which aspects they 
differ. Given the variability of numeric values, they may not be good indicators of similarity or 
dissimilarity. To group the case studies by the values of a characteristic, we propose to 
categorize the values analyzed depending on the range of values across the applications 
analyzed. The most common value would be the medium category, those above it would be the 
large category, and those below it would be the small category. The result of this categorization 
of the case studies is shown in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2. Characteristics of the applications to be analyzed. 
 Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss module 
Size (KLOC) Medium Large Medium Large Small  
Size (#methods) Medium Large Medium Large Small  
Age(#months) Small Medium Medium Medium Small  
Age(#commits) Small Medium Medium Large Large 
No. developers Medium Medium Medium Medium Large 
 
In terms of size, the applications fall in three categories. JBoss which is the smallest, followed 
by Freecol and Ganttproject that are in the same level, and above them JEdit and Columba. 
However, note in Table 6-1, that the ratio between the lines of code and the number of methods 
differs; so, it is likely that the modularity of these applications differ. For instance, it seems that 
JBoss has less lines of code per method than the other applications. The contrary situation 
would apply to JEdit, Ganttproject, Freecol, and Columba, which seem to have a similar number 
of lines of code per method. 
In terms of age, the factors analyzed differ. Although Columba is in the medium category 
regarding number of months analyzed, regarding the number of commits it lays in the large 
category regarding number of commits. Similarly with JBoss that belongs to the small category 
in terms of months analyzed, but to the large category in terms of commits. This indicates that 
JBoss has the highest activity rate of the applications, while Columba has the second higher 
activity rate.  The number of logical changes alone can also indicate how active the project is. 
However, this is only valid if all projects make logical changes in the same way, i.e. when one 
or more features are added, changed, or deleted. It might be the case that developers use the 
SCM system as a backup tool instead of a way to synchronize their contributions with other 
developers.  
Notice that, in recent years, many OSS have migrated their SCM system from CVS to SVN, 
among other reasons because SVN is more modern and handles directly concepts like logical 
changes that are not native in CVS. Therefore, in some cases, the interval analyzed does not 
reflect the current age of the application but rather on their lifetime stored in CVS.  
The only issue regarding old applications is that the forces that drive their evolution have 
changed significantly and the insights found for the initial changes might not be applicable for 
the latest changes. Nevertheless, analyzing applications with long histories provides more 
information to analyze, and more background to incorporate to the analysis.  
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Finally, regarding the number of committers, one could think that Freecol, JEdit, Ganttproject, 
and Columba have a similar behavior in terms of amount of developers. However, it is 
important to keep in mind that the number of committers may not be the same as the number of 
contributors. In some OSS very few contributors have direct access to the repository in order to 
have quality control on the contributions made by the community. In any case, a large amount 
of developers, such as the one found in JBoss, may indicate that there are more clones because 
there is less awareness of other developer’s code.  
6.3 Summary 
This chapter presents the first step of the methodology, which is describing the similarities and 
differences among the case studies to have at hand arguments to evaluate the limitations of the 
results.  
This chapter justifies the characteristics used to compare the applications to analyze based on 
their usefulness to eliminate or confirm hypotheses between the effects of clones and the nature 
of the application. There are three reasons to justify the characteristics chosen: the types of 
cloning in an application, the awareness of developers about the clones, and the management of 
changes and clones depend on characteristics of the application. The types of cloning that are 
likely to appear in an application may depend on its purpose/domain, and its programming 
language. The likelihood of cloning unwittingly may depend on the size, age, and number of 
developers of the application. Finally, the type of licensing may play a role in the policies or 
lack of policies on handling clones.  
The applications selected to apply the methodology were chosen by the type of SCM repository 
(CVS), the availability of their SCM repository (Sourceforge), and the programming language 
(Java). JBoss has several characteristics in which they differ from the rest of applications to be 
analyzed. According to the heuristic used to compare the characteristics, the applications to 
analyze differ on the number of LOCs, number of methods, length of the history analyzed 
(months), activity rate (commit transactions over time interval), and the size of the development 
team. The only characteristic that most of them share is a similar number of developers, with the 
exception of JBoss. We have concluded that Columba and JBoss have a higher activity rate than 
the rest of the applications, and that the modularity in these applications is better than in the rest. 
Apart from that, JEdit and Columba have a comparable size, different from the size of Freecol 
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and Ganttproject, which is comparable between them. 
Once the applications to analyze are described, we can proceed to analyze the current 
knowledge on the SCIUS. The next chapter explains the second step of the methodology: the 
definition and description of the SCIUS; in this case, the definition and description of clones.  
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Chapter 7. Data collection 
This chapter explains the third phase of the methodology, which is also the last of the context 
phases (see Figure 7-1). This phase is called data collection. The phase aims to gather historical 
data on the status of the SCE, and on the changes of the SCE. The data gathered should be 
enough to compare the changeability of SCEs with and without the SCIUS, and assessing if any 
change on the changeability could be due to external factors like characteristics of the SCEs or 
of the SCIUS.  
 
Figure 7-1. Description of the phase “Data collection”. 
7.1 Phase description 
In this section, we explain the steps required to follow to ensure that the data collected is enough 
to apply the methodology, and that it accurately reflects the hypothesis.  
The data collection phase is composed by five sub-phases: identification of logical changes, 
identification of SCEs, identification of SCIUS, identification of changes, and identification of 
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attributes (see Figure 7-1). That means collecting along the lifetime of an application 
information about: the SCEs that compose the application, the SCIUS that those SCEs have, the 
changes that affect the SCEs and the SCIUS, the characteristics of the SCEs, and the 
characteristics of the SCIUS. Each sub-section below explains how to complete each step.  
7.1.1 Identification of logical changes 
The details on how the literature proposes to gather the history of an application are explained 
on section 2.3.1. Collecting the historic information is done in five steps, shown in Figure 7-2. 
 
Figure 7-2. Location of the sub-phase “Identification of logical changes” in the phase “Data collection”. 
Deliverable: A list of logical changes per case study (see the definition on section 4.2). The 
following characteristics of logical changes should be captured:  
- number of logical changes,  
- distance in time to the next logical change, 
- percentage of logical changes per author,  
- and percentage of SCEs changed per logical change. 
Rationale: Analyzing logical changes instead of physical changes exposes the complexity of 
updating an application, because it indicates the complexity of changes. Logical changes 
indicate the relevant points in time in which the application changed. In order to have reliable 
data, the SCEs that compose the application, and the changes that have occurred to those SCEs 
should be obtained after each logical change.  
Procedure: SCM applications that do not store logical changes often have enough information 
to reconstruct them from the information about physical changes. In order to detect logical 
changes one should classify the changes in three ways: time-wise, author-wise, and intention-
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wise. Those changes that are stored in a close time range, under the same author and intention 
belong to the same logical change. First, changes should be classified by author and intention. 
The time-closeness can be defined by fixed or sliding time windows as explained in section 
2.3.1. 
7.1.2 Identification of SCEs 
Once logical changes are identified, it is necessary to iterate for each one of them to reconstruct 
the history of the application. The first step to process a logical change is to identify the SCEs 
that compose the application.  
 
Figure 7-3. Location of the sub-phase “Identification of SCEs” in the phase “Data collection”. 
Deliverable: The structure of SCEs that compose an application after each commit transaction. 
Before starting to apply the methodology it is necessary to define which SCEs are going to be 
analyzed: this step permits us to establish the minimum level of granularity of SCEs to gather. 
That means, the possible units of analysis are at that level of granularity and upwards, i.e. the 
SCEs that are containers of the SCEs that are going to be analyzed. 
Rationale: The analysis of changes across SCEs at different levels of granularity could indicate 
to what extent the structure of the application supports the changes that the application 
undergoes. If the changes affect SCEs that are not enclosed by an abstraction, it means that the 
structure is not hiding the details of changes, and therefore that the structure is supporting the 
changeability of the application. Contrarily, if changes are local, then it is likely that the 
structure of SCEs supports the changeability of the application. 
Procedure: For each logical change, reconstruct the SCEs and their upper structure by 
analyzing the files stored in the SCM repository and using the syntax of the programming 
language.  
Adaptation: This step requires being adapted depending on the granularity of the SCEs to 
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analyze. 
7.1.2.1 Tracking of SCEs across snapshots 
Deliverable: For each snapshot (i.e. logical change or commit transaction), a set of SCEs that 
were renamed. 
Rationale: This step is necessary when the history of a SCE is tracked using its identifier i.e. 
their fully qualified name. It is necessary to merge the history of those SCE that were apparently 
deleted with those that were apparently created but that in fact are the same SCE with different 
identifiers.  
Procedure: SCEs can be automatically tracked locating their identifier over time. The idea is to 
use this naïve approach to track an initial version of the history of SCEs, and afterwards, refine 
it by locating the SCEs whose identifier changed. Therefore, it is necessary to validate for each 
snapshot which SCEs were indeed deleted, and which of them just changed their identifier. 
There are two alternative means of finding out if two SCEs (one of the previous snapshots, and 
one of the current snapshot) are the same SCE but with a different identifier: using parts of its 
identifier, or using the SCEs that compose it.  
Adaptation: This step should be adapted by specifying which parts of the identifier, or 
components of the SCE, to use for the comparison, and how to compare them. 
7.1.3 Identification of SCIUS 
Once the SCEs that compose the application are identified, it is necessary to identify which of 
them are affected by the SCIUS. This is the second step to process a logical change.  
 
Figure 7-4. Location of the sub-phase “Identification of SCIUS” in the phase “Data collection”. 
Deliverable: List of algorithms to locate instances of the SCIUS, as well as the tools that 
implement them. Relevance of each tool with respect to the definition chosen for the SCIUS. A 
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list of the restrictions of each tool (e.g., programming languages that it can handle). A 
comparison of precision and recall of those tools (if there are studies available in the literature).  
Rationale: The quality of the results depends on the quality of the data analyzed. In order to 
have an accurate and complete set of exemplars of the SCIUS it is important to be sure that the 
tool or algorithm used to detect them is the one best suited for the definition of the SCIUS (high 
precision). It is also important to find most of the SCIUS (high recall) to be able to compare the 
SCEs with the SCIUS against those without them.  
Procedure: Gather papers whose goal is to identify the SCIUS. Group the papers by 
algorithmic approach. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithmic approach. 
Enumerate the tools that implement each algorithmic approach. Gather papers whose goal is to 
compare tools that locate SCIUS. For each tool, discuss the appropriateness of the tool to locate 
SCIUS as defined for the methodology, and report its precision, recall, restrictions, and 
advantages.  
7.1.3.1 Tracking of SCIUS across snapshots 
Given that SCIUS do not necessary belong to SCEs, it is necessary to be able to track them 
exactly in which area of the SCE where they are located. Tracking SCIUS only by their location 
can result in inaccurate data given that any SCE may have several SCIUS. Although for several 
analyses this might not be a problem, for detailed analyses it might lead to incorrect data. For 
instance, when deciding if the SCIUS was changed, or in analyses that take into account the 
characteristics of the SCIUS because it is necessary to distinguish which SCIUS is being 
analyzed. Therefore, it is important to store any other information that is unique from the 
SCIUS to identify it. For instance, which method and class are related by each instance of 
feature envy, or which is the clone that a cloned fragment parameterizes. 
7.1.4 Identification of changes   
Once the SCEs that compose the application and their SCIUS are identified, it is necessary to 
identify which of those SCE have changed with respect to the previous logical change/snapshot. 
This is the third step in processing a logical change.  
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Figure 7-5. Location of the sub-phase “Identification of changes” in the phase “Data collection”. 
Deliverable: The history of changes of the application. That is, the whole set of logical changes 
that an application has undergone, and for each one of them: the SCEs that compose the 
application, the SCEs that changed, and the SCIUS that changed. 
 
Figure 7-6. SCE history for a fictitious application. 
Figure 7-6 illustrates the history of changes in the application. The rows represent SCEs. The 
columns represent logical changes or commit transactions. Logical changes are also called 
snapshots of the history of the application. Each cell, i.e. the intersection of a row and a column, 
indicates what happen to that SCE in that logical change. If the SCE was not part of the 
application, the cell is empty. In this case, we say that the SCE is dead. If the SCE is part of the 
application but does not change in that logical change, the cell has a hyphen. In this case, we say 
that the SCE is alive. If the SCE is part of the application and changes in that logical change, 
there is a cross in the cell. If the SCE is part of the application, and the SCE changes in that 
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
a z e1                      
a z e2   I  I I    I    I   I  I   
a y e3   I  I I    I     I  I     
a x e4    I  I                
a x e5  I  I           I  I    I 
a x e6  I  I    I            I I 
b w e7    I       I           
b v e8             I    I   I  
b v e9    I   I  I    I         
c u e0         I         I    
 
physical change on c.u.e0 
at 9th logical change 
b.v.e9 is dead at 3rd 
logical change 
c.u.e0 is alive at 20th 
logical change 
SCE logical change physical change at the SCIUS on 
a.y.e3 at 8th logical change Snapshot 
Data collection 
Identification of logical changes Identification of SCEs 
 
Identification of changes 
 
Identification of attributes 
Identification of SCIUS 
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logical change, and the change occurs in the area of the SCE that has the SCIUS, there is an 
asterisk in the cell. Notice in the figure that although there are several SCEs that come into 
existence after the first logical change, they do not appear as changed: this happens because the 
creation of a SCE is not considered a change. 
Rationale: Changes are traced at the level of SCE to assess the extent of changeability 
alteration on the SCEs in periods with SCIUS. Changes are traced at the level of SCIUS to 
measure the percentage of changes attributable directly to the SCIUS. 
Procedure: Identify the logical changes that the application has undergone. For each logical 
change, identify the SCEs that belong to the application. For each SCE that is part of the 
application in that logical change, find if there is any physical change to that SCE (i.e., if the 
SCE on the previous snapshot differs from the SCE on the snapshot corresponding to the current 
logical change. For each SCE that has changed, identify if the components of the SCE that were 
modified are among the components of the SCE that contain the SCIUS. 
Adaptation: This step requires being adapted to the SCEs and the SCIUS to analyze. The 
granularity of changes stored on the SCM depends on the type of SCM system of the 
application analyzed. Most SCM do not store syntactic information, so they would not been able 
to identify the SCE or the SCI changed. In fact, it is likely that the only information about 
changes available are the lines changed from one version to another version of the same file. 
Therefore, it would be necessary to convert from lines of code to SCEs or SCIUS modified.  
7.1.5 Identification of attributes 
 
Figure 7-7. Location of the sub-phase “Identification of attributes” in the phase “Data collection”. 
This sub-phase consists of storing the characteristics of SCEs and of SCIUS that may affect the 
changeability of the SCEs. This is the last step to process any logical change, but also the last 
sub-phase of the ‘Data collection’ phase, as Figure 7-7 shows. 
Data collection 
Identification of logical changes Identification of SCEs 
 
Identification of changes 
 
Identification of attributes 
Identification of SCIUS 
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Deliverable: The history of the attributes of the SCEs, and of the SCIUS. 
Rationale: The attributes of SCEs could help to identify characteristics that may explain the 
changeability of the SCEs regardless of the SCIUS. The attributes of SCEs and of SCIUS could 
help to identify characteristics that increase or decrease the effect of the SCIUS in the SCE. 
The attributes analyzed should be calculated automatically, and given that they have to be 
computed for all logical changes, their calculation should have a good time performance. 
Procedure: Select attributes of the SCIUS that may be related to the changeability of the SCE, 
it is likely that these attributes are related to the consequences of the SCIUS that were analyzed 
on section 5.1.2. Select attributes of the SCE that might be linked to the changeability of the 
SCE. For the SCEs add a boolean attribute to indicate if the SCE had the SCIUS at that snapshot 
or not. 
Remove from the lists of candidates those that cannot be calculated automatically, those whose 
calculation is not deterministic, and those that cannot be assigned to a single SCE or to a single 
SCIUS. For each of the remaining attributes determine the type of attribute: nominal (no order), 
ordinal (ordered with uneven intervals between scales), or interval (ordered with even intervals 
between scales); and the type of data: text, boolean, or numeric (if it is numeric state if it is 
natural, or real). For each attribute, indicate the tools or algorithms used to obtain it. 
7.2 Phase application 
The data collection algorithm finds the logical changes, and then, for each logical change, it 
stores in a database the information associated to the resulting snapshot. The information stored 
per snapshot includes files, classes, and methods, methods that changed and in which lines, 
methods that have clones, information on the clones, information on the methods, etc.  
The algorithm of the tool that gathers the data is presented below (see Figure 7-8). All the data 
per application analyzed is stored in a database. The data collected is stored in a database 
because it permits expressing queries easily, which is an advantage for the analysis. 
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Figure 7-8. Data collection algorithm 
This section explains the data collection algorithm for the basic historic information, i.e. 
methods, clones, and changes, then for characteristics of clones and methods. As mentioned 
previously, we decided to analyze applications stored in CVS repositories; this means that it is 
necessary to identify logical changes, the methods modified by each logical change, and to 
perform origin analysis.  The data collection was implemented in an algorithm that takes the 
information of logical changes to reconstruct the snapshots of the application. For each 
snapshot, the algorithm detects the methods, and their attributes, clone relations, and clone 
families using the output of third party tools. The methods and the SCEs above them are 
identified using a lexical analysis tool. The clone relations and clone families are obtained from 
the clone detection tool used. However, the data collection algorithm is responsible for relating 
cloned fragments and methods, and for tracking methods, cloned relations, and cloned families. 
The identification of the lines of code cloned and the methods and clones changed are also 
implemented in the data collection algorithm. A third party static analysis tool obtains the 
characteristics of the methods, while the data collection algorithm detects the characteristics of 
the clones. This section explains how all this data is obtained and stored so the analyses phases 
can be executed. 
7.2.1 Identification of logical changes 
CVS is a SCM application that does not store logical changes. However, CVS provides a time 
stamp for each physical change on each file. Each time stamp contains the exact date and time 
in which the change was stored in the repository, as well as the identifier of the person that 
stored the change, and the message submitted by that person with the rationale for the change.  
Collection of logical changes 
For each logical change 
 Extract snapshot from CVS 
 Find methods 
 Find clones 
 Find clones in methods 
 Find changes in methods 
Find changes in clones 
Compute characteristics of methods 
Compute characteristics of clones 
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Figure 7-9. A commit transaction as stored in CVS. Several files have the same author, message, and a close 
time stamp. 
Figure 7-9 has a graphic description on how commit transactions are stored in CVS and how 
they can be identified in CVS using the similarities among the log of files. This figure shows 
that three files were modified by the developer identified with the id “vanza”; the changes in 
those files had the same message (in the top-right corner of the figure), and the time stamps of 
the changes were separated by one second. 
That information is extracted from the CVS log file. The screenshot of the CVS-Log file of the 
file SegmentCharSequence.java that includes one of the individual changes that 
compose the commit transaction of Figure 7-9 is shown in Figure 7-10. The lines 15 through 17 
in Figure 7-10 correspond to the change in the file SegmentCharSequence.java that is 
part of the commit transaction depicted in Figure 7-9 . 
In order to obtain the logical changes, we obtain first the log of all files that have been stored in 
CVS as part of the application. The log is a concatenation of logs of each file; a log of one file is 
shown in Figure 7-10. This log is obtained by calling the log command on the root of the 
application, i.e. 
cvs log . 
Log files are usually very long. Therefore, once the whole file is loaded into a sector of the 
memory, it is parsed automatically to group the timestamps author-wise and message-wise. This 
grouping is done by creating a list of unique pairs author – message found in the log. For each 
pair is stored a list of physical changes. For each physical change its timestamp, file, revision of 
the file, and if the file was deleted or not is stored. Once all timestamps are in groups that share 
the same author and message, these groups are subdivided in more groups time-wise to obtain 
the commit transactions.  
“correctly calculate the index when  
the sequence is in reverse mode” 
vanza 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2006-06-21 05:05:56 
2006-06-21 05:05:56 
2006-06-21 05:05:57 
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Figure 7-10 . CVS log of the file SegmentCharSquence.java. Each change to the file is identified with a number 
and several characteristics of the change like date, author, and rationale for the change  
Grouping the physical changes time-wise is done using a sliding time window (see section 
2.3.1) of three minutes [Zimmermann '04; Kim '05]. This means that for a physical change to be 
added to the commit transaction, it is at most three minutes later than the most recent timestamp 
in the commit transaction. The final set of groups of physical changes organized from the 
earliest to the latest is the set of commit transactions or logical changes. Each commit 
transaction is composed of a set of physical changes saved by the same author, with the same 
message, and whose changes were stored in at most three minutes among them, i.e. the set of 
physical changes stored in the same transaction. Given the information stored during the process 
of identification of commit transactions, each commit transaction knows its exact start and 
finish time, its author, the rationale of the change, and which files where deleted or modified.  
 
RCS file: 
/cvsroot/jedit/jEdit/org/gjt/sp/util/SegmentCharSequence.java,v 
Working file: org/gjt/sp/util/SegmentCharSequence.java 
head: 1.2 
branch: 
locks: strict 
access list: 
symbolic names: 
   after_bsh-2-0b4: 1.2 
   before_bsh-2-0b4: 1.2 
   jedit-4-3-pre5: 1.2 
keyword substitution: kv 
total revisions: 2; selected revisions: 2 
description: 
---------------------------- 
revision 1.2 
date: 2006/06/21 05:05:56; author: vanza; state: Exp; lines: +1 -
1 
correctly calculate the index when the sequence is in reverse 
mode 
---------------------------- 
revision 1.1 
date: 2006/06/18 18:51:40; author: vanza; state: Exp; 
remove all dependencies on gnu.regexp 
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Figure 7-11. CVS permits storing different versions of the application at the same moment in time. The main 
history is in the trunk, while support / testing changes are stored in the branches.  
CVS changes are stored in history lines. However, there are changes that can deviate from the 
main application, which are stored in parallel history lines (as shown in Figure 7-11). For 
instance, changes required to test the usefulness of a new library instead of integrating it directly 
to the main code base. These parallel lines of history are called branches in CVS. Note that 
having branches implies that a file can have several versions at a moment in time (see in Figure 
7-11 the gray plane that cuts the history). At those, and any of the subsequently moments it is 
uncertain which version of the file is the correct one. Taking into account that changes in 
branches may introduce errors in the detection of methods or clones, and of changes, the 
algorithm ignores branches, processing only changes in the main trunk of the history. The 
logical changes eliminated from the analysis for being in branches instead of in the main trunk 
are summarized in Table 7-1. 
Table 7-1. Types of clones by the distance the cloned fragments in the family 
Application Logical changes in the period analyzed Logical changes analyzed 
Freecol 1090 1087 
JEdit 1382 1381 
Ganttproject 2943 2701 
Columba 3136 3108 
JBoss module 3967 3346 
 
The information about logical changes is stored in three tables on the database: the developer 
table, the commitTransaction table, and the commitAuthor table, which are shown in Figure 
7-12. 
 
trunk 
branch 1.1 
branch 1.2 
branch 1.1.1 
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Figure 7-12. Tables that store the information of logical changes in the database. 
Once the logical changes are identified, it is possible to download the snapshots of the 
application in order to gather the history of the application. Downloading snapshots in CVS is 
done with the checkout command. The data collection algorithm defines a directory in which 
the application will be updated to reconstruct the snapshot corresponding to the changes after 
each logical change. Given that, among the information stored in memory while identifying the 
logical changes, is the set of files affected by the logical change, the algorithm can overwrite 
only those files that changed by downloading their status by the time the logical change finishes. 
An example of the checkout commit executed with this information is shown below: 
cvs checkout  -A  
-D 2006/06/21 05:05:57 GMT 
org/gjt/sp/util/SegmentCharSequence.java 
 
This command would replace the local version of the file SegmentCharSequence.java 
by the version in the CVS repository on the 21st of June of 2001 at 5:05:57. Once the snapshots 
of the application after each logical change are obtained, it is possible to identify the methods, 
classes, files, clones, and their characteristics at any moment of the history of the application.  
Table 7-2. Summary of logical changes in the analyzed applications 
Application 
No. of 
logical 
changes 
Avg. time 
separation between 
logical changes 
Avg. percentage of 
methods changed 
per logical change 
Percentage of logical 
changes per author 
(top 3 authors) 
Freecol 1087 23 hours    0.1 %  44%, 24%, 15% 
JEdit 1381 1 day and 5 hours  0.09 %  82%, 6%, 4% 
Ganttproject 2701 12 hours   0.1 %  48%, 37%, 6% 
Columba 3108 6 hours 0.04 %  48%, 19%, 18% 
JBoss mod. 3346 10 hours 0.05 %  13%, 12%, 11% 
The results of the extraction of logical changes are shown in Table 7-2. 
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7.2.2 Identification of methods 
Here we present the approach used for identifying methods in the application we developed. 
The approaches for method identification discussed in the literature, their advantages and 
limitations are summarized on section 2.3.1.1. 
CTAGS15 is an open source application that uses lexical analysis to find declarations of software 
entities inside a file. We used CTAGS to compute which methods exist within a file and where 
they start. However, CTAGS does not report where the entities end. Therefore, our tool had to 
process the output of CTAGS for each file to locate the finishing line of each method. Our tool 
sorts the entities defined in a file by the line of code in which they are defined. To find the end 
of a method, our tool looks for the matching closing brace, thereby assuming that the file is 
syntactically correct. It is common that files are syntactically correct because projects usually 
have as policy to commit changes to the repository only when they compile successfully. In case 
the file is not syntactically correct, the tool would find the first closing brace when searching 
backwards starting from the entity defined in the file after the method whose boundaries are 
being calculated. This is done for all the methods that changed in the application. 
The example below shows the use of CTAGS to obtain the full signature of the methods and the 
line where they start. The input file has at each line the path to the files to analyze, i.e. to the 
files that were modified in that logical change. 
ctags  –L inputFile.txt  
–f outputFile.txt   
--extra=+f  
--fields=+a+f+i+K+m+n+s+S+z --excmd=number 
 
The output file contains on each line a declaration of an entity found in the files contained in the 
input file. The example below shows the set of items obtained per entity declared, in this case, 
the method compare(Object,Object) of the inner class StringCompare in the class 
StandardUtilities:  
compare 
C:\jedit\jEdit\org\gjt\sp\util\StandardUtilities.java 
                                                     
15
 Available at http://ctags.sourceforge.net 
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347;" 
kind:method 
line:347 
class:StandardUtilities.StringCompare 
access:public 
signature:(Object obj1, Object obj2) 
 
For each entity it shows its name, path to the file that declares it and the line where it is 
declared, type of code entity, the number of the line where it starts, the class where it is 
declared, the access type of the entity, and the parameters (in case it is a method). All this 
information is separated by tab characters and identified by keywords such as ‘kind:’ to describe 
the type of entity, ‘class:’ to state to which class belong the entity, ‘signature:’ to list the 
parameters of the method, etc.  
 
Figure 7-13. Tables that store the information about the methods, and about the software entities above them. 
The information is stored into three tables of the database, shown in Figure 7-13. The table file 
stores a unique identification, and the path of each of the files that have composed the 
application. The table class saves for each class a unique identifier, the file where it is defined, 
its super-class, and its fully qualified name. The fully qualified name of a class is the name of 
the package in which the class is defined, and the name of the class, separated by a period. In 
case the class is an inner class, its fully qualified name would be the name of the package, plus a 
period, plus the name of the outer class, plus a separation character (‘$’), plus the name of the 
inner class. In the case of the example above, the name of the class would be the name of the 
package, plus a period, plus StandardUtilities$StringCompare. The defined 
package per file is identified using the output of CTAGS. The table method stores a unique 
identifier, the class that defines the method, the signature of the method, the line in which the 
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method starts, and the line where the method finishes. 
7.2.2.1 Tracking of methods across snapshots 
The data collection algorithm searches the methods defined on each logical change. This means 
that the tracking of methods across snapshots must be done using their names. However, the 
names of methods change along their lifetime. In order to be able of calculate the lifetime of a 
method accurately, we store in a separate table the way in which methods are renamed across 
their lifetime. This table is called method translation (shown in Figure 7-14). The table stores a 
new identifier for each method (id), and assigns to it the identification corresponding method(s) 
found during data collection (realMethod_id).  
 
Figure 7-14. Tables that store the methods renamed reconstructed using origin analysis 
In this way, the information stored about two methods, renamed versions of the same method, 
can be reconstructed before the analysis phases without adding complexity to the data collection 
algorithm. The rest of this section will cover the algorithm used to detect the previous version 
(i.e. the origin) of methods that seem new because they have a combination of name and 
location that was not stored before in the database. 
 
Figure 7-15. Origin analysis principle. The methods that are supposed to be new may be a renamed version of 
any of the methods that are supposed to be deleted. 
As explained in the previous chapter, current approaches to find the origin of methods are not 
adequate for the analysis of applications over a large interval of time because they are costly to 
logical changes 
Conventions 
Unchanged method 
Method deleted  
New method 
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calculate in terms of time. Therefore, we propose a new algorithm. As explained before, origin 
analysis algorithms aim to find the origin of a method that seems new, from the set of methods 
that seem deleted (i.e. the candidates). To decide if the ‘new’ method and the candidate are the 
same method, origin analysis techniques use two concepts: the identification of the methods, 
and the algorithm to compare such identifications. Our algorithm uses two identifications for a 
method: its complete name, and its content (LOCs). The name of the method is the 
identification used to filter most of the candidate methods to be the origin of the new one. The 
second identification (i.e. the contents of the method) is used only in case there is more than one 
candidate after the filtering done using the name of the methods. 
 
Figure 7-16. Our filtering of candidate methods (empty circles) to find the origin of the method that seems new 
(filled circle). 
The first filter of candidates is done by eliminating those methods that at any point of their 
lifetime co-existed with the analyzed method16. This means that the first filter eliminates those 
candidates17 that ‘revived’ while the method analyzed was alive. This happens when the 
methods are temporarily eliminated using comments. ‘Revived’ methods also occur when the 
file that hosts the method is accidentally deleted from the repository, being re-added afterwards. 
The second filter divides the candidate methods into three groups depending on their name. The 
                                                     
16
 Analyzed method: The one supposedly new. 
17
 Candidate: Method that was deleted when the analyzed method was created. 
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identification of methods by the name considers the fully qualified name of the class and the 
signature of the method. The first group of candidates has the methods in the same class and 
with the same parameters but with different name (in Figure 7-16, the ‘renamed’ set). The 
second group of candidates has the methods in the same class and with the same name but with 
different parameters (in Figure 7-16, the ‘different parameters’ set). The third group of 
candidates has methods with the same signature located in a different class or package than the 
analyzed method (in Figure 7-16, the ‘moved’ set). The third filter measures the similarity 
between the lines of code of the analyzed method and the candidates. Given that calculating this 
similarity may be costly in terms of time, only some of the sets of candidates are compared. By 
default, the candidates that are in the same class as the method analyzed (i.e. renamed 
candidates or different parameters candidates) have priority over the methods that seem moved. 
That means that similarity judged by the lines of code is not calculated for moved candidates. 
However, if the majority of the candidates belong to the same file or class, it is likely that the 
whole class or file was moved. In that case, moved candidates have priority, discarding the 
calculation of similarity by the lines of code for renamed candidates or different parameters 
candidates. The fourth filter eliminates the candidates whose LOCs similarity is below a 
threshold of 70%. In case there is no candidate remaining after this filter, the set of candidates 
that was not analyzed previously is compared for LOC similarity against the method analyzed. 
The fifth filter takes the candidates with the highest LOC similarity. In case more than one 
method has the highest similarity, the algorithm assumes that the method does not have a clear 
origin and marks it as a new method. It is assumed that the method analyzed is a new method 
cloned from those candidate methods that resemble it. Finally, the last filter checks that the 
origin of every method is unique, i.e. that two different methods do not have the same origin. 
This means that there are cases in which two methods apparently created at the same time are 
very similar to a third origin ‘candidate’ method that was deleted at the same time. Note that this 
happens when a method is divided into two methods, each one with a different signature than 
the initial method. This is a common refactoring on large methods, with several parameters, 
which handle multiple responsibilities. As explained before, in these cases, the origin is 
assigned to the new method that has higher similarity with the deleted method. In case of having 
equal similarity between the ‘new’ methods and the origin, the algorithm assumes that the origin 
was a method deleted and that the ‘new’ methods are indeed new. 
The similarity by lines of code works as follows: the shorter (i.e. the one with fewer Lines Of 
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Code) of the method and the candidate is detected. For each line in the shorter method, the 
algorithm finds the line that resembles it most from the lines that compose the larger method. 
Then the similarity between the two methods is the sum of the similarities found for all the lines 
of the shorter method, over the number of lines in the shorter method.  
The similarity between two lines of code is calculated as the average of the percentage of 
characters that have in common parallel tokens in the lines. The percentage of characters in 
common between two tokens is the number of pairs of consecutive characters that the tokens 
have in common (counted twice), over the characters of letters of both tokens. Note that the 
common characters are counted twice in order to obtain one when comparing the similarity on 
equal strings.  The tokens are recognized by taking into account the special characters in the 
language such as spaces, operators, braces, semicolons, etc. Nevertheless, tokens may also be 
divided into words whenever there is a change of capitalization as in taxesCalculation, or 
when there are intermediate characters like in taxes_calculation. The separation of 
tokens into words permits to increase the accuracy on the similarity of the semantics between 
the analyzed lines. 
The results of the extraction of logical changes are shown in Table 7-3. 
Table 7-3. Summary of methods identified in the analyzed applications 
Application Number of methods detected initially 
Number of methods after origin 
analysis 
Freecol 4099 4050 
JEdit 8434 8004 
Ganttproject 14895 14616 
Columba 28876 28376 
JBoss mod. 12144 12132 
 
7.2.3 Identification of clones 
Giesecke pointed out desirable characteristics from clone detection tools, which include: being 
language independent, being independent of the detection approach, and being able to detect 
clones at different levels of similarity [Giesecke '07]. The first characteristic is desirable 
because it permits analyzing applications written in different languages, which would permit 
comparing the impact of the programming language in the types of clones that an application 
may have. Besides, a language independent clone detector allows the analysis of a wider range 
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of applications. The last two characteristics permit deciding which clone instances are false 
positives. 
CCFinder is an automatic clone-detection tool that uses lexical analysis to normalize the source 
code, which is then transformed by language dependent rules into a sequence of tokens. Finally, 
a string based comparison between the tokens locates the clones [Kamiya '02]. We decided to 
use CCFinder as clone detection tool for several reasons. First, it would allow us to compare our 
results with many empirical studies on cloning ([Monden '02; Ueda '02; Kapser '03; Kapser '04; 
Kim '05; Geiger '06; Kapser '06a; Kapser '06b]). Second, because CCFinder is capable of 
detecting three of the four types of clones in terms of similarity level (see in this chapter section 
‘Classifications of clones’ on page 51). Third, because CCFinder has one of the best recall 
levels, while still keeping a reasonable precision, from the tools that have been used for large 
scale analyses [Bellon '07] (see section ‘Advantages and disadvantages of each code 
representation’ on page 44, and ‘Comparison of the most popular clone detection tools’ on page 
50). The fact that it produces data with high recall and reasonable precision permits to have a 
rich dataset that can be filtered if desired, as Giesecke suggests [Giesecke '07]. Finally, given 
that CCFinder is based on token comparison, its time performance is very good, which is an 
important requirement when analyzing the history of clones. 
The data collection algorithm parses CCFinder's output. Although CCFinder can detect clones 
on different programming languages, one of the intermediate files produced by CCFinder that 
needs to be parsed depends on the programming language; therefore, our algorithm only handles 
Java applications. 
CCFinder was configured to find code clones with a minimal length of 30 tokens, with tokens of 
at most 10 characters, to distinguish different identifiers, and to ignore block structures so that 
clones are not partitioned, as shown in the example below.  
 
ccfx.exe d  -i inputFile.files  
-o outputFile.ccfxd -b 30 -t 10 –v 
 
The size of the token was chosen because it is the default of CCFinder, probably for 
performance reasons. However, this does not mean that similarity in larger tokens is dismissed.  
In case the token is larger than 10 characters, the token is divided into several tokens of the 
same type that are compared sequentially. Therefore, identical tokens would be recognized 
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anyway. 
The output of CCFinder is a file containing the clone tokens that form the clone relations and 
the clone families, and an intermediate file for each source code file analyzed that stores the 
translation of the file to tokens. An example of the output of CCFinder is presented below: 
 
source_files { 
1 C:\client\ClientOptions.java 1587 
2 C:\client\control\ClientModelController.java 422 
... 
} 
clone_pairs { 
7  1.4-43  1.40-79 
918  1.601-667  1.1211-1277 
1039  1.739-770  1.780-811 
1039  1.739-770  286.95-126 
... 
} 
 
The first set of lines indicates each file: its identification, its full path, and its number of tokens. 
The second set of lines describes all clone relations in the application in three columns. The first 
column contains a unique identifier per clone family, it indicates that the clone relation in the 
following two columns belong to that family. The second and third columns specify the 
fragments that compose the clone relation: the first number indicates the identifier of the file in 
which the fragment is located, and the two following numbers indicate the first and last tokens 
that belong to the fragment. For instance, the first line of the clone relations says that there is a 
clone relation belonging to the family identified as 7, the first fragment goes from the token 4 to 
the token 43 of the file 1, and the  second fragment goes from the token 40 to the token 79 of the 
file 1. 
It is necessary to translate the outcome of CCFinder to lines cloned within each method and to 
which clone family those lines belong. Therefore, it is necessary to know the conversion of files 
to tokens, which is contained in the intermediate files produced by CCFinder. An example of 
such files is shown below. Each line in the intermediate files represents a token. The first 
column indicates the position of the token, the second column indicates its length, and the third 
column indicates the type of token. Three hexadecimal numbers separated by periods describe 
the position of the token. The first number indicates the line of the file in which the token is 
(starting with line 1), the second number indicates the column in which the token begins 
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(starting with column 1), and the third number indicates in which character the token start 
counting from the first character in the file and starting with character zero. 
6.8.41 +0 (def_block 
6.8.41 +5 r_class 
6.e.47 +8 id|ListSet 
6.16.4f +1 (brace 
9.9.88 +7 id|ListSet 
9.10.8f +1 (paren 
9.11.90 +1 )paren 
9.13.92 +1 (brace 
a.3.97 +5 id|super 
a.8.9c +1 (paren 
a.9.9d +1 )paren 
a.a.9e +1 ; 
... 
The lines of code described by the token description above are: 
   ... 
6  public class ListSet { 
7   private Vector myElements = new Vector(); 
8   
9   public ListSet() { 
10   super(); 
11  } 
   ... 
 
Notice that CCFinder does not translate all the statements in the source code e.g. none of the 
elements in line 7 have a token identification. Furthermore, note that modifiers are not taken 
into account in the translation. The mapping from tokens to methods is done using the lines of 
code that belong to each method, which are updated after each logical change, and stored in the 
table that stores the changes per methods (methodChange). The tokens are stored in the columns 
startToken and endToken, the rest of the values in the row are filled with the identifier of the 
method (method_id), and of the logical change (commitTransaction_id), and default/empty 
information for the rest of columns (see  Figure 7-20 in next section). 
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Figure 7-17. Tables that store clone relations between methods, and their corresponding clone families  
7.2.3.1 Storing clones detected 
Every time that a file is affected by a logical change, its clones must be recalculated. The data 
collection algorithm runs CCFinder over the whole snapshot but our tool only processes those 
cloned fragments in which the changed files are involved. For each clone-relation with more 
than 30 tokens inside the methods involved in the relation, the algorithm verifies if the cloned 
fragment belongs to any of the clone families stored. This is done by calculating the clone 
representing the clone relation (see Figure 5-6 on section 5.2.1). The calculation of the clone for 
a clone-relation is done in two steps: first, reconstructing the cloned fragment, and second, 
replacing the tokens that differ between all cloned fragments in the clone-family by special 
characters. Reconstructing the cloned fragment is done by finding the tokens inside one of the 
methods, and transforming it into a normalized syntax i.e. similar indentation, braces placing, 
etc. Replacing the tokens that differ is done by finding all the cloned fragments that belong to 
the clone family detected by CCFinder in that logical change. Afterwards, the index of the 
tokens that differ in any of the fragments is stored. Finally, the tokens that differ are replaced in 
the normalized code fragment by special characters using the indexes previously stored. The 
result is the clone that represents the family of the clone-relation found. The clone is compared 
against the clones stored in previous logical changes that are in the family table (see Figure 
7-17). If the clone is found in the table family, the clone relation formed by the fragments is 
stored in the table designProblemRelation (in Figure 7-17). The history of the family is also 
checked to verify if the cloned fragment was already in the family or not.  
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7.2.3.2 Storing clones history 
The history of a clone family is stored in the table family change; each entry in the table 
indicates when each cloned fragment of each family was added, removed, or changed. If there is 
no entry indicating that the fragment in that method belongs to the family identified (see above), 
a new entry is created, marking the addition of the cloned fragment to the family. If the cloned 
fragment belongs to the clone-family, it is necessary to identify if the cloned fragment was 
changed. Given that the cloned fragment still complies with the clone that defines the family, 
the only way its change can be detected is by identifying if any of the tokens that are different 
among the fragments of the class changed. The different tokens per fragment are stored in the 
table family change, in the column cloneIdentifiers that stores a string with the tokens that differ 
separated by commas, and in the column cloneIdentifiersId that contains the hash value of the 
identifiers. The column cloneIdentifiersId is part of the key of the table family change because 
there could be several fragments of a family in the same method. The lines of the fragments are 
not used to differentiate clone fragments of the same method in the same family because 
numbers of the lines are likely to change every time the file is modified, due to additions or 
deletions of code before the fragment; being therefore, an inefficient approach. Therefore, in 
order to differentiate clone fragments of the same method in the same family we use the 
identifiers that replace the special characters in the clone to obtain the cloned fragment (an 
example of such identifiers is shown in Figure 5-7). The fact that identifiers of the cloned 
fragment are part of the key of the table family change implies that the changes in the family 
must be identified with a post-processing algorithm. 
The results of the extraction of clones are shown in Table 7-4. 
 
Table 7-4. Summary of clones identified in the analyzed applications 
Application Number of clone-families Number of clone-relations 
Freecol 1159 1407 
JEdit 1289 1454 
Ganttproject 1728 2100 
Columba 7340 10870 
JBoss mod. 2649 3787 
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7.2.4 Identification of changes   
Tracking methods and clones across time is not enough to collect the data required for analysis. 
Because the methodology aims to assess the effect of SCIs on changeability, it is necessary to 
track the changes, identifying which methods and clones are affected. SCM systems have 
operations that provide the number of the lines changed from one version to another version of 
the same file. The number of the lines added or modified in a logical change corresponds to the 
version of the file after the logical change. The number of the lines deleted in a logical change 
corresponds to the version of the file before the logical change. Consider the example presented 
in Figure 7-18. 
 
Figure 7-18. Storage of physical changes occurred in a logical change 
In order to find the methods or cloned fragments modified in a logical change, it is necessary to 
know which lines compose each method and each cloned fragment. The lines that compose each 
method and each cloned fragment can be extracted when they are located. To know if a method 
or a fragment was modified by a logical change is done in two steps. The first step is to check if 
any of the changed or added lines correspond to the lines of the method after the logical change. 
The second step is to check if any of the deleted lines correspond to the lines of the method 
before the logical change, and similarly for cloned fragments. 
Given that the lines composing each method and each clone at any snapshot are known, 
identifying changes inside methods or clones only requires finding the lines added, changed, or 
Extract of file A before the logical change i. 
 
15     max = currentVal; 
16     if (bar>0){ 
17       for(int i=0;i<MAX;i++){ 
18           if (i%bar==0){ 
19              i *= bar; 
20        } 
21    } 
22    if (i>0) 
23        return max/i; 
24    else 
25        return 0; 
26 } 
Extract of file A after the logical change i. 
 
15     max = currentVal; 
16     if (bar>0){ 
17       for(int i=0;i<MAX;i++){ 
18           if (i%bar!=0){ 
19              i *= bar; 
20        } 
21    } 
22    float res = i>0?0:(max/i); 
23    return res; 
24 } 
 
 
Lines modified in logical change i.  
Changes: lines 18, and 23. Additions: line 22. Deletions: lines 22, 23, 24 
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deleted by the logical change. CVS systems permit knowing the changes in the lines of a file 
from one version to the next. This information is provided by CVS through the diff command.  
The data collection algorithm calls the diff command for each file changed, for the initial 
timestamp of the previous logical change in which the file was modified, and for the final 
timestamp of the logical change whose data is being gathered (see the example below). Calling 
the diff command with these parameters would compare these two versions of the file in the 
CVS repository. 
diff   -c  -w  –D 04/06/2006 17:53:32 GMT  
  –D 30/12/2006 01:34:31 GMT 
  project/Example.java 
 
The output of diff is the list of the changes done to the file between the versions analyzed. The 
lines corresponding to each version are differentiated in the diff output by different characters. 
The example of diff output shown on Figure 7-19, shows the lines of version 1.7 identified with 
asterisks and the lines of version 1.8 identified with hyphens. For each change, the diff output 
shows the context of the change for both versions of the file, that is, three lines before and after 
each change. It is necessary to know the lines that compose each method in both versions 
analyzed. Note that changed lines can be identified using the limits of the method in any of the 
versions analyzed, added lines can only be identified with the limits of the method in the latter 
version analyzed, and removed lines can only be identified with the limits of the method in the 
earlier version analyzed. That is the reason for having two start and end lines in the table method 
(in Figure 7-13), so that at every logical change the lines of the previous version are stored in 
the provisional columns. The lines of the current version can be stored in the columns designed 
to hold the current lines that compose the method, i.e. in the column numOfLines of the table 
methodChange see Figure 7-20. 
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Figure 7-19 CVS Diff example. 
Whenever a file is identified as deleted all the methods defined on it are marked as deleted, and 
the deletion is propagated to the clone relations (i.e. table design problem relation), and to the 
clone classes (i.e. table family change). 
 
Figure 7-20. Table that store changes in methods 
Once the changes per method are identified, they are stored in the table method change (see 
Figure 7-20). The table indicates if the method was added, removed, or changed at a given 
logical change. For each change in a method, the table stores: 
→ the number of lines changed in that method at that logical change (in the column 
diff -c project/Example.java:1.7 project/Example:1.8 
*** project/Example.java:1.7 Tue Jul  4 17:53:32 2006 
--- project/Example.java Sat Dec 30 01:34:31 2006 
*************** 
*** 117,123 **** 
    max = currentVal; 
    if (bar>0){ 
        for(int i=0;i<MAX;i++){ 
!          if (i%bar==0){ 
              i *= bar; 
        } 
    } 
--- 127,133 ---- 
    max = currentVal; 
    if (bar>0){ 
        for(int i=0;i<MAX;i++){ 
!          if (i%bar!=0){ 
              i *= bar; 
        } CHANGE 
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numOfLines) 
→ the number of lines changed in the column linesChanged 
→ the changes in its lines as they appear in the log file in the column liness 
→ the type of changes in the columns added, removed, and changed 
→ and the tokens that compose the method at that moment in time (in the columns 
startToken and endToken).  
Besides, this table also keeps a log of characteristics of the method in columns cc, fi, and fo. 
These characteristics are discussed later in section 7.2.5.  
Changes inside cloned fragments are located by identifying if the lines changed on each method 
were the same lines that were cloned. Given that the table design problem relation saves not 
only the methods involved on each clone-relation, but also the lines corresponding to the cloned 
fragment in those methods, finding the changed clones it is enough to propagate the information 
of the lines changed per method. The information of changes in clones is stored in the table 
design problem relation, in the column changedClone1 if the first fragment stored in the 
relation was modified, and in the column changedClone2 if the second fragment stored in the 
relation was modified (see Figure 7-17).  Note that the changes inside cloned fragments cannot 
be stored in the table family change, because that table stores changes of the clone-family, but 
not all the changes in a cloned-fragment changes the clone family (see the types of changes in 
clone families in section 3.4). For instance, renaming a variable in a method could result in 
changing one of the tokens that change in the clone that represents the family. However, if the 
rename is done using a refactoring tool this change in the clone fragment does not affect the 
clone-family because it does not affect in any way the clone that represents it. 
7.2.5 Identification of attributes 
Calculating how the logical changes affected the methods and their cloned fragments permit us 
to implement the majority of the analysis phases in the methodology. However, characterizing 
methods over time is also necessary because the changeability of methods in the periods cloned 
and not cloned may differ due to characteristics of the method rather than to the fact of having 
cloned fragments. Moreover, characterizing cloned fragments over time is also necessary 
because, in case the characteristics in the method do not explain differences in changeability, the 
characteristics of cloned fragments may help to identify what makes a clone harmful for the 
changeability of the method where it is placed. 
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The tools that calculate characteristics of methods and clones should comply with the same 
characteristics as the tools for identifying the structure of SCEs. Those characteristics are: being 
based on the processing of source code files, being independent of changes in the grammar of 
the programming language (i.e. cannot be based on syntax analysis), having an output which is 
easy to process, be lightweight, and gathering as many of the attributes required as possible. 
7.2.5.1 Clones’ characterization  
The algorithm of data collection does not require a third party tool to calculate the 
characteristics of clones, given that they are extracted when the cloned fragments and the clone 
families are stored in the database. The characteristics to analyze per clone are summarized in 
Table 7-5. 
Table 7-5. Characteristics to analyze that are relative to the clone in the method 
Characteristic Description 
Characteristics relative to the clone 
Size Number of tokens per fragment 
Characteristics relative to the clone family 
Family size Number of fragments that compose the family 
Similarity to clone Percentage of tokens that are different between the cloned fragment and the clone that identifies the family18 
Method call / Type similarity 
Percentage of differences in tokens referring to method calls and 
types between the cloned fragment and the clone that identifies 
the family 
Literal percentage Percentage of tokens that refer to literals in the clone that identifies the family 
Characteristics relative to the relation method-clone 
Lifetime affected Percentage of the method’s life in which it has a fragment 
cloned 
Percentage affected Percentage of tokens cloned from the tokens of the method 
Changes in clones Number of changes inside the cloned fragments 
 
 
 
                                                     
18
 The clone that identifies a family is the cloned fragment with a normalized syntax (i.e. indentation, bracket placement, etc.) 
with special characters to represent the tokens that differ on the cloned-fragments. See an example in Figure 5-6. 
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7.2.5.2 Methods’ characterization 
The algorithm of data collection uses SPOON19 [Pawlak '06] to calculate some of the 
characteristics of methods. SPOON is a syntactical analyzer of Java code used also for source-
code-to-source-code transformations. A lighter version of SPOON that analyzes code regardless 
of its syntactic correctness was developed for the purpose of this work. This version of SPOON 
uses an extension of Java annotations to mark the Java code as its model is traversed. The marks 
are collected afterwards to calculate metrics about the source code. Given that the attributes of 
methods may change over time, they are stored in the table that stores changes in methods (i.e., 
table method change), having a column per characteristic to save. The characteristics of 
methods to store are summarized in Table 7-6.  
The characteristics of methods to store are its Lines Of Code (column numOfLines), its 
cyclomatic complexity (column cc), its fan-in i.e. number of methods that call the method 
analyzed (column fi), its fan-out i.e. number of methods that the method analyzed calls (column 
fo). These characteristics are stored in the table that stores method changes (see Figure 7-20), in 
the columns numOfLines for the Lines Of Code, cc for the cyclomatic complexity, fi  for the 
fan-in, and fo  for the fan-out. The number of parameters and the age of the method are 
calculated based on the information collected for gathering the history of the application; that is, 
the name of the method and its changes. 
Table 7-6. Method characteristics to analyze. 
Characteristic Description 
LOC Lines of code of the method 
Complexity Number of branches of the method 
Fanin Number of methods that call the method 
Fanout Number of methods called by the method 
NOP Number of parameters 
Age Number of logical changes that the method has been part of the application 
 
 
                                                     
19
 Download from: http://spoon.gforge.inria.fr.  
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7.3 Summary  
This chapter describes how to collect the information required for applying the whole 
methodology to clones. The data collection process presented should be followed in a strict 
order. Instead of presenting the technical challenges related to this phase, which are discussed 
section 2.3.1 based on related literature, this chapter presents the best alternatives found. This 
chapter also presents the data collection algorithms and persistence schema that we developed in 
order to apply the methodology to clones at method level. The contributions of this chapter are a 
novel way to detect origin analysis, and a new tracking mechanism for the evolution of clone 
families by storing not only the location of the cloned fragments but also the clone that 
represents the common snippet in the family. 
The following chapter explains how to identify typical values on the characteristics of SCIUS, 
and the results when applied to analyze clones. 
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Chapter 8. Nature of the Source Code Issue Under Study  
This section explains how to find similarities among instances of the SCIUS to understand 
better the effects of SCIUS. The following section describes how to evaluate the evolution of 
the SCIUS in terms of changeability. 
 
Figure 8-1. First analysis phase of the methodology. Nature of the SCIUS. 
8.1 Phase description 
This section presents the description of the phase “Nature of the SCIUS”, and the steps 
proposed to achieve the phase.  
Deliverable: Typical values for characteristics of the SCIUS, and the implications of those 
characteristics on the changeability effects generated by the SCIUS.  
Rationale: This analysis is exploratory. This means that the phase aims to reduce the search 
space for relations between the SCIUS and the changeability of the SCEs. Nevertheless, this 
phase does not aim to produce quantitative results, but rather, to indicate which characteristics 
Methodology 
 
Methodology 
Context phases 
Description of the SCIUS 
Description of the 
applications to analyze 
Analysis phases 
Evolution of the SCIUS 
Nature of the SCIUS 
Data collection 
Effect of the SCIUS in 
changeability 
 
Nature of the SCIUS 
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may be related with the effect of the SCIUS on the changeability of the SCEs. The purpose of 
this analysis is to discover interesting characteristics about the SCIUS by finding common 
values in the majority of the SCIUS instances. Visualization tools are not only a support for 
foraging data into information, but also as a sense-making mechanism that permits finding 
insight out of information [Yi '08]. Given that, the human eye is able to recognize effortlessly 
the predominant color in a figure [Ducasse '07], the analysis proposes to show different 
characteristics related to the SCIUS as colors on figures that represent SCEs. 
Procedure: From the set of characteristics that have not been used to classify the SCIUS, select 
those that may have been related with the changeability of the SCE. Explain for each 
characteristic selected its relation with the changeability of the SCE. For each characteristic, 
describe how the changeability could be altered for values of the characteristic. Draw a figure 
for each SCE with the SCIUS analyzed, and fill each figure with a different color for each value 
that a given characteristic can take. Report the most common and the least common values.   
8.2 Phase application 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, although there have been many descriptions of cloning, 
there are still several characteristics that have not been reported. In this section, we describe the 
clones on the case studies based on the following characteristics: their creator, eliminator, their 
size, the percentage of the method affected, the lifetime of the method affected, the location of 
the clones, the maintainer of the clone, and the level of similarity of clones. 
To analyze these characteristics we have developed an application that builds a graph where the 
nodes are the methods that have had clones, and the edges are the clone relations among 
methods. This graph is depicted by GUESS20. The nodes have the characteristics of the cloned 
fragments inside the methods. We have also developed a script for GUESS to highlight the 
methods in different size and colors according to the value of their cloning characteristics. The 
details on how the script behaves depending on each characteristic are described below. 
In order to analyze the nature of clones in the application, that is describing the majority of the 
clones, we have developed an application that converts part of the cloning information stored in 
                                                     
20
 Available at: http://graphexploration.cond.org/  
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the database in a GUESS graph. An example of the graphs obtained is shown in Figure 8-2. 
Each dot represents a method that has had a cloned fragment at any moment of its lifetime, 
while the edges represent clone relations between the methods, i.e. cloned fragments shared. 
Note that for two methods to belong to the same family; it is not enough to share a relation with 
a third method, it is necessary to have an edge to it. The colors of the dots have a meaning, 
which changes depending on the characteristic analyzed. The colors permit the identification of 
characteristics of clones. The graph gives information regarding the families because each 
method is connected by an edge to each one of the methods with which it had a cloning relation. 
One of the layout options of GUESS (GEM) locates the large and complex sets of relations (i.e. 
large clone-families) in the center of the graph, and the small and simple relations (i.e. small 
clone families) in the periphery. In this way, it is easy to identify if there is any relation between 
the characteristic analyzed and the type of clone family. 
 
Figure 8-2. Example of cloned methods per application.  Each dot is a method; each edge is a clone relation. 
 Figure 8-2 shows the cloned methods in Freecol. Note that most of the families have few 
members, in many cases just two, as most of the families are located in the borders and are pairs 
of dots. Note also that in many occasions one method can be related with many other methods 
but that they do not necessarily belong to the same family, those methods are usually located in 
lines (see the rectangles in the figure). Methods belonging to the same family are all cloned 
among themselves, i.e. in a blackberry shape; see in the figure the sets of methods in a circle. 
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Closer methods tend to be methods that share a clone relation. The analysis of clone 
characteristics requires coloring the dots of the graph, is done, with a GUESS-script we 
developed. 
The characteristics that we propose to analyze the nature of clones are related to the cloned 
fragments inside a method, to the relation between the method and its cloned fragments, and to 
the clone families inside a method. The characteristics related to the cloned fragments are:  
- the creator,  
- the commit of creation,  
- the eliminator,  
- the commit of elimination,  
- the size of the cloned fragments in a method,  
- and the role of the cloned fragment when cloned.  
The characteristics associated with the relation between the method and its cloned fragments 
are:  
- the relation between the owner of the method and the owner of the clone,  
- the percentage of the method affected by cloning,  
- the percentage of the method’s lifetime affected by cloning,  
- the full method name of the methods that belong to the same clone family,  
- and the age of the method when cloned.  
- The characteristics related with the clone family are:  
- the family dissimilarity,  
- the percentage of literals, 
- and the percentage of tokens that refer to method calls or types that differ. 
Several of the characteristics analyzed in this chapter have been previously tackled in the 
literature (see Figure 8-3). However, previous studies may not accommodate to the settings 
defined to apply the methodology, that is, clones at the level of methods. For instance there are 
not studies that say the distribution of: 
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- number of tokens cloned in a method. However, there have been several studies analyzing the 
number of lines of code per cloned fragment (see size of fragment in section 3.3.3). 
- percentage of tokens cloned in a method. Nevertheless, there are several results on the 
percentage of the application affected by cloning. Therefore, the percentage is usually 
measured in terms of lines of code, files, or subsystems cloned (see percentage affected in 
section 3.3.2). 
- percentage of the lifetime of a method in which it is cloned. There is only one experiment 
regarding the lifetime of clones; in this experiment, the lifetime of a clone fragment is 
analyzed with respect to its clone family (see lifetime in section 3.3.1). Therefore, if the clone 
mutates into a new clone it is considered volatile. 
- age of a method when it becomes cloned. In [Monden '02], there are three categories of 
modules: young (within 4000 days of being created), middle (between 4001 and 8000 days of 
being created), and old (more than 8001 days of being created).  They found that most of the 
clones were located in young modules (see age in section 3.3.2). However, we think that the 
definition of age is too coarse and that it might be useful to repeat the analysis between age 
and clones with a more detailed definition of age. 
- percentage of dissimilarity of a clone fragment with respect to its family. Although the metric 
was proposed before, it was used to discriminate clones from false positives (see similarity to 
clone in section 3.3.4). Therefore, the only information we know from the authors that 
proposed it is that between 3% and 37% of the clones they found had at least 50% of 
dissimilarity with the clone that represents its family. However, the dissimilarity may indicate 
types of clones: lexical, semantic, or structural. Therefore, the dissimilarity to the clone may 
be useful when analyzing the effect of a clone on the changeability of the method that hosts it.  
- or percentage of method-type. This characteristic has the same problem of the percentage of 
dissimilarity to the clone i.e. having been used only to eliminate false positives, when it can be 
useful to distinguish types of clones (see method call similarity in section 3.3.4). 
Analyzing the characteristics listed previously, with other metrics would allow us confirming 
previous results or pointing out variations depending on the interpretation of the characteristic.  
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Characteristics analyzed in the literature  Characteristics analyzed in this chapter 
(see nature of clones on Figure 5-8)  Creator 
Scope Age Eliminator 
Distance Clone size Elimination 
Intention Percentage cloned Ownership 
Wildcards Lifetime cloned Name  
Similarity level Dissimilarity w.r.t. Clone Role 
Family size %method-type differences Creation 
  %Literals 
Figure 8-3.  Characteristics analyzed in the literature vs. characteristics analyzed in this chapter 
The rest of characteristics analyzed are new for describing clones. Creator, and ownership 
would allow us to explore to whether or not certain developers tend to clone more. This is 
interesting because some authors suggest that programmers tend to clone when they are learning 
how the application works. However, this contradicts the fact that a developer must know the 
code in order to identify which parts implement a similar functionality. The eliminator 
characteristic would show if specific developers tend to refactor clones or not. The creation and 
elimination characteristics would indicate if there are periods in which clones are massively 
created or destroyed. The name of the methods would allow us to check the semantic and 
structural distance between methods whose clones belong to the same family. The role would 
indicate to what extent clones are created by copy-and-paste. Finally, the percentage of literals 
would indicate to what extent clones are just accidental similarities in the literals used. Notice 
that, although having the same literals would indicate some level of semantic relation between 
methods, this relation does not imply that they require parallel maintenance. 
 The sub-sections below explain each one of these characteristics, the expected outcome, and the 
results obtained from analyzing the graphs.  
8.2.1 Creator 
The creator  characteristic refers to the developer that created the first clone relation of a 
method. This characteristic would show us if only certain developers are responsible of the 
cloning in the application, or if it is a generalized practice. However, before concluding that 
certain developers are responsible for the cloning in the application one should verify that such 
developers are not the ones that always handle those methods. For instance, D’Ambros et al. 
have found that in OSS application there is usually a main developer in charge of the majority 
of the code, if this developer is the one responsible for the cloning in the application, it might be 
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because the other developers do not contribute enough to the application to show their cloning 
[D’Ambros '08]. Another interesting fact to analyze about the creator of the clones is to find if 
the cloned fragments of the same family are introduced by the same developer or not. Balint et 
al. have found that there are cases where clone families are created by the same developer, and 
cases where several developers are involved [Balint '06]. However, they did not investigate 
which case was more common.  
Freecol JEdit Ganttproject 
 
 
 
Columba JBoss Conventions 
 
 
Each color indicates a 
developer. In this case, the 
responsible for the creation of 
clones in the methods 
represented by the dots. 
Figure 8-4. Creator of clones. 
Clones graphs on Figure 8-4, where each color represents a different developer, and the color of 
each point indicates that developer was responsible for introducing the first cloned fragment in 
that method. We have found that applications with a small number of developers seem to be 
cloned by the same person. However, when looking at applications with a larger set of 
developers (like JBoss) it is evident that more developers participate in the creation of clones. 
The applications are different because some applications tend to have a single main contributor, 
while other applications have a more even distribution of source code contribution across 
developers. In general, the relation between developers and clones is that the more a developer 
contributes to an application, the more likely it is for her to introduce clones. Freecol has 14 
developers but three main contributors that are responsible for 44%, 24%, and 15% of the 
commits. JEdit has 13 developers but one main contributor that committed 82% of the changes. 
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Ganttproject has 20 developers, with 2 main contributors responsible or 48% and 37% of the 
commits of the application. Although Columba is a large application with 16 developers, from 
which three are main contributors, in charge of 48%, 19%, and 18% of the commits. The only 
application that presented an even distribution of the commits across developers is JBoss, with 
86 developers and an average of 1% commits per developer. The largest contributor to JBoss 
committed only 13% of the changes. Finally, note that although the same developer creates most 
of the families (i.e. clusters of dots), there are several examples of different developers creating 
cloned fragments of the same family like those proposed in [Balint '06]. We have marked some 
noticeable examples in Freecol with black ovals enclosing those clone families.  
We examined these intuitions by comparing the percentage of commits done per developer for 
those developers that tended to insert the first cloned fragment in the methods of the application 
(see Table 8-1). We have found that although there is a relation between the contribution of the 
developer to the code-base and the contribution of the developer to clone creation, this relation 
is not very strong. Several developers with an important contribution to the clones of the 
application are not among those developers that contributed the most to the code-base of the 
application (which are highlighted in Table 8-1 with bold). Besides, several developers that 
contributed significantly to the code-base did not added clones in a similar proportion; these 
developers are the shadowed cells in Table 8-1. Therefore, it seems that cloning is a generalized 
practice among developers. However, the contribution to the code-base is not a reliable 
predictor of the contribution to clone creation. 
Table 8-1. Developers that cloned the highest amount of methods (in decreasing order), compared with the 
percentage of commits done by developer. 
Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
clones commits clones commits clones commits clones commits clones commits 
69% 44% 95% 82% 56% 48% 92% 48% 17% 13% 
17% 24% 3% 6% 18% 37% 3% 19% 16% 3% 
6% 2% 1% 4% 9% 6% 2% 18% 15% 4% 
3% 3% 1% 2% 6% 0.3% 1% 3% 12% 2% 
2% 15% 0.4% 2% 3% 2% 1% 3% 8% 7% 
8.2.2 Creation  
The creat ion  characteristic refers to the logical change/commit transaction in which the first 
clone relation is added to a method. This characteristic would indicate if there are hot-spots on 
clone creation along the history of the application, and if the fragments of a clone family are 
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usually created at once, or if they are created in different moments. 
We have found that there are no hot spots of clone creation in the history of the applications. In 
general, methods are cloned as the application ages. These patterns can be identified in Figure 
8-5. Blue-like colors indicate that the first cloned fragment was introduced in the method in the 
earlier commits, while red-like colors indicate that the first cloned fragment in that method was 
introduced in the latter commits of the application. Note that the most large and intricate clone 
families are introduced at the beginning of the application’s history, having several ‘newer’ 
additions. This indicates that large clone families are long-lived, and that they keep growing 
over time. 
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Blue: the clone was 
introduced to the method at 
the beginning of the 
application’s lifetime 
 
Red: the clone was introduced 
to the method at the end of the 
applications lifetime 
Figure 8-5. Commit creation of clones. 
We have validated the intuition obtained from analyzing the Figure 8-5 by calculating the 
percentage of methods that become cloned every tenth of the history analyzed per application. 
We have found that indeed, there is no pattern between the time in the history of the application 
and the creation of clones in methods that were not cloned before, as Table 8-2 shows. While 
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the majority of methods become cloned at the beginning of the history analyzed on Freecol, 
JEdit, and JBoss; the majority of methods become cloned at the end of the history analyzed on 
GanttProject and Columba; the difference in the latter could be due to large restructuring 
commits performed in the last commits analyzed of these applications. 
Table 8-2. Percentage of methods that become cloned per commit transaction intervals. 
Commits Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
0% - 10% 26% 43% 15% 13% 30% 
10% - 20% 7% 3% 5% 4% 7% 
20% - 30% 13% 4% 2% 3% 6% 
30% - 40% 8% 8% 10% 4% 8% 
40% - 50% 7% 13% 11% 3% 11% 
50% - 60% 5% 10% 3% 4% 11% 
60% - 70% 14% 6% 15% 3% 8% 
70% - 80% 8% 5% 6% 4% 11% 
80% - 90% 6% 7% 8% 4% 3% 
90% - 100% 8% 2% 26% 59% 5% 
 
8.2.3 Eliminator 
The el iminator  characteristic refers to the developer that eliminates the last clone relation of a 
method. This characteristic shows to what extent clones are eliminated from methods, if the 
same developer eliminates all clones in a family or not, and if there is a particular set of 
developers responsible for the elimination of clones. Again, before concluding anything about 
the eliminators one should find out if they are the same that are usually in charge of the majority 
of the application.  
Figure 8-6 shows all the methods that at some moment were free of cloned fragments after 
having been cloned. Each color identifies a different developer, and means that the developer is 
the responsible for eliminating the last cloned fragment in the method. We have found that in 
very few methods all their cloned fragments are eliminated. In fact, most of the clones are 
eliminated because one of the methods in the clone relation is deleted. There does not seem to 
be a single responsible for the elimination of clones, in fact the diversity of eliminators is much 
higher than the diversity of creators, probably all developers tend to eliminate clones as they 
find them. There is no pattern about the responsible for the elimination of cloned fragments of 
the same family: sometimes the cloned fragment is erased in only one of the methods that form 
the clone relation, which is enough to eliminate families of just two members (which are the 
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majority). However, there are cases in which all fragments of the family are eliminated. The 
number of cloned fragments eliminated in a family depends on the developer that eliminates the 
clone. See for instance that the dark-green and the gray developers in JEdit tend to erase the 
whole family, while the pink developer does not. JBoss presents the contrary pattern: most of 
the developers eliminate just one fragment, except for the yellow-orange developer that tends to 
eliminate the fragments of whole family. 
 
Freecol JEdit Ganttproject 
  
 
Columba JBoss Conventions 
  
Each color indicates a 
developer. In this case, the 
responsible for the elimination 
of clones in the methods 
represented by the dots. 
Figure 8-6. Eliminator of clones. 
We have analyzed the intuition given by Figure 8-6 that all developers are evenly responsible in 
the elimination of clones by comparing the percentage of methods cloned and the percentage of 
clones eliminated for the developers that converted the majority of methods into cloned methods 
(see Table 8-3). Contrary to the visual intuition, we found that the developers that inject clones 
tend to be the ones that delete them. 
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Table 8-3.  Developers that cloned the highest amount of methods (in decreasing order), compared with the 
percentage of clones deleted per developer. 
Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
Total deleted: 
12.8% 
Total deleted: 
19.3% 
Total deleted: 
9.4% 
Total deleted: 
4% 
Total deleted: 
9% 
added deleted added deleted added deleted added deleted added deleted 
69% 5% 95% 16% 56% 6% 92% 2% 17% 1.1% 
17% 4% 3% 1% 18% 2% 3% 0.7% 16% 0.9% 
6% 2% 1% 0% 9% 1% 2% 0.6% 15% 0.5% 
3% 0.2% 1% 2% 6% 0.1% 1% 0.1% 12% 0.2% 
2% 1% 0.4% 0.1% 3% 0% 1% 0.3% 8% 0.2% 
 
8.2.4 Elimination  
The el imination  characteristic refers to the logical change/commit transaction in which the last 
cloned fragment of a method stop belonging to the clone family. This characteristic would show 
us if the fragments of a clone family are usually eliminated in a burst of close commits, or if 
they are eliminated in disperse commits. 
Figure 8-7 shows that there is no identifiable pattern for the elimination of clones. Some of the 
clones are deleted at the beginning of the application’s history (blue dots), while others are 
deleted at the end of the application’s history (red dots). However, cloned fragments of the same 
family are eliminated in close commits; notice that dots in the same cluster have similar colors. 
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Figure 8-7. Commit elimination of clones. 
We confirmed that there is no particular moment in which clones are deleted by counting the 
amount of methods that become clone-free on each tenth of the commit transactions of the 
applications, as Table 8-4 shows. 
Table 8-4. Percentage of methods that become clone-free per commit transaction intervals. 
Commits Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
 
Total deleted: 
12.8% 
Total deleted: 
19.3% 
Total deleted: 
9.4% 
Total deleted: 
4% 
Total deleted: 
9% 
0 – 10% 2.7% 3.0% 0.4% 0.4% 1.5% 
11 – 20 % 0.5% 1.9% 0.4% 0.3% 0.7% 
21 – 30 % 0.5% 1.8% 0.9% 0.4% 0.5% 
31 – 40 % 1.0% 0.8% 0.2% 0.9% 0.5% 
41 – 50 % 1.5% 2.5% 0.8% 0.6% 2.5% 
51 – 60% 1.8% 1.7% 0.6% 0.3% 0.9% 
61 – 70 % 1.5% 1.5% 2.3% 0.2% 1.4% 
71 – 80 % 0.7% 1.3% 1.3% 0.5% 0.8% 
81 – 90 % 1.2% 2.4% 1.2% 0.2% 0.6% 
91 – 100 % 1.4% 2.4% 1.2% 0.5% 0.6% 
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8.2.5 Method ownership vs. clone ownership 
The ownership  characteristic refers to the developer that changes the method most in an 
interval of time. The ownership of the method refers to the developer that changes the method 
the most along its whole lifetime. The ownership of the clone refers to the developer that 
changes the method while it is cloned. Comparing the ownership of the method along its 
lifetime vs. when it is cloned would indicate if the person responsible for changing the method 
is also the responsible for the changing the clone or not. Different owners for the method and for 
the clone would indicate different change patterns when methods are cloned, and possibly 
collective maintenance of clones as suggested in [Balint '06]. 
The methods without an owner (i.e. a developer that is responsible for the majority of its 
changes) are excluded from the diagrams. We have found that several methods do not have an 
owner, because they never change (see Figure 8-8). Whenever the method has an owner, she 
tends to be the owner of the clone, marked in the figures as green dots. That means that the 
person responsible for the method is usually the person that handles the clone. Many methods 
with owner, never change while they are cloned, those methods are marked with blue dots; 
which indicates stable clones. Finally, the minority of methods has a different owner for the 
method and for the clone; those methods are marked with red dots. That would mean that the 
minority of methods have a developer responsible for the method when cloned and another 
developer responsible for the method when it is not cloned. However, given that the ownership 
of the method includes the period cloned and the fact that the methods cloned remain most of 
their lifetime cloned, the results are biased towards having the same developer when cloned and 
when not cloned. 
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different owner while cloned 
than during the rest of its 
lifetime 
Figure 8-8. Ownership of methods vs. ownership of clones. 
 
8.2.6 Size of cloned fragments  
The characteristic tokens cloned  refers to the number of tokens cloned inside a method. This 
characteristic allows knowing if clones are mostly small fragments code, and in that sense, they 
can be improved with syntactic sugar such as macros, or if they are mostly large fragments, and 
therefore they may indicate design issues. The size of the cloned fragments of a method is 
calculated as the average of the size of all cloned fragments inside that method, during their 
lifetime. 
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Figure 8-9. Tokens cloned in methods  
Figure 8-9 shows the size of the cloned fragments on each method as a color scale that goes 
from blue for very small fragments to red for very large fragments. We have found that the 
majority of methods have small clone fragments, i.e. between 30 to 40 tokens. Several families 
have large fragments, i.e. between 100 and 200 tokens. The minority of families have very large 
cloned fragments i.e. more than 200 tokens.  We expected large families to be related by small 
fragments (i.e. large blue clusters); however, this cannot be confirmed because although there 
are large families cloned by small fragments, there are also large families cloned by large 
fragments (i.e. large red clusters). 
We have tested the hypothesis provided from the analysis of Figure 8-9 by finding the 
percentages of methods that have certain amount of tokens cloned, as Table 8-5 shows. We have 
found that the majority of methods analyzed (over 56%) have at most 50 tokens cloned, and that 
methods with more than 100 tokens cloned are rare (at most 15%). 
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Table 8-5. Percentage of methods per intervals of number of tokens cloned. 
Size interval Freecol JEdit Ganttproj. Columba JBoss 
0 – 50 tokens 68% 76% 63% 56% 66% 
50 – 100 tokens 21% 17% 27% 29% 22% 
100 – 150 tokens 6% 4% 4% 8% 7% 
150 – 200 tokens 2% 1% 3% 3% 2% 
More than 200 tok. 3% 2% 3% 4% 3% 
 
8.2.7 Percentage of the method affected by cloning  
The characteristic percentage cloned  refers to the percentage of tokens in the method that 
are cloned. The percentage affected would allow us to know if cloned fragments occupy most of 
the method or not. It is important to measure not only the size of the cloned fragments, but also 
to what extent they affect the method because it could be that most of the fragments are very 
small, but they compose most of the method. 
Figure 8-10 indicates the percentage of cloning in a method the whole period it is cloned. If the 
dot representing the method is blue it means that the percentage of the method that has tokens 
cloned is very low, conversely if the percentage of the method tokens is close to 100% the 
method would be red. We have found that methods tend to be highly cloned whenever they have 
several cloned fragments.  
The analysis of Figure 8-10 indicates that most of the tokens in cloned methods are part of 
cloned fragments; we have tested such hypothesis by finding the percentage of methods that 
have certain percentage of tokens cloned, as Table 8-6 shows. We have found that the majority 
of methods analyzed have a very low or a very high percentage of tokens cloned; note that the 
first and last intervals (0-10% and 91%-100%) contain the highest figures for each application 
analyzed. There are applications like Freecol and JEdit that have an even distribution of the 
percentage cloned in their methods. However, Ganttproject, Columba, and JBoss show a 
tendency for methods highly affected by clones as the number of methods that have at least 70% 
of their tokens cloned is above 50%. 
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Red: the tokens cloned in the 
method cover the majority of 
the method 
Figure 8-10. Percentage of the method cloned  
Mixed with the previous results, it means that although most of the clones are small they cover 
most of the methods they affect, so the methods affected by cloned tend to be small. In fact, the 
tendency of JEdit and Freecol of having more methods with a low percentage cloned than the 
rest of the applications might be because the methods in these applications tend to be larger (19 
LOC for both JEdit and Freecol in average) than the methods in the rest of applications (14 
LOC for Ganttproject, 15 LOC for JBoss, and 16 LOC for Columba). 
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Table 8-6. Percentage of methods per intervals of percentage of tokens cloned. 
Percentage 
cloned interval Freecol JEdit Ganttproj. Columba JBoss 
0 – 10% 22% 24% 12% 4% 12% 
11 – 20 % 9% 9% 4% 3% 5% 
21 – 30 % 8% 8% 5% 3% 5% 
31 – 40 % 6% 8% 4% 2% 4% 
41 – 50 % 5% 6% 4% 3% 5% 
51 – 60% 4% 4% 4% 2% 4% 
61 – 70 % 5% 3% 3% 2% 4% 
71 – 80 % 5% 4% 4% 12% 5% 
81 – 90 % 4% 3% 4% 20% 5% 
91 – 100 % 27% 24% 50% 44% 41% 
less than 30% 39% 41% 21% 10% 22% 
more than 70% 36% 31% 58% 76% 51% 
 
8.2.8 Percentage of the method’s lifetime affected by cloning  
The characteristic l i fet ime cloned  refers to the percentage of commit transactions of the 
method’s lifetime in which the method has cloned fragments. The percentage affected would 
allow us to know if cloned methods have clones most of their lifetime or not. Although Kim et 
al. [Kim '05] have found that clones are usually modified early on and their similarity vanishes, 
we do not know yet if there are methods more susceptible to keep clones along their life or not.  
The clone graphs in Figure 8-11 represent the percentage of time that the method has been 
cloned, from the time it has been part of the application as a scale of colors going from blue to 
red. Notice that, in Figure 8-11, that there are several families with diverse lifetime cloned. This 
is because the lifetime percentage cloned is dependent of the length of the lifetime of each 
method, so although the family lasts 100 commit transactions, the lifetime percentage would be 
different if one of the methods in the family was alive for 1000 commits (10%) and another one 
for just 150 commits (66%). 
The purpose of this analysis is to compare the lifetime in which a method is cloned with the 
lifetime of clone fragments. Given the results presented by Kim et al. showing that cloned 
fragments tend to be deleted rapidly after inserted [Kim '05] , we expected blue to be the 
dominant color in the figures. However, it seems that many cloned methods are cloned most of 
their lifetime, especially those involved in large and complex families. We confirmed this 
graphical observation by finding the percentage of methods that have certain percentage of 
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lifetime cloned, which is shown in  
Table 8-7. 
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Red: most of the time that the 
method has been part of the 
application it has been cloned 
Figure 8-11. Lifetime of the method cloned  
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Table 8-7. Percentage of methods per lifetime cloned. 
Lifetime cloned 
interval Freecol JEdit Ganttproj. Columba JBoss 
0 – 10% 6% 9% 8% 20% 7% 
11 – 20 % 3% 4% 2% 1% 2% 
21 – 30 % 5% 4% 3% 2% 2% 
31 – 40 % 4% 3% 2% 1% 2% 
41 – 50 % 4% 3% 1% 1% 3% 
51 – 60% 2% 3% 1% 1% 1% 
61 – 70 % 3% 3% 2% 1% 2% 
71 – 80 % 3% 2% 2% 1% 2% 
81 – 90 % 4% 3% 2% 1% 3% 
91 – 100 % 66% 67% 76% 71% 77% 
less than 30% 14% 17% 13% 23% 11% 
more than 70% 73% 72% 80% 73% 82% 
 
This result apparently contradicts Kim et al.’s result. A possible explanation for the 
contradiction is that the lifetime of cloned methods is very volatile. However, we found that the 
lifetime of cloned methods is larger than the lifetime of methods not cloned (see Table 8-8). 
Table 8-8.  Average lifetime of methods not cloned vs. cloned methods  
 Avg. lifetime of methods not cloned Avg. lifetime of cloned methods 
Freecol 466 commits 536 commits 
JEdit 519 commits 607 commits 
Ganttproject 270 commits 493 commits 
Columba 580 commits 590 commits 
JBoss 787 commits 863 commits 
 
Another possible explanation is that although clone fragment and their families are volatile, the 
cloned relations are persistent. In other words, cloned fragments are volatile because they are 
changed in such a way that they cannot be recognized anymore as part of that family anymore. 
However, the fragment is still a cloned with new family formed of parts that are still common 
among the methods that used to form the family of the cloned fragment, i.e. still cloned to many 
of the other cloned fragments in the previous family but with a different common part. 
Therefore, cloned fragments just change of family (or common clone) as they evolve. 
For instance, suppose that the method m1 Figure 5-5 evolves as Figure 8-12 shows. Note that 
although only the cloned fragment of method m1 changed, the clone-family disappears because 
the clone (see Figure 5-6) shared by the two methods changes. Notice also that although the 
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cloned fragment and the cloned family disappeared, the cloned relation did not; with the 
changes, there is a newer cloned fragment and a new clone family among the same set of 
methods. This is a very common situation when clones in methods change. 
 
Figure 8-12. Example of evolution of the clone relation on Figure 5-5 
8.2.9 Full method name  
The name  characteristic refers to the full name of the method that has the fragment cloned. 
According to the findings in [Golomingi '01; Kapser '03; Kapser '04; Jarzabek '06] cloned 
fragments of the same family usually occur in the areas that are close to each other, either in 
terms of directories [Kapser '03; Kapser '04] or in terms of class hierarchies [Golomingi '01; 
Jarzabek '06]. We think that the reason for these findings is that clones are usually located in 
SCEs that have similar responsibilities, and that the name of the SCEs reveals such similarities 
in the responsibilities. In fact, some authors have used the name of the methods to find clones 
[Marcus '01; Calefato '04], and to eliminate false positives [Burd '02]. Therefore, if cloned 
fragments are in methods with a very similar name, they are likely to be in different files that 
perform parallel functionalities, e.g., sibling classes. If cloned fragments of the same family are 
in different files, they are likely to be in the same package or in a package with a similar 
functionality. However, if the methods have a different name, it is likely that they are located in 
the same file.  
 
public int m1(int a, int b 
, int c){ 
   if (a % 2 == 0){ 
      return a + b + c; 
   } 
   b *= 2; 
   return b + c + c * 2; 
} 
public int m2(int x, int y 
, int z){ 
   if (x % 2 == 0){ 
      return x + y + z; 
   } 
   z *= 2; 
   return y + z + x * 2; 
} 
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Figure 8-13. Similarity of the names of the methods, classes and packages of cloned fragments of the same 
family 
Figure 8-13 has a different color for each method name, package name, and class name of the 
application. For instance, to obtain the graphs of the first column, the application orders 
lexically the names of all the methods that were cloned. Afterwards, it assigns a different 
consecutive color to each method name, in that way methods with a similar name would have a 
similar color.  Similarly, the second column assigns colors depending only on the name of the 
classes of the methods with clones, and the third column assigns colors depending only on the 
name of the packages of the methods with clones. 
This means that it is possible to spot if the names of the methods of the same family have a 
similar method name, because they would look like clusters with a similar color. Given that 
there is a large variety of colors, and that they are difficult to distinguish in the reduced figure, 
the figures only show the top right corner of every application.  Results suggest that the 
similarity among the names of the methods of the same family is not as large as other 
researchers supposed (see first column in Figure 8-13). Most of the clones of the same family 
are located in the same package (see second column in Figure 8-13). We have also found that 
although not always the names of the methods of a family are similar, the names of their classes 
or packages are similar. Most of the clone families whose methods have similar names are in 
different classes of the same package. Clone families whose methods are in different packages 
tend to have a similar name (gray circle). Clone families whose methods are in the same 
package tend to have different names (red square). Note also, that several packages are involved 
in cloning, without any predominant package. 
8.2.10 Role  
The role  characteristic refers to the way in which the first cloned fragment of a method is 
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created. There are three possible roles: seed, copy, and twins. The idea is to analyze the clone 
relation that is associated with the creation of the cloned fragment. If the cloned fragment is not 
changed, the clone relation was created because the other method in copied the clone from the 
cloned fragment in the method analyzed. In this case, the cloned fragment is the seed  of the 
clone. If the cloned fragment analyzed changes but the other cloned fragment that forms the 
clone relation does not change, then the cloned fragment analyzed is the copy. Finally, if both 
cloned fragments are changed when the clone relation is created, is because the cloned fragment 
was introduced to both methods at the same time, in this case both cloned fragments are 
identified as tw ins . We are the first ones to propose this classification, so the main goal is to 
find out how many of the clones are created by copy and paste, and how many are created 
because the developer realized that a set of methods needed similar functionality. 
The clone graphs in Figure 8-14 depict copy clones in red, twins in yellow, and seeds in green. 
We have found that for most of the applications, the majority of the clones are twins (yellow), 
which means that most of the cloned fragments are introduced at the same time in all methods 
of the family. The only application that does not have as majority the twins role is Columba, 
whose majority of clones are seeds (green), which is the second most common category for the 
rest of applications. Note that several families have all their members as seeds. These families 
introduced their cloned fragments at the same time. They are identified as seeds because they 
are cloned at the beginning of their lifetime; but the creation of the methods is not modeled as a 
change. Finally, it is remarkable that the small minority of cloned fragments are identified as 
copy (red dots), which is contrary to intuition. 
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Figure 8-14. Creation role of clones  
In order to assess the accuracy of the visual inspection we counted the percentage of methods 
per role, and reported on Table 8-9. Table 8-9 shows that the visual inspection was accurate in 
identifying the frequency of roles. Therefore, the visual inspection proposed is a reliable way to 
detect patterns when there are few and very different colors. 
Table 8-9. Percentage of methods per role. 
Role Freecol JEdit Ganttproj. Columba JBoss 
Seed 39% 32% 43% 60% 37% 
Twins 49% 60% 52% 38% 57% 
Copy 12% 8% 4% 2% 5% 
 
8.2.11 Age of the method when cloned 
The age  characteristic refers to the commit transaction in which the first cloned fragment is 
added to the method. The age is relative because it depends on the commit transaction in which 
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the method is created, i.e. it says the number of commit transactions before the method is 
cloned. Monden et al. found that younger code is the most likely it is to be cloned; however, we 
would like to know how fast methods acquire clones. 
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Blue: the method was cloned 
at the beginning of its lifetime 
 
Red: the method was cloned 
at the end of its lifetime  
Figure 8-15. Age of the method when the first cloned fragment is introduced  
As other characteristics regarding scales, we have depicted the age of the method when is 
cloned by first time as a color scale. The color scale goes from blue when it is early in the 
method lifetime to red when it is close to the elimination of the method. As Figure 8-15 suggest, 
most of the clones are introduced close to the creation of the method, which is consistent with 
the great amount of ‘seed’ and ‘twins’ roles found. 
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Table 8-10. Percentage of methods per number of commits before becoming cloned. 
Commit transactions 
before becoming cloned Freecol JEdit 
Ganttproj
. 
Columba JBoss 
0 or 1 68% 76% 80% 74% 80% 
Less than 50 7% 6% 4% 3% 5% 
Less than 100 4% 2% 2% 1% 2% 
Less than 150 3% 1% 1% 2% 1% 
Less than 200 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 
 
In order to assess the accuracy of the visual inspection we counted the percentage of methods 
per number of commits before their first clone, and reported it on Table 8-10. Table 8-10 
validates the visual inspection showing that between 68% and 80% of the methods are created 
cloned. 
8.2.12 Dissimilarity  
The dissimilari ty characteristic refers to the percentage of tokens that are different in the 
cloned fragments of a method with respect to their families. The dissimilarity of a method is the 
average dissimilarity of its cloned fragments along their lifetime. It seems that the level of 
dissimilarity is directly related with the amount of cloned fragments (see section 3.3.3) in a 
clone family.  
The percentage of tokens that differ among the cloned fragments of a family is depicted as a 
color scale. The highest level of differences among the cloned fragments in a family is 45% 
because that is the maximum percentage of differences allowed by the false positive filter (as 
explained in section 5.2.1). Low percentages of differences are depicted in blue-like colors, 
while high percentages of differences are depicted in red-like colors. Whenever the cloned 
fragments in the family are exact, the methods are depicted in black.  Given that a method can 
have several cloned fragments, and given that the level of differences can change over time; we 
have decided that the value for each method is the average for all its cloned fragments across its 
lifetime.  
Results in Figure 8-16 suggest that cloned fragments have very few differences. In general, less 
than 10% of the tokens cloned are different across fragments of the same family. We could not 
verify that the amount of differences is related to the size of the clone family, note that there are 
several small families that tend to be red, as well as, several large families that tend to be blue.  
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Columba JBoss Conventions 
 
 
Blue: the percentage of tokens 
that are different among the 
fragments of the same family 
tends to zero. 
 
Red: the percentage of tokens 
that are different among the 
fragments of the same family 
tends to 44%. 
Figure 8-16. Percentage of differences on cloned fragments of the same family 
In order to assess the hypothesis that cloned fragments do not differ much from the other clones 
of their family we counted the percentage of methods per percentage of different tokens in the 
clone that identifies their family (see Figure 5-6), and reported it on Table 8-11. Table 8-11 
contradicts the visual intuition, showing that, for most of the applications, the percentage of 
different tokens in a clone is between 21% and 30%. This inaccuracy of the visual analysis 
could be because there is not enough difference between the purple and the blue colors that 
identify the percentages between 21% to 30%, and between 0 to 10%. Besides, the fact that 
Columba, which has largest number of methods cloned, is the one that has the highest 
percentage of methods with cloned fragments that differ from their families in less than 10% of 
their tokens may also have affected the conclusions.  
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Table 8-11. Percentage of methods per intervals of percentage of tokens different. 
Percentage of tokens 
different Freecol JEdit Ganttproj Columba JBoss 
Exact clones 2% 0% 0% 5% 0% 
0 – 10% 11% 8% 24% 40% 19% 
11 – 20 % 26% 19% 30% 27% 23% 
21 – 30 % 41% 45% 35% 21% 35% 
31 – 40 % 18% 26% 10% 6% 20% 
41 – 45 % 2% 2% 1% 1% 2% 
 
8.2.12.1 Percentage of literals  
The percentage of  l i terals  characteristic refers to the percentage of tokens that are literals in 
the cloned fragments of a method (as explained in section 5.2.1). The percentage of literals 
[Walenstein '04; Kapser '07] has been suggested as a way to locate false positives because many 
literals may indicate that the cloned fragments in a family do not share the same semantics. We 
would like to see if it is common to have high level of literals, and if there is any characteristic 
that helps to locate them. 
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Freecol JEdit Ganttproject 
 
 
 
Columba JBoss Conventions 
 
 
Blue: the percentage of literals 
in the clone family tends to 
zero. 
 
Red: the percentage of literals 
in the clone family tends to 
44%. 
 
Black: there are no literals in 
the cloned fragment that 
represents the clone family. 
Figure 8-17. Percentage of differences in literals on cloned fragments of the same family  
The color scheme and the top threshold of the percentage of literals is the same that the one used 
for the percentage of differences. The percentage of literals indicates to what extent fragments 
are identified as cloned just because of large numbers of literals. Results coincide with the 
intuition that clones have a low percentage of literals given that their similarity is more likely to 
be due to syntactic similarities than to literals. Notice that several families (in JBoss in 
particular) that do not have any literals in their cloned fragments (black clusters). There are 
some families with high percentage of literals, but they tend to be small families. 
Table 8-12. Percentage of methods per intervals of percentage of literals. 
Percentage of literals  Freecol JEdit Ganttproj Columba JBoss 
No literals in the clone 18% 17% 19% 19% 33% 
0 – 10% 49% 56% 60% 72% 80% 
11 – 20 % 29% 23% 18% 20% 19% 
21 – 30 % 3% 3% 3% 6% 1% 
31 – 40 % 1% 1% 1% 2% 0% 
41 – 45 % 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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In order to check the accuracy of the visual inspection we counted the percentage of literals in 
clones. The results are reported on Table 8-12, which shows that the visual inspection was 
correct in indicating that most of the clones have a low percentage of literals indicating that they 
are not false positives. 
8.2.12.2 Differences in method-calls and types  
The difference in method-cal ls  and types  characteristic refers to the percentage of tokens 
that refer to method-calls and types that are different among cloned fragments of the same 
family from the number of tokens that refer to method-calls and types in the clone that 
represents the family (as explained in section 5.2.1).  The differences in method-calls and types 
has also been suggested as a way to locate false positives because indicate that cloned fragments 
in a family may not share the same semantics [Walenstein '04; Kapser '07]. We would like to 
see if it is common to differ in method calls and types, and if there is any characteristic that 
helps to locate clone families with high differences on method calls and types. 
The level of differences in methods called or types referred is also shown as a color scale 
varying from black to blue to red when the percentage of differences is close to 45%. The 
results are similar to those found for the percentage of literals; that is, most of the cloned 
fragments have a very low percentage of differences in the methods called and types referred 
(Figure 8-18). Whenever there are differences, the level of differences tends to vary across the 
members of a family. This could indicate that they are unlikely to be accidental clones and they 
might be copy and paste clones due to an inappropriate design. Whenever the level of 
differences is high for all the members of the family (there is only a couple of cases in JEdit, 
Ganttproject, and JBoss), it might be due to accidental clones. 
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Blue: the percentage of 
method call or type tokens that 
are different among the 
fragments of the same family 
tends to zero. 
 
Red: the percentage of 
method call or type tokens that 
are different among the 
fragments of the same family 
tends to 44%. 
 
Black: there are no method 
call or type tokens in the 
family. 
Figure 8-18. Percentage of differences in methods called and types referred on cloned fragments of the same 
family 
In order to verify the accuracy of the visual inspection we counted the percentage of methods 
per percentage of method/type tokens that are different. The results, shown in Table 8-13, 
indicate that indeed the majority of clones either do not have any tokens that refer to types or to 
method calls (19% to 55%) or the percentage of tokens referring types or methods that are 
different is below 10% (35% to 58%). 
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Table 8-13. Percentage of methods per intervals of percentage of tokens of methods or types that are different. 
Percentage of method/type 
tokens that are different  Freecol JEdit 
Ganttpro
j Columba JBoss 
No method/type tokens 42% 52% 55% 19% 43% 
0 – 10% 53% 36% 35% 58% 49% 
11 – 20 % 3% 6% 5% 16% 6% 
21 – 30 % 1% 4% 2% 5% 1% 
31 – 40 % 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 
41 – 45 % 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
 
8.3 Summary  
This chapter has shown how to identify typical characteristics of the SCIUS. We have used 
GUESS to depict clone relations, and characteristics of clones. However, it is not the first time 
that GUESS has been used to analyze clones. In [Adar '07], the authors analyze the evolution of 
clone families using their graph representation to depict clone families, and their own scripts. 
By analyzing typical characteristics in clones, we have found that:  
- The main developer of the application is responsible for most of the clones, but the number of 
developers responsible for cloning increases as the contributions of the developers is more 
even. Then, clones seem to be a practice used by most of the developers.  
- Most of the clone families are pairs of methods that are cloned at the same time, several of 
them since the creation of the method.  Very few methods are cloned by copying and pasting 
from previous functionality, but rather by replicating new functionality. Given that clone 
families are usually composed of two methods, it is enough to change one of the cloned 
fragments to eliminate the clone family. In fact, the most of the clone relations are eliminated 
by eliminating the cloned fragment on one of the cloned methods, or by deleting one of the 
cloned methods rather than by restructuring the clone. 
- Most of the clones disappear because the method that hosts them is deleted. Few developers 
eliminate cloned fragments from the methods, and the eliminator is usually a different 
developer than the creator of the clone.  
- Clones and methods usually have the same owner and that in very few cases the owner of the 
method is different of the owner of the clone. However, a significant amount of methods does 
not have an owner because they did not change along their lifetimes. 
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- Most of the cloned fragments are small; these fragments tend to cover as much as nine tenths 
of the method. Whenever, the cloned fragment does not cover the majority of the method, the 
cover as little as one tenth of the method. Given that, most of the methods are highly cloned 
and that most of the cloned fragments are small, the evidence indicates that cloned methods 
tend to be small.  Indeed, when looking at the data we found that methods with clones have in 
average 6 to 15 Lines Of Code depending on the application analyzed, while methods without 
clones have in average 25 to 33 Lines Of Code depending on the application analyzed. 
- Methods that have cloned fragments are usually cloned all their lifetime. This means that 
cloned families are volatile, but clones in methods are not. Cloned fragments change with the 
same set of methods with which it is cloned. Therefore, although the cloned fragment changes, 
the cloned functionality remains most of the method’s lifetime.  
- Most of the clone families are within the same package. There are several similarities among 
the parts of the fully qualified name of the methods of a clone family. However, the 
similarities are too diverse to find any consistent pattern across the majority of clones. 
-  Finally, clones differ from between 20% to 35% of the cloned fragment; however, these 
differences are not in the tokens that call methods or types. In addition, the majority of the 
clones have a low percentage of literals.  
The approach proposed by the methodology permits to discover a large amount of information 
about the SCIUS. However, a more systematic approach could have been used to explore 
composition of characteristics in interesting cases. For instance, to verify if clone families with 
high differences in the methods called were connected by large cloned fragments. This was 
implemented by depicting two characteristics at the same time; one characteristic is shown with 
the color, and the other the size of the circles representing the methods. However, the results 
were disappointing because the characteristic analyzed by size would make invisible many of 
the methods. Because those methods with a large value in the characteristic represented with the 
size covered the methods that are in their vicinity but have a small value in the characteristic 
represented by the size. 
The following chapter presents how to analyze the evolution of SCIUS in SCEs, and its 
application on clones inside methods.  
  
    
 
Chapter 9. Evolution of the Source Code Issue Under 
Study 
This phase is composed of three sub-phases (see Figure 9-1): the evolution of the extension of 
the SCIUS in the application, the evolution of the persistence of the SCIUS in the SCEs of the 
application, and the evolution of the stability of the SCE that can be ascribed to the SCIUS. This 
phase is organized so that the same analysis of evolution is done for several effects of the 
SCIUS in the application. Therefore, each sub-phase only explains the effect that one wants to 
measure and the way to assess such effect.  
 
Figure 9-1. Description of the phase “Evolution of the SCIUS”. 
9.1 Phase description 
This section of the chapter presents the steps needed to analyze the evolution of the SCIUS in 
the application, and in some cases, at the level of the SCE. Figure 9-2 presents the history of a 
fictitious application that is used as example to explain the formulas of the evolution of the 
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extension, persistence, and stability of the SCIUS. Appendix A contains a detailed explanation 
of the formulas presented. 
 
 
Figure 9-2. History of a fictitious application. Each row is a SCE, each column is a commit transaction. The 
vertical segments indicate a change in that SCE at that commit transaction. The asterisks indicate changes in 
the SCIUS. Red dashed lines indicate periods with the SCIUS. Blue straight lines indicate periods without the 
SCIUS  
Deliverable: An analysis on the relation between the extension, persistence, and stability of the 
SCIUS and the changeability effects of the SCIUS. 
Rationale: This set of analyses would state in a general way the magnitude of the supposed 
effects of the SCIUS on changeability. The magnitude is expressed in three ways, with the 
extension, the persistence, and the stability of the SCIUS. The extension measures the extent of 
the application that has been affected by the SCIUS. The persistence measures the average 
lifetime of SCIUS in the SCEs of the application. The stability measures the extent of changes 
in the application that can be directly linked to the SCIUS. 
Procedure: Plot the value of the following functions for each commit transaction:  
extension_application, persistence_application, and 
stability_application. These graphs would show if the effect of the SCIUS metric 
grows (line with a positive slope), shrinks (line with a negative slope) or remains stable over 
time (line without slope), as well as the rapidity of this behavior (linear, polynomial, logarithmic 
or exponential line). Repeat the analysis for the extension_SCE, and stability_SCE to 
see the effect of the SCIUS at the level of SCEs. 
Plot the value of extension_contribution, persistence_contribution, and 
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
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stability_contribution per modules or per the largest SCE analyzed. These graphs 
show how even is the measure of the SCIUS across the application, how large is the difference 
between the module most affected and the one least affected, and therefore to what extent the 
type of module can be linked to the SCIUS. 
For each graph discuss if the pattern shown by the graph presents the worse, average, or best 
case scenario in terms of the effect of the SCIUS in the changeability of the application. 
9.1.1 Extension  
Extension is the percentage of SCEs with a SCIUS from the whole set of SCEs. It says to what 
extent an application is affected by the SCIUS. The graphs proposed to analyze extension are: 
Extension per commit transaction: it is the average extension of the SCIUS in the application by 
the given commit transaction i. 
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Equation 9-1. Extension application 
The function extension_application gives the percentage of SCEs that have the SCIUS 
at a commit transaction i. It is defined as the number of SCEs that had the SCIUS at the commit 
transaction i, over the number of SCEs that compose the application at the commit transaction 
i (i.e. the size of the snapshot Si). For instance the extension at the commit transaction 8 (see 
Figure 9-2) of the example application is 
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 Therefore, 50% of the application has the SCIUS at the eighth commit transaction. 
Contribution of a SCE of higher granularity than the one analyzed to the extension of SCIUS in 
the application: it is the extension of the SCIUS in the application, by the given commit 
transaction i, due to the SCE analyzed (e1). 
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Equation 9-2. Extension contribution 
The function extension_contribution gives the percentage that a SCE e1 contributes 
to the SCIUS in the application at the commit transaction i. It is defined as the division between 
the size of the set of SCEs that have the SCIUS at that commit transaction i and that compose 
the SCE of higher granularity e1. Over the size of the set of SCEs that have the SCIUS at that 
commit transaction i. In other words, the numerator is the amount of SCEs e2 that have the 
SCIUS at the commit transaction i, and that belong to the SCE e1. The denominator is the 
amount of SCEs e3 that have the SCIUS at the commit transaction i. For instance the 
contribution of the SCE a.x to extension of the SCIUS in the application at the commit 
transaction 8 (see Figure 9-2) is 
( ) { }{ } 25.04
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.,8 ===
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Therefore, the SCE a.x contributes to the 25% of the SCIUS of the application at the eighth 
commit transaction. 
9.1.1.1 Extension in SCEs  
Another possible definition for extension is the number of components of a SCE affected by the 
SCIUS, from all the components of the SCE. This definition is only valid in the case where the 
SCIUS is defined in terms of components of the SCE to be analyzed. For instance, if the SCE 
analyzed are classes, but the SCIUS occurs at the level of methods, e.g., long parameter list. 
Extension by SCE: it is the average extension of the SCIUS inside the SCEs by the given 
commit transaction i. 
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Equation 9-3. Extension SCE 
The function extension_SCE gives the average percentage of components of the SCE e that 
have the SCIUS at a commit transaction i. The extension of the SCIUS in a SCE is defined as 
the number of components of the SCE e that have the SCIUS (size_scius(e,i)), over the 
number of components of the SCE e (size_SCE(e,i)). To calculate the average extension 
of the SCIUS in the SCEs of an application, it is enough to sum the extension of the SCIUS in 
all SCEs that have the SCIUS, and divide it over the number of SCEs that have the SCIUS. For 
instance, the average extension per SCE at the commit transaction 8 (see Figure 9-2) is  
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Supposing that all SCEs have the same size 50, and that the components affected by the SCIUS 
on a.y.e3 is 30, on a.x.e4 is 35, on b.w.e7 is 40, and onc.u.e0 is 45; the result would 
be 
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Therefore, in average, 75% of the components of the SCEs are affected by the SCIUS. 
9.1.2 Persistence  
Persistence is the percentage of the lifetime of a SCE that includes a SCIUS. It aims to show the 
longevity of the SCIUS in the application. The graphs proposed to analyze it are: 
Persistence per commit transaction: it is the average lifetime percentage of the SCEs with the 
SCIUS by the given commit transaction i. 
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Equation 9-4. Persistence application 
The function persistence_application gives the average persistence of SCEs affected 
by the SCIUS at the given commit transaction i. It is defined as the division between the result 
of the function persistence_SCE over the size of the set that results from the function 
SCE_affected_by_SCIUS. 
The function SCE_affected_by_SCIUS gives a set of SCEs that have been affected by the 
SCIUS by the given commit transaction i. 
The function persistence_SCE gives the percentage of commit transactions of the lifetime 
of the SCE e, that it has had the SCIUS by the given commit transaction i. It is defined as the 
division between the result of the function commits_with_SCIUS over the result of the 
function commits_alive . The function commits_with_SCIUS counts the number of 
commit transactions that a SCE e have had the SCIUS by the given commit transaction i. The 
function commits_alive counts the number of commit transactions that the SCE e has been 
part of the system by the given commit transaction i. 
For instance, the average persistence of the SCIUS of the example (see Figure 9-2) at the 
commit transaction 8 is:  
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Which is equivalent to: 
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That is, 
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Therefore, in average by the eighth commit, the SCIUS of the application tended to last 78% of 
the lifetime of the SCEs. 
 
Persistence of a SCE of higher granularity level than the one analyzed: it is the average 
persistence of the SCEs that form the given SCE analyzed (e1) by the given commit transaction 
i. 
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Equation 9-5. Persistence contribution 
The function persistence_contribution gives the average persistence of the SCEs e2 
that compose the SCE e1 by the commit transaction i. The function 
SCE_affected_by_SCIUS gives a set of SCEs that have been affected by the SCIUS by the 
given commit transaction i. That is, the average persistence of the SCEs e2 that compose the 
SCE e1 (i.e. the average persistence of the e2 ∈e1). For instance the contribution of the SCE 
a.x to persistence of the SCIUS in the application at the commit transaction 8 (see Figure 9-2) 
is  
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Therefore, the average persistence of the SCEs that belong to a.x at the eighth commit 
transaction is 50% of their lifetime. 
 
9.1.3 Stability  
Stability is the percentage of changes to a SCE that occur inside the SCIUS, it aims to show the 
variability that the SCIUS introduces in the application. The graphs proposed to analyze 
stability are: 
Stability by history point: it is the average stability of the SCEs in the application while having 
the SCIUS by the commit transaction i. 
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Equation 9-6. Stability application 
The function stability_application gives the average stability of SCEs affected by the 
SCIUS at the given commit transaction i. It is defined as the division between the result of the 
function stability_SCE over the size of the set that results from the function 
SCE_affected_by_SCIUS. The function SCE_affected_by_SCIUS gives a set of 
SCEs that have been affected by the SCIUS by the given commit transaction i. The function 
stability_SCE gives a set of SCEs that have been affected by the SCIUS by the given 
commit transaction i. The function changes_by gives the set of commit transactions in 
which the SCE e is modified until the given commit transaction i. The function 
changes_when_SCIUS gives the set of commit transactions in which the SCE e is modified, 
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having the SCIUS, by the given commit transaction i.  
For instance, the average stability of the SCIUS of the example (see Figure 9-2) at the commit 
transaction 8 is:  
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Therefore, in average by the eighth commit, 54% of the changes on the SCEs tended to occur 
whenever the SCEs had the SCIUS. 
 
Contribution of SCE of higher granularity than the one analyzed to the stability of the 
application: it is the average stability of the SCEs that compose the given SCE e1 by the given 
commit transaction i. 
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Equation 9-7. Stability contribution 
The function stability_contribution gives the percentage that a SCE e1 contributes 
to the stability of the SCIUS in the application by the commit transaction i. That is, the average 
stability of the SCEs e2 that compose the SCE e1 (i.e. the average stability of the e2 ∈ e1). 
For instance the contribution of the SCE a.x to persistence of the SCIUS in the application at 
the commit transaction 8 (see Figure 9-2) is  
( ) ( ){ }a.x.e4
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2
.,8 ==
1
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Therefore, by the 8th commit transaction, 50% of the changes in SCEs that belong to a.x 
occurred while having the SCIUS. 
 
9.1.3.1 Stability in SCEs  
Another possible definition for stability is the number of changes in the SCE inside the 
components of the SCE affected by the SCIUS, from all the changes of the SCE when it has the 
SCIUS. This definition aims to assess the percentage of changes due to the SCIUS. This 
definition is only valid in case the SCIUS is defined in terms of components of the SCE to be 
analyzed. 
Stability by SCE: it is the average stability of the SCE due to the SCIUS by the given commit 
transaction i. 
The function stability_SCE gives the average percentage of changes that have occurred in 
the components of e that have the SCIUS by the commit transaction i. That is, the number of 
changes of the SCE e that have occurred inside the SCIUS (changes_in_SCIUS), over the 
number of changes on the SCE e while it has the SCIUS (changes_when_SCIUS). The 
function changes_in_SCIUS gives the set of commit transactions in which any components 
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of the SCE e with the SCIUS have been modified, by the given commit transaction i. The 
function changes_when_SCIUS gives the set of commit transactions in which the SCE e is 
modified, having the SCIUS, by the given commit transaction i.  
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Equation 9-8. Stability SCE  
For instance, the average stability per SCE at the commit transaction 8 (see Figure 9-2) is  
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Therefore, by the 8th commit transaction, in average, 56% of the changes in SCEs occurred 
inside the SCIUS. 
9.2 Phase application 
This section presents the results of tracking the extension, persistence, and stability of cloning in 
the application over the application’s lifetime. A detailed explanation on the calculation of the 
extension, persistence and stability is shown in section 9.1. 
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9.2.1 Extension of clones in the application 
Here we present the percentage of cloning found in the applications analyzed. The results on the 
percentage of cloning presented in the literature have been diverse: there are authors that report 
just 6% of the application [Lague '97], while others have found up to 50% [Ducasse '99] of the 
application cloned. However, most of the results point out to a level of 10% to 20% of the 
application [Baker '95; Mayrand '96; Baxter '98; Kapser '06b]. Based on those results we 
expected that cloning in the applications analyzed would not be above 20%, and that would 
remain stable over time. 
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Figure 9-3. Extension of cloning in the applications analyzed 
Figure 9-3 presents the results of the formula extension_application presented in 
section 9.1.1 for all the commit transactions of the applications analyzed. The x-axis has the 
commit transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has the results of the extension of 
cloning in the methods of the application for that commit transaction. We have found that the 
percentage of cloning in the application is between 10% and 20% of the application; and that it 
tends to remain stable over time, see Figure 9-3.  
For the most part the curve representing the extension of cloning is continuous; however, there 
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are some discontinuities in the curves of Ganttproject, JBoss, and Columba. The discontinuities 
in Ganttproject are related with deletion of a large number of methods. If most of the methods 
deleted are cloned, the curve falls. If most of the methods deleted are not cloned, the curve rises. 
The discontinuities in JBoss are related with the addition of a large amount of methods at once, 
from which a high percentage is cloned. In particular, the curve jumps up (commit 87) when 
adding a package to handle pools of objects from which 38% of its methods are cloned. 
Conversely, the curve falls when that package is replaced by a jar that will be maintained by a 
third party (commit 825). The largest discontinuity is found in Columba, by the end of the 
analyzed history. In these last commits, the developers are restructuring the application to 
migrate from CVS to SVN. In the commit 3072, the number of methods starts to grow, as well 
as the number of cloned methods. Judging by the messages of the last commits, they copied 
most of the code in a different directory structure, while at the same time, they were fixing 
warnings, updating the documentation, standardizing the format of the code, and adding some 
key functionality.  
Notice in Figure 9-3 that the curves corresponding to the applications are very similar to each 
other regardless of the differences in size, number of developers, and age of the applications. 
Given that the size of the applications increases over time, cloning increases in a proportional 
rate. It does not seem to be a policy of clone removal in any of the applications analyzed, 
because, most of the changes in the extension of cloning are due to accidental modification of 
the ratio between cloned and not cloned methods. 
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Figure 9-4. Contribution of each package to the cloning of the applications. 
Figure 9-4 presents the percentage of cloning that each package gives to the overall cloning for 
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each application. That is, the results of the formula extension_contribution  (presented 
in section 9.1.1)  for all the commit transactions of each one of the applications analyzed. The x-
axis has the commit transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has the percentage of 
cloning of each package at that commit transaction. The percentage of cloning is calculated as 
the number of methods with clones in that package over the number of methods in the whole 
application. Each package is represented by a different color; the width of a package’s color 
stripe indicates the percentage of cloning that the package contributes to the cloning of the 
complete application. At first glance, it is evident that the way in which cloning is distributed 
across the application varies depending on the application. Freecol and JEdit have a few 
packages that are the main contributors to the cloning in the application, while Columba’s 
cloning seems to be evenly distributed across packages. Although Columba has a main package 
that contributes to a large proportion of the clones in the application, note that the contribution 
of this package is less minor (between 0.6% and 9%) compared to the package that contributes 
the most to any of the other applications. The package that contributes the most in any of the 
other applications accounts for at least 19% of their clones. This difference might be due to the 
different level of encapsulation of the applications: while Freecol has 28 packages, JEdit has 31, 
Ganttproject has 116, Columba has 346, and JBoss has 141. This hypothesis is supported by the 
behavior of Ganttproject. At the beginning of the history of Ganttproject, all the cloned methods 
are in the package net.sourceforge.ganttproject, this is because all the methods are 
located in that package. Over time, the application is gradually restructured, which also shifts 
the distribution of the clones.  
Note that, in Figure 9-4, a package that is an important contributor of the cloning in JBoss 
disappears by commit 777 (shown in yellow at the top left hand side of Figure 9-4). This 
package is 'minerva.jdbc' that in that commit was replaced by a jar that is managed by a third 
party. 
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Table 9-1. Packages that contributed the most to cloning on each application. 
  
Code that implements concerns related to I/O, and GUI in Java are believed to be more 
susceptible of being cloned due to the nature of the API provided by Java [Kim '04]. Therefore, 
we expected packages that contributed more to the cloning of the application to be related with 
these concerns. Although these packages were among those that contributed the most, we found 
surprising that in all applications packages belonging to the core of the application are also 
highly cloned. Table 9-1 summarizes the top five packages that contributed the most to cloning 
in each one of the applications analyzed (in order of contribution). 
9.2.1.1 Extension in methods 
Some authors have tried to measure the extension of cloning at a finer level of granularity than 
methods. For instance, by measuring the percentage of statements cloned in a subsystem [Baxter 
'98; Ducasse '06], or the percentage of LOCs cloned in a module [Monden '02]. These 
measurements do not show at which level abstractions are cloned. In the case of lines of code 
Application Packages that contributed the most to cloning in descending order 
Freecol net.sf.freecol.common.model 
net.sf.freecol.client.gui.panel 
net.sf.freecol.client.control  
net.sf.freecol.server.control 
net.sf.freecol.client.gui  
JEdit org.gjt.sp.jedit 
org.gjt.sp.jedit.textarea 
org.gjt.sp.jedit.gui 
org.gjt.sp.jedit.options 
org.gjt.sp.jedit.search  
Ganttproject net.sourceforge.ganttproject 
net.sourceforge.ganttproject.gui 
org.jdesktop.swingx 
net.sourceforge.ganttproject.io 
org.ganttproject.ics.parser  
Columba org.columba.mail.pop3 
org.columba.core.scripting 
org.columba.mail.gui.table.action 
org.columba.mail.imap 
org.columba.mail.gui.composer.html.action  
JBoss org.jboss.ejb 
org.jboss.ejb.plugins 
org.jboss.ejb.plugins.cmp.jdbc 
org.jboss.ejb.deployment 
org.jboss.ejb.plugins.jaws.deployment 
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cloned in a module, it is not clear whether the cloned lines represent a structure, a method, or a 
class. Therefore, we decided to measure the extension of cloning inside methods and to track it 
over time. Results are shown in Figure 9-5. This figure presents in the x-axis the commit 
transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has the results of applying the formula 
extension_SCE for each commit transaction on the x-axis. The formula indicates the 
average percentage of tokens that are part of a cloned fragment of the tokens in methods with 
clones (see section 9.1.1). 
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Figure 9-5. Extension of cloning inside methods. 
We have found that whenever methods are cloned, they tend to be highly cloned; in particular, 
for large applications. Over time, the percentage of cloning decreases, probably due to 
segmentation of the cloned fragments. Note that, until the commit 1050 there is a rapid decrease 
in the percentage of cloning per method in Ganttproject. From this commit onward, several test 
classes are added. The addition of test methods that are mostly cloned is the reason for the slow 
increase of the average of cloning inside methods. Similarly, with the inflection point in JBoss 
at commit 87, several cloned methods were added, increasing again the average. 
The slow decrease of the percentage cloned in the large applications occurs because their cloned 
fragments are less changed than the cloned fragments of smaller applications. We have found 
that the average number of changes in the clone per pair of methods was 9.5, 8.5, and 8.4, for 
Freecol, JEdit and Ganttproject respectively. However, the average number of changes in the 
clone per pair of methods was just 4.1 for Columba and 5 for JBoss. The lower amount of 
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changes in the clones of Columba and JBoss is not due to less change in those applications 
given that all applications have the same amount of average changes per method, which are two 
changes per method. The lower amount of changes in the clones of Columba and JBoss might 
be explained by their large amount of exact clones. The percentage of exact families of the 
families in the applications analyzed is 19% for Freecol, 25% for JEdit, 37% for Gantt project, 
54% for Columba, and 28% for JBoss. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that before the 
inflection points of the extension curves, Ganttproject only had 42%, and JBoss 19% of the 
exact families they present across their history. Confirming the relationship between exact 
clones and the decay in cloning extension per method is left for future work. 
9.2.2 Persistence of clones in the application 
In [Kim '05] it is suggested that persistent clones are those that cover the lack of abstraction 
mechanisms in the language (such as aspects), those that are inevitable (such as API typical 
usage or paired operations), and that the rest of the cloned fragments tend to have a short 
lifetime. However, regardless of the nature of the clone families, our results in the nature of 
clones suggest that whenever a method has a cloned fragment, it will remain cloned most of its 
lifetime. In this section, the average persistence of clones in methods is evaluated after each 
change of the application, where the persistence of clones in a method is the percentage of 
commits that the method has had a clone. In this way, it is possible to see the progression of 
cloning persistence over time. 
Figure 9-6 has in the x-axis has the commit transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has 
the results of the formula persistence_application for each commit transaction. This 
means that Figure 9-6 shows the average persistence of cloning calculated after each change of 
the applications (see section 9.1.2).  
The results are consistent with the results about the nature of cloning (see section 8.2.8), i.e. in 
average, methods are cloned at least 85% of their lifetime. Given the zoom in the y-axis they do 
not seem very similar. However, note that they are all in the same range, are rather stable with 
the exception of some events on each curve. All the curves tend to stabilize between .9 and .95 
regardless of events of sudden increase or sudden reduction. Nevertheless, there are some large 
discontinuities in Freecol, Ganttproject, and Columba. The discontinuity in Freecol seems to be 
related with large amounts of clones inserted into preexistent methods, in the commit 803, 27 
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old methods were cloned. The one in Ganttproject in commit 427 happened because 43 methods 
with clones are created. As for Columba, the jump at the end occurs because the application is 
being restructured by copying and pasting methods from the current code-base into other 
directories. In general, the jumps up occur whenever several methods are created with clones; 
while the falls occur whenever several clones are introduced to pre-existing methods.  
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Figure 9-6. Average persistence of cloning in methods 
We also wanted to verify if the persistence of the clones behave similarly across packages or if 
the clones on some packages were more persistent than the clones on other packages. Figure 
9-7,Figure 9-8,Figure 9-9,Figure 9-10, and Figure 9-11 present the results for Freecol, JEdit, 
Ganttproject, Columba, and JBoss respectively. Each graph presents on the x-axis the commit 
transactions, and on y-axis the persistence of cloning on each package at that commit 
transaction. That is, the average persistence of cloning in the methods of the package after each 
change of the application (i.e. the results of the formula persistence_contribution 
defined in section 9.1.2). Given that most of the packages have a cloning persistence of 100%, 
we decided only to show those with low persistence, i.e. the packages whose clones last less 
than the methods where they are located. For clarity, only the 15 packages with lowest 
persistence of each application have a curve in the graph. The x-axis marks the commit 
transaction or logical change, and at the y-axis marks the persistence of cloning of a package at 
that moment in time. The rest of this section presents the persistence per packages for all the 
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applications analyzed, describing the inflection points and summarizing the patterns found from 
analyzing these events. 
 Figure 9-7 presents the packages with lowest persistence of Freecol. Notice all the packages 
identified to have a large percentage of the clones of the application (see Table 9-1) are also this 
graph. Note that the value for these packages is high, and that it usually decreases slowly. Other 
packages like net.sf.freecol present a stable beginning, followed by a rapid decrease, 
and ended by a slow increase. These packages have several clones deleted at the commit in 
which their stable period finishes, but also present a large addition of new methods with clones 
at the commit in which their decrease period finishes. 
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Figure 9-7. Evolution of persistence in Freecol packages with the lowest persistence.  
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Figure 9-8. Evolution of persistence in JEdit packages with the lowest persistence. 
Figure 9-8 presents the lowest persistence packages for JEdit. Note that in this graph are also 
present the packages with higher percentage cloned (see Table 9-1). As in Freecol, the 
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predominant sequence of patterns is stable persistence followed by a slow decay. Only two 
packages do not follow the main persistence decay pattern: they are doclet and 
org.gjt.sp.jedit.buffer. Although org.gjt.sp.jedit.buffer presents the 
predominant sequence of patterns from the commit 75, its beginning is a fast persistence 
increase. The package starts to be cloned in the commit 32 with four cloned methods, which are 
deleted in its second commit cloned. Therefore, at the beginning of the period cloned of the 
package, the only methods that have had clones were cloned only for one commit. However, the 
overall cloning-persistence of the package increases as more methods with clones are introduced 
to the package. The package doclet, in contrast, presents a period of decrease, followed by a 
period without clones, and ended by a slow increase. This package has 3 methods, 2 of them 
cloned, but one of the cloned methods is deleted after 10 commits; so the persistence drops 
rapidly until commit 995 in which another method of the package becomes cloned. By the end 
of the period analyzed that method has been cloned just 20% of its lifetime.  
Figure 9-9 shows the packages with lowest cloning persistence in Ganttproject. In this graph 
appear only two of the five packages with higher percentage of clones (see Table 9-1). 
Therefore, it is not possible to establish any relation between the percentage cloned and the 
persistence of those clones. Note also that the persistence of most of the packages is stable at the 
beginning of their lives, followed by a slow decrease caused by eliminating the clones without 
eliminating the methods that had them. There are only two packages presenting an addition of 
clones, after the decrease caused by the deletion of clones from some methods. 
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Figure 9-9. Evolution of persistence in Ganttproject packages with the lowest persistence. 
Figure 9-10 shows the packages with lowest cloning persistence in Columba. None of the 
packages highly cloned is in this graph (see Table 9-1). This indicates that highly cloned 
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packages in Columba are more persistent. Note also that at least eight of the packages shown 
presents a clear addition of clones after the initial decrease of persistence. When looking at the 
messages of the commits that were the point of inflection in the curves, we found that in these 
commits, those packages were modified to use code that is inherently cloned such as the use of 
iterators, or the use of internationalization (i18n). 
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Figure 9-10. Evolution of persistence in Columba packages with the lowest persistence. 
Figure 9-11 presents the packages with lowest persistence in JBoss. None of the packages with 
highest percentage of cloning had also low persistence for this application. This would mean 
that most of the cloned in JBoss persist all the lifetime of the methods that host them. Finally, 
note that, whenever there are increases, the increases of persistence are rather slow (low slope) 
and small (positive slope for a short period). A slow increase would mean that the addition of 
new clones is scarce, or that clones are mostly added to old methods. A small increase would 
mean that the percentage of clones added is small compared with the percentage of existing 
clones in the package. 
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Figure 9-11. Evolution of persistence in JBoss packages with lowest persistence. 
From the applications analyzed, we identified four patterns of evolution in the persistence of 
packages (see Figure 9-12).  
The first pattern is whenever the persistence is stable at 100%. This pattern means that no clones 
have been deleted and that the methods with clones are introduced. This is the most common 
pattern and most of the packages presented it along all their lifetime.  
The second pattern, which is the second most common, is characterized by slow decrease of the 
persistence. This pattern occurs when some of the clones of the package were deleted, without 
deleting the methods that hosted the clones. This is the most common pattern among the 
packages with lowest persistence.  
The third pattern occurs when there is a slow increase of the persistence curve. Such slow 
increase is characterized by having a positive slope, usually of less of 45 degrees. This pattern is 
seen when pre-existing methods become cloned.  
The fourth pattern occurs when there is a fast increase in the persistence, i.e. a curve with a very 
high slope. This pattern means that several methods with clones were introduced to the package. 
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Figure 9-12. Patterns of evolution of persistence in packages. 
In conclusion, most of the cloned methods remain cloned most of their lifetime; in some 
occasions, the packages with highest percentage cloned are also the ones with more persistent 
clones; and clones cover most of the lifetime of the method because they are rarely deleted 
without deleting the method that hosts them. 
 
9.2.3 Stability of clones in the application 
Finally, we check if clones are related with instability in the methods where they are placed, so 
we measure the accumulated number of changes in cloned methods over the accumulated 
number of changes in the whole application after each change of each application. The results of 
this analysis for all the applications analyzed are shown in Figure 9-13, which presents the 
results of the formula stability_application (section 9.1.3). The x-axis on Figure 9-13 
has the commit transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has the results of the instability 
in the methods of the application due to cloning until that commit transaction. 
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Figure 9-13. Average instability in the applications analyzed due to cloned methods  
In section 9.1.1, we showed that the percentage of cloned methods in the applications analyzed 
lay between the 10% and 20% of the application. Figure 9-13 shows that from all the changes 
that occur in the application more than 20% occur when methods are cloned. Hence, we 
conclude that cloned methods tend to have a larger number of changes than methods without 
clones, 20% of the methods (i.e. those cloned) cause 40% of the changes. Note that, although 
the instability of methods with clones tends to vary significantly at the beginning of the 
application’s history, the instability ratio tends to stabilize afterwards. Although most of the 
applications have just 20% of their methods cloned most of their lifetimes, the changes in these 
methods represent more than 20 to 30% of the changes in the case of Freecol and JEdit, and 
between 30% and 40% in the case of Ganttproject, Columba, and JBoss. In the latter 
applications, cloned methods have a large percentage cloned, and are cloned for long periods. 
As a result, it is likely that if these cloned methods change, their changes occur inside the cloned 
fragments. Note that this does not prove a causality relation between being cloned and changing. 
For instance, a larger number of changes when cloned might be due to cloned periods larger 
than not cloned periods. Another example is a larger extension of clones inside methods, 
because it increases the chance of modifying the cloned fragment, even though the change is 
unrelated to the semantics of the clone family. 
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 Figure 9-14. Evolution of instability of packages with the highest instability due to methods cloned. 
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We also analyze the percentage of changes in cloned methods per package, i.e. applying the 
formula stability_contribution to the packages of the applications analyzed. That is, 
from all the changes of methods inside a package, how many of these changes occurred when 
the methods were cloned. The idea is to calculate the accumulated percentage of change related 
with cloned methods after each change in the application. The results are shown in Figure 9-14, 
which depicts a curve per package analyzed. On the x-axis, it has the commit transactions in the 
application, and on the y-axis, it has from all the changes in the methods of a package which 
percentage occurs in methods cloned.  
According to results (Figure 9-14), some of the packages with highest percentage of cloning in 
the application have also high instability when cloned, e.g. 
net.sf.freecol.client.gui.panel, org.gjt.sp.jedit.search, 
org.gjt.sp.jedit, net.sourceforge.ganttproject.gui, 
net.sourceforge.ganttproject.io (see Table 9-1). This result was expected given 
that most of the methods in these packages were cloned methods; therefore, most of the changes 
in these packages would happen inside cloned methods.  
The packages whose instability is close to 100% are packages with a few methods, most of them 
cloned, that almost never changed. Therefore, a single change of a cloned method could cause 
instability of 100% for the package’s lifetime. This is a common problem of using percentages 
when the number of events analyzed is small.  
However, packages with a typical size and percentage of cloning are more susceptible to be 
changed in cloned methods. Table 9-2 shows that cloned methods are more likely to change 
than methods without clones. Note that the percentage of clone methods that changed is larger 
than the percentage of methods not cloned that change in every application, and that the 
difference is considerably larger for cloned methods. 
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Table 9-2. Average percentage of methods that change, cloned vs. not cloned. 
 Methods with clones 
that change 
Methods without clones 
that change 
Increase of chance of 
changing for cloned 
methods 
Freecol 65% 31% 109% 
JEdit 65% 44% 47% 
Ganttproject 39% 11% 254% 
Columba 38% 22% 72% 
JBoss 45% 22% 104% 
9.2.3.1 Stability in methods 
We verify to what extent the changes in cloned methods were indeed inside of the cloned 
fragment. Hence, we measured the instability inside methods caused by the cloned fragment. 
The results are summarized in Figure 9-15, which presents the results of the formula 
stability_SCE presented in section 9.1.3. Figure 9-15 contains the average stability inside 
methods cloned for all the commit transactions of the applications analyzed. That is, the x-axis 
has the commit transactions in sequential order, and the y-axis has the average percentage of all 
changes inside the cloned fragments while the methods were cloned from all the methods that 
have been cloned by that commit transaction. 
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Figure 9-15. Instability due to cloned fragments 
We have found that most of the changes in a method when it is cloned occur inside the cloned 
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fragment, which supports the assumption that methods are an appropriate level of granularity to 
analyze cloned code. This result is consistent with the one that indicates that cloned fragments 
tend to cover the totality of the method (see section 8.2.7). However, one should not discard the 
hypothesis that the extra changes in cloned methods are due to changes in the cloned fragment, 
given that the families tend to be volatile but the clones inside the methods do not.  
By analyzing at the instability of cloned methods we have found that cloned methods are more 
likely to be changed; therefore, some packages would be highly affected by the extra changes 
due to cloned methods, and that most of the changes inside cloned methods are changes to the 
cloned fragment. 
9.3 Summary 
This chapter tells how to use the data on the evolution of the SCIUS to assess its general effect 
on an application. We have found that the percentage of cloning in the application tends to 
remain stable over time, and that it is usually between 10% and 20% of the application. 
Although there is not much information in the progression of the characteristics over time, the 
graphs helped to identify critical moments regarding the cloning in the application, i.e. when 
several clones have been added, or deleted. These key events have been found whenever 
external libraries are integrated, and when the code is restructured. 
We have found also that the percentage of cloning might be related with the modularity of the 
application. There are two reasons for this affirmation. First, packages with high number of 
methods also had a high percentage of cloned methods. Second, the applications with a more 
even distribution of responsibilities, tended to have also a more even distribution of clones. 
We were expecting to find that packages cloned were those in charge of repetitive code such as 
those that handle APIs or those that customize functionalities for different platforms. Although 
the packages handling IO and GUI showed a high percentage of cloning, packages handling the 
main functionality of the application were also highly cloned.  
The extension of cloning inside methods (i.e. the clone coverage) is reduced over time. The rate 
of this reduction could be explained by the degree of similarity of methods in the family. Exact 
clones might be more likely of maintain the similarity, and therefore, their clone relations. 
Cloned fragments of families that differ more may be more likely to be changed inconsistently, 
and to be fragmented for customizing the functionality cloned. 
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We have confirmed the finding of the previous chapter that indicates that cloned methods tend 
to remain cloned all their lifetime.  
That there are three types of event that may alter the evolution of the persistence of clones in an 
application: additions of cloned methods, removal of clones from methods that are not deleted, 
and introduction of clones to existing methods.  
Finally, the stability analysis shows that cloned methods change more than methods not cloned. 
Moreover, among the packages that have higher instability are those packages that have the 
highest levels of cloning. Finally, the stability analysis also shows that the majority of changes 
inside cloned methods occurred inside the cloned fragment, which is consistent with the fact 
that most of the clones cover the majority of the method.  
The analysis of the extension permits to identify the magnitude of the SCI in the application, 
and at the level of the SCE. This is a first approach to assess its potential harmfulness. The 
evolution of the extension permits to evaluate if the SCE affected at the beginning are the only 
ones that are affected in the application, or if the SCIUS expands to other SCEs over time. 
Finally analyzing which packages are more susceptible to have the SCIUS may help to identify 
which concerns are related with the SCIUS. 
The analysis of the persistence permits to know to if the SCIUS is a long-term issue. If the 
SCIUS tends to disappear rapidly, there is a chance that it does not affect the maintainability of 
the application. The contrary occurs if the SCIUS is persistent. Analyzing which packages may 
have volatile SCIUS could help to identify harmless SCIUS. 
The analysis of the stability of the SCEs with the SCIUS in comparison with those that do not 
have it reveals whether or not the SCIUS may affect the SCE that hosts them. In addition, the 
analysis of stability inside the SCE permits to assess accurately to what extent the stability 
measured in the SCEs with the SCIUS is indeed due to the SCIUS. However, the analysis of 
stability over time and per package does not reveal much information. 
The next chapter explains how to establish if having the SCIUS affects the changeability of 
SCEs that hosts them. 
 
  
    
 
Chapter 10. Effect of the SCIUS on changeability  
The effect of SCIUS on the changeability of SCEs is a phase achieved through four sub-phases 
(see Figure 10-1). This chapter explains a proposal to evidence the effect of SCIUS on 
changeability: From finding whether the SCIUS has any effect or not to predicting the effect of 
the SCIUS on changeability based on thresholds for SCEs or SCIUS characteristics. The chapter 
also presents a case study that analyzes the effect of clones in the changeability of methods.  
 
Figure 10-1. Description of the phase “Effect of the SCIUS on changeability”. 
Note that, the effect of the SCIUS on the changeability of the SCE can be magnified or reduced 
depending on the results on the evolution of the SCIUS (previous phase); in this way, 
combining the results from this phase and the previous phase would produce an overall 
assessment of the effect of the SCIUS in the application. It is unlikely that the results on 
stability would be contrary to the results on changeability. However, results on persistence or 
extension alone may lead to different results to those obtained in changeability. If the SCIUS 
has no effect on the changeability of SCEs, it would be a harmless SCIUS in terms of 
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changeability. If the SCIUS affects the changeability of the SCEs that hosts them, the SCIUS is 
harmful. Nevertheless, the overall harmfulness of the SCIUS changes depending on its 
persistence and extension. If the SCIUS has very low persistence and extension, it would be a 
harmful SCI but its effect would be ephemeral and limited to few SCEs. If the SCIUS has low 
extension and high persistence, it would be a harmful SCI persistent but limited to few SCEs. If 
the SCIUS has high extension and low persistence, it would be a harmful SCI affecting a large 
percentage of the SCEs but volatile. Finally, if the SCIUS has low extension and high 
persistence, it would be a very harmful SCI affecting a large percentage of the SCEs for a large 
percentage of their lifetimes. 
Intermediate results on the analysis of clones at the level of methods using some steps proposed 
in this chapter have been published in [Lozano '07a; Lozano '08b; Lozano '08c] 
10.1 Phase description 
This section explains the goals of each sub-phase of analyzing the effect of the SCIUS on 
changeability, and the steps required to accomplish each sub-phase. The first sub-phase, called 
measurement of changeability, presents the metrics proposed to assess the changeability of a 
SCE in a given period. Periods permit analyzing the effect of any source code characteristic of 
SCEs because it is possible to compare the periods in which a SCE has and does not have the 
characteristic. In particular, the metrics proposed are required to perform the rest of the analysis 
of the effect of the SCIUS in the changeability of a SCE. However, note that the concept of 
periods can be used to propose metrics for evaluating maintainability attributes other than 
changeability. 
 The second sub-phase, called comparison of changeability measurements, explains how to 
assess whether or not the SCIUS has an impact in changeability or not. Moreover, it explains 
how to check if the SCIUS has a positive or negative effect.  
The third sub-phase, called identification of characteristics that affect changeability, proposes 
some tests to identify characteristics on the SCE or on the SCIUS that may aggravate the impact 
of the SCIUS on changeability. 
The fourth and final sub-phase, called classification of SCEs by changeability measurements, 
aims to identify the combination of characteristics of SCEs and SCIUS that increase the effect 
of the SCIUS in the changeability of the SCE. 
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Each sub-phase is presented in the following sub sections. 
Deliverable: An analysis on the effects that SCIUS has on changeability of SCEs.  
Rationale: This step aims to measure whether or not having SCIUS in the SCEs increases the 
changeability decay i.e., if having the SCIUS increases the difficulty to change those SCEs. If 
the SCIUS indeed affects the changeability of SCEs of the application, its removal should be a 
priority, especially if it is persistent problem, and even more if it affects a significant fraction of 
the SCEs (i.e. extension). 
Procedure: First, assess if the changeability of SCE is different when having the SCIUS, by 
comparing changeability decay metrics (see section 10.1.1).  
In case the changeability differs when there are SCIUS (section 0), measure how different it is 
by calculating the increase in changeability metrics when SCEs have SCIUS. 
Regardless of the effect of the SCIUS on changeability, identify the attributes of SCEs that seem 
to affect the changeability metrics by correlating the value of the attribute and the value of 
changeability metrics (section 10.1.3). In case there is a difference on the changeability of SCEs 
when having the SCIUS, identify which attributes of the SCIUS seem to affect the changeability 
metrics by correlating the value of these attributes and the value of changeability metrics.  
Finally group the SCEs by their changeability metrics and find if there are attributes of the SCEs 
or of the SCIUS that characterize each group (section 10.1.4).  
10.1.1 Measurement of changeability 
Deliverable: Each SCE should have one or three sets of changeability values, depending on the 
persistence of the SCIUS inside it, as shown in Figure 10-2. If the SCE never have SCIUS, the 
SCE belongs to a set of SCEs called Never w ith  a  source code Issue ; this set is identified 
by the acronym NI . If the SCE have SCIUS all its lifetime, the SCE belongs to a set of SCEs 
called Always  w ith a  source code Issue ; this set is identified by the acronym AI . If the 
SCE have SCIUS for a fraction of its lifetime, the SCE belongs to a set of SCEs called 
Sometimes w ith a  source code Issue , this set is identified by the acronym SI . SCEs AI 
and NI only have one set of changeability values calculated over their entire lifetime. SCEs SI 
have three sets of changeability values calculated: over their entire lifetime, over the logical 
changes in which they have a SCIUS, and over the logical changes in which they do not have a 
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SCIUS. 
 
Figure 10-2. SCEs AI, NI, and SI. Periods with the SCIUS are red dashed lines. Periods without the SCIUS are 
blue straight lines. SCEs AI are a.z.e1, and c.u.e0. SCEs NI are a.z.e2, a.x.e5, a.x.e6,  b.v.e8 
and b.v.e9.  SCEs SI are a.y.e3, a.x.e4, and b.w.e7.  
Rationale: It is necessary to have different sets of changeability values depending on the 
persistence of the SCIUS on the SCE to be precise with the comparison of measurements. To be 
accurate with the effect of SCIUS on the changeability of SCEs, it is necessary to calculate the 
changeability with respect to the periods in which there were SCIUS in the SCEs. In this way, it 
is possible to compare the changeability of SCEs SI when they have the SCIUS vs. SCEs SI 
when they do not have the SCIUS. Moreover, it is possible to calculate the increase or decrease 
of changeability due to the SCIUS. Although the changeability change cannot be calculated for 
SCEs AI or SCEs NI because there is no baseline changeability to compare with, it can be 
calculated for SCEs SI because one can compare the changeability of the same SCE with and 
without the SCIUS. Another advantage of such separation is that having the changeability for all 
SCEs, for all their lifetime permits to analyze to what extent the fact of having a SCIUS can be 
associated to a range of changeability values. Finally, it is possible to evaluate to what extent the 
changeability values depend on characteristics of the SCE or of the SCIUS. 
Procedure: Eliminate atypical logical changes i.e. those that are in the top of the list of logical 
changes when they are ordered by the percentage of SCEs changed. The changes eliminated 
should be in the top 5% of the list. Atypical changes may create noise in the analysis because all 
the SCEs modified in atypical changes would have an artificial increase of their changeability.  
Classify the SCEs among the three sets defined above (i.e. AI, NI, SI). For all the SCEs 
calculate their changeability decay for all their lifetime. For those SCEs belonging to SI, 
calculate their changeability decay for their periods with the SCIUS, and for their periods 
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without the SCIUS. A period  is a subset of the logical changes, i.e. the set of periods is 
P=set(LC). The logical changes composing a period are not necessarily sequential, which 
permits to reason about SCEs that are intermittently with the SCIUS. 
It is necessary to ensure that the periods compared have a comparable interval, so they have the 
same likelihood of presenting changes. Note that if one of the periods is very small, its chances 
of presenting changes are smaller, and any change could have a significant impact. In order to 
have comparable periods for SI-methods, we suggest to eliminate from the set of SI those SCE 
whose lifetime with the SCIUS is less than the 15% of the lifetime of the SCE. This percentage 
is suggested from manual analysis on different sets of methods. 
The changeability decay is calculated as a set of values for four metrics that measure the effort 
required to change a SCE on a set of logical changes. Below there are details on the 
measurements introduced to assess changeability decay. 
The effort of changing a SCE may increase if the SCE requires more changes. To assess if the 
effort increases because of the amount of changes there are two metrics: likelihood and 
frequency. The effort of changing a SCE may also increase if the changes to that SCE are more 
complex. To assess if the effort increases because of the complexity of the changes there are 
two metrics: impact and depth. The value of the measurements ranges between zero and one. 
The higher the value of the measurement, the more difficult the change, and therefore, the 
measurement indicates the loss of changeability, or changeability decay.  
The history of the SCEs shown in Figure 10-2 is used to exemplify the calculation of the 
measurements. Suppose that they represent the whole history and the whole set of SCEs of a 
fictitious application. 
10.1.1.1 Likelihood 
Likel ihood  indicates whether a SCE changes more than other SCEs. The likelihood is defined 
as the number of changes to the SCE e in the period p (changes_entity), over, the 
number of changes in the period p (changes_period) [Belle '04]. 
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Equation 10-1. Likelihood 
The number of changes a SCE e in a period p (changes_entity) is defined as the number 
of times in which e changed in any of the commit transaction ct that composed the period p. 
The number of changes in the period p (changes_period) is defined as the number of 
SCEs that changed in commit transactions ct that composed the period p. 
The likelihood can be interpreted as the rate of change required in a SCE  e with respect to 
other SCEs in the application. For instance, the likelihood of the SCE a.z.e1 for its period 
with the SCIUS is 0.06 or 1/15. The period analyzed goes from commit transaction 13 to 21. 
In that period, 15 SCEs changed (see the squares in Figure 10-3), while the entity analyzed 
(a.z.e1) only changed once (see the circle in Figure 10-3).   
 
 
Figure 10-3. Likelihood of SCE a.z.e1 in the period with the SCIUS. Changes taken into account for the 
numerator of the formula are marked with a circle. Changes taken into account for the denominator of the 
formula are marked with a square.  
10.1.1.2 Frequency 
Frequenc y says how often the SCE changes. The frequency is defined as changes to the SCE 
e in the period p (changes_entity), over, the number of commit transactions in that 
period (p). 
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Equation 10-2. Frequency 
The frequency can be interpreted as the rate of change required in a SCE to be kept as part of 
the application. For instance, the frequency of the SCE a.z.e1 for its period with SCIUS is 
0.11 (or 1/9). The period analyzed goes from commit transaction 13 to 21. In that period, 
there are nine commit transactions (see the squares on Figure 10-4), in which a.z.e1 changed 
once (see the circle on Figure 10-4). 
 
Figure 10-4. Frequency of the SCE a.z.e1 in the period with the SCIUS. Changes taken into account for the 
numerator of the formula are marked with a circle. Logical changes taken into account for the denominator of 
the formula are marked with a square.  
Note that a high frequency does not imply that the entity is more difficult to change, e.g. an 
entity may change frequently because it implements functionality that requires frequent updates. 
The frequency may indicate the level of difficulty to change an entity, but only in some cases, a 
high frequency would indicate a high effort. For instance, consider a complex class; 
implementing a change request may require several physical changes because every time the 
change request is attempted something else is not taken into account, and the change request 
remains incomplete or incorrectly implemented. Another example would be a simple class that 
has a higher frequency of change because it is easier to modify than other classes. Therefore, 
frequency cannot be considered a changeability decay indicator in isolation. It is necessary to 
check if other metrics also indicate changeability decay; in such a case, frequency would 
indicate a higher decay. If that is not the case, frequency would indicate a higher changeability 
instead of changeability decay.  
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Finally, notice that cloning would increase the frequency because the chance of being changed 
would be the number of clone families to which the entity is related times the average size of 
those families. 
10.1.1.3 Impact 
Impact  indicates the size of the ripple effect of changes that modify a SCE. Impact is the 
average number of SCEs that co-change with the SCE e in the period p, over, the number of 
changes in the period p [Belle '04]. 
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Equation 10-3. Impact 
The average number of SCEs co-changes with the SCE e in the period p (i.e. 
avg_co_changes), is defined as the number of SCEs that co-change with the e during the 
period p, over, the number of SCEs in the period p. 
 
 
Figure 10-5. Impact of SCE a.z.e1 in the period with the SCIUS. Co-changes with a.z.e1 are marked with 
a triangle; the SCEs that changed in the period are marked with a rectangle. The logical changes taken into 
account for the denominator of the formula are marked with a circle.  
The impact can be interpreted as the scope of changes across the application to keep the 
application consistent whenever a SCE changes. For instance, the impact of the SCE a.z.e1 
for its period with the SCIUS, is 0.33 (or (2/6)/1)). The SCE a.z.e1 only changed 
once during its period with the SCIUS, which is on the commit transaction 19. Therefore, the 
denominator of the impact is one (see the circle in Figure 10-5). The average co-changes is 2/6 
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because two entities changed in the commit transaction 19 (shown with triangles in Figure 
10-5), and six entities composed the application in that commit transaction (shown with 
triangles in Figure 10-5).  
10.1.1.4 Depth 
Depth  indicates to what extent the structure of the application hides changes. According to the 
information hiding principle [Parnas '72], source code abstractions (i.e. SCEs) should hide 
changes. Depth is a metric created to assess to what extent the commits in which a method 
changes are hidden behind an abstraction. The metric is called depth because if all changes are 
concentrated in a SCE of low level, for instance, in a method, it means that the change was 
made deep in the application, and that the change was oblivious to higher SCEs. In this way, the 
deeper a change is, the easier it is to implement. 
For each logical change in the period p, it is possible to identify a SCE that contains all the 
SCEs of the level of granularity analyzed that were modified. That SCE is of a higher 
granularity than the one analyzed, and will be called the closest common ancestor of the SCEs 
modified by the logical change. Depth is the percentage of that SCE (i.e. closest common 
ancestor) of that was not changed. The depth is also the inverse of the average density of the 
changes of the SCE e in the period p. 
( ) ( )peavgDensitypedepth
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Equation 10-4. Depth 
The average density (avgDensity) indicates which percentage of the closest common 
ancestor of the SCEs changed in p whenever e was changed. This means, the number of SCEs 
that changed on each commit transaction in the period p that modified e, over the number of 
SCEs that composed the closest common ancestor of the SCEs changed on each commit 
transaction in the period p that modified e. 
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Figure 10-6. Depth of the SCE a.z.e1 in the period with the SCIUS. Physical changes that composed logical 
changes in which the SCE was modified are marked with a triangle, SCEs considered for identifying the 
common closest ancestor are marked with a rectangle. Changes to the SCE are marked with a circle.  
The depth can be interpreted as the distance among the SCEs changed whenever a given SCE 
changed. For instance, see in Figure 10-6 the depth of the SCE a.z.e1 for its period with the 
SCIUS, that is 0 (or 1 – ((2/2)/1)). The (2/2) are obtained from the two SCEs 
changed in the 19th logical change, over the two entities that composed their closest common 
ancestor a.z in that logical change. The (/1) part comes from the only commit transaction in 
which the SCE a.z.e1 changed during the period analyzed. Given that all the SCEs were 
changed were part of the same SCE of higher granularity (a.z), the depth is zero. A change 
with depth zero is ideal because it is confined to the SCEs that compose another SCE, which 
means that the structure hides and encapsulates the complexity of the change. 
Notice that the depth does not necessarily measure encapsulation because the minimal common 
ancestor of those entities changed in a commit transaction may not encapsulate them in an 
abstraction of the same level. Consider for instance that the entities on Figure 10-6 are methods; 
therefore, the entities in the figure should be interpreted as follows: the method e1 belongs to 
the class z, and the class z belongs to the package a. Notice that in commit 3 only methods 
e2 and e3 change ;their minimal common ancestor would be package a. In commit transaction 
3 the package a only has 5 methods i.e. e2, e3, e4, e5, e6. This means that the depth of 
changes in the commit transaction 3 is 0.6 (or 1 – ((2/5)/1)). This result can be 
interpreted as package a did not hide the changes occurred in commit transaction 3 because 
60% of its methods were not modified. Now consider the commit transaction 4. The methods 
e4, e5, e6, e7, and e9 changed; but they do not have a common ancestor, so, the assumed 
ancestor is the root of the application. Apart from those methods that changed in the commit 
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transaction 4, the other methods that are part of the application are e2 and e3. Therefore, the 
depth of changes in the commit transaction 4 is 0.28 (or 1 – ((5/7)/1)) ; which would 
indicate that the abstraction hide the changes. So, the metric shows the percentage of the class, 
package, or application that is not modified when calculated for a commit transaction. When 
calculated for a period, the metric shows the average percentage of the entities that were not 
hidden by an abstraction.  
10.1.2 Comparison of changeability measurements 
To measuring the effect of SCIUS on the changeability of the SCE where it is placed, it is 
necessary to answer two questions: first if the SCIUS has an effect at all, and second if the 
effect of the SCIUS can be considered positive or negative. These two questions form the steps 
to achieve the comparison of changeability measurements as Figure 10-7 shows. Each step is 
described in detail below.  
 
Figure 10-7. Description of the sub-phase “Comparison of changeability measurements” of the phase “Effect 
of the SCIUS on changeability”. 
10.1.2.1 Is changeability different when SCEs have the SCI? 
This steps permits to say with certainty that the SCIUS affect the changeability of the SCEs 
where it occurs. 
Deliverable: A statistical validation of the difference on changeability decay of SCEs when 
having the SCIUS.  
Rationale: SCIs are believed to be harmful. Therefore, the natural hypothesis is that they 
increase the changeability decay of the SCEs that have them. To support this hypothesis it is 
Effect of the SCIUS on changeability 
 
 
Effect of the SCIUS on changeability 
 
Measurement of changeability 
Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements 
Comparison of changeability measurements 
Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
Is changeability different when SCEs 
have the SCIUS? 
Does changeability increase when 
SCEs have the SCIUS? 
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necessary to establish that SCEs without SCIUS have different changeability decay from those 
SCEs with them.   
Procedure: To find if there is a difference on changeability when SCEs have the SCIUS, it is 
enough to compare statistically the distributions of the changeability decay metrics for the SCEs 
when they have the SCIUS, and when they do not. However, it is necessary to choose the 
appropriate statistical test. The appropriateness of a statistical test depends on the properties of 
the distributions (see Appendix B section B.2.1).  We propose to compare the distribution of 
each changeability metric for the SCEs AI vs. NI, and for the SCEs SI for their periods with the 
SCIUS and without the SCIUS, for each case study. Given that the changeability of SCEs SI are 
compared against themselves with and without the SCIUS, their comparison must be paired. On 
the contrary, given that the changeability of SCEs AI is compared against the changeability of 
other SCEs (those NI), the test cannot be paired.  
The p-value obtained from the tests indicates if the changeability metric compared is different or 
not for SCEs with different SCIUS-circumstances (i.e. AI vs. NI, SI with SCIUS vs. SI without 
SCIUS). If the value is below 0.05 it means that the distributions are different, if the p-value 
obtained is above 0.01 it is impossible to state statistically that the distributions compared are 
different.  
10.1.2.2 Does changeability increase when SCE have the SCI? 
In case the previous step of the phase finds that the changeability changes for SCEs with the 
SCIUS, it is still necessary to establish if the changeability decays or improves. To assess if the 
effect of the SCIUS on changeability is positive or negative we propose three tests, both aiming 
to assess the difference of changeability decay with the SCIUS and without it . The first 
describes the distributions to compare their average behavior. The second test plots the 
distributions to establish which one has the higher values. The third test plots the difference of 
changeability metrics for SCEs SI. 
→ Comparison of  quartiles  
This test aims to establish key values in the distributions to find which distribution tends to have 
higher values.  
Deliverable: A comparison of the quartiles of each distribution of changeability metrics. That 
means four numbers for each distribution (i.e. for each application of study, for each metric, for 
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the each set of SCEs, for each period in the set). 
Rationale: Quartiles indicate the values of every 25% of the distribution. If the quartiles of a 
distribution are higher than the quartiles of other distribution, then the values of the first 
distribution tend to be greater. Given that the distributions have changeability metrics for 
periods with and without the SCIUS, comparing their quartiles may indicate if the changeability 
of SCEs is much higher with the SCIUS.  
Procedure: For each application to analyze, and for each changeability metric, compare the 
quartiles of the distributions AI vs. NI, and SI with the SCIUS vs. SI without the SCIUS. The 
quartiles of a distribution are values that divide the distribution into four equal parts. Quartiles 
are obtained by organizing the values of the distribution, and taking the value every 25% of the 
distribution (see Appendix B section B.1.1). If for all applications to analyze, if the values of the 
quartiles of a changeability metric tend to be greater for the distribution with the SCIUS (i.e. AI, 
or SI with the SCIUS), it is likely that the SCIUS has a negative effect on that changeability 
metric. 
→ Comparison of distribution graphs  
Comparing the distributions by quartiles is a useful test only if the distributions are very 
different. For more subtle differences, it is better to plot the distributions themselves. 
Deliverable: A graph comparing the distribution of changeability metrics for the periods with 
and without the SCIUS. For each changeability metric, and for each case study, a graph with the 
curves of the distribution for the periods with the SCIUS, and of the distribution for the periods 
without the SCIUS.  
Rationale: Plotting the distributions provides a clear image of the amount of cases per value. If 
one distribution is mostly on the right side of the other, it means that its values are typically 
higher. If both distributions are within the same range of values, the one that has its peaks to the 
right would be the one with higher values. 
Procedure: For each application to analyze, and for each changeability metric, plot the 
distributions AI vs. NI, and SI with the SCIUS vs. SI without the SCIUS. A distribution plot is a 
graph that has in the x-axis the different values in the data set organized from the lowest to the 
greatest from left to right, and in the y-axis the percentage of cases in which that value appears 
in the data set (see Appendix B section B.1.2). 
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If for all applications to analyze, for each changeability metric, the curve representing the 
distribution with the SCIUS (i.e. AI, or SI with the SCIUS) is to the right or its peaks are to the 
right of the curve representing the distribution without the SCIUS, it is likely that the SCIUS 
have a negative effect on that changeability metric. 
→ Graphs of increase of changeability metrics when the SCEs have the SCIUS 
This step is the only one that actually measures the difference of changeability with and without 
the SCIUS. 
Deliverable: For each application to analyze, and for each changeability metric: a graph of the 
distribution of differences of changeability metrics for the SCEs SI for periods with and without 
the SCIUS.  
Rationale: Plotting the distributions of the difference of changeability measurements permits to 
establish if the SCIUS have mostly a negative or a positive impact on the changeability of the 
SCEs because they show the differences between periods and how frequently these differences 
occur. If the peak of the curve is located to the right of zero, it means that in most of the cases 
the changeability with the SCIUS is higher than the changeability without the SCIUS. The 
further the peak is from zero, the higher the difference, and therefore the higher the impact is.  
Procedure: For each application to analyze, for each changeability metric, and for each SCE SI, 
from the changeability for the period with the SCIUS take away the changeability for the period 
without the SCIUS.  
For each changeability metric, depict the increase of the metric for SI-entities when they have 
the SCIUS with respect to the metric when they do not have the SCIUS. To depict the increase  
calculate for each SC-method and for each metric. The effect is defined as the ratio of the 
increase or decrease of the metric between periods with respect to the value of the metric during 
the not cloned period: 
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Equation 10-5. Increase of changeability decay metrics when the SCE has the SCIUS 
where M is the metric, m the method analyzed, PC(m) is the period cloned for the method m, and 
PNC(m) is the period not cloned for the method m.  
To plot it, lay in the y axis the values for the increase of the metric, and in the x axis the 
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percentage of SI-methods. Place a dot for the percentage of methods that presented at most that 
metric increase. 
10.1.3 Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
We propose two types of tests to find evidence that indicates that characteristics of the SCIUS 
or of the SCE can be correlated with changeability decay. The two types of tests are: graphical 
correlation tests, and statistical correlation tests (see Figure 10-8). This section explains how to 
use these tests to detect characteristics that affect changeability. The following sub-sections 
explain in detail the tests.  
 
Figure 10-8. Description of the sub-phase “Identification of characteristics that affect changeability” of the 
phase “Effect of the SCIUS on changeability”. 
Deliverable: Results of the graphical and statistical relation tests for those characteristics that 
are related to any of the changeability metrics for all applications to analyze.  
Rationale: The goal is to obtain the most specific set of characteristics correlated with the 
changeability of SCEs. To achieve this goal we propose to test pairs of characteristics of SCEs 
and SCIUS that combined show a stronger correlation with changeability of the SCEs than the 
correlation found separately. Therefore, it is necessary to find which characteristics of SCEs 
affect changeability regardless of the SCIUS. In addition, it is necessary to find which SCIUS 
characteristics affect the changeability of the SCE where they are placed. The identification of 
characteristics of SCEs that are correlated with changeability have two advantages: they may 
indicate SCE characteristics that impact changeability more than the fact of having the SCIUS, 
and they may be helpful to detect SCIUS that are harmless only when they are in certain SCEs.  
Procedure: Identify characteristics that may affect changeability of the SCIUS and of the SCE. 
Effect of the SCIUS on changeability 
Measurement of changeability 
Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements 
Comparison of changeability measurements 
Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
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Each characteristic must be compared against the values of each one of the changeability 
metrics. 
For each application to analyze, calculate the average changeability value for the following 
SCEs, and periods: SI with the SCIUS, SI without the SCIUS, SI all lifetime, AI all lifetime, 
and NI all lifetime.  
For each application to analyze, calculate the average value of the characteristics of the SCEs 
for the following SCEs, and periods: SI with the SCIUS, SI without the SCIUS, SI all lifetime, 
AI all lifetime, and NI all lifetime. 
For each application to analyze, calculate the average value of the characteristics of the SCIUS 
for the following SCEs, and periods: SI with the SCIUS, and AI all lifetime. 
Find if the characteristics affect changeability or not, using the graphical relation test and the 
statistical relation test (see details below). 
- For all SCEs that changed (AI, NI, and SI), check if any of the SCE characteristics can be 
related with any changeability metric calculated over the SCEs’ lifetime. 
- For the SCEs SI, check if any of the SCE characteristics can be related with the difference of 
any changeability metric between the periods with, and without the SCIUS. 
- For the SCEs AI and SI, i.e. those affected by the SCIUS, check if any of the SCIUS 
characteristics can be related with any changeability metric calculated when the SCE has the 
SCIUS. 
- For the SCEs AI and SI, i.e. those affected by the SCIUS, check if any of the SCE 
characteristics can be related to any changeability metrics calculated over the period when the 
SCE has the SCIUS.  
10.1.3.1 Graphical relation test 
The purpose of this test is to identify visually which characteristics grow or shrink accordingly 
with the value of the changeability measurements of the SCE. The graphs should plot in the x-
axis the value of the characteristic analyzed, and in the y- axis the value of the changeability 
measurement. The relations can be noticed by locating which areas have most of the points 
plotted. If all points are located in a vertical or in a horizontal stripe, the characteristic is not 
correlated with that changeability metric, as Figure 10-9a shows. If all points are located in a 
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diagonal stripe with a positive slope, the characteristic is directly proportional to that 
changeability metric, as shown in Figure 10-9b. If all points are located in a diagonal stripe with 
a negative slope, the characteristic is inversely proportional to that changeability metric, as 
Figure 10-9c shows. 
 
Figure 10-9. Graphical correlation between a numeric characteristic (of the SCIUS or of the SCE) and a 
changeability measurement. 
10.1.3.2 Statistical relation test 
We propose to use a metric used in epidemiological studies to assess if being exposed to an 
agent increases the risk of developing a disease [Green '00], for instance to check if smoking 
(agent) increases the chances of  developing lung cancer (disease). The metric is called relative 
risk (RR), and is defined as: 
DDA
DDA
′′∩
∩
= Disease ToxicAgentRR  
Equation 10-6. Relative risk 
where A  corresponds to the set of cases in which the person was exposed to the agent, and D  
corresponds to the set of cases in which the person developed the disease [Green '00]. The 
numerator corresponds to the percentage of cases in which the person developed the disease 
when exposed to the agent. The denominator corresponds to the percentage of cases in which 
the person did not develop the disease when exposed to the agent. The value of RR indicates the 
number of times that it is more likely to develop the disease when exposed to the agent. 
Therefore, a relative risk higher than 1 means that the agent increases the risk of developing the 
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disease, while a relative risk lower than 1 means that the agent decreases the risk of developing 
the disease. To avoid false positives, it is recommended to consider only relative risks higher 
than 2, or lower than 0.5 [Taubes '95]. The higher the relative risk is, the stronger the 
association is. The fact that an agent is related with the chance of developing a disease does not 
mean that the agent causes the disease or that other agents have a weaker relation with the 
development of the disease. 
Relative risk can be used as a metaphor for analyzing if source code characteristics increase the 
risk of developing changeability decay. Changeability decay can be considered a disease 
because it restricts the chances of the software system to ‘survive’. SCIUS can be considered as 
an agent because it is claimed to be harmful for changeability. Besides, relative risk is useful 
because it does not require control on the exposure to other agents. Furthermore, characteristics 
of the SCE and of the SCIUS can be other agents to assess against changeability decay metrics. 
Nevertheless, the use of relative risk to analyze the impact of source code characteristics on 
changeability decay is not straightforward because it is made for boolean values for both the 
agent and the disease. Therefore, we propose to modify relative risk to explore the strength of 
the relation between two non boolean characteristics: the agent (A) and the disease (D). The 
values of the agent characteristics are categorized into three sets: high, low, and normal values. 
High values are those that form the top 25%, low values are the bottom 25%, and normal values 
are the rest. The values of the disease characteristics are categorized into two sets: disease and 
not disease values. Disease values are those that are the top 25%, and not disease values are the 
rest.  
However, categorizing numerical values is not enough to use relative risk. In order to evaluate if 
the agent is correlated with the disease we consider four cases. Case 1, when a high value in the 
agent increases the chance of having the disease, i.e. RRHA-D >1. Case 2, when a high value in 
the agent increases the chance of not having the disease i.e. RRHA-!D>1. Case 3, when a low 
value in the agent increases the chance of having the disease i.e. RRLA-D>1. Case 4, when a 
low value in the agent increases the chance of not having the disease RRLA_!D>1. Notice that 
HA means high value in characteristic A, LA means low value in characteristic A, D means the 
disease occurs, and !D means it does not. The equations for each one of these cases is shown in 
Table 10-1. 
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Table 10-1. Relative risk proposal for non Boolean characteristics. 
DDLA
DDLA
!_!
_
= LA_DRR  DDHA
DDHA
!_!
_
= HA_DRR  
DDLA
DDLA
_
!_!
= DLA_!RR  DDHA
DDHA
_
!_!
= DHA_!RR  
 
The Table 10-1 illustrates why not all these cases are necessary to evaluate the relation between 
two characteristics. It is enough calculating RRHA_D and RRLA_!D , or, RRLA_D and RRHA_!D 
because RRLA_!D and RRLA_D are inverse one of the other, as well as RRHA_!D and RRHA_D. We 
decided to use RRHA_D and RRLA_!D. Intuitively, the meaning of these relative risk formulas is to 
assess how more dense is the dataset in an area of the graph (see Figure 10-10). A direct  
re lat ion  occurs when both characteristics grow or shrink i.e., RRHA_D and RRLA_!D are greater 
than one.  And an indirect  re la t ion  occurs when one characteristic grows when the other one 
shrinks, and vice versa i.e., RRHA_D and RRLA_!D are lower than one, preferably lower than 0.5.  
 
Figure 10-10. Interpretation of direct relation and indirect relation using the adaptation of relative risk 
proposed 
 
The goal of this part of the analysis is to identify which characteristics might be helpful to 
predict the effect of the SCIUS in changeability. The agent is a characteristic of the SCE or of 
the SCIUS, and the disease is a changeability measurement.  We expect the characteristics to be 
directly related with changeability decay i.e. the higher the value of the characteristic is, the 
higher the changeability decay is. The reason for this is that we expect the characteristic to acts 
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as Agent (A) that increases the chance of developing changeability decay i.e. the Disease (D). 
Notice that choosing RRHA_D and RRLA_!D is convenient because if they have a direct relation, 
both values would be greater than zero which gives the relation of how many times it is more 
likely to develop changeability decay (the disease) depending on the value of the characteristic 
(the agent). 
To demonstrate the usage of relative risk in the way proposed consider the following example. 
Suppose that characteristic A is activity of white globules, and characteristic D is temperature. 
We would like to know if having fever (high temperature) is an indicator of having an infection 
(high globule activity). Consider the following data set for 230 cases, of which 54 have fever, 
59 have the top 25% white globule activity, and 63 have the bottom 25%: 
 
Figure 10-11. Data example to explain the modification of the formula of Relative Risk 
From the data above (Figure 10-11), we get the following relative risks: 
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Given that RRHA_D is greater than one, it means that the risk of having fever is greater when the 
high white globule activity is high, than when the white globule activity is low. In fact, the risk 
of having fever is five times greater when the white globule activity is high. Similarly, due to 
RRLA_!D being greater than one, whenever the white globule activity is low the likelihood of not 
having fever is more than four times greater, than when the white globule activity is not low. 
Therefore, having this example corresponds to the direct case explained above, and we can say 
that the temperature is an indicator of the white globule activity, because the temperature value 
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follows the white globule activity. 
Notice that it is necessary to check all the two cases of relative risk in order to claim that the 
characteristics are related. If the data set does not allow concluding either a direct case or an 
indirect case, it means that characteristic A (agent) cannot be correlated to the characteristic D 
(disease). Notice also that the value of relative risk gives an estimate of how much the risk of 
having the characteristic D increases. In order to keep this characteristic of relative risk, we 
propose to average the relative risks obtained. For example, the relative value of the example 
shown previously would be 4.75 ([4.5+5]/2). In case an indirect relation is found, it is enough to 
calculate the average, and invert it so the intuitive interpretation of relative risk is maintained. 
10.1.4 Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements 
To finish the analysis of the relation between the SCIUS and changeability we propose to 
identify harmful and harmless instances of the SCIUS using characteristics of the SCE and of 
the SCIUS. To achieve the identification of SCIUS according to their impact on changeability 
we propose two steps (shown in Figure 10-12): first grouping SCEs with similar changeability, 
and second characterizing uniquely each group. Each step is explained in detail below. 
 
Figure 10-12. Description of the sub-phase “Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements” (in gray) 
of the phase “Effect of the SCIUS on changeability”. 
Deliverable: A list of thresholds for SCE or SCIUS characteristics that describe the SCEs 
whose changeability decay is very high or very low.  
Rationale: The purpose of clustering is to identify the ‘levels’ of changeability that a source 
code entity can have. The unique characterization of clusters aims to provide patterns to predict 
which instances of the SCIUS are harmful or harmless.  
Effect of the SCIUS on changeability 
Measurement of changeability 
Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements 
Comparison of changeability measurements 
Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
SCE clustering according to 
changeability measurements 
Characterization of clusters according to 
SCE or SCIUS characteristics  
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Procedure: First, merge the data of the SCEs of all case studies into a single dataset. Second, 
find the groups of SCEs that have similar changeability measurements using any clustering 
algorithm. Use the changeability measurements calculated for the whole lifetime. Then, describe 
the changeability of each group. Next, define the interesting groups, which are those with 
extreme (either very high or very low) changeability values. Afterwards, use classification trees 
to find the characteristics of the SCEs or of the SCIUS that describe each group. After that, 
focus on the interesting groups to discover the threshold values of characteristics that are unique 
of these groups. Finally, corroborate the results with the outputs of the previous step, i.e. 
checking if the characteristics that uniquely identify the groups with best and worst 
changeability are those correlated with changeability measurements. 
10.1.4.1 SCE clustering according to their changeability 
To perform cluster analysis it is necessary to define the similarity for the entities to cluster 
[Davey '00]. We propose to represent the changeability of each SCE as the vector of its 
changeability measurements (likelihood, frequency, impact, and depth). The vectors of 
measurements form a space of four dimensions. The similarity among SCEs would depend on 
the Euclidean distance of the vectors of changeability measurements. Using this distance, 
clustering algorithms attempt to discover  an inherent structure within the SCEs [Davey '00]. 
10.1.4.2 Characterization of clusters according to SCE or SCIUS characteristics 
Classification trees aim to predict the outcome dataset based on the variables of the dataset. In 
this case, the outcome to predict would be the set of SCEs with a given changeability level, and 
the variables are the characteristics of SCEs and or of the SCIUS. The classification trees 
algorithm recursively divides the data set using the variable that gives the “best” partition of 
data. The definition of “best” partition depends on the purpose of the analysis. In this case, the 
best partition is the one by default i.e. the one that differentiates better the data set according to 
the characteristic to predict. In our case, this means that, the elements of one side of the partition 
belong to a very different changeability level than the elements of the other side of the partition. 
10.2 Phase application 
This section comprises the descriptions of the first of the set of analyses proposed on the data 
gathered.  
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10.2.1 Measurement of changeability 
This section summarizes the calculation of the changeability of methods based on the periods in 
which they had, or not, a cloned fragment.  
Given the results we obtained in previous phases of the methodology, we expect that the 
percentage of cloned methods to be 20% of the application size (see extension analysis in 
section 9.2.1). Note that only a fraction of the methods can be analyzed using changeability 
measurements, i.e. the methods that changed at least once in their lifetime. Given that methods 
with clones are more likely to change than methods never have had clones (see instability 
analysis in section 9.2.3), we expect the percentage of cloned methods that can be analyzed to 
be higher than the percentage of methods never cloned that can be analyzed.  
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Figure 10-13. Percentage of methods Always Cloned (AC), Never Cloned (NC), and Sometimes Cloned (SC); 
and from those, percentage of methods changed (i.e. analyzable). 
 
Figure 10-13 summarizes the percentage of methods that were Always Cloned (AC), of methods 
Never Cloned (NC), and methods Sometimes Cloned (SC).  As expected, most of the methods 
were never cloned in their lifetime. The distribution between AC methods and SC methods is 
also the same regardless of the application analyzed, i.e. methods with clones only for a faction 
of their lifetime are the minority of the cloned methods. This means that only a small fraction of 
each application can be used to measure the difference of changeability before and after being 
cloned. Table 10-2 summarizes the percentage of methods that changed for each type of 
methods (AC, NC, SC) for each application. Note that the percentage of methods that can be 
analyzed is rather small, given that, in order to be able to compare their changeability, these 
methods should have changes other than their creation. This affects particularly the cloned 
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methods. In order for an AC-method to be analyzed, it needs to change at least once after its 
creation, but only 15% to 30% of the AC-methods comply with this requisite. Furthermore, for 
an SC-method to be analyzed it needs to change at least once on each circumstance: when 
cloned and when not cloned, the increase in the restrictions has a significant impact on the 
amount of methods analyzable, as only 5% to 8% of the SC-methods comply with this requisite. 
Table 10-2. Percentage of methods analyzable per type of method (AC,NC,SC), from the number of methods 
analyzable 
 
Methods changed / 
No. of methods 
AC changed / 
Methods changed 
NC changed / 
Methods changed 
SC changed / 
Methods changed 
Freecol 26% 20% 73% 8% 
JEdit 25% 15% 80% 6% 
Ganttproj 9% 17% 78% 5% 
Columba 10% 30% 64% 6% 
JBoss 17% 21% 74% 5% 
 
We present below the median values for each one of the changeability metrics (see Table 10-3 
and Table 10-4). The median values of each metric for each application are compared for 
different types of methods (AC vs. NC). We expect the changeability metrics to be higher for 
methods that had clones, but also to be higher when the methods have clones in comparison to 
when they do not have them (when Cloned vs. when not Cloned). Each time the median does 
not comply with our hypothesis it is highlighted in bold.  
Table 10-3. Comparison of the median of changeability metrics for methods Always Cloned (AC) vs. methods 
Never Cloned (NC) 
 Likelihood Frequency Impact Depth 
 AC NC AC NC AC NC AC NC 
Freecol 0.0008 0.0006 0.0046 0.0034 0.0033 0.0035 0.1585 0.1134 
JEdit 0.0006 0.0005 0.0038 0.0030 0.0027 0.0025 0.1045 0.1179 
Ganttproj 0.0019 0.0009 0.0041 0.0026 0.0016 0.0012 0.2450 0.2093 
Columba 0.0008 0.0005 0.0034 0.0024 0.0018 0.0016 0.4208 0.3527 
JBoss 0.0008 0.0007 0.0022 0.0018 0.0017 0.0017 0.3333 0.4053 
 
From Table 10-3, it seems that the decay in changeability of methods Always Cloned is higher 
than the decay in changeability of methods Never Cloned. That difference is even clearer when 
comparing the changeability metrics when cloned vs. when not cloned (Table 10-4). It seems 
that the decay in changeability is much higher while a method is cloned (wC), than when a 
method is not cloned (wnC).  
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Note that the likelihood, frequency, and impact values for SC-method are usually orders of 
magnitude higher when cloned than when not cloned. The depth is the only changeability 
measurement in which the SC-methods have comparable values with the rest of the methods 
(AC-methods and NC-methods). This indicates that SC-methods are the ones that affect 
changeability the most, in particular while they are cloned.  
Table 10-4. Comparison of changeability metrics for methods Sometimes Cloned (SC) , when Cloned (wC) vs. 
when not Cloned (wnC) 
 Likelihood Frequency Impact Depth 
 wC wnC wC wnC wC wnC wC wnC 
Freecol 0.0094 0.0018 0.0088 0.0018 0.1103 0.0029 0.0907 0.0036 
JEdit 0.0067 0.0010 0.0062 0.00093 0.0961 0.0021 0.0981 0.0021 
Ganttproj 0.0062 0.0028 0.0075 0.0033 0.1600 0.0025 0.1723 0.0021 
Columba 0.0040 0.0009 0.0039 0.0009 0.3425 0.0019 0.3801 0.0017 
JBoss 0.0029 0.0011 0.0048 0.0020 0.3897 0.0014 0.3191 0.0014 
 
 
10.2.2 Comparison of changeability measurements 
This section presents the results on the impact of cloning on changeability. Given that cloning is 
supposed to have several harmful effects for maintaining the application, as discussed in section 
5.1.2, we expect cloned methods to have a higher changeability than methods not cloned.  
10.2.2.1 Is changeability different when methods have cloned fragments? 
The first step in analyzing the effect of clones in changeability is to establish if there is any 
difference between the changeability of methods with clones and the changeability of methods 
without clones. Before analyzing the distributions of the changeability metrics, we make a 
normality test to establish which statistical test is appropriate to validate the dissimilarity of 
changeability in methods with and without clones. We found that none of the distributions of 
changeability measurements is normal. Therefore, as explained in the Appendix B, the 
appropriate test is the Wilcoxon test for the paired analysis i.e. the analysis of methods 
Sometimes Cloned when cloned, vs., when not cloned. Similarly, the Mann-Whitney test should 
be used for the non-paired analysis i.e. the analysis of methods Always Cloned vs. methods 
Never Cloned. The result of both tests is the p-value, a p-value below 0.05 would indicate that 
the distributions are likely to be different (the interpretation of the p-value is summarized in 
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Section 10.1.2.1). Table 10-5 and Table 10-6 summarize the p-values found for each metric, and 
each application. 
Table 10-5. P-values for the similarity test between changeability metrics of methods AC vs. methods NC 
 Freecol JEdit GanttProject JBoss Columba 
Likelihood 0.0001789 0.00616 4.681e-11 0.004995 6.395e-14 
Frequency 0.0002048 0.02579 2.638e-09 0.01704 1.945e-12 
Impact 0.6164 0.06429 9.196e-05 0.9923 0.003154 
Depth 0.0001167 0.03945 0.1548 4.008e-05 6.149e-06 
 
The results shown in Table 10-5 indicate that the likelihood, frequency, and depth of AC-
methods are different from those of NC-methods. However, there is no certainty on the 
difference in impact, given that for three of the five applications analyzed, the impact of change 
in AC-methods is similar to the impact of change in NC-methods. This is consistent with the 
results presented on Table 10-3 that show that the median of the impact is very similar between 
AC-methods and NC-methods. 
Table 10-6. P-values for the similarity test between changeability metrics of methods SC, when cloned vs. when 
not cloned 
 Freecol JEdit GanttProject JBoss Columba 
Likelihood 7.99e-15 2.2e-16 2.452e-11 2.2e-16 2.2e-16 
Frequency 8.627e-15 2.2e-16 8.302e-11 2.2e-16 2.2e-16 
Impact 7.996e-15 2.2e-16 2.451e-11 2.2e-16 2.2e-16 
Depth 7.998e-15 2.2e-16 2.452e-11 2.2e-16 2.2e-16 
 
Results in Table 10-6, show that the changeability metrics when a method is cloned are, without 
a doubt, different from the changeability metrics when the same method is not cloned. 
Therefore, it is safe to say that having a cloned fragment inside a method affects the 
changeability metrics of that method. 
10.2.2.2 Does changeability increase when methods have cloned fragments? 
Once established that having a cloned fragment indeed affects the changeability of a method, it 
is important to establish if the changeability decay is higher or lower when the method is 
cloned. Given that, clones are supposed to have a negative effect on the maintenance of 
methods, we expect the changeability metrics to be higher when cloned. 
→ Comparison of quartiles  
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Here we depict key values of each distribution to give an idea of which values are higher, the 
ones when methods have cloned fragments, or the ones when methods do not have cloned 
fragments. The key values are represented using box plots, the meaning of these values are 
explained in Appendix B.  
Table 10-7 shows the box-plots that compare each changeability metric for each method type in 
the following order (from top to bottom): NC-methods (in blue), SC-methods when not cloned 
(in green), SC-methods when cloned (in orange), and for AC-methods (in red). The order of the 
sets of methods was chosen by exposure to clones. In that way, if clones are correlated with 
changeability decay, the value of the metrics would be higher than the previous set of methods. 
From the top of the graph to the bottom of the graph it is compares the metrics for Freecol, 
JEdit, Ganttproject, Columba and JBoss. The box-plots of Freecol, Ganttproject, and JBoss are 
covered by a gray shadow as a visual aid to differentiate the box-plots of different applications. 
Note that the metrics of AC-methods and of NC-method have many more outliers than the 
metrics of SC-methods, especially NC-methods.  
Based on the graphs on Table 10-7 we can conclude that methods that have had clones have a 
higher likelihood than NC-methods, those with the highest likelihood are SC-methods when not 
cloned, followed by SC-methods when cloned, and by AC-methods. This indicates that cloning 
indeed affects the likelihood of changes as suggested previously (see Figure 9-13, Table 9-2). In 
addition, the frequency of change for AC-methods is slightly higher than the frequency of 
changes for NC-methods. The methods with the highest frequency were those in which the 
method had a cloned fragment (i.e. SC-methods when cloned), and the methods with lowest 
frequency of changes were SC-methods when not cloned. There is no much difference in the 
impact of cloned methods vs. without clones, unless the clone in the method was deleted. 
Finally, that AC-methods have a slightly higher depth than NC-methods, SC-methods have a 
depth in between NC and AC-methods, and SC methods when not cloned tend to have a very 
low depth.  
However, one should keep in mind that these results do not cover any cloned methods, given 
that, in order to analyze changeability it is necessary that the method present changes and just 
the minority of cloned methods changed. In average just 20% of AC-methods changed, and less 
than 10% of SC-methods changed. 
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Table 10-7. Comparison of the box-plots for the changeability metrics (x-axis in logarithmic scale). 
Likelihood Frequency 
  
 
Impact Depth 
 
 
 
In conclusion, we cannot identify whether or not AC-methods have higher impact, or depth than 
NC-methods based only on the analysis of box-plots. However, they tend to have slightly higher 
frequency and likelihood. This is not the case when comparing SC-methods. All the metrics 
seem to be higher when the method does not have a cloned fragment, which is contrary to 
expectations but consistent with the median description of the metrics presented in section 
10.1.1. In general, it seems that the worse changeability values for likelihood, frequency, and 
impact are in SC-methods when not cloned. Regarding the depth, SC-methods tend to change 
with closer methods than AC-methods or NC-methods, in particular when they are cloned. 
 
→ Comparison of distribution graphs  
Distribution graphs depict on the x-axis all the possible values of an item set, ordered from the 
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lowest to the highest, and in the y-axis it depicts the amount of items that has that value from the 
item set. Therefore, the peaks in the curve indicate the most popular values, and the width of the 
curve indicates the spread of the values in the curve.  When two distributions are compared, 
they are plotted in the same graph. The distribution that has higher values would have its peak to 
the right of the other distribution.  
Table 10-8 shows the comparison of the distributions When Cloned, depicted with gray shapes; 
and When Not Cloned, depicted with black contours. The x-axis has the values of the metrics, 
and the y-axis has the percentage of methods that had that value for the period with clones, or 
without clones. The graphs make evident that for all the metrics, and for all the applications, 
more methods had their When Not Cloned metrics closer to zero than their When Cloned 
metrics. In fact, the spread of the distribution of metrics When Cloned is much higher than the 
width of the distribution of metrics When Not Cloned, which tends to have very small values. 
These graphs support the hypothesis on the harmfulness of clones, as well as previous results, 
i.e. the comparison of distributions by median value (section 10.2.1), and by box-plots (section 
0). Therefore, metrics When Not Cloned are higher than metrics When Cloned for SC-methods.  
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Table 10-8. Comparison of the distributions of changeability metrics for methods SC: when cloned (gray) vs. 
when not cloned (black). 
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Table 10-9. Comparison of the distributions of changeability metrics for methods AC(gray) vs. NC(black) 
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Table 10-9 show that the metrics Always Cloned are very similar to the metrics Never Cloned, 
which is consistent with the comparison of distributions by median value (in section 10.1.1), 
and by box-plots (in section 0). Although the static tests shown that the likelihood, frequency, 
and depth are different, in the graphical representation of likelihood and frequency show very 
few differences.  
→ Graphs of increase of changeability metrics when SC-methods have clones  
Whenever there are doubts of which distribution presents higher values, the last option that can 
be used is to calculate the difference of the metrics when cloned with the metrics when not 
cloned. The evidence so far supports the hypothesis that the metrics when cloned are larger. The 
increase of changeability metrics in the cloned periods is presented in Table 10-10 (see section 
0). The y-axis shows the level of increase of the metric and the x axis shows the percentage of 
methods that presented at most that metric increase. If the metrics when cloned are higher than 
the metrics when not cloned, the distribution graph of the difference of the metrics will have 
most of its values above zero. This means that most of the metrics when cloned have a greater 
value than the metrics when not cloned. Conversely, if the metrics when cloned are lower than 
the metrics when not cloned, the distribution graph of the difference of the metrics will have 
most of its values below zero. 
Table 10-10. Increase of metrics when cloned. X-axis: percentage of SC-methods, Y-axis: increase 
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The figures in Table 10-10 show that all SC-methods presented higher metrics when cloned, 
that is, their changeability decayed when cloned. In fact, the figures seem to confirm the 
intuition that clones can be very harmful for changeability. The metrics that assess the amount 
of changes (i.e. likelihood and frequency) tended to increase up-to one order of magnitude. The 
metrics that assess the complexity of changes (i.e. impact and depth) tended to increase up-to 
three orders of magnitude.  
10.2.3 Identification of characteristics that affect changeability 
Having established that cloning is correlated with changeability, that AC-methods have a 
slightly higher changeability decay than NC-methods, and that SC-methods behave inversely to 
AC-methods and NC-methods presenting higher changeability metrics when cloned than when 
not cloned; it is possible to investigate which factors are correlated with high or low 
changeability. This section presents method characteristics, and clone characteristics that are 
correlated with changeability and whether the relation is inverse or direct. All the characteristics 
analyzed are expected to have a direct relation with the changeability of the method. 
10.2.3.1 Characteristics to analyze 
The characteristics analyzed for all methods are: 
Commit  c reated:  Commit transaction in which the method was created 
NOP:  Number of parameters  
LOC:  Lines of code of the method 
Complexi ty:  Number of branches of the method 
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Fan-in : Number of methods that call the method 
Fan-out :  Number of methods called by the method 
Was cloned:  Say if the method had cloned fragments at any point in its lifetime 
The characteristics analyzed for cloned methods are:  
Clone s ize :  Number of tokens cloned 
Famil y s ize :  Number of fragments that compose the family 
No.  o f  fami l ies :  Number of clone families with which the method is related (by its cloned 
fragments) 
Commit  c reated:  Commit transaction in which the method was created 
Lifet ime a ffected:  Percentage of commit transactions in which the method was cloned  
Percentage af fected:  Percentage of tokens cloned from the tokens of the method  
%S yntax tokens: Percentage of syntax tokens in the clone that identifies the family 
%Litera ls :  Percentage of tokens that refer to literals in the clone that identifies the family 
%Dissimi la r i t y:  Percentage of tokens that are different between the cloned fragment and the 
clone that identifies the family 
%Method-T ype d i f fe rent : Percentage of differences in tokens referring to method calls and 
types between the cloned fragment and the clone that identifies the family 
%CCM:  Stands for Changes due to the Clones in a Method. It is the rate of the number of 
changes inside the cloned fragments of a method, over the number of changes of that method. 
%CCF:  Stands for Changes due to the Clones in a Family. It is the rate of the number of 
changes inside the cloned fragment of a method, over the number of changes of the family 
corresponding to that method. In case a method has fragments of several clone-families, the 
%CCF is calculated as the average CCF for all its fragments. 
%CDF:  Stands for Changes Divergent in a Family. It is the rate of the number of divergent  
changes  inside the clone-families related to the method, over the number of changes of the 
family corresponding to that method. A divergent  change  is a change in a clone-family that 
affects only some of its cloned fragments. In case a method has fragments of several clone-
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families, the %CDF is calculated as the average CDF for all its fragments.  
%CDM:  Stands for Changes Divergent in a Method. It is the rate of the number of divergent  
changes  inside the clone-families related to the method, over the number of changes of that 
method. A divergent  change  is a change in a clone-family that affects only some of its 
cloned fragments. In case a method has fragments of several clone-families, the %CDM is 
calculated as the average CDM for all its fragments. 
 
 
Characteristics analyzed 
in Chapter 8 
Characteristics analyzed in 
the literature (see nature of 
clones on Figure 5-8)   Eliminator 
Intention Scope   Elimination 
Wildcards Distance Age  Ownership 
Family size Clone size Creation Creator Similarity 
level   Percentage cloned %Literals Name  
  Lifetime cloned  Role 
  Dissimilarity w.r.t. clone   
  %method-type differences   
 # families    
 %CCF %Syntax %CCF  
 %CCM  %CCM  
 Characteristics analyzed in this chapter  
 
 
 
Figure 10-14. Characteristics analyzed in the literature vs. characteristics analyzed in this chapter 
Figure 10-14 presents the set of characteristics analyzed in this document. The intersection 
between the characteristics analyzed in the literature, and those analyzed in Chapter 8 are 
commented in section 8.2. The characteristics analyzed in this chapter are considered for two 
reasons: first, they may be strongly related with the effect of a clone on the changeability of the 
method that hosts it, and second, they have numerical values that can be calculated 
automatically. Note that the eliminator and elimination values would not give us much 
information about the effect of the clone because in most of the cases the methods remain 
cloned until they are deleted. The ownership also gave very few results to be a good 
discriminator of the harmfulness of clones. The results on the creator indicate that there might 
not be different cloning behaviors per developers. Finally, the role and the name are not 
numerical values.  
In this chapter, we added six characteristics to those presented in chapter 8. The size of the 
family was not considered as a characteristic to analyze in Chapter 8 because it was easy to 
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notice in the graph visualization, which showed that most of the clone families only had two 
members. However, if a method has a clone that belongs to a large family it is likely that it 
would require complex changes in order to keep the whole family consistent. Note that the size 
of the family is different to the number of families. If a method has several clones, all of them 
belonging to different clone families, it would require consistent changes whenever any of the 
clones of any of the families changes. 
The percentage of literals has a similar motivation that the percentage of method-type 
differences in the clone fragment with respect to its family. If a clone has too many literals, it 
might be an accidental clone. Given that accidental clones are fragments of code similar by 
chance, they would not require consistent changes, therefore they would not increase the 
changeability decay of the methods that host them. Similarly, a high percentage of syntax tokens 
would indicate structural clones. Structural clones are also accidental clones because they 
indicate structures commonly used in a programming language. For instance, Java has an idiom 
for traversing a collection. A very common clone is traversing a collection and updating its 
values or calling a method for each one of the elements in the collection. 
The creation commit of the first clone of a method would indicate the accumulation of the 
effects of having clones over time.  
Finally, given that clones are believed to be harmful because of the need of convergent changes, 
we decided to calculate the ratio of changes due to a clone per method (%CCM), and per family 
(%CCF), as well as the ratio of divergent changes per method (%CDM), and per family 
(%CDF). If these ratios are high, we expect that the changeability decay of the method that 
hosts the clone increases. These characteristics are not in Chapter 8 because its aim is describing 
clones found, without regarding their changes which are tackled later. 
10.2.3.2 Results of applying relative risk to correlate the characteristics to changeability 
There are three sets of analyzed data to assess the correlation between clone and method 
characteristics and changeability (see Table 10-11). The first set is identified as All, this set 
contains all the methods that have ever changed. The changeability measurements for this set 
are calculated over the entire lifetime of the method. The second set is called C, this set contains 
all the methods that had a cloned fragment at any point in their lifetimes. All measurements (the 
changeability metrics, the method characteristics, and the clone characteristics) for the C set are 
calculated only for the period of time in which the method was cloned. The third set, called SC, 
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contains the methods that had a cloned fragment for a fraction of their lifetime. The 
characteristics analyzed comprise the period in which the method is cloned, but the metrics are 
calculated as the difference of the metrics when cloned minus the metrics when not cloned. In 
this way, a correlation would indicate that the characteristic exacerbates the effect of the clone 
in changeability. 
Table 10-11. Sets of methods analyzed for correlations between characteristics and changeability 
Set of methods 
analyzed Description Period of time taken into account 
All AC-methods + NC-methods + SC-methods Characteristics & Metrics: all their lifetime 
C (cloned) AC-methods + SC-methods Characteristics & Metrics: when cloned 
SC (sometimes 
cloned) SC-methods 
Characteristics: for their period cloned 
Metrics: metrics for their period cloned minus 
metrics for their period not cloned 
 
Given that, the results analyze the relative risk that a characteristic increases the chance of 
having higher changeability. It is necessary to define common thresholds to consider the value 
of a characteristic as high or low, and to consider the value of a changeability metric as harmful 
or not. The method used to calculate the thresholds consists of finding the median value of the 
25th and 75th percentiles of the characteristics and metrics of each application analyzed. The 
thresholds obtained are presented in Table 10-12. 
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Table 10-12. Thresholds to evaluate the relative risk. 
Changeability metric (All & C) Harmful if above  
Likelihood 0.001686 
Frequency 0.006657 
Impact 0.003372 
Depth 0.4286 
Difference of changeability metric (SC) Harmful if above  
Likelihood 0.0007568 
Frequency 0.003008 
Impact 0.001445 
Depth 0.1308 
Characteristic Has a low value if below Has a high value if above 
Commit created 582 1494 
Complexity 1 3 
NOP 0 2 
LOC 6 31 
Fan-in  0 2 
Fan-out 1 10 
Was cloned 0 1 
Clone size 39 67 
Family size 2 6 
No. of families 2 6 
Commit cloned 366 1350 
Lifetime affected (time cloned) 0.8225 1 
Percentage affected (%tokens cloned) 0.1919 0.603 
%Syntax tokens (tdiff) 0.04569 0.2092 
%Literal tokens (ldiff) 0.03376 0.1178 
%Dissimilarity (%tokens diff) 0.03008 0.1026 
%Methods & Types diff (mdiff) 0 0.01794 
%CCM 1.667 5 
%CCF 1.333 5 
%CDF 0.04655 1 
%CDM 0.3 1 
 
The results of applying the Relative Risk modification proposed in section 10.1.3.2 to evaluate 
the strength of the relation between characteristics and changeability decay are summarized in 
Table 10-13 and Table 10-14. Each cell in these tables could have three types of values: 
- a hyphen, that indicates that the characteristic was not found to be related with changeability 
decay 
- a capital D followed by a number, that indicates that there is a direct relation between the 
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characteristic and changeability decay. The number indicates the strength of the relation, if it 
is above 1.5 it is considered that there is a mild relation; if it is above 2 it is considered that it 
is a strong relation. 
- a capital I followed by a number, that indicates that there is an inverse relation between the 
characteristic and changeability decay. The number indicates the strength of the relation, as 
explained above. 
Table 10-13. Relative risk between method characteristics and changeability decay 
 Likelihood Frequency Impact Depth 
 All C SC All C SC All C SC All C SC 
Complexity - - - - D 1.6 D 1.6 - - - I   1.2 - - 
NOP D  1.3 - - D  1.3 D 2.0 - - - - - - - 
LOC D  2.6 - D  1.4 D  2.1 D 1.8 D  1.5 - - I   1.9 I   1.3 - I   1.5 
Fan In  - - I   1.4 I   1.2 - - - - - I   1.1 - I   1.5 
Fan Out D  1.9 - - D  1.7 D 1.7 D  1.9 - - - I   1.4 - - 
Com. created I   4.8   I   7.9   -   -   
Was cloned D  1.3   -   -   -   
Table 10-14. Relative risk between clone characteristics and changeability decay 
 Likelihood Frequency Impact Depth 
 C SC C SC C SC C SC 
Clone size - - - - - - D 1.2 - 
Family size - - - - - - - - 
No. of families D 1.7 - D 1.6 D 1.7 - I  1.3 - - 
Commit cloned - - I 4.6 I 4.2 - - D 1.1 - 
Lifetime affected (time 
cloned) - - D 1.0 D 1.0 - - - - 
Percentage affected 
(%tokens cloned) - I 1.4 I 1.3 I 1.5 - D  1.9 - D  1.7 
%Syntax tokens (tdiff) - - - - - - - - 
%Literal tokens (ldiff) - - - - - - - - 
%Dissimilarity 
(%tokens diff) - - - D 1.5 - - - - 
%Methods & Types 
diff (mdiff) - D 1.3 - - - I  1.3 - - 
%CCM - - - - - - - - 
%CCF - D 2.1 - - - - - - 
%CDF - - - - - - - - 
%CDM - - - - - - - - 
 
Strong relations in Table 10-13 and Table 10-14 are highlighted with a dark gray shadow, while 
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mild relations are highlighted with a light gray shadow.  
According to Table 10-13, there are two types of relations between the characteristics and the 
metrics of changeability decay. The first type of relation is when the characteristic has the same 
relation for all metrics; for instance, fan-in and commit created are always inverse to the 
changeability metrics to which they are related. The second type of relation is when the 
characteristic has a different type of relation for different metrics. Usually one type of relation 
(direct or inverse) for the metrics related with the number of changes (i.e. likelihood and 
frequency); and the opposite relation for the metrics related with the complexity of changes (i.e. 
impact and depth). For instance, complexity, loc, and fan-out are directly related with likelihood 
and/or frequency; but inversely related with impact and/or depth.  
The characteristics that are differently related with the number and complexity of changes 
indicate that methods that are complex / large change more, and in isolation or with very few 
close methods. They may also indicate that the decrease in the complexity of changes may 
counter-effect the increase in the number of changes. However, we think that the previous 
hypothesis is unlikely because the relations with the number of changes are stronger than the 
relations with the complexity of changes. 
The following characteristics are related with changeability decay metrics. The characteristics 
are mentioned in order of strength of their relation.  
The method-characteristics related with likelihood are: commit created, loc, fan-out, fan-in, and 
nop/was cloned. The clone-characteristics related with likelihood are %CCF, number of 
families, percentage affected, and percentage of method/type tokens that differ from the family.  
The method-characteristics related with frequency are: commit created, loc, fan-out, complexity, 
nop, and fan-in. Frequency is related with the following clone-characteristics: commit cloned, 
number of families, percentage affected, % of dissimilarity, and lifetime affected. 
Impact is inversely related to loc. The clone-characteristics related with impact are: percentage 
affected, and number of families / percentage of method/type tokens that differ from the family. 
Depth is inversely related with loc, fan-in, fan-out, and complexity. In terms of clone-
characteristics, depth is directly related with the percentage affected, the size of the clone, and 
the commit cloned. 
Note that having had clones (i.e. was cloned) is the relation that has the weakest relation with 
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the changeability metrics. This may be explained by the fact that the changeability metrics for 
AC-methods is very similar to the metrics of NC-methods, so the only harmful clones would be 
SC-methods. In that sense, the characteristics related with the changeability difference for SC-
methods could help to identify harmful clones, i.e. commit cloned, no. of families, percentage 
affected, etc. 
10.2.3.3 Characteristics strongly related with changeability decay 
Given that there are several characteristics analyzed but just a few of them presented strong 
relations with the changeability metrics, this section only presents those characteristics with a 
strong relation with changeability. The rest of characteristics are presented in the Appendix C.  
For each characteristic, there is also the results of the graphic correlation and a rationale for its 
relation with changeability, the explanation of the presentation of results is shown in of Figure 
10-15. 
The only characteristic that is presented, in spite that it did not show strong relations with any of 
the changeability metrics is was cloned, because it shows that being cloned alone is not a key 
factor in changeability decay. Note, in Table 10-13, that all the other characteristics of a method 
have a stronger relation with changeability decay than having had clones. 
 
Figure 10-15. Explanation of results table 
Each characteristic is presented as a table with its relation with changeability (see Figure 10-15). 
The results are presented as a table per characteristic analyzed. Each table has a row per 
changeability metric, with a set of data in which the characteristic was correlated to 
changeability. Each row has the average of the relative risks of all the applications analyzed, as 
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well as the graph that plots the value of the characteristic vs. the value of the metric for each one 
of the applications analyzed in the following order Freecol JEdit, Ganttproject, Columba, and 
JBoss. When any of the applications could not decide which relation existed between the 
characteristic and the metric, there is no row. If the characteristic and the changeability metric 
have a strong relation, i.e. the relative risk value is above two, the relation is highlighted in bold. 
The rest of the section presents the strong relations found between (method/clone) 
characteristics and changeability in the format of Figure 10-15. 
→ Changeability metrics vs. having had clones 
Having had clones increases the likelihood of changes (Table 10-15). However, note the relation 
is weak (with a relative risk of 1.3). This is consistent with the percentage of methods changed 
per group of methods, which showed that methods cloned are more likely to change (see Table 
9-2). These results are interesting because they indicate that, regardless of the type of method, or 
of the type of clone, having had clones increases the chances of changing of a method. 
Furthermore, it is also interesting that no other changeability metric is correlated with the fact of 
being cloned. This could be due to AC-methods having a slightly higher, but very similar 
changeability than NC-methods; while SC-methods were the only ones that presented a 
significant increase in changeability decay. Given that SC-methods are the minority of the 
methods analyzed (approx. 8%), their effect in other changeability metrics might not be enough 
to correlate them with these tests.  
Table 10-15. Relation between changeability metrics and the fact that the method was cloned or not 
 Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
Likelihood  
All 
Direct 1.3 
 
 
→ Changeability metrics vs. number of parameters of the method 
The number of parameters is directly related with the frequency of changes in SC-methods (see 
Table 10-16). This means that the higher the number of parameters, the more frequently the 
methods would change. A possible explanation for this relation is that methods that have a high 
number of parameters are avoiding the creation of an object, as Fowler explains for the bad 
smell called long parameter list [Fowler '99]. These methods are hard to understand, and 
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difficult to use; therefore they are more likely to produce inconsistent changes that require fixes 
later.  
Table 10-16. Relation between changeability metrics and the Number Of Parameters the method 
 Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Direct 2.0 
 
 
→ Changeability metrics vs. size of the method 
Large methods change more, and more frequently (Table 10-17). A possible explanation for this 
finding is that large methods are more likely to implement several or more complex 
functionalities, and therefore are more likely to require changes frequently. 
Table 10-17. Relation between changeability metrics and the Lines Of Code of the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
All 
Direct 2.6 
 
Frequency 
All 
Direct 2.1 
 
 
 
→ Changeability metrics vs. commit in which the method is created 
According to the results (Table 10-18), methods created earlier in the application’s lifetime tend 
to have a larger likelihood and frequency; inversely, those created late tend to have smaller 
likelihood and frequency. Therefore, the methods that compose the initial codebase of the 
application tend to change more, and more frequently. A possible explanation for this finding is 
that at the beginning of the application’s history, there are uncertainties on how to distribute 
responsibilities across the application, which may cause more changes to the methods created 
earlier.  
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Table 10-18. Relation between changeability metrics and the commit in which the method is created 
 Freecol JEdit Ganttproject Columba JBoss 
Likelihood  
All 
Inverse 4.8 
 
Frequency  
All 
Inverse  7.9 
 
 
→ Changeability metrics vs. commit in which the method becomes cloned 
Methods cloned early in the lifetime of the application are more frequently changed than 
methods cloned later in the lifetime of the application (Table 10-19). This could be explained 
because the earlier they are cloned, the more changes of hidden relations they have to check to 
verify if their version of the clone should be also changed. Furthermore, as shown with the 
commit in which the method is created, at the beginning of the application’s history, changes 
are more frequent, probably because developers are not certain on how to implement the 
required functionality.  
Table 10-19. Relation between changeability metrics and the commit in which the method becomes cloned 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Inverse 4.6 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Inverse 4.2 
 
 
 
→ Changeability metrics vs. percentage of changes with the clone family, of the changes in 
the clone family 
The amount of changes inside the fragments of a family is directly related with the chance of 
being changed (higher likelihood and frequency) as Table 10-20 shows. This coincides with the 
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belief that clones are harmful because they require consistent changes with their clone-families.  
Table 10-20. Relation between changeability metrics and the percentage of changes with the clone family 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
SC 
Direct 2.1 
 
 
By presenting together the graphical results and the relative risk results, it is clear that the 
graphical relations alone are difficult to interpret. However, used in conjunction with the results 
from relative risk, they provide insight on the reasons for having weak relations, for having 
divergent results, and for applications in which it is not clear if the relation is direct or inverse. 
We have shown that the majority of the relations are weak, which should be taken into account 
to avoid predictions based on inaccurate correlations. For every strong correlation found, the 
chapter discusses possible reasons to support such finding, the rest of the relations analyzed are 
discussed in Appendix C. 
This section has shown that the following characteristics have a very strong relation with the 
changeability decay of a method: lines of code, fan-out, and the percentage of changes inside 
the cloned fragment. Other characteristics that seem associated with changeability decay are: 
complexity, number of parameters, the size of the clone, the number of families related to the 
method, the size of the family, and the percentage of changes with the clone family.  
The following characteristics have a very strong relation with changeability improvement: the 
commit in which the method is created, the percentage of tokens cloned, and the commit in 
which the first clone is introduced. A weaker relation with changeability improvement was also 
found for: the percentage of lifetime cloned, the percentage of differences in methods/types 
called in the clone, the percentage of syntax tokens in the clone, the percentage of tokens 
different in the clone, the percentage of changes in the cloned fragment but not in the family, 
and the percentage of changes in the family but not in the method. 
Finally, the characteristics with strong relations are likely to be useful to predict when a cloned 
fragment inside a method will increase the changeability decay of the method. 
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10.2.4 Classification of methods by changeability measurements 
 
Figure 10-16. Partition of methods by changeability decay 
This section aims to find levels of changeability in the methods analyzed (i.e. in those that 
changed from the sets AC, NC, and SC), to check if the methods with the same changeability 
level share characteristics or not. By changeability level we mean all conjunctions of 
changeability measurements that conduce to the same overall changeability. If methods with 
similar changeability have characteristics in common, the characteristics of the methods (and of 
the cloned fragments inside the methods) may help to identify whether or not a clone would 
increase the changeability decay of a method or not.  
10.2.4.1 Method clustering according to their changeability 
Clustering is a statistical analysis technique that assigns objects into groups. Clustering 
algorithms are based on the concept of similarity that establishes the distance among objects. 
The groups are formed from sets of objects that are close among themselves but far from other 
objects.  
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Figure 10-17.  Average dissimilarity inside clusters per number of clusters.  
We used the clustering algorithm CLARA21 implemented in the statistical package R22, to group 
all the methods analyzed by their changeability metrics. CLARA is a partitioning clustering 
algorithm; this means that it requires the user to state the number of clusters to extract. In order 
to find the appropriate amount of clusters that are inside the set of methods, we plotted the sum 
of squares of the groups within the dataset against the number of clusters extracted. The sum of 
squares indicates how different the objects inside any of the clusters would be; therefore, the 
lower sum of squares, the better the number of clusters is. Figure 10-17 shows the sum of 
squares depending on the number of clusters when applied to the set of changeability metrics. 
Note that there is no reduction of the sum of squares from the 13th cluster on. Therefore, we 
decided to partition the data into 13 clusters. 
We organized the clusters in such a way that the number that identifies the cluster also indicates 
the changeability level of the cluster. Note that each cluster has a higher changeability for each 
metric than its predecessor does, so, the overall changeability level of each cluster is higher than 
the changeability level of its predecessor (see figures on Table 10-21). 
                                                     
21
 Available at:: http://cran.cnr.berkeley.edu/web/packages/cluster/ 
22
 Available at:: http://www.r-project.org/ 
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Table 10-21. Comparison of the box-plots of changeability metrics per cluster. The larger the id of the cluster, 
the higher the changeability decay level. 
 
Likelihood per cluster 
 
Frequency per cluster 
 
Impact per cluster 
 
Depth per cluster 
 
10.2.4.2 Characterization of clusters according to methods or clones characteristics 
We used the classification trees implemented in R to describe the method characteristics 
required to be part of a particular cluster. A classification tree is partition algorithm that aims to 
predict an outcome, in this case the cluster, based on the rest of the values obtained for an 
object. The clusters are the input for the classification trees, since the classification trees will 
aim to predict the cluster of a method based on its other characteristics. In this way, the 
classification trees provide the set of common characteristics of the methods that belong to a 
cluster.  
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Figure 10-18. Classification tree of the clusters using characteristics of methods. 
Figure 10-18 contains the prediction of clusters using the characteristics of the methods. The 
classification algorithm found fifteen nodes, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 
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10-22 (the nodes are organized by ascending clusters that they predict):  
Table 10-22. Characterization of methods of different clusters, ordered by changeability decay level.  
Clusters predicted Nodes involved (characteristics of the node) 
From 4 to 9, median at 6 
Node 4   (LOC <= 8, NOP <= 1) 
Node 5   (LOC <= 8, NOP > 1) 
Node 12 (LOC > 8, wasCloned <= 0, complexity > 0, fanOut <= 6) 
From 4 to 9, median at 7 Node 10 (8 < LOC <= 20, wasCloned <= 0) 
From 5 to 9, median at 7 Node 13 (8 < LOC <= 20, wasCloned <= 0, complexity > 0, fanOut 
> 6) 
From 5 to 10, median at 7 Node 14 (  8 < LOC <= 20, wasCloned > 0) Node 22 ( 20 < LOC <= 62, complexity > 1, fanOut <= 11) 
From 6 to 10, median at 8 
Node 19 (20 < LOC <= 62, fanOut <= 25, complexity <= 1,  
  wasCloned <= 0) 
Node 23 (20< LOC <= 62, 11 < fanOut <= 25, complexity > 1 ) 
From 6 to 11, median at 9 
Node 9   (8< LOC <= 20, wasCloned <= 0, complexity <= 0,   
  fanOut <= 0) 
Node 20 (20 < LOC <= 62, fanOut <= 25, complexity <= 1,  
  wasCloned > 0) 
Node 27 (LOC > 20, 25< fanOut <= 75, wasCloned <= 0) 
From 7 to 10, median at 9 Node 24 (LOC > 62, fanOut <= 25) 
From 7 to 11, median at 
10 Node 28 (LOC > 20, 25 < fanOut <= 75, wasCloned > 0) 
From 8 to 11, median at 
10 Node 29 (LOC > 20, fanOut > 75) 
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Figure 10-19. Classification tree of the clusters using characteristics of methods, and characteristics of clones. 
Table 10-22 shows that it is not possible to predict the changeability of methods just by looking 
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at one of its characteristics. However, results suggest that a high number of lines of code (LOC), 
and a high fan-out (fanOut) are related with higher changeability decay. 
Figure 10-19 contains the prediction of clusters using the characteristics of the methods, and the 
characteristics of the clones. This prediction was calculated with the methods that had a clone at 
least once in their lifetimes, and changed at least once. The classification algorithm found 
twelve nodes, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 10-23 (the nodes are organized by 
ascending clusters that they predict): 
Table 10-23. Characterization of cloned methods of different clusters, ordered by changeability decay level. 
Clusters predicted Nodes involved (characteristics of the node) 
From 4 to 8, median at 6 Node 5   (LOC <= 39; lDiff <= 0.06; %tokensCloned > 0.89) Node 9   (LOC <= 7; 0.06 < lDiff <= 0.18; familySize <= 36) 
From 5 to 7, median at 6 Node 14 (LOC <= 22; 0.06 < lDiff <= 0.18; familySize <= 36; fanOut > 4) 
From 5 to 10, median at 
7 Node 4   (LOC <= 39; lDiff <= 0.06; %tokensCloned <= 0.89) 
From 6 to 10, median at 
8 
Node 10 (7 < LOC <= 39; 0.06 < lDiff <= 0.18; familySize <= 36) 
Node 20 (LOC > 39; %tokensCloned > 0.29; lDiff <= 0.12) 
From 6 to 10, median at 
9 
Node 15 (22< LOC <=39; 0.06 < lDiff <= 0.18; familySize <=36; 
   fanOut > 4) 
From 7 to 11, median at 
9 
Node 22   (LOC > 39; %tokensCloned > 0.29; lDiff > 0.12;  
  cloneSize <=177) 
From 8 to 11, median at 
10 Node 18 (LOC > 39; %tokensCloned <= 0.29) 
From 8 to 12, median at 
11 
Node 12 (LOC <= 39; 0.06 < lDiff <= 0.18; familySize <= 36; 
fanOut <= 4) 
From 9 to 12, median at 
12 
Node 16 (LOC <= 39; lDiff > 0.06; familySize > 36) 
Node 23 (LOC > 39; %tokensCloned > 0.29; lDiff > 0.12; cloneSize 
> 177) 
 
Results indicate that characteristics of the method, like lines of code in the method, are more 
important in determining the changeability of the method than characteristics of the clone.  
Characteristics that until now seemed irrelevant in the analysis, like the percentage of literals in 
the cloned fragment (ldiff), do differentiate the correlation between clones and changeability 
decay.   
Note that obvious characteristics to consider a clone harmful are indeed correlated with higher 
clusters, and therefore with higher changeability. These characteristics include the size of the 
cloned fragment (cloneSize), the number of cloned fragments that compose the family 
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(familySize), and the percentage of tokens cloned in a method (tokensCloned). However, some of 
these characteristics require a very high value in order to predict a method in a high 
changeability cluster. For instance, it is required that the clone to be larger than 177 tokens, or 
that the number of fragments in a family to be more than 36. Nevertheless, notice that cloned 
methods were located in clusters of a higher value than the average method. 
Finally, note that the analysis of relative risk and graphical correlation (in section 10.2.3) 
predicted several of the key characteristics that could be used to predict changeability decay, i.e. 
the lines of code in the method (LOC), the number of methods called by the method (fanOut), 
and the percentage of tokens cloned in a method (tokensCloned). 
10.3 Summary 
This phase of the methodology helps to identify the differences in the changeability behavior of 
the SCE when they have the SCI. The fact that all the applications behaved in the same way for 
each type of methods indicates that the modification in changeability is indeed related with the 
fact of being cloned.  
The majority of methods were NC-methods, and from NC-methods the majority changed. 
Therefore, most of the methods analyzed were not cloned. Nevertheless, given that the chance 
of changing in cloned methods is higher; the difference on the size of the sets analyzed was not 
as large as the difference on the size of the sets.  
We have shown that the changeability of cloned methods is different to the changeability of 
methods without clones. The likelihood, frequency, and depth are different for AC-methods in 
comparison with NC-methods, and for SC-methods when cloned in comparison with SC-
methods when not cloned. The impact of changes is very similar between AC-methods and NC-
methods, and very different between SC-methods when cloned and when not cloned.  
As expected, AC-methods and SC-methods when cloned presented higher changeability metrics 
than NC-methods and SC-methods when not cloned respectively. In addition to that, the relation 
between the changeability metrics in AC-methods and NC-methods is similar to the relation 
between SC-methods when cloned and SC-methods when not cloned, which was the expected 
behavior. That is, cloned methods have higher changeability decay than not cloned methods. 
AC-methods have changeability decay metrics slightly higher than those of NC methods, 
especially for the metrics that assess the amount of changes (i.e. likelihood and frequency). SC-
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methods when cloned have changeability decay metrics much higher than those of SC-methods 
when not cloned. These differences are clearly shown in the comparison of the changeability 
metrics using box-plots Table 10-7.  
We have found that, from the methods analyzed, cloned methods tend to change more. Given 
that, they also tend to have larger lifetimes, their likelihood and frequency values tend to be 
higher than those of NC-methods. We also found that SC-methods have a very low depth of 
changes when not cloned, probably because they are changed in isolation by late propagations. 
The greatest increase of changeability of a set with respect to the other sets is the changeability 
of SC-methods when cloned for the likelihood and the impact, indicating that they have the 
worst changeability decay. It is likely that the extra changeability of SC-methods when cloned is 
related to their clones because the same methods have much lower changeability metrics when 
not cloned. However, it is unclear why changeability metrics for AC-methods are not as high as 
changeability metrics for SC-methods when cloned. 
We compared the characteristics of the SC-methods and AC-methods. We found that SC-
methods tend to be smaller in clone size and family size, have lower percentage in syntax 
tokens, and a lower percentage of tokens cloned of the tokens of the method. In addition to that, 
SC-methods tend to have higher divergent changes, and higher percentage of method/type 
tokens that are different. These characteristics could cause the method to require more changes 
to keep implementing a similar functionality than the methods that are cloned with it. In 
addition, their low percentage of syntax tokens and their high percentage of different methods 
and types are consistent with semantic clones caused by problems in the design or by lack of 
appropriate abstractions of the language. However, further analysis is required to confirm this 
hypothesis.  
Very few characteristics showed a strong relation with the changeability of methods, and indeed 
some of these characteristics were related with those that distinguish harmful clones. Although 
single characteristics cannot be considered alone to identify harmful clones, their combinations 
of characteristics above certain thresholds seem to be better discriminators. The characteristics 
that have the more weight in the changeability of a method are those related to its amount of 
responsibilities i.e. LOC, NOP, and fan-out. Given that, the characterization of cloned methods 
by changeability decay use these characteristics, we conclude that method characteristics weight 
more than any clone characteristic in the effect of a clone in the changeability of a method.  
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Chapter 11. Conclusions and future work 
This thesis proposes a methodology to evaluate the effect of a source code characteristic that is 
considered harmful (i.e. a SCI) in the changeability of a SCE. This chapter presents the 
strengths and weaknesses of the methodology, as well as an evaluation of its application to the 
case of cloned code.  
This chapter is organized as follows. The first section contains a summary and an evaluation of 
the methodology. The evaluation is done by enumerating advantages and limitations of the 
methodology. The second section evaluates the results of applying the methodology to clones, at 
the level of methods. This section lists the contributions of this thesis and explains which of 
those contributions are the most important. The third section analyzes all the threats to validity 
that the methodology may have. The fourth and last section presents areas in which this work 
can be extended, as well as areas that could not be part of this work due to time constraints. This 
section includes a detailed summary of issues found when applying the methodology, as well as 
some proposals to eliminate such issues. 
11.1 Evaluation of the methodology 
This section summarizes the benefits and drawbacks of applying the methodology.  
Among the general benefits of the methodology is having a documented protocol. This means 
that it permits tracking the origin of research questions; hypotheses; identification, elimination 
and differentiation of variables, hypotheses, or cases, and possible explanations for the results. 
Besides, having a methodology facilitates replication and generalization of results. The 
replication is favored because a methodology provides a framework to aggregate the results, and 
provides a procedure that can be followed systematically across experiments. The generalization 
is facilitated because the methodology is described as a standard template to guide the 
instantiation of the methodology, to indicate if adaptations are required, and to describe how to 
implement such adaptations. Although the methodology seems sometimes obvious, following it 
helped to ensure systematic analyses. 
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11.1.1 Summary of the methodology 
The methodology presented is divided in six phases. Three of the phases are of analysis, that 
means that they are tackle research questions about the Source Code Issue Under Study. The 
rest of the phases are context phases, which means that they are not intended to answer directly 
any research questions but to provide evidence to inform the research questions tackled in the 
other phases. Context phases include data gathering, comparison of the applications to analyze, 
and a detailed description of the SCIUS. Analysis phases include description of the nature, 
evolution, and impact on changeability of the SCIUS. 
The phase on data gathering describes considerations to ensure to apply the methodology, as 
well as a proposal on how ensure them. The comparison of the applications to analyze permits 
being aware of the limitations and generalizability of the results; but also of aspects that could 
explain differences in the results across applications. The description of the SCIUS permits 
establishing an exact definition of the SCIUS, and distinguishing between hypotheses about the 
harmfulness of the SCIUS, and current evidence to support such hypotheses. 
The nature of the SCIUS describes typical instances of the SCIUS by coloring all the instances 
found depending on the value of their characteristics. The purpose of this phase is to find out if 
characteristics that are related with harmful effects are a common case among the instances of 
the SCIUS. For instance, clones are supposed to be harmful because, among other reasons, they 
introduce excessive code that reduces the understandability. However, we found that clones tend 
to be small and to cover most of the methods; therefore, their impact on understandability might 
be low. This phase is exploratory, and aims to support the findings of later analysis phases.  
The evolution of the SCIUS provides a general overview on the effect of the SCIUS. The 
evolution of the SCIUS assesses how generalized or localized is the SCIUS (i.e. extension), if 
the SCIUS is a long-term issue or not (i.e. persistence), and how grave it is (i.e. stability). 
Depending on the results of this phase, the results of the impact of the SCIUS in changeability 
could be magnified or reduced. 
Finally, the effect of the SCIUS in changeability says whether SCEs with the SCIUS have 
different changeability decay than the SCEs without the SCIUS. Furthermore, it can provide 
evidence to distinguish if the changeability decay is worse when SCEs have the SCIUS, and 
how worse it is. Finally, the phase identifies the set of characteristics that are likely to point out 
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harmless and harmful clones.  
11.1.2 Advantages 
The suspiSCIUS methodology offers several additional advantages.  
I t  is  de ta i led . The methodology provides a background of key concepts. These key concepts 
include stating definitions of the concepts to analyze (see section 5.1), and comparing 
similarities and differences of the SCIUS and of the applications to analyze (see section 6.1). 
These concepts facilitate the construction of arguments because they permit establishing reasons 
for explaining the results, in particular, for explaining results that diverge from the hypothesis.  
I t  is  extens ible . The methodology is designed to be used on several SCI at different levels of 
abstraction (at method level and above). It is not tied up to a particular tool but it discusses the 
priorities of the requirements of the tools that can be used (See sections 2.3.1, 0, and 7.1).  
I t  p rovides  tr iangula t ion . The methodology analyzes several sources of information that 
include historical/change relations, structural relations, semantic relations (by name similarity) 
using diverse analysis techniques like graphical correlations, statistical comparisons, statistical 
correlations, clustering, analysis of frequencies, etc.  For instance, deciding if the SCEs with 
SCIUS have higher changeability decay (i.e. section 10.1.2.2) is analyzed with boxplots, 
histograms, and graphs that plot the increase of changeability metrics for the periods with the 
SCIUS. Another example is the characterization of harmful clones (i.e. section 10.1.3) that is 
analyzed first by correlation of individual characteristics with changeability decay, and second 
by detection of discriminators for the changeability of methods. 
I t  minimizes observer  b ias . Given that most of the data is automatically analyzed, it is 
unlikely for the researcher to, inadvertently influence the results. Although there are choices 
made by the researcher, such as the applications analyzed of the thresholds to detect high or low 
values in metrics; the methodology provides guidelines for taking those choices. Furthermore, 
the impact of these choices is reduced by specific steps in the methodology. For instance, the 
choice of applications analyzed is tackled by documenting their similarities and differences so it 
is possible to define the limitations of the results. Another example, is the choice of thresholds 
that is handled by providing an algorithm to choose the thresholds (see page 232), such 
algorithm must be followed regardless of the application or metric analyzed. 
I t  is  repl icable . The methodology is written in a didactic way so other researchers can use it. 
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It is didactic because it provides a detailed description, and rationale of all its phases; but also, 
because it provides an example of each one of the steps proposed (which is the application of 
the phase to the analysis of clones at the level of methods). Moreover, given that the adaptation 
of the methodology is publicly available (from the tools developed to perform data collection, 
and analysis to the data obtained), the results can be replicated. 
I t  a ims for  causal  re lat ions . The methodology is an accumulative process. Given that, the 
analyses of different phases are orthogonal; their results point out diverse relevant 
characteristics of the analyzed applications, of the SCEs, and of the SCIUS. This rich set of 
small findings permits to evaluate alternative explanations for the observed facts. Finally, thanks 
to statistical tests, the methodology permits discarding results that could have been found by 
chance due to similarities across the analyzed applications. 
11.1.3 Limitations 
The suspiSCIUS methodology also has some disadvantages. 
I t  is  centra l ized/data-dr iven . All the analyses depend on an accurate and complete data-
gathering phase. Therefore, any problem or missing data in the collection or attribution of the 
history would have significant impact in the results. For instance, the detection of SCEs, their 
lifetime, or their changes are fundamental steps on the data collection phase. Another example is 
the generation of changeability metrics per SCE per period with SCIUS, without SCIUS, and 
during their entire lifetime; any error in this step would damage all the analyses that depend on 
these metrics, i.e. those shown in Chapter 10. 
I t  is  appl ica t ion-dependent . The quality of results is highly dependent on the quality of the 
applications that perform the data analysis. Any error in the tools that collect or analyze the data 
will taint the results. However, given that several analyses are applied on the same dataset, it is 
likely that inconsistencies in the results would point out errors on the analysis tool. For instance, 
if the changeability analysis shows that the SCIUS increases significantly the changeability of 
SCEs but the stability of SCEs with SCIUS show that these methods do not change more; it 
would indicate that one of their implementations has errors.  
I t  is  heavy. SuspiSCIUS is by no means a lightweight methodology; gathering and analyzing 
the data are time-consuming tasks that must follow strict guidelines on the way in which they 
are preformed. Therefore applying the methodology to several applications requires a significant 
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investment. However, this investment is placed mostly on development time, given that several 
steps must be done automatically. 
I t  presents a  narrow concept  of  harmfulness . The harmfulness of the SCIUS depends 
only on its effects on changes. The methodology may conclude that a SCI is harmless although 
it may hamper the evolution of the application in another way; for instance, by introducing bugs 
or degrading its architecture. However, this is unlikely given that other indicators of 
harmfulness are related with changeability. For instance, bugs would increase the number of 
changes (i.e. likelihood and frequency); while the degradation of the architecture would increase 
the complexity of changes (i.e. impact and depth). 
I ts  h istor ica l  anal ys is  is  sensit ive  to  check- in  pract ices . The way in which the SCM 
repository is used can substantially affect assumptions on which the methodology is based. In 
particular, the assumption that a check-in represents a logical change; which means that a 
check-in is the implementation of a part of a modification request. Examples of check-in 
practices that violate this assumption are programmers check-in before finishing any logical 
change; and programmers that work on several modification requests in parallel.   
There a re  steps of  phases that  cannot be appl ied.  Depending on the type of SCI 
analyzed and the level of granularity chosen for the SCE, some parts of the methodology cannot 
be applied. For instance if the SCIUS is defined at the same level of granularity of the SCE e.g. 
god methods analyzed at the level of methods, it is impossible to analyze the extension of the 
SCIUS in the SCE, because it is always 100%.  
11.2 Effect of clones in maintainability 
Since the presentation of the first tools capable of finding cloned code, cloning has been an 
active topic. Although there is no consensus on the definition of a clone, the empirical analysis 
of the effects of cloning is one of the topics in the area whose importance has increased recently. 
However, deciding if cloning is harmful or not is still an open issue. 
 
We have contributed to the area with the following original findings: 
1.  Cloned methods tend to change more than other methods. Just 22% of the methods of 
the applications changed, from these methods 11% were NC-methods, and 11% were 
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cloned methods. However, given that NC-methods are a larger set than the sum of AC-
methods and SC-methods (see Table 9-2). Furthermore, the evolution of the instability 
for cloned methods (see Figure 9-13), also showed that the majority of changes in the 
applications analyzed occur in cloned methods. This is an interesting finding because 
another empirical study [Krinke '08]  found that lines of code cloned change less than 
lines of code that are not cloned. We think that the findings are different because the 
clones he analyzes have at least 15 lines of code, while our clones have at least 3 lines 
of code and we measure changes at the level of method. 
2. The distribution of clone creation follows that of method creation. This is a conclusion 
comes from the evolution of the extension of cloning in the application (see Figure 9-3), 
given that, it does not fluctuates but the size of the application does.  
3. Most methods become cloned at the same time, rather than being copies of a previous, 
common seed. The analysis of the role of the method when it becomes cloned (see 
Figure 8-14) showed that the case in which a method receives a cloned fragment from 
another method is rare. Clone relations tend to appear as twins (i.e. when the cloned 
fragment is added to all methods cloned in the same commit), or as seeds (i.e. when the 
method did not change when it became cloned). Seeds are frequently twins, this means 
that, groups of methods are created cloned. 
4. Once a method is cloned, it will tend to remain cloned most of its lifetime. The analysis 
on the nature of cloned methods (Figure 8-11) shows that they tend to remain cloned 
most of their lifetime. The evolution of the extension of cloning inside methods (Figure 
9-5) also showed that methods are cloned most of their lifetime, with a slow decrease 
over time. This is an interesting finding because a previous empirical analysis 
concluded that clones are volatile [Kim '05]. The findings are different because they 
analyze the lifetime of cloned fragments in cloned families. In contrast, we analyze the 
percentage of the lifetime of the method in which cloned methods have at last one 
cloned fragment. This difference is explained by the transformation of cloned fragments 
into new families, which is discussed in section 8.2.7.   
5. Most methods are cloned at the beginning of their lifetime. This conclusion comes from 
the finding that most of the methods are created cloned (see analysis of roles in section 
8.2.10), and before its first 100 commits alive (see analysis of the age in which methods 
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become cloned in section 8.2.11). 
6. Clones tend to cover most of the method that hosts them. The analysis of the nature of 
cloned methods showed that cloned fragments tend to cover the majority of clones of 
the method (see section 8.2.7), which was confirmed by the evolution of the extension 
of cloning inside methods (see section  9.2.1.1). 
7. Most of the changes in cloned method occur inside the cloned fragment. The analysis of 
stability of clones inside methods (section 9.2.3.1) showed that most of the clones in 
cloned methods inside cloned fragments. 
8. The changeability metrics are different when the method is cloned. The statistical 
analysis that compares distributions of changeability metrics (in section 10.2.2.1) 
showed that AC-methods have different changeability metrics than NC-methods for 
likelihood, frequency, and depth. In addition, SC-methods with clones have different 
changeability metrics than SC-methods when not cloned for all changeability metrics. 
9. The worse methods in terms of changeability are those sometimes cloned, i.e. those that 
stop belonging to a family, probably due to an incomplete or divergent change. This 
conclusion comes from the fact that SC-methods when cloned presented changeability 
metrics much higher than those of SC-methods when not cloned (see section 10.1.2.2). 
Moreover, the impact, likelihood, and frequency of SC-methods when cloned are higher 
than the rest of the methods (see Table 10-7).  
10. The effect of a clone in the changeability of the method that hosts it depends more on 
the type of method than on the type of clone. Contrary to expectations, the 
characteristics that are always present for discriminating cloned methods by 
changeability level are those that related to the method (see section 10.2.4.2). 
11.3 Validity of results 
The results of an empirical study depend on its reliability and validity. The reliability indicates 
to what extent the results are consistent every time the experiment is performed. Reliability is 
achieved by providing and following a protocol for performing the studies that is clear, 
complete, and that considers several methods to assess a phenomenon. This methodology aims 
to be such protocol. The validity indicates to what extent the observations represent accurately 
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the reality analyzed. Therefore, the way in which the methodology proposes to assess 
harmfulness, the data analyzed, the assumptions on the data analyzed, and the process followed 
may influence the strength of the conclusions.  
Validity and reliability are conflicting characteristics. Usually, the reliability is increased by 
limiting the variables considered; this reduces the validity by narrowing the context that the 
experiment analyzes. Similarly, the validity is increased by considering contexts close to reality, 
which reduces reliability because several variables may affect the results.   
The purpose of this section is to document factors that may have affected the validity of the 
results.  
11.3.1 Internal or construct validity 
Internal validity says to what extent the variables manipulated (independent variables) may have 
caused the effects observed in the variables that were not manipulated (dependent variables).  
The methodology proposed independent variables that are adequate for the effects that each 
phase aims to assess. The dependent variable in the analysis of the nature of clones is each one 
of the characteristics of cloned methods, which dictate in which values fall the majority and the 
minority of cloned methods. The dependent variable in the analysis of the evolution of clones is 
the commit transaction, which change the values of the persistence, stability, and extension of 
the clones in the application. The periods cloned or not cloned are appropriate indicators of 
changes on changeability due to clones. The characteristics of methods / clones indicate the 
relation between the type of method / clone and the changeability behavior of the method. The 
changeability cluster is an appropriate indicator of the methods that have a similar changeability 
and therefore for the characteristics these methods have in common.  
11.3.1.1 Issues related to the information gathered 
These issues refer to the quality of the information collected.  
1. Extraneous variables or confounding factors: It occurs when variables that may affect 
the dependent variable, different to the independent variables, are not controlled. In 
these cases, the outcome is disguised by the effect of such variables. There are three 
strategies to tackle these issues: restriction, matching, or stratification. Restriction 
occurs when the subjects analyzed do not have confounding factors. Matching occurs 
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when there is paired analysis i.e. when each subject is evaluated under different values 
of the independent variable. Stratification occurs when the results are analyzed in two 
sets: for subjects having the confounding factors, and for those that do not. If the 
experiment design uses any of these strategies, the results should not be affected by this 
type of validity issue. 
We think that we have tackled confounding factors first by taking into account the similarities 
and differences in the applications analyzed. Second, by performing paired analysis to compare 
the changeability of methods i.e. AC vs. NC, SC when cloned vs. SC when not cloned. Third by 
stratifying the analysis, for instance in the relative risk analysis three different data sets are 
evaluated (1) for all methods: their characteristics and changeability during all their lifetime, (2) 
for cloned methods: their characteristics and changeability when cloned, and (3) for SC-
methods: their characteristics during all their lifetime and difference of changeability when 
cloned and not cloned. Another example of stratification is the analysis of characteristics per 
cluster: all methods are clustered according to their changeability during their entire lifetime and 
classified according to their characteristics; and cloned methods are clustered according to their 
changeability when cloned and classified according to the characteristics of the method and of 
the clones. 
Nevertheless, the frequency of change may be affected by the fact that method creation is not 
considered a change but clone creation is considered a change. Therefore, when comparing 
methods when cloned vs. when not cloned the amount of commits in the periods could differ by 
one commit only; which is likely given the very low amount of changes per method. However, 
this pitfall would affect only SC-methods that become cloned in a commit different to the one in 
which they are created. Nevertheless, note that most of the methods cloned were created cloned 
so this issue would affect only a minority of SC-methods. 
→ Issues related to the measurements used  
Also called construct validity, it refers to the accuracy with which the measurements reflect the 
concept to analyze. 
1. Inappropriate measurements to represent the effect to analyze: It occurs when the 
measurements used to determine the effects of the independent variable are incorrect.  
Changeability measurements proposed assess changeability decay because they evaluate if 
changing a method requires more effort by measuring the amount of changes required, and the 
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complexity of such changes in particular periods of the method’s lifetime. 
2. Inaccurate instruments: It occurs when the measurements cannot determine uniquely the 
effects analyzed. 
This remains to be one of the limitations of the methodology. Although it is likely that analysis 
phases point out inconsistencies and, therefore, possible bugs in the tools that perform the 
analysis, there is no way to ensure that the data collection is correct. 
Gathering data in a different way for different groups of subjects: It occurs when the 
measurements are calibrated in between groups of subjects. 
The tools used to analyze the applications are the same for all applications; therefore, there is no 
need to introduce any calibration in the data. 
→ Issues related to the researcher 
Also called expectancy bias, it refers to interpretations that favor the hypotheses. 
1. Observer bias: It occurs when the researcher favors data that fulfils their expectations. 
We think that the observer bias is minimal because most of the analysis is done automatically. 
2. Interpreter bias: It occurs when the researcher favors interpretations that confirm their 
hypothesis. 
Given that all evidence is considered and that the possible reasons for each piece of evidence are 
analyzed, the interpreter bias should be low. 
3. Intentional bias: It occurs when the researcher modifies data to support his hypothesis. 
To minimize these issues it is recommended to replicate the experiment. The only 
requirement to replicate an experiment is to keep the same hypotheses.  
All the hypotheses were obtained from the analysis of the literature (i.e. context phase 2). 
Moreover, the experiment has been replicated with different subject applications. Given that the 
results are similar regardless of the application analyzed, the chance of intentional bias should 
be low.  
11.3.2 External validity 
External validity says to what extent the results can be generalized across variations of set-up, 
subjects, contexts, etc. Therefore, these issues occur when the data selected to test the 
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hypotheses do not resemble “real life” data.  
We think that, in general, the methodology and its case study on clones at the level of methods 
are based on real Open Source data. We do not know to what extent the applications chosen 
resemble industrial applications or large applications. However, given that the results were 
similar regardless of the application analyzed, we think that the results are valid for small-to-
medium size, open source Java applications. 
1. Selection of particular subjects: It occurs when subjects analyzed are special in any 
way. Given that they might not represent typical subjects, the results cannot be 
generalized.  
The applications analyzed were selected under pre-established criteria: being written in Java, 
providing their repository, and having a repository that uses CVS. Besides, since the first step of 
the methodology (i.e. description of the applications to analyze) it is established that the results 
only apply to small-to-medium size, open source, Java applications.  
2. Selection of the scale of the experiment: It occurs when the amount of subjects analyzed 
is not enough to generalize. 
For the analyses related with changeability, we analyzed 5 systems through 9373 methods over 
11623 commit transactions. For the analyses related only with cloned methods, regardless of the 
amount of changes of the method, we analyzed 16039 methods. Although, we think that this is a 
large dataset, it is difficult to know if it is enough to generalize to all small-to-medium size, 
open-source, Java applications. Nevertheless, given the consistency of the results obtained 
regardless the application analyzed, we consider that the scale was appropriate. 
3. Selection of variables to control: It occurs when the set-up of the experiment is so 
restricted that it cannot reflect the concepts to study. 
We think that the minimum size of the clone, the strategy to discard false positives (see section 
5.1.1), and the strategy used to calculate the thresholds of the characteristics and the metrics 
when analyzing relative risk have affected the results. 
11.4 Future work 
This section summarizes some of the ways in which we envision this work could be continued. 
The section is organized in two sub-sections; one that discusses the perspectives regarding the 
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methodology, and another that discusses the possible continuations regarding the analysis of 
clones. 
11.4.1 Methodology improvements and extensions 
Work in the methodology can be extended in two ways: by improving problematic aspects of 
the current methodology, and by adapting the methodology to assess the effect of other 
implementation characteristics.  
11.4.1.1 Improvements  
During the adaptation and application of the methodology to the study of clones at method-
level, we found some phases had could be improved. Most of the improvements proposed below 
are minor; however, we think that repeating the analysis with these improvements may result in 
stronger results: 
1. Definition of the SCIUS: We think that it is better to gather all possible instances of the 
SCIUS because, in that way, interesting results about SCIUS that could be considered 
false positives are not excluded from the beginning.  
2. Data collection: We used several third party tools to gather the data; however, the 
number of tools used can be reduced by exploiting better the capabilities of some tools. 
For instance, the output of SPOON could have been used to eliminate the need for 
CTAGS; some of its source code analysis functionality could have permitted storing 
richer information in the databases e.g. it could have helped to identify precise 
information about the type of changes that an application undergoes. Reducing the 
number of tools used would improve the quality of the data collection algorithms by 
reducing their complexity and improving their performance using all the information 
that third party tools provide. 
3. Description of the applications to analyze: It might be difficult and even subjective 
deciding when several applications have a similar value for a characteristic. 
4. Nature of the SCIUS: In terms of SCIUS nature, we have identified two drawbacks: 
First, given that cloned methods are analyzed one characteristic at a time, it is 
impossible to check whether interesting methods with respect to one characteristic are 
also interesting with respect to another one. Second, certain SCIUS define relations that 
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would enhance the analysis of their characteristics; e.g., in the case of clones, the 
analysis on names of the methods that contain them could take into account the families 
that relate them.  
5. Evolution of the SCIUS: The analysis of SCIUS per package requires a lot of 
processing but its value is very limited. Unless the applications analyzed lay in the same 
domain it is very little that can be concluded from these analyses. 
6. Effect of the SCIUS in changeability:  
a. Comparing the changeability metrics: The methodology assumed that the methods 
Always with the SCIUS (AI) and those Never with the SCIUS (NI) would have the 
same relation than the methods Sometimes with the SCIUS when having the SCIUS 
(SIwI), and when not having the SCIUS (SIwnI). However, this is might not be the 
case, therefore one should compare the changeability of all types of methods 
together, and leave the comparison AI vs. NI, and SIwI vs. SIwnI only for the 
statistical analyses that say if the distributions are different or not. 
b. Identification of characteristics that affect changeability: The definition of 
thresholds is not optimal to find large values of the characteristic or metric 
analyzed. This is because it is likely that the values analyzed do not follow a normal 
distribution. Take for instance the values of the size of the clone. Based on the 
analysis of the nature of clones we think that an appropriate value to decide whether 
or not the size of the clone is large is 100 tokens given that the minority of clones 
are above 100 tokens.  However, our strategy based on finding the median 75 
percentile gave us a threshold of 67 tokens. We think that a better way to find the 
thresholds is to follow the way in which box-plot graphs outliers. That is, finding 
the maximum value that lays inside the inter-quartile range. When doing this for the 
size of the clone we obtain a threshold of 107 tokens, which is a more appropriate 
threshold for high values, in fact is very close to the intuitive threshold obtained by 
analyzing the nature of clones.  
c. Classification of SCEs by changeability measurements: The usefulness of this phase 
is unknown. The output of this phase could be evaluated by predicting the 
changeability of methods of a new application based on its characteristics, and 
evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. 
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7. Relation of the SCIUS with other SCIs: the selection of the other SCIs should be 
decided based on hypothetical relations with the SCIUS.  
11.4.1.2 Extensions 
We think that the first extension that the methodology should have is including metrics to 
analyze quality attributes other than changeability. This change makes of the quality attribute 
analyzed a first class entity on the methodology, at the level of SCIs and SCEs, increasing the 
potential of the methodology to be applied in other research problems. 
Other possible extensions of the methodology include analyzing to what extent Source Code 
Characteristics that are considered beneficial, such as reuse and variability maximization using 
product lines, indeed affect the changeability of the applications.  
11.4.2 Analysis of clones at the level of methods 
It is important to test the validity of the results obtained in other contexts such as closed-source 
applications, larger applications, and applications written in other programming languages, as 
well as other programming paradigms.  
It would be also good to restructure these applications in such a way that it is easy to add 
modules to analyze different SCIs, as well as, applications using SCM systems other than CVS. 
In fact, the migration from CVS to SVN is an imperative because most of the open-source 
community has been migrating to SVN given that it implements natively key concepts such as 
atomic commit transactions.  
Finally, there are several hypotheses originated from the analysis of clones at method level that 
require further investigation: 
- If the percentage of method cloned in methods with exact clones decays slower than in 
methods with clones that are not exact.  
- If SC-methods change only with their family when cloned. 
- If SC-methods have clones that can be related to problems with the design or to lack of 
modularization mechanisms in the programming language. 
- If methods with clones and feature envy indeed have higher changeability metrics. 
- Find common characteristics among SC-methods. 
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11.5 Contributions 
Three key insights are derived from our work:  
 
The evidence shown in this thesis indicates that, according to the intuition of the academic 
community, the worse clones are those that do not change in the same way than the rest of their 
families. We have identified these kinds of methods as SC-methods when not cloned, thereby 
confirming that once a cloned method diverges from the family of its clones; its changeability is 
greatly degraded (see conclusion 9 of section 11.2). Given that, SC-methods represent roughly 
half of the clones; this finding implies that if maintenance tasks focus on tackling clones 
indiscriminately, half of the resources will be wasted on eliminating harmless clones. 
 
We have found that the effect of cloning in changeability is distinguished more by 
characteristics of the method than by characteristics of the clone (see conclusion 10 of section 
11.2). This means that methods with certain characteristics (high fan-out and high LOC) when 
they acquire a clone, their changeability decay is accelerated; making this type of methods high-
risk. 
 
We also found that most of the changes in cloned methods occur in their cloned fragments (see 
conclusion 7 of section 11.2). This confirms that the increase of changeability decay on cloned 
methods is due to their cloned fragments. 
 
Finally, we have shown that contrary to previous findings, cloned concepts are persistent (see 
conclusion 10 of section 11.2). Cloned fragments inside a method disappear from their family in 
a short amount of time. However, they are not refactored. In fact, they are changed consistently 
with other cloned fragments forming a new clone family. Therefore, although cloned fragments 
are volatile with respect to clone families, they are persistent with respect to the methods that 
host them. 
 
We think that these results could help in prioritizing anti-regressive work because they offer a 
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characterization of cloned methods that are harmful i.e. those that are sometimes cloned, and 
have high fan-out and high LOCs. In this way, the results would not only offer some insight 
about the harmfulness of cloning, but also would contribute to improve the practitioners’ work 
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Appendix A Key concepts used in the methodology 
This appendix presents a series of formulas that increase the level of accuracy of some concepts 
used across the methodology.  
A.1 History concepts 
This section of the appendix presents the formulas relevant to explain the concepts behind the 
analysis of the history of an application.  
Source  Code Ent i t ies  (SCE) :  building units of an application. Most of the analysis and 
results that the methodology produce are at the level of SCEs. The set of entities are identified 
by an upper case E, particular entities are identified with a lower case letter e. 
Ee :  
Each SCE is composed of one or several SCEs of the same or of lower granularity. For 
example, in Java, packages are composed of other packages or classes, classes being of a lower 
level of granularity than packages. Depending on the SCIUS, the pertinent granularity of the 
SCEs to be analyzed may vary. For instance, for analyzing god classes it is enough to have 
information of the properties at class level, while for analyzing brain methods it is necessary to 
have information of the properties at method level. The function sce gives the set of SCEs that 
compose an entity e. 
( )
( ) eeeesce
EsetEsce
∈=
→
22
:
 
Equation A 1. Source Code Entity (SCE) 
Level : it is a number that indicates the granularity of a SCE e.  
( ) kEekelevel
NElevel
∈=
→:
 
Equation A 2. Level of a SCE 
For more details see Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. that contains a suggestion 
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for granularity levels in Object Oriented languages. The level of granularity in which a formula 
operates would be, by default, the level of SCEs analyzed. In such cases, the level of granularity 
is not specified. In cases where the formula should be applied SCEs of granularity different to 
the level of SCEs analyzed, it would be explicit in the range of the formula. The level of the 
formula does not necessarily state one type of SCEs. If the level of the SCEs referred by the 
formula is higher than the one analyzed, a sign + would identify the level to which the formula 
applies i.e. E+. In case the level of the SCEs referred by the formula is lower than the one 
analyzed, a sign - would identify the level to which the formula applies i.e. E-.  
Table A 1. Levels of granularity for SCEs23 
Granularity Level SCE 
0 Characters 
1 Tokens 
2 Lines 
3 Methods 
4 Classes 
5 Files 
6 Modules/Packages 
 
An alternative way to refer to the components of a SCE, is to refer to that SCE at a lower 
granularity level, for instance the lines of a method e can be referred as sce(e) or as e2.  
The super-indices and the sub-indices have different semantics. The super-indices refer to the 
granularity of a SCE. The sub-indices refer to the order of a SCE. For instance, the term 21e  
would refer to the first line of the method e. 
                                                     
23
 The methodology does not make sense when applied at certain levels of abstraction, such as characters or tokens. Such low 
levels of granularity are stated to be able to express more complex definitions used later. Examples of usages of these levels of 
abstraction can be found in the definition of clones, in the definition of the extension of the SCIUS inside SCEs, and in the 
definition of the stability in SCEs due to the SCIUS. 
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Snapshot :  it is the set of entities that compose the application at a moment in time i. A 
snapshot describes the status of the application, in terms of the entities that compose it at a 
moment in time. There is a total order on the snapshots of the application; because of this, we 
model the snapshots as a function that maps consecutive ids to their corresponding set of source 
code entities. Note that this modeling excludes the reasoning on branches of the history of the 
application. 
( )Esets →ℵ:  
Equation A 3. Snapshot 
History of  an appl icat ion:  is a sequence of snapshots in ascendant order by time. 
( )Sseqh :  
Equation A 4. History of an application 
Deleted ent i t ies :  is the set of entities that were deleted at a point i in the history of the 
application. That is, the set of entities that belong only to the first of two consecutive snapshots 
i.e. si-1. 
( )
iii ssd
Esetd
−=
→ℵ
−1
:
 
Equation A 5. SCEs deleted in a logical change 
Unchanged ent i t ies :  is the set of entities that were not changed, nor deleted at a point i in 
the history of the application. That is, the set of entities that are repeated in two consecutive 
snapshots i.e. in si-1 and si.   
( )
1
:
−
∩=
→ℵ
iii ssu
Esetu
 
Equation A 6. SCEs unchanged after a logical change 
Changed ent i t ies  or  logical  changes:  is the set of entities that changed at a point i in the 
history of the application. That is, the set of entities that are not exact in the two snapshots, but 
the entity in the later snapshot e2 can be identified as a modified version of the entity in the 
early snapshot e1. The two versions of the same entity are matched by name, or by percentage 
of equal contents, i.e. if the SCEs that compose the entities resemble in at least 70%.  Matching 
two entities that have a different name is called origin analysis. Several approaches to perform 
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origin analysis are explained in section 2.3.1, while the approach we propose is explained in 
section 7.2.2.1. 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) 


































>
∩
∨=
−∈∃−∈=
→ℵ
−−
7.0
1,1min
21
21
21
:
11
esceesce
esceesce
enameename
ssessec
Esetc
iiiii
Equation A 7. SCEs changed after a logical change 
Commit  t ransact ion:  is the set of entities that were changed, added, or deleted at a point i in 
the history of the application. 
( )
1\
:
−
=
→ℵ
iii ssct
Esetct
 
Equation A 8. Commit transaction 
HasSCIUS:  it is a predicate that states if a SCE e has the SCIUS at a given point i in the 
history of the application.  
( )



⇒
⇒
=
→ℵ×
Falseotherwise
Trueiatsciusthehaseif
ieasSCIUSh
BooleanEasSCIUSh
,
:
 
Equation A 9. Has the SCIUS 
A.2 Clones 
This section of the appendix presents the formulas relevant to explain the concepts behind the 
definition of clones.  
A fragment of a method is a sequence of tokens. There are two types of tokens: syntax tokens 
and semantic tokens. A syntax token is a set of characters that has a meaning in the 
programming language. The syntax token are identified with a predicate that says if a token is 
either a restricted word or operator of the programming language.  
( ){ }OPERATORSKEYWORDSeesyntax
BooleanEsyntax
∪∈=
→
)(
:
1
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Equation A 10. Syntax tokens 
Semantic tokens are the complement of syntax tokens. This means that semantic tokens include 
literals, types, and calls to methods. 
( ){ }OPERATORSKEYWORDSeesemantic
BooleanEsemantic
∪∉=
→
)(
:
1
 
Equation A 11. Semantic tokens 
Two fragments are similar if there is a correspondence in the type of their tokens. That is, for 
every syntax token in the method e there is a syntax token in the clone; and for every semantic 
token in the method e here is a semantic token in the clone. The value of syntax tokens should 
be identical, but the value of semantic tokens may change. 
The function similar_fragment  returns the sequence of tokens that two methods have 
with the same type, and with the same value, in case of syntax tokens. Note that in the formula 
below the term 11 ije +  refers to the j+ith token of the method e1. 
 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )Ui ikijikij
ikij
ij
eeesyntaxesyntax
esyntaxesyntax
kjeeefragmentsimilar
EseqEEfragmentsimilar
1111
11
1
133
2121
21
,2)2,1(_
)(:_
++++
++
+
=∧∧
∧
=
∃=
→×
Equation A 12. Similarity of code fragments 
The function copy returns the method e2 with which the given method e1 has the largest 
similar fragment. We call to the method e2 the copy. 
( ) ( )3,1_2,1_
3
2)1(
:
3
3
33
eefragmentsimilareefragmentsimilar
Ee
Eeecopy
EEcopy
>
∈∀
∈=
→
 
Equation A 13. Copy of a code fragment 
In terms of our methodology, cloned_by_treshold  is a predicate that given a method e 
and a number t says if the method contains a similar fragment of a length equal or greater than 
n  tokens with any other method in the application. 
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( ))(,_),(__
:__
3
ecopyefragmentsimilarttethresholdbycloned
BooleanEthresholdbycloned
≤=
→ℵ×
 
Equation A 14. Clone relation between methods by length of their copies 
The function clone_start returns the index of the first token in the given method e1 where 
the cloned fragment starts. 
11
1
3
21
)1),1((_2
)1(_
:_
iij
i
ee
eecopyfragmentsimilare
jestartclone
Estartclone
=
∈∀
ℵ∈=
ℵ→
+
 
Equation A 15. Clone start. First token cloned. 
Our definition of being cloned requires the cloned fragment in the method to comply with 
several conditions in order to discard false positives. These conditions are stated in the formula 
of the predicate cloned. The first condition (cloned_by_treshold(e,30)) describes 
precisely the type and level of similarity required among tokens of the method and the copy. 
The fragments shared should be a sequence of tokens of at least 30 tokens of the same type, 
producing the same code structure, i.e. with identical syntax tokens. This condition establishes 
the minimum similarity required. The other five conditions establish the maximum number of 
differences tolerated among fragments. The second condition (¬generated(e)) establishes 
that generated methods should not be considered clones, given that they do not require 
consistent updated. The third condition states that the percentage of syntax tokens in the cloned 
fragments should be less than 45% of the length of the fragment to avoid purely structural 
similarities (syntax_tokens_%(e,copy(e))<0.45). The fourth condition states that the 
percentage of literal tokens should be less than 45% of the length of the fragment to avoid 
clones just based on values of variables (literal_tokens_%(e,copy(e))). The fifth 
condition state that the percentage of tokens that differ between the cloned fragments should be 
less than 45% of the length of the fragment to avoid fragments that are similar by accident 
(diff_tokens_%(e,copy(e))). The sixth and final condition states that the percentage of 
tokens that refer to methods or types and that differ between the cloned fragments should be less 
than 45% of the tokens that refer to methods or types to avoid clones with different meaning 
(diff_method-type_tokens_%(e,copy(e))).  
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estartclone
ecopyefragmentsimilar
e
typemethoddiff
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ecopyefragmentsimilar
e
diff
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literal
estartclone
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syntax
egenerated
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BooleanEcloned
Equation A 16. Cloned 
The percentage of syntax tokens (syntax_%(cf)) is defined as the number of syntax tokens 
in the cloned fragment over the number of tokens in the cloned fragment. 
( )( )
cf
esyntaxcfe
cfsyntax
Eseqsyntax
cfi
i
ii∑
≤
=
⇒∧∈
=
ℜ→
0
1
1
)(%_
)(:%_
 
Equation A 17. Percentage of syntax tokens in a cloned fragment 
The percentage of literal tokens (literal_%(cf)) is defined as the number of literal tokens 
in the cloned fragment over the number of tokens in the cloned fragment. 
( )( )
cf
eliteralcfe
cfeliteral
Eseqliteral
cfi
i
ii∑
≤
=
⇒∧∈
=
ℜ→
0
1
1
),1(%_
)(:%_
 
Equation A 18. Percentage of literal tokens in a cloned fragment 
The percentage of different tokens between the method e1 and its clone cf 
(diff_%(e1,cf)) is defined as the number of tokens that are different among the cloned 
fragments, over the number of tokens of the cloned fragment. 
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( )
( )
( )
cf
cfe
jcfediff
EseqEdiff
cfi
i
iij∑
≤
=
+ ⇒≠
=
ℜ→ℵ××
0
1
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Equation A 19. Percentage of different tokens among cloned fragments 
The percentage of different method-type tokens between the method e1 and its clone cf 
(diff_method-type_%(e1,cf)) is defined as the number of tokens that are different 
among the cloned fragments and refer to methods or types, over the number of tokens that refer 
to methods or types of the cloned fragment. 
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Equation A 20. Average percentage of different tokens among cloned fragments from the tokens representing types 
and method calls  
The percentage of different method-tokens between the method e1 and its clone cf 
(diff_method _%(e1,cf)) is defined as the number of method-tokens that are different 
between the method e1 and its clone cf, over the number of method-tokens in the cloned 
fragment. 
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Equation A 21. Percentage of different tokens among cloned fragments from the tokens representing method calls  
The percentage of different type-tokens between the method e1 and its clone cf 
(diff_type _%(e1,cf)) is defined as the number of type -tokens that are different 
between the method e1 and its clone cf, over the number of type -tokens in the cloned 
fragment. 
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Equation A 22. Average percentage of different tokens among cloned fragments from the tokens representing types  
 
Finally, the similarity between two tokens e1 and e2 is defined as the number of consecutive 
characters that the tokens share, over the number of consecutive characters among the tokens. 
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Equation A 23. Similarity between two tokens 
A.3 Evolution of SCIs 
This section of the appendix presents the formulas relevant to explain the concepts behind the 
analysis of the evolution of the SCIUS, that is, the analysis over time of its extension, 
persistence and stability.  
A.3.1 Extension  
Extension per commit transaction: it is the average extension of the SCIUS in the application at 
that snapshot. The function extension_contribution gives the percentage of SCEs in 
the application that have the SCIUS at a snapshot i, of the SCEs that compose the application at 
the snapshot i. 
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Contribution of a SCE of higher granularity than the one analyzed to the extension of SCIUS in 
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the application: it is the extension of the SCIUS in the application, by the given snapshot i, due 
to the SCE analyzed (e1). The function extension_contribution gives the percentage 
that a SCE e contributes to the SCIUS in the application at the commit transaction i. 
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Extension in SCEs  
Another possible definition for extension is the number of components of a SCE affected by the 
SCIUS, from all the components of the SCE. This definition is only valid in case the SCIUS is 
defined in terms of components of the SCE to be analyzed. For instance, if the SCE to be 
analyzed are classes, but the SCIUS occurs at the level of methods, e.g.  long parameter list. 
Extension by SCE: it is the average extension of the SCIUS in the SCEs of the application at the 
given commit transaction. The function extension_SCE gives the percentage of components 
of the SCE e that have the SCIUS at a commit transaction i. That is, the number of components 
of the SCE e that have the SCIUS (size_scius as defined below), over the number of 
components of the SCE  e (size_SCE). 
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The function size_scius gives the number of SCEs of lower level that compose e at the 
snapshot i, and that had the SCIUS. 
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The function size_SCE gives the number of SCEs of lower level that compose e at the 
snapshot i. 
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A.3.2 Persistence  
Persistence is the percentage of the lifetime of a SCE that includes a SCIUS. It aims to show the 
longevity of the SCIUS in the application. The graphs proposed to analyze it are: 
Persistence per commit transaction: average lifetime percentage of the SCEs with the SCIUS by 
the given commit transaction. The function persistence_application gives the average 
persistence of SCEs affected by the SCIUS at the given snapshot i. 
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The function SCE_affected_by_SCIUS gives a set of SCEs that have been affected by the 
SCIUS by the given snapshot i. 
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The function persistence_SCE gives the percentage of snapshots of the lifetime of the SCE 
e, that it has had the SCIUS by the given snapshot i. 
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The function snapshots_with_SCIUS counts the number of snapshots that a SCE e have 
had the SCIUS by the given snapshot i. 
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The function commits_alive counts the number of snapshots that the SCE e has been part 
of the system by the given snapshot i. 
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Persistence of a SCE of higher granularity level than the one analyzed: it is the average 
persistence of the SCEs that form the given SCE analyzed (e1) by the given snapshot i. The 
function persistence_contribution gives the average persistence of the SCEs e2 that 
compose the SCE e1 by the snapshot i. That is, the average persistence of the SCEs e2 that 
compose the SCE e1 (i.e. the average persistence of the e2 ∈e1). 
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A.3.3 Stability  
Stability is the percentage of changes to a SCE that occur inside the SCIUS, it aims to show the 
variability that the SCIUS introduces in the application. The graphs proposed to analyze 
stability are: 
Stability by history point: it is the average stability of the SCEs in the application while having 
the SCIUS by the snapshot i. The function stability_application  gives the average 
stability of SCEs affected by the SCIUS at the given snapshot i. 
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The function stability_SCE gives the percentage of changes to SCE e  that have occurred 
in the components of e that have the SCIUS by the snapshot i . That is, the number of changes 
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of the SCE e  that have occurred inside the SCIUS (changes_by), over the number of 
changes on the SCE e  while it has the SCIUS (changes_when_SCIUS). 
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The function changes_by gives the set of commit transactions in which the SCE e is 
modified until the given commit transaction i. 
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The function changes_when_SCIUS gives the set of commit transactions in which the SCE 
e is modified, having the SCIUS, by the given commit transaction i. 
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Contribution of SCE of higher granularity than the one analyzed to the stability of the 
application: it is the average stability of the SCEs that compose the given SCE e1 by the given 
snapshot i. The function stability_contribution gives the percentage that a SCE e1 
contributes to the stability of the SCIUS in the application by the snapshot i. That is, the 
average stability of the SCEs e2 that compose the SCE e1 (i.e. the average stability of the e2 
∈  e1). 
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Stability in SCEs  
Another possible definition for stability is the number of changes in the SCE inside the 
components of the SCE affected by the SCIUS, from all the changes of the SCE when it has the 
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SCIUS. This definition aims to assess the percentage of changes due to the SCIUS. This 
definition is only valid in case the SCIUS is defined in terms of components of the SCE to be 
analyzed. 
Stability by SCE: it is the average stability of the SCE due to the SCIUS by the given snapshot 
i. The function stability_SCE gives the percentage of changes to SCE e that have 
occurred in the components of e that have the SCIUS by the snapshot i. That is, the number of 
changes of the SCE e that have occurred inside the SCIUS (changes_in_SCIUS), over the 
number of changes on the SCE e while it has the SCIUS (changes_when_SCIUS). 
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The function changes_in_SCIUS gives the set of commit transactions in which any 
components of the SCE e with the SCIUS have been modified, by the given commit transaction 
i. 
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The function ct_in_SCIUS gives the set of components of SCEs that have the SCIUS and 
that have been modified at a given commit transaction i. 
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A.4 Changeability metrics 
This section of the appendix presents the formulas relevant to explain the concepts related with 
the changeability metrics.  
A period  is a set of logical changes, i.e.  P:set(C). The logical changes composing a period 
are not necessarily sequential, which permits to reason about SCEs that have the SCIUS 
intermittently. 
Likel ihood  indicates whether a SCE changes more than other SCEs. The likelihood is defined 
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as the number of changes to the SCE e in the period p, over, the number of changes in the 
period p. 
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The number of changes a SCE e in a period p is defined as the number of times in which e 
changed in any of the commit transactions ct that composed the period p. 
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The number of changes in the period p is defined as the number of SCEs of the granularity level 
analyzed that changed in commit transactions ct that composed the period p. 
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Frequenc y says how often the SCE changes. The frequency is defined as changes to the SCE 
e in the period p, over, the number of logical changes in that period (p). 
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Impact  indicates the size of the ripple effect of changes that modify a SCE. Impact is the 
average number of SCEs that co-change with the SCE e in the period p, over, the number of 
changes of e in the period p. The average number of SCE that co-change with e is described 
below. 
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The average number of SCEs co-changes with the SCE e in the period p is defined as the 
number of co-changes with the SCE e ( ic ) during the period p, over, the number of SCEs in 
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the period p ( is ). 
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Depth  indicates to what extent the structure of the application hides changes. Depth is the 
percentage of SCEs that does not change with the other SCEs that compose a of higher 
granularity that contains all the SCE  that changed on each logical change in the period p. The 
depth is the inverse of the average density of the changes of the SCE e in the period p. The 
average density indicates what percentage of the closest common ancestor of the SCEs changed 
in p was changed. 
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The average density of changes of a SCE e in the period p is defined as the sum of the density 
of the SCE e during p, over the number of times that the SCEs changed during the period p.  
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The density of changes of a SCE e in the period p is defined as the percentage of SCEs 
modified from the SCE that is the closest common ancestor of all the SCEs that were modified 
in a given logical change c. 
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The SCEs of the same level that the SCE analyzed e1 inside the common ancestor e2, is the 
number of SCEs e3 inside the common ancestor e2 that have the same level of granularity that 
the SCE analyzed e1. 
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The closest common ancestor of a set of SCEs modified in a logical change c, is the SCE of 
minimum level that contains all the SCEs in c. That is, is the element of common ancestors that 
given any other element in common ancestors, that other element has a higher level. 
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The set of common ancestors of a set of entities is the intersection of the ancestors of each one 
of the entities. 
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The ancestors of a SCE e is the set of SCEs that have e as descendent. 
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Appendix B Statistical concepts used 
This appendix summarizes statistical concepts used in this thesis. 
B.1 Descriptive statistics 
Descriptive statistics describe a group of numbers, by describing typical behavior of values in 
the group or by reducing the group to a few numbers that represent them. 
B.1.1 Description of a sample 
Any group of numbers can be described by the following set of numbers: minimum, first 
quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. These five numbers indicate the range of the 
values in the group, their central tendency, and the spread/dispersion of the sample. The 
minimum  is the lowest value in the group of numbers. The maximum  is the highest value in 
the group of numbers. The median  is the value that divides the numbers in the group in two 
equal parts, where all the numbers in one part are below the median, and all the numbers in the 
other part are above the median. To obtain the median is enough to order the values in the 
group, and then, take the value that is in the middle of the group. For instance, the median of 
5,2,7,9,4 is 5. Note that the group ordered would be 2,4,5,7,9; and that the value in the middle is 
5. However, if the amount of numbers in the group is even, the median is the average of the two 
values in the middle. For instance, if the group is 5,2,10,7,9,4 the median is 6. The group 
ordered would be 2,4,5,7,9,10. Note that 6 is the average between 5 and 7, which are the values 
in the middle of the ordered group. Finally, the f i rst  and th ird quart i les  are respectively the 
25th and 75th percentiles. Percent i les  are an extension of the concept of median, which is also 
the 50th percentile. Percentiles divide the group of numbers in 100 equal parts. The n-th 
percentile is the value for which n-% of the data is less than or equal to. For instance, the 25th 
percentile is the value below which 25% of the numbers in the group lay. This also means that 
75% of the data has a value above the value of the 25th percentile. Therefore, quart i les  indicate 
the numbers that divide the group of numbers into quarters. One quarter of the values is lower 
than the first quartile. One quarter of the values lay between the first quartile and the median. 
One quarter of the values is in between the median and the third quartile. Finally, one quarter of 
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the values is above the third quartile. 
B.1.2 Box-plots 
Box-plots depict the key values of a group of numbers to summarize the group graphically. 
Box-plots are plotted in parallel to compare features of distributions. Box-plots depict the key 
values of a distribution (see Figure A- 1) giving a visual indication of the range, spread and 
central tendency of the distribution. The meaning of the values shown by box-plots is explained 
above in section B.1.1. The box of the box-plot indicates that the values of 50% of the items are 
inside those boundaries (i.e. indicate the value of the first and third quartile). The black area 
inside the box shows the value in the median of the distribution. The inter-quartile range is the 
size of the box, and indicates the data spread of the values in the dataset. The values outside the 
inter-quartile range plus 50% are far from the rest of the values, and therefore are considered 
outliers. The larger the difference in the location of the box-plots, the more likely it is that the 
two item sets compared are different.  
 
Figure A- 1. Box-plot parts. 
B.1.3 Frequency distribution diagrams 
Grouping numbers into frequency distributions illustrate the typical and atypical values in a 
group of numbers. A frequency distribution is an arrangement of the different values in a group 
of numbers ordered from the lowest to the highest; showing how frequent is each value in the 
group. 
Minimum 
First quartile or 
25th percentile 
Second quartile, 
50th percentile, or 
median 
 
Whisker = 
1.5 * Inter-quartile range 
Third quartile or 
75 percentile 
 
Inter-quartile range 
Largest value 
inside whiskers 
 
Whisker = 
1.5 * Inter-quartile range 
Outliers 
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For example, suppose the following group of numbers: 
2, 6, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 8, 5, 6, 4, 7, 5, 3, 8, 6, 4, 7, 2, 5, 6, 5, 4, 3, 6, 2, 8, 4, 7, 9, 1, 5, 3, 4 
Once the group is clustered by values, and the clusters are ordered by value, the group of 
number is 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9. 
Therefore, the frequency distribution says how frequent it is each value in the group: 
Values: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Frequencies: 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 3 2 
 
The frequency distribution graph for this example is shown in Figure A- 2. Frequency 
distribution graphs can be shown in two ways as a histogram, and as a density graph. 
Histograms depict a bar for each value or value interval, whose height represents the frequency. 
Density graphs depict a line that represents the probability of a value falling within the range. 
These two representations are analogous manners of showing which values are frequent/typical 
(in the case of the example 4, 5, and 6), and which values are unusual/atypical (in the example, 
1, 2, 8 and 9).  
 
Figure A- 2. Frequency distribution graph. Depicted with bars is called a histogram, depicted with a line is 
called a density graph. 
 
B.2 Inferential statistics 
Inferential statistics aim to deduce the causes of groups of numbers. Inferential statistics are 
used to estimate about situations for which there is only partial information available.  The 
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information available is called the sample; the complete information is called the population. 
Therefore, inferential statistics help to infer information about the population based on the 
characteristics of samples of that population.  
B.2.1 Comparison of distributions using statistics 
An example of inferential statistic is the set of tests that aim to establish if two data sets are 
significantly different. Significantly, in statistics, means that the probability of inference by 
chance is very low i.e. less than 5%. Usually the data sets compared are samples of the 
population under different circumstances, for instance, the population is the people suffering 
from depression; and the samples compared contain indicators of the depression symptoms on a 
set of people receiving a new drug, and a set of people receiving placebo. These tests can 
indicate two situations depending on the significance obtained. The first situation occurs when 
the test produces significant results. This means that the data sets compared are different. In 
terms of the example, it means that the new drug has a different effect on the depression 
symptoms than the placebo. The second situation occurs when the test does not produce 
significant results. This means that the results cannot be trusted. In other words, the statistical 
test cannot be certain of the differences between the data sets. The significance of a test is called 
the p-value. The p-value indicates the exact percentage of cases in which the similarity between 
distributions can be attributed to chance. As mentioned before, statisticians recommend a p-
value below 0.05; however, in some cases 0.01 may also be valid.  
To find if there is a difference between two data sets, it is necessary to choose the appropriate 
statistical test. The appropriateness of a statistical test depends on the properties of the 
distributions. There are two assertions to decide which test to apply. First, if the data sets are 
one value for the same subjects in the two circumstances analyzed the test should be paired; 
otherwise, the test should be not-paired. Paired tests are used when comparing the difference of 
two treatments in the same patient, not-paired tests are used when comparing the difference of 
two treatments in different patients, i.e. each patient undergoes only one treatment, and each 
data set has the patients using a particular treatment. Second, if the distributions are normal the 
test should be parameterized; otherwise the test should be not parameterized. Deciding if the 
test should be parameterized or not can be done by testing the normality (another statistical test) 
of the distributions to analyze. Table A 2 summarizes the types of tests according to the data-
sets to compare, and their suitability according to the type of distributions obtained.  
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Table A 2. Classification of statistical tests according to their characteristics. 
 Paired Not paired 
Parameterized T-test paired T- test not paired 
Not parameterized U- test/Wilcoxon-test Mann Whitney- test 
 
B.2.2 Clustering 
CLARA is a clustering algorithm designed to process large datasets by processing the data by 
sub-sets of a fixed size. Each subset is divided into k clusters, and for each sub-set, the 
algorithm finds more representative objects of each cluster. Then, each object in the sub-set is 
assigned to the closest representative object. The sum of dissimilarities of the objects with 
respect to their representative object is calculated for each cluster to evaluate its quality.  The 
representative objects chosen are those of the sub-set with the lowest sum of dissimilarities for 
all its clusters.  The analysis of dissimilarities is repeated with the final partition. 
B.2.3 Classification trees 
A classification tree is partition algorithm that aims to predict an outcome from the 
characteristics of a dataset. In this way, the classification trees provide the set of common 
characteristics of the sets that it aims to predict. Classification trees divide recursively the 
dataset into two groups that are differentiated by a threshold in a characteristics of the dataset. 
The elements in the first group are above the threshold, and the elements in the second group are 
below the threshold. The characteristic and threshold chosen are those that separate better the 
elements depending on their value of the outcome that the classification tree is trying to predict. 
Therefore, if one wants to predict good grades for a set of students, the characteristic and 
threshold chosen each time would be the ones that produce a group composed mostly by 
students with high grades, and another group composed mostly by students with low grades. 
Each group obtained in afterwards divided again with the characteristic/threshold that divides 
best the groups in the characteristic to predict. Note that the optimal characteristic/threshold for 
a group, may be different from the optimal characteristic/threshold for its sibling group. 
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Appendix C Relation between method or clone 
characteristics and changeability metrics 
This section presents the graphical and numeric tests to validate if the characteristics described 
in section 10.2.3.1 are correlated with changeability decay. The characteristics that presented the 
strongest relations with changeability decay are not presented in this appendix, but on section 
10.2.3.2. 
C.1 Method characteristics and changeability metrics 
The characteristics related with likelihood, in order of strength of their relation, are: commit 
created, loc, fan-out, fan-in, and nop/was cloned. The characteristics related with frequency are: 
commit created, loc, fan-out, complexity, nop, and fan-in. Impact is inversely related to loc. 
Depth is inversely related with loc, fan-in, fan-out, and complexity.  
The presentation of results is explained in Figure 10-15. Explanation of results table 
. 
C.1.1 Changeability metrics vs. complexity 
Table A 3. Relation between changeability metrics and the complexity of the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Direct 1.6 
 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct 1.6 
 
 
Depth 
All 
Inverse 1.2 
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Complexity is directly related with the frequency of changes that cloned methods undergo (see 
Table A 3). Complexity is also inversely related with the depth of changes of any method. This 
means that, cloned methods that are complex tend to change more, co-changing with methods 
with in the same abstraction. In contrast, cloned methods that are simple change less but with 
methods far from them. However, the relation between complexity and changeability is weak.  
C.1.2 Changeability metrics vs. number of parameters of the method 
The number of parameters also seems to be directly related with the amount of changes of a 
method i.e. with likelihood and frequency (see Table A 4). Although, the relation could not be 
confirmed between cloned methods and likelihood, cloned methods do show a strong relation 
with the frequency of changes. This means that cloned methods have similar likelihood metrics 
regardless of the number of parameters, and that the higher the number of parameters, the more 
frequently would change cloned methods. 
Table A 4. Relation between changeability metrics and the Number Of Parameters the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
All 
Direct 1.3 
 
Frequency 
All 
Direct 1.3 
 
C.1.3 Changeability metrics vs. size of the method 
Large methods have a similar behavior than complex methods, that is, they change more but 
they change with closer methods (Table A 5). These results are also true for methods that are 
cloned. It is not clear if a lower complexity in changes (i.e. depth and impact) overcomes the 
disadvantages of the increase of changes. The strength of the LOC-Likelihood relation, and of 
the LOC-Frequency relation is higher that of LOC-Depth. Therefore, there is more chance of 
increasing the amount of changes than of decreasing the depth if the method is large. In 
consequence, having large methods is correlated with changeability decay. 
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Table A 5. Relation between changeability metrics and the Lines Of Code of the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
SC 
Direct 1.4 
 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Direct 1.8 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct 1.5 
 
Impact 
SC 
Inverse 1.9 
 
Depth 
All 
Inverse 
1.38 
 
 
Depth 
SC 
Inverse 1.5 
 
 
C.1.4 Changeability metrics vs. fan-in 
The larger is the number of methods that call the method analyzed (fan-in), the lower is the  
frequency, and depth of the changes of the method analyzed (Table A 6). Inversely, methods 
with a low fan-in, would change more, more frequently, and with methods far away. If the 
method analyzed is cloned, having a large fan-in would decrease also its likelihood of change. 
This indicates that cloned methods, which are highly used, tend to change more than other 
cloned methods. In consequence, having a cloned fragment and having a high fan-in would 
increase the changeability decay of a method, because the method would require more changes 
to remain part of the application. 
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Table A 6. Relation between changeability metrics and the fan-in of the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
SC 
Inverse 1.4 
 
Frequency 
All 
Inverse 1.2 
 
Depth 
All 
Inverse 1.1 
 
Depth 
SC 
Inverse 1.5 
 
 
C.1.5 Changeability metrics vs. fan-out 
The larger is the number of methods that the analyzed method calls (fan-out), the higher is the 
likelihood, and frequency of change (see Table A 7). In other words, methods with a high fan-
out change more and more frequently.  
Cloned methods with high fan-out also change more frequently; but they change with closer 
methods than the cloned methods with an average fan-out.  
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Table A 7. Relation between changeability metrics and the fan-out of the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
All 
Direct 1.9 
 
Frequency 
All 
Direct 1.7 
 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Direct 1.7 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct 1.9 
 
 
Depth 
All 
Inverse 1.4 
 
 
C.2 Clone-related characteristics and changeability metrics 
The characteristics related with likelihood, in order of strength of their relation, are: %CCF, 
number of families, percentage affected, and percentage of method/type tokens that differ from 
the family. The characteristics related with frequency are: clone created, number of families, 
percentage affected, % of dissimilarity, and lifetime affected. The clone-characteristics related 
with impact are: percentage affected, and number of families / percentage of method/type tokens 
that differ from the family. Depth is directly related with the percentage affected, the size of the 
clone, and the commit cloned.  
The presentation of results is explained in Figure 10-15. Explanation of results table 
. 
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C.2.1 Changeability metrics vs. size of the clone 
The size of the clone seems to be directly related with the distance to the methods that co-
change with the method analyzed (see Table A 8). It is likely that this relation occurs because 
large clones are likely to be a result of copy-and-paste programming, and most of the methods 
that share a clone relation are close to each other (see section 8.2.9, and section 5.2.1.1). Again, 
this relation is weak, and therefore may not be useful to predict clones that increase the 
changeability of the methods that host them. 
Table A 8. Relation between changeability metrics and the size of the clone 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Depth 
C 
Direct 1.2 
 
C.2.2 Changeability metrics vs. number of clone families to which the method belongs 
Methods with fragments cloned of different families tend to have changes with a higher 
frequency, and likelihood (Table A 9). Having several clone relations means that the method 
must be checked more for consistent changes, i.e. if any of the fragments of any of the families 
with which it is cloned changes, it increases the chance for the method to require the same 
change. Furthermore, methods with cloned fragments of several families are usually related with 
overlapping families. This reason that could explain the decrease in the amount of methods that 
co-change, because the number of methods that share the clone relation is likely to be much 
lower than the number of cloned fragments related to the method. 
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Table A 9. Relation between changeability metrics and number of families in the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
C 
Direct 1.7 
 
Frequency 
C 
Direct 1.6 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct 1.7 
 
Impact 
SC 
Inverse 1.3 
 
C.2.3 Changeability metrics vs. commit in which the method becomes cloned 
Methods cloned early in the lifetime of the application are more likely to be changed than 
methods cloned later in the lifetime of the application (Table A 10). This could be explained 
because the earlier they are cloned, the more changes of hidden relations they have to check to 
verify if their version of the clone should be also changed. Furthermore, as shown with the 
commit in which the method is created, at the beginning of the application’s history changes are 
more frequent, probably because developers are not certain on how to implement the required 
functionality.  
Note also that SC-methods have a weak, inverse relation with depth. This means that SC-
methods cloned early in the application’s lifetime tend to change with distant methods. Probably 
because introducing a clone with a distant method, late in the application’s lifetime, is unlikely 
due to the size and complexity of the application.   
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Table A 10. Relation between changeability metrics and the commit in which the method becomes cloned 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Depth 
SC 
Direct 1.1 
 
 
C.2.4 Changeability metrics vs. percentage of the method’s lifetime in which it is 
cloned 
The percentage of lifetime cloned is directly related to its frequency of changes (see Table A 
11). Thus, methods that remain cloned for a large percentage of their lifetime tend to change 
more frequently. Therefore, while the method keeps the relations (in this case, clone relations) 
its need for changes increases.  
Table A 11.Relation between changeability metrics and the percentage of the method’s lifetime in which the 
method is cloned 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Direct 1.0 
 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct 1.06 
 
 
C.2.5 Changeability metrics vs. percentage of tokens cloned in the method 
The coverage of the clone in the method is inversely related to the chance of the clone to be 
changed, but directly related to the impact and depth of its changes (Table A 12).  This means 
that methods with low clone coverage change more, change more frequently, but tend to change 
alone or with a few, close methods. A possible reason for these relations is that methods that are 
partially cloned have more customizations in their cloned fragments than methods with a higher 
cloned coverage. This means that less of the changes in methods with fragments of the same 
family would affect it, but also that it changes might be more complex. Another possible 
explanation is that clones that cover a small percentage of the method are may be more likely to 
be forgotten for consistent changes with its family, and therefore are changed in isolation in late 
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propagations.  
The fact that the relations between the percentage of tokens cloned in the method and the 
changeability metrics are found in SC-methods, indicates that the percentage of tokens cloned is 
a key characteristic in determining the harmfulness of a clone.  
Table A 12. Relation between changeability metrics and the percentage of tokens cloned in the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
SC 
Inverse 1.4 
 
Frequency 
Cloned 
Inverse 1.3 
 
Frequency 
SC 
Inverse 1.5 
 
 
Impact 
SC 
Direct 1.9 
 
Depth 
SC 
Direct 1.7 
 
 
C.2.6 Changeability metrics vs. percentage of different tokens in the clone 
The percentage of tokens that differ in cloned families seems to be directly related with the 
frequency of changes of the method (Table A 13). A possible explanation for this relation is that 
the lower the percentage of tokens that differ, the most likely it is for the cloned fragment to 
require a consistent change. Therefore, if there is a change in any of the cloned fragments with 
which the method is cloned, it is likely that the method would also require that change. 
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Table A 13. Relation between changeability metrics and the percentage of different tokens in the families of 
the method 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Frequency 
SC 
Direct1.5 
 
C.2.7 Changeability metrics vs. percentage of different method/type tokens in the clone 
The percentage of differences in the methods and types referred in a cloned fragment is directly 
related with its likelihood of changes, and inversely related with the impact of its changes 
(Table A 14). Therefore, having a low percentage of differences in the methods and types 
referred in the cloned fragment tends to be more harmful for SC-methods, because they generate 
changes of a greater impact. Cloned fragments with a high percentage of differences in the 
methods or types called may indicate unavoidable clones due to insufficient modularity 
abstractions in the language. If this is the case, the clones are not accidental and require 
consistent changes provoking an increase in the number of methods that co-change with the 
cloned method. The fact that the relation is only present for SC-methods may indicate that 
clones with high percentage of different methods/types are not necessarily among the methods 
with higher impact. Therefore, the effect of a high percentage of different method/types in the 
cloned fragment with respect to other clones in its family does not have a strong relation with an 
increase of impact.  
Table A 14. Relation between changeability metrics and the differences in methods and types in the family 
 Freecol  JEdit     Ganttproj.  Columba JBoss 
Likelihood 
SC 
Direct 1.3 
 
Impact 
SC 
Inverse 1.3 
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Appendix D Glossary 
Adaptive  maintenance:  is a type of maintenance task to keep a computer program usable in 
a changed or changing environment. 
Add : is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which cloned fragments are added 
to the previous version of the clone family. 
Age:  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones. The age is defined as the 
commit transaction in which the first cloned fragment is added to the method. 
Always w ith a  source code Issue:  is a subset of the SCEs (Source Code Entities) that have 
the SCIUS (Source Code Issue Under Study) all their lifetime. The set is identified by the 
acronym AI. In the case of clones, it is identified with the acronym AC that stands for methods 
Always Cloned. 
Anal ysabi l i t y:  is a characteristic required to achieve maintainability. It is defined as the 
capability of the software product to be diagnosed for deficiencies or causes of failures in the 
software, or for the parts to be modified to be identified.  
Anti -patte rns :  are solutions inappropriate for solving a problem. For example, inappropriate 
implementation patterns. 
Box-plo ts :  are graphs that depict the key values of a group of numbers to summarize the group 
graphically.  
Branch:  is a sequence of changes not merged to the main history line (or trunk) of a SCM 
application. Having branches implies that a file can have several versions at a moment in time. 
Changeabi l i t y:  is a characteristic required to achieve maintainability. It is defined as the 
capability of the software product to enable a specified modification to be implemented. 
Changeabi l i t y deca y:  occurs when the effort or difficulty required to introduce a change 
increases. Other authors also consider that there is changeability decay whenever the quality of 
the code decreases. 
Changes in  a  Fami l y due to  the Clone in  a  method (%CCF) :  is the ratio between the 
number of changes inside the cloned fragments of a method, and the number of changes of all 
the fragments in the families corresponding to those cloned fragments.  
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Changes in  a  Method due to  i ts  Clones (%C CM): is the ratio between the number of 
changes inside the cloned fragments of a method, over the number of changes of that method. 
Character is t ic :  is a property of an entity at a moment in time. A particular entity has several 
attributes at a given moment in time. The attributes of a SCE (Source Code Entity) may include 
its name, size, if it has a SCI or not, if it was modified or not, etc. 
Clone famil y:  is the set of code fragments that share the same clone. It is also known as clone  
c lass  or clone c luster . 
Clone:  is the longest sequential segment of code shared by at least two sections of code.  
Clone re lat ion:  is a conceptual link between fragments of code. A clone relation occurs when 
the fragments are similar. 
Cloned f ragment (or  c lone instance) :  is a fragment of code that is similar to another 
fragment of code.   
Close-down:  is the maintenance stage when the system is not used anymore. 
Commit  c reated:  is a characteristic of the method, defined as the commit transaction in which 
the method is created. 
Commit  t ransact ion:  is a set of changes done together (i.e. at the same time, by the same 
developer, with a defined purpose). It is also known as logical  change . 
Complexi ty or  c yc lomatic  complexi ty (CC) :  is a characteristic of the method, defined as 
the number of branches inside the method. 
Consistent  change:  is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which all the 
fragments that compose the clone family change in the same way, at the same commit 
transaction. 
Cop y ro le :  occurs when the method changes at the same commit transaction in which its first 
cloned fragment is added.  
Correct ive  maintenance:  is a type of maintenance task to corrects discovered faults. 
Creat ion:  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones. The creation is 
defined as the commit transaction in which the first clone relation is added to a method. 
Creator :  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones. The creator is 
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defined as the developer that created the first clone relation of a method.  
CVS (Concurrent  Versioning S ystem):  is a SCM application that does not store logical 
changes.  
Dependencies f ingerpr ints  are a type of code representation used for clone detection. 
Dependencies fingerprints are useful for identifying clones in which the order of the statements 
may have been changed without changing their semantics, like in plagiarism analysis.  
Depth  indicates to what extent the structure of the application hides changes. Depth is a metric 
created to assess to what extent the commits in which a method changes are hidden behind an 
abstraction. The metric is called depth because if all changes are concentrated in a SCE of low 
level, for instance, in a class, it means that the change was made deep in the application, and 
that the change was oblivious to higher SCEs. In this way, the deeper a change is, the easier it is 
to implement. Depth is the percentage of SCEs that does not change with the other SCEs that 
compose a of higher granularity that contains all the SCE that changed on each logical change in 
a period. The depth is the inverse of the average density of the changes of the SCE e in the 
period .  
Design f laws  are source code characteristics that may affect maintainability factors. Design 
flaws include the composition of several bad smells, the violation of some Object Oriented 
principles and the lack of use of certain design patterns (like bridge, strategy, singleton, façade, 
etc.).  
Dissimi la r i t y: is a clone characteristic. It is defined as the ratio between the number of tokens 
that are different (between the cloned fragment and the clone that identifies the family), and the 
number of tokens of the cloned fragment. The dissimilarity of a method is the average 
dissimilarity of its cloned fragments along their lifetime.  
Divergent  change:  is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which only some of 
the fragments that compose the clone family change in the same way, at the same commit 
transaction. 
Divergent  Changes in  a  Famil y (%CDF) :  is the ratio between the number of divergent 
changes inside the clone-families related to the method, and the number of changes of the 
family corresponding to that method.  
Divergent  Changes in  a  Method (%CDM):  is the ratio between the number of divergent 
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changes inside the clone-families related to the method, and the number of changes of that 
method.  
El iminat ion:  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones. The elimination 
is defined as the commit transaction in which the last cloned fragment of a method is 
eliminated, either because the fragment is deleted from the method, or because it is changed so 
that it is not similar to any other code fragment anymore.  
El iminator :  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones. The elimination is 
defined as the developer that modifies the method in the commit transaction in which the last 
clone relation of the method is eliminated (see elimination). 
Evolut ion:  is the maintenance stage in software lifecycle in which the system is subject to fault 
correction and to adaptation to new user requirements or to a new environment. Evolution is a 
term also used for describing the dynamics of software history.  
Extension of  the SCIUS in  the appl icat ion:  is the ratio between the number of SCEs that 
have the SCIUS at a given commit transaction and the number of SCEs that compose the 
application at that commit transaction. 
Contr ibut ion to  the extension of  the SCIUS in  a  SCE : is the ratio between the number 
of SCEs inside the SCE analyzed that have the SCIUS at a given commit transaction, and the 
number of SCEs inside the SCE analyzed. 
Extension o f  the SCIUS in  the SCEs:  is the average ratio between the number components 
of the SCE analyzed that have the SCIUS at a given commit transaction, and the number 
components of the SCE analyzed.  
False negat ive :  when the test to detect phenomena falsely indicates that the phenomena does 
not occur.  
False posi t ive :  when the test to detect phenomena falsely indicates that the phenomena 
occurs. 
Famil y s ize :  is a clone characteristic that describes the number of fragments of code that share 
the same clone. In this document is approximated by the number of methods that contains clone 
instances of the same clone, regardless of the number of instances inside each method. 
Fan-in :  is a method characteristic that indicates the number of methods that call the method 
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analyzed. 
Fan-out :  is a method characteristic that indicates the number of methods that the method 
analyzed calls. 
Frequenc y:  is a measure of how often a SCE changes. The frequency is defined as changes to 
the SCE, over, the number of changes to the application (i.e. commit transactions) in a given 
period. 
HasSCIUS:  is a characteristic of the SCE that says if the SCE has the SCIUS or not at a 
moment in time. 
History l ines :  are sequences of changes of an application stored in a SCM. An application can 
have several history lines at any moment in time. The main history line is called the trunk, and 
the history lines that are not the trunk are called branches. 
History of  an appl icat ion:  is sequence of snapshots ordered chronologically by commit 
transaction. 
Impact :  is a measure of the ripple effect of changes that modify a SCE. Impact is the average 
number of SCEs that co-change with the SCE, over, the number of changes to the application 
(i.e. commit transactions) in a given period. 
Inconsistent  change:  it is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which the only 
difference with the previous version of the clone family is that some clone instances do not 
change in the same way. 
Independent  evolut ion:  it is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which the 
only difference with the previous version of the clone family is that some clone instances 
change in a different way than the rest of the instances in the family. In many cases, an 
independent evolution can be identified as an independent change. The only way to confirm that 
there is an independent evolution is by ensuring that the subset of clone instances that change 
differently never become part of the family again. 
Index:  is an integer that indicates the chronological order of a commit transaction, that is, the 
history in which a logical change occurs. 
Late propagat ion:  it is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which the only 
difference with the previous version of the clone family is that a subset of clone instances that 
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had a previous inconsistent change are modified in such a way that they become part of the 
family again. 
Level :  is the granularity of a SCE. Levels can be tokens, lines of code, methods, classes, files, 
modules, etc. 
Litera l  percentage (or  %Li tera ls) :   it is a clone characteristic that describes the percentage 
of literals that have the clones inside a method. It is calculated as the ratio between the tokens 
that are literals in the cloned fragments of a method, and the tokens that compose the cloned 
fragments.  
Lifet ime  affec ted (or  %l i fet ime  c loned) :  it is a clone characteristic that describes the 
percentage of commit transactions in which the method was cloned. It is calculated as the 
number of commit transactions of the method’s lifetime in which the method has cloned 
fragments, over, the number of commit transactions in which the method is part of the 
application. 
Likel ihood:   is a measure of the extent in which a SCE changes in comparison with other 
SCEs. The likelihood is defined as the number of changes to the SCE, over, the number of 
changes on any SCE of the application in a given period. 
Lines Of  Code (or  LOC):  it is a method characteristic that indicates the size of the method 
analyzed. It is calculated as the number of physical lines from the declaration to the end of the 
method. 
Logical  change:  is a synonym for commit transactions. A logical change occurs when a 
developer sends the changes that she has made locally to the repository that stores the 
application (the SCM). In other words, a logical change can be identified in the SCM as a set of 
physical changes done with the same purpose, at the same time by a single developer. In the 
formalization of the metrics proposed, a logical change contains the set of entities that changed 
from one snapshot to the next snapshot in the history of the application.  
Mainta inabi l i t y compl iance:  is the capability of the software product to adhere to standards 
or conventions related to maintainability. It is considered one of the necessary characteristics to 
consider an application maintainable. 
Mainta inabi l i t y index:  is a metric based on static analysis of the source code used as 
indicator of maintenance costs. The maintainability index is defined as a polynomial formula of 
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the number of operands and operators, the number of branches, the number of lines of code, and 
optionally the percentage of comments, all of them at module level. 
Mainta inabi l i t y:  is the capability of the software product to be modified. Modifications may 
include corrections, improvements or adaptation of the software to changes in environment, and 
in requirements and functional specifications. Maintainability is achieved through analyzability, 
changeability, stability, testability, and maintainability compliance. 
Maintenance:  is any activity after the first delivery of the application. Maintenance can be 
divided into several stages: evolution, servicing, phase-out, and close-down. 
Meaningless c lones:  are duplicated code whose common fragments are incomplete blocks 
of code that are not semantically related. For instance, a method return followed by a method 
declaration, or the end of a conditional followed by the beginning of a loop. 
Median:  is the value that divides the numbers in the group in two equal parts, where all the 
numbers in one part are below the median, and all the numbers in the other part are above the 
median. 
Method c loned:  is a method that shares a fragment with at least another method in the 
application. That is, a method that contains at least one clone instance. 
Method-T ype percentage of  d i f ferences (or  mdif f ) :  is a clone characteristic that refers 
to the percentage of method-call and type tokens that are different to the clone that identifies the 
family. It is calculated as the ratio between the method-call and type tokens in the clone instance 
that are different to the clone that identifies the family, over, the method-call and type tokens 
that compose the clone that identifies the family. If a method has several clone fragments, the 
value is the average of all clone fragments. 
Methodolog y:  is a systematic manner to accomplish tasks using a set of techniques and a set 
of rules to apply such techniques. A methodology should guide the definition of objectives, the 
organization of tasks, and decision of techniques to achieve the objectives fixed for the tasks 
[Nance '88]. 
Metrics f ingerprints :  is a type of source code representation used to detect clones. Metrics 
fingerprints are useful for lightweight and simple comparisons. However, the performance does 
not necessarily improve because the calculation of the metric may be very complex. 
Never  w ith  a  source code Issue  (or  NI ) :  is a SCE never has the SCIUS. For our case 
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study, the methods never cloned are identified as NC-methods. 
Number  of  famil ies :  is a characteristic to describe the relation between a method and its 
clones. It is calculated as the number of clone families with which the method is related (by its 
cloned fragments). 
Number  Of  Parameters  (or  NOP) :  is a method characteristic that indicates the number of 
parameters received by the method analyzed. 
Origin anal ys is :  is a process to identify source code entities over time regardless of changes 
in their name or location. 
Ownership :  is a characteristic of a piece of code that refers to the developer that changes the 
most that piece of code in an interval of time. The ownership of the method refers to the 
developer that changes the method the most along its lifetime. The ownership of the clone refers 
to the developer that changes the method while it is cloned. 
Percentage af fected (or  %tokens c loned or percentage c loned) :  is a characteristic to 
describe the relation between a method and its clones. It is calculated as the number of tokens 
cloned, over, the number tokens of the method. 
Percent i les :  are numerical values that divide a group of numbers in 100 equal parts. The n-th 
percentile is the value for which n-% of the data is less than or equal to. 
Perfec t ive main tenance:  is a maintenance task that aims to improve the performance, 
maintainability, or other attributes of a computer program. 
Persis tence appl ica t ion:  is a measure of the average persistence of SCEs affected by the 
SCIUS at the given commit transaction. That is, it is the ratio between the persistence of the 
SCIUS in the SCEs that have had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction, over, the number of 
SCEs that have had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction. 
Persis tence contr ibut ion:  is a measure of the contribution of a SCE of high level of 
abstraction to the persistence of an application. It is calculated as the average persistence of the 
SCIUS on the SCEs that compose another SCE of a higher level of abstraction. That is, it is the 
ratio between the persistence of the SCIUS in the SCEs that compose to the SCE analyzed and 
that have had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction, over, the number of SCEs that compose 
to the SCE analyzed and that have had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction. 
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Phase-out :  is the maintenance stage in which the application remains in use but no changes 
are performed. 
Prevent ive maintenance:  is a maintenance task that aims to detect and correct latent faults 
before they become faults.   
Quart i les :  are values that divide a group of numbers into quarters. 
Relat ive  r isk  (RR) :  is a metric used in epidemiological studies to assess if being exposed to 
an agent increases the risk of developing a disease [Green '00], for instance to check if smoking 
(agent) increases the chances of  developing lung cancer (disease).  
Role :  is a characteristic to describe the relation between a method and its clones. It refers to the 
way in which the first cloned fragment of a method is created. There are three possible roles: 
seed, copy, and twins. 
Same:  is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which there is no difference with 
the previous version of the clone family. That is, none of the fragments change, neither 
additions of fragments to the clone family nor deletions of fragments from the clone family. 
Seed role :  occurs when the first cloned fragment that a method has is created because another 
method copied it. It is detected by analyzing the changes in the methods that become part of the 
clone family when the clone is created. The cloned fragment analyzed is the seed of the clone; if 
it was not changed when it became cloned, and the other methods that acquire the clone at the 
same moment changed. 
Semantic  tokens:  are those that represent instances of SCEs; such as, literals, types, and 
method names. 
Servic ing:  is the maintenance stage in which only minor changes are possible to introduce in 
the application. 
Shif t :  is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which the only difference with the 
previous version of the clone family is that some cloned fragments change without becoming 
part of another clone family. That is, when they still share the same clone. 
Similar i t y among code fragments :  two fragments are similar if syntax tokens are identical, 
and if there is a correspondence in their semantic tokens.  
Size :  is a characteristic to describe the relation between a method and its clones. It refers to the 
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size of the clones of a method. It is calculated as the number of tokens cloned inside a method. 
Sl id ing t ime w indow:  is a time threshold used to identify commit transactions. A sliding time 
window of X minutes indicates that the maximum distance between two consecutive physical 
changes (done with the same rationale, by the same developer) it at most X minutes. Notice that 
this indicates that the length of all commit transactions is variable that is the reason for calling it 
a ‘sliding window’ in opposition to the ‘fixed time window’ in which the duration of a commit 
transaction has a fixed upper limit. 
Snapshot :  is the status of the application after a commit transaction. In the formalization of 
the metrics proposed, set of entities that compose the application after the moment in time 
defined by the commit transaction. 
Sometimes  w ith a  source code Issue (or  SI ) :  is a SCE has had the SCIUS for a fraction 
of its lifetime. For our case study, the methods sometimes cloned are identified as SC-methods. 
Source  Code  Ent i t ies  (SCE) :  are the abstraction units of an application. Each SCE is 
composed of one or several SCEs of the same or of lower granularity. For example, in Java, 
packages are composed of other packages or classes, classes being of a lower level of 
granularity than packages.  
Source Code Issue:  is a source code characteristic considered as a harmful implementation 
of a Source Code Entity. 
Stabi l i t y:  is the capability of the software product to avoid unexpected effects from 
modifications of the software. It is considered one of the necessary characteristics to consider an 
application maintainable. 
Stabi l i t y appl ica t ion:  is a measure of the average stability of SCEs affected by the SCIUS at 
the given commit transaction. That is, it is the ratio between the stability of the SCEs that have 
had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction, over, the number of SCEs that have had the 
SCIUS up-to that commit transaction. 
Stabi l i t y_contr ibut ion:  is a measure of the contribution of a SCE of high level of abstraction 
to the stability of an application. It is calculated as the average stability of the SCEs that 
compose another SCE of a higher level of abstraction. That is, it is the ratio between the 
stability of the SCEs that compose to the SCE analyzed and that have had the SCIUS up-to that 
commit transaction, over, the number of SCEs that compose to the SCE analyzed and that have 
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had the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction. 
Stabi l i t y_SCE:  is a measure of the instability on a SCE that can be attributed to its SCIUS. It 
is calculated as the average ratio between the number of changes in the components of the SCE 
that have the SCIUS up-to that commit transaction, over, the number of changes in the SCE up-
to that commit transaction. 
Subtract :  is a type of change in the history of a clone family, in which the only difference with 
the previous version of the clone family is that at least one clone fragment is removed from the 
clone family. That is, the cloned fragment is deleted or when it changes enough  so it cannot be 
considered anymore as part of the family because it does not share the clone that distinguishes 
the family. 
S yntax f ingerprints :  is a type of source code representation used to detect clones. Syntax 
fingerprints exploit the syntax constraints of the programming language so that the comparison 
algorithms are aware of syntactic units allowing for a high precision. 
S yntax percentage (%S yntax) :  is a clone characteristic that refers to the percentage of 
syntax tokens that compose the clone that identifies the family. It is calculated as the ratio 
between the number of syntax tokens, over, the number of tokens in the clone that identifies the 
family. 
S yntax tokens:  are those that cannot be instantiated, that is, keywords and operators. 
S ystem Configura t ion Management (SCM):  is an application stores several versions of the 
same file. The SCM applications automatically save and merge the deltas between the versions 
uploaded by the developers and the version in the server. 
Testabi l i t y:  is the capability of the software product to enable modified software to be 
validated. It is considered one of the necessary characteristics to consider an application 
maintainable. 
Text  f ingerprints :  is a type of source code representation used to detect clones. Text 
fingerprints are considered lightweight because they do not require validations based on the 
syntax of the programming language. 
Tokens:  is a type of source code representation used to detect clones. A token is a group of 
characters that form an atomic element in a string. 
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Twins role:  occurs when the first cloned fragment that a method has is created because it is 
copied in all the methods of the family. It is detected by analyzing the changes in the methods 
that become part of the clone family when the clone is created. If all fragments that became 
cloned are changed when the clone relation is created, it is because the cloned fragment was 
introduced to all methods at the same time, in this case all cloned fragments are identified as 
twins. 
Violat ion of  design heurist ics :  is an implementation that does not comply with 
implementation heuristics proposed to conform to design principles. 
Was cloned:  is a characteristic of the relation between method and its clones It refers to the 
fact of having had clones; it is defined as 1 if the method had cloned fragments at any point in 
its lifetime, and 0 otherwise. 
